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Foreword 

Ali E. Hillal Dessouki 

There are two ways of approaching youth issues. The first perceives youth as 
an object to be shaped, influenced, and molded. From this perspective, sociali-
zation is essentially a process of social control through which societies repro-
duce themselves, maintain the status quo, and resist change. The second per-
spective views youth as autonomous actors or subjects. They have their own 
aspirations and problems, hopes and fears, and their own visions for the future. 

The social and political implications of these two perspectives are numer-
ous. The first, a one way street, is an authoritarian approach and usually leads 
to generational conflict. Its wisdom is for the old to indoctrinate and youth to 
obey. The second is more dynamic and democratic, and implies that socializa-
tion is a process whereby society transfers its basic values to the young, giving 
them the opportunity to redefine these values. 

In this context, the present book represents a valuable contribution to 
youth research. It contains useful insights and draws conclusions on youth 
views of society and politics in five Arab countries (Iraq, Egypt, Morocco, 
Syria and Palestine) and in Germany. In terms of methodology, it brings toge-
ther various qualitative and quantitative approaches. It is most enlightening to 
identify and compare elements of similarity, difference, and specificity among 
the views of the young in different contexts. 

Unemployment, for instance, is perceived as a major challenge in many ca-
ses. We also find patterns of commonality with regard to family life and mea-
ningful jobs. In diverse situations one notices a sense of dissent, rebellion, re-
treat and anger, embraced by a general milieu of ambivalence. In the German 
case, these feelings are related to unemployment or to not having a rewarding 
job. In the Arab situation, it is a function of deep anxiety and uncertainty asso-
ciated with rapid social change (Egypt and Morocco) or implication of a tense 
political context (Iraq and Palestine). 

Discrepancies in the attitudes and behavior of youth were observed in some 
cases. This can best be understood not in ethical terms, but rather in the light 
of the contradictory situations youth encounter. Dealing with day to day chal-
lenges forces youth to bargain and compromise. In Morocco, ambivalence be-
came a cultural system and negotiations a fundamental way of coping and 
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adapting (El-Harras). In Egypt, the same phenomenon manifests itself in the 
development of a youth subculture, complete with symbols and vocabulary. It 
reflects withdrawal, lack of confidence in adults, and the absence of a vision for 
the future (Elkamel). 

In a world characterized by instability and uncertainty, an increasing num-
ber of youth take refuge in religion and family. For German youth, fathers are 
no longer seen as symbols of authority but rather as ‘confidants’. Given the 
specificity of Palestinian youth, family became the primary agent for the trans-
mission of values. The cohesiveness of Palestinian families is seen as an impor-
tant factor in maintaining Palestinian identity.  

As the studies in this volume reveal in many places, youth are ambivalent, 
confused, and ill-adjusted. They should certainly not be blamed, since they are 
dealing with a situation not of their own making and for which they are not 
prepared. Thus planning for a better future should involve empowering youth 
and providing them with basic life skills. The paper on Iraq demonstrates that 
energetic, self-determined, and goal-oriented young people willing to shoulder 
social responsibility under difficult conditions do exist (Wollenberg). The real 
challenge is to find out how we can contribute to assisting youth to take con-
trol of their own destiny and create their own future. 

 
Ali E. Hillal Dessouki 
Prof. of Political Science 
Cairo University 
2006 



 

Introduction 

Sonja Hegasy and Elke Kaschl1  

What do we really know about young people in the Arab world? Too often 
they are perceived as passive, subdued and law-abiding individuals. When des-
cribing what happens in their societies, we like to refer to texts – whether legal 
or religious: The sharia says…, the koran demands…, family law stipulates…, 
satellite dishes are banned…, the Internet is censored…, premarital sex is not 
allowed etc. But what do young people really think and do? And how do we 
study them? This was the starting question of a conference by the Zentrum 
Moderner Orient (ZMO) in Berlin and the Goethe-Institut Cairo/Alexandria 
(GI) in cooperation with the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Cairo in June 
2005. The conference aimed at promoting exchange among German, Egyptian 
and other Arab researchers on the study of youth values and attitudes. The stu-
dy of young adults is an underdeveloped area of research and despite growing 
awareness of its vital significance since September 11th, there exists no single 
comprehensive youth study of any Arab country. Existing research is often 
scattered, partly inaccessible, and to a great extent focused on specialized to-
pics. Yet almost 70% of the Arab population is under the age of 35. To know 
more about this ‘silent majority’ on social as well as political issues is crucial, 
not only for Arab societies. The conference and this volume which resulted 
from it were therefore designed at presenting the potential and limitations of 
youth research in the Arab world and beyond, using examples from Morocco, 
Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Germany. The focus is less on data analysis 
than on survey processes and methodology. 

The ZMO, headed by Prof. Ulrike Freitag, is the only German research in-
stitute devoted to an interdisciplinary and comparative study of the Middle East, 
Africa, South and Southeast Asia. The study of youth has been a key research 
interest at the centre in recent years. In October 2003, the ZMO initiated a 
round table in Berlin on ‘Empirical Youth Studies in the Arab World’2 to 
reflect on a comparative survey of political attitudes of young adults in North 
Africa. Furthermore, the feasibility of using a format comparable to the Ger-
man Shell Youth Studies for Arab countries was discussed here for the first time.  
Johannes Ebert, Regional Director of the Goethe-Institut Cairo/Alexandria, 
and Enzio Wetzel, Head of Cultural Programmes, were also concerned with 
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gaining more knowledge on the situation of young Arabs. For the last few 
years they have been involved in initiating dialogue programs in the region, 
going beyond representatives of intellectual elites to focus on young people. In 
particular, the GI Cairo/Alexandria has begun cooperation with youth orga-
nizations in the field of art and culture for development. It has launched a pro-
ject competition to facilitate networking and to set up a German-Arab Internet 
Online Youth Forum. In dealing with youth issues, Ebert and Wetzel were 
struck by the dearth of reliable background information and sensed that know-
ing more would be a welcome asset in designing projects to effectively reach 
their target group and address the issues that matter. 

Against this backdrop, the joint ZMO-GI conference in Cairo was set up 
as a platform aimed at reviewing the state-of-the-art in youth research in the 
Arab world. It provided room for an exchange of experience and lessons 
learned, testing the ground for the possibility of conducting a national youth 
study in Egypt. In order to move beyond a purely theoretical debate, the con-
ference not only hosted youth research specialists, but invited representatives 
of Egyptian youth organizations as well as the Egyptian Ministry of Youth to 
join in the discussion on how to make practical use of these insights. Students 
of anthropology from the FU Berlin also presented their fieldwork in Egypt. 

The point of departure was the German Shell Youth Study, a national sur-
vey carried out at regular intervals over the last 50 years. Up to now 14 Shell 
Youth Studies have been published, and have gained international recognition 
as a unique example of longitudinal research on youth values. The Shell Studies 
were initiated in 1952 as part of the reconstruction of Germany after World 
War II. From the very beginning they have been used by a wide range of peo-
ple in the area of politics, economics, society and culture as a means of un-
derstanding where generations of young Germans are heading and what their 
preoccupations are. Its findings are omnipresent in both the German public 
debate and the media, taking up and reproducing the specific terms or ‘brand 
names’ used to characterize each generation of adolescents and young adults. 
Hence the eighties, for example, brought forth the infamous and widely de-
bated so-called ‘Null-Bock-Kids’, referring to a generation of young Germans 
with apparent indifference to anything except entertainment and fun. But are 
young Germans really no longer interested in getting involved in voluntary 
work, in political parties or in the church? In his contribution to this pub-
lication, Richard Münchmeier, professor at the FU Berlin and supervisor of 
the 13th Shell Study, portrays the present generation of young Germans as 
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‘down-to-earth’ and having a clear perception of the challenges that lie ahead 
of them. They also possess a strong readiness to tackle these challenges and 
make the best of them. 

While Münchmeier’s research presents a model study of youth research in 
the German context, the contributions of Bernard Sabella from the University 
of Bethlehem and Hans Oswald from the University of Potsdam bridge the 
geographical gap between Germany and the Arab world. Their papers are 
based on a rare comparative study of changing attitudes towards democracy 
among young adults in former East Germany, Palestine and Israel, which was 
published by Hilke Rebenstorf in 2004.3 In his paper, Bernard Sabella explores 
the intergenerational transmission of attitudes towards democracy in Palestin-
ian families, based on family cohesion and the frequency of communication 
about politics and gender. At a time in which ‘democracy’ has become one of 
the over-used buzz words, Sabella’s study makes an important contribution to 
our understanding of how Palestinian youth perceive of democratic participa-
tion in a context characterized by occupation, political turmoil and repeated 
attempts on the Palestinian side of making democracy happen despite the dire 
circumstances.  

Hans Oswald from the University of Potsdam took part in the same cross-
cultural longitudinal study. He elaborates in this volume on gender differences 
in the political interest of adolescents from both Brandenburg and the West 
Bank. Based on a number of empirical studies that have shown the significance 
of political interest for a democratic political identity, Oswald examines the 
behavior of first-time voters from Brandenburg, one of the former East-
German states, in the parliamentary election of 1998. Reacting to feminist cri-
tique of how the term ‘political interest’, was conceptualized Oswald and his 
colleagues not only included the customary single-item indicator but also a 
question on political interest in twenty different fields of politics. Women were 
shown to have less interest in so-called ‘front page politics’ but to be more con-
cerned with societal politics (health, gender, peace). Instead of highlighting the 
‘unbridgeable difference’ between Europe and the Middle East so often evoked 
in public discourse, the findings of the two papers by Sabella and Oswald 
bring to light various ways in which young people in the two locations of 
Brandenburg and Bethlehem in fact share similar concerns and perceptions 
towards democracy. 

Four additional papers present results of studies from around the Arab 
world. Since the summer of 2004, psychologist Anja Wollenberg has had the 
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rare opportunity of talking to young Iraqis she came across during a joint radio 
project called Telephone FM. Together with Klaas Glenewinkel, Wollenberg 
directed an Iraqi-German team of young radio journalists, who produced and 
broadcasted shows in Iraq covering cultural and political issues. The target 
group of these programmes consisted of young adults in Iraq aged between 18 
and 35. Addressing the question of changing values, motives, and attitudes of 
young adults in Iraq, she undertook an analysis of 28 interviews with young 
men, in an attempt to identify influences and constraints that have shaped in-
dividual biographical narratives since the fall of Saddam Hussein. Given the 
difficult circumstances in Iraq, the analysis contained in her contribution to 
this volume had to rely purely on qualitative methods and does not claim to be 
representative. Wollenberg uses a content analysis approach in order to iden-
tify subjective patterns of action and motivations. Her findings with regard to 
patchwork biographies and non-institutional learning in Iraq are particularly 
interesting, albeit limited at this point in time. In contrast to widespread as-
sumptions about education in authoritarian states, the biographies she presents 
are characterized by ardent self-determination and the readiness to take radical 
decisions.  

Mokhtar El-Harras from the University of Rabat is one of the most re-
nowned sociologists on the subject of youth in Morocco. His contribution 
dealing with students, their families, and the process of individuation con-
cludes that “norms and ideas of previous generations have lost their effective-
ness and validity for the current generation.” El-Harras stresses that youth in 
both rural and urban areas increasingly make their own decisions, thereby re-
ducing parental intervention. He attributes this partly to the knowledge gap 
between children and their parents, as parents are no longer the main knowl-
edge transmitter. Parents furthermore had to relinquish some of their moral 
and religious authority. El-Harras points out that “[t]he transfer of youth so-
cialization to extra-familial educational institutions undoubtedly contributes to 
the autonomy of youth.” The author gives a number of important examples to 
illustrate the processes of individuation taking place in Moroccan society and 
the kind of identity bricolage to which youth is reverting.  

Between May 2003 and January 2004, Sonja Hegasy carried out a quanti-
tative survey on concepts of legitimacy under Mohammed VI, positioning 
them in the context of changing state-society relations. Hegasy presents her 
methodological approach and experiences in the survey process, during which 
she encountered a number of restrictions. The survey itself is based on a ran-
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dom sample taken from urban and rural Morocco with the participation of 
622 young adults between 18 and 35. Politically the most relevant section of 
society today, this generation will decide on the stability and continuity of the 
Moroccan monarchy. Hegasy considered it insightful to comprehend their 
attitudes towards a young king in a society said to be based on the authority of 
a mystical father figure – be it head of the family or father of the nation. In-
spired by what Clifford Geertz called “warrior saints”4 – or homme fétiche fol-
lowing Alfred Bel (1938) – she explores how the king goes about securing his 
reign in the 21st century despite a diminishing of the spiritual, religious, patri-
archal, divine, and holy dimensions of his authority and the growing impor-
tance of worldly, profane, merit-based and individual qualities for the legitima-
tion of this authority. 

The results of the studies on Morocco, Iraq and Palestine confirm that pa-
rental authority is losing ground in the Middle East. In the case of Palestine, 
where the intifada is driven by young people, this development is not as surpri-
sing as it is in the authoritarian states of Iraq and Morocco. 

The papers presenting research projects from Egypt are evidence of the 
high level of both quantitative and qualitative methodological expertise avail-
able in the country. Diaa Rashwan from the Al-Ahram Center for Political and 
Strategic Studies gave an overview at the conference of the current socio-politi-
cal conditions of young adults in Egypt and the perceived shift in their politi-
cal values.5 Sahar El-Tawila, Professor for Statistics at the Faculty of Political 
and Economic Studies of Cairo University, presented lessons learned from the 
design and implementation of two national quantitative studies that were con-
ducted in the mid- and late 1990s on youth and adolescents in Egypt in rela-
tion to health issues, marital patterns, and family formation. These studies are 
still considered pioneering in the Egyptian socio-political context. El-Tawila 
gives a highly interesting account of the survey process and its difficulties. 
Since international literature on adolescence “often misses crucial aspects” of 
adolescent life in developing countries, as El-Tawila points out, they are parti-
cularly insightful.  

Farag Elkamel, Dean of the Faculty of Mass Communication at the Ahram 
Canadian University, summarizes the results of a qualitative study he conducted 
for UNICEF in Upper Egypt, the Delta and Metropolitan Cairo in 2001, focus-
ing on different aspects of human interaction between adolescents and ‘signifi-
cant others’, such as peers, siblings, friends, parents, and teachers. Elkamel used 
focus group discussions to study attitudes on gender equality within the family, 
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about relationships between boys and girls, as well as attitudes towards smoking 
and drug use. His most important finding was that youth has developed its own 
subculture and are withdrawing from the communication process with adults.  

Rania Salem’s contribution presents the findings of an action-based re-
search project on gender attitudes of rural adolescents in the governorate of 
Minya, which was implemented by the Cairo office of the Population Council, 
an international non-governmental organization, thereby bringing the practi-
tioner perspective into the discussion. The starting point was the fact that the 
educational system has failed to erode patriarchal attitudes towards gender 
roles as no significant difference could be found in the attitudes of those who 
have primary schooling only and those with a university degree. 

We are very pleased to be able to include another paper which was not pre-
sented at the conference but rounds up this volume very well. Katharina Lange 
from the ZMO writes about income generating activities of youth in a North-
ern Syrian village. She looks into the effects of economic change on the situa-
tion of rural youth, pointing to the complex interrelationships between exter-
nal economic transformations, changing labour-related values, and intergener-
ational relations as well as social norms. 

The conference was financed by special funds from the Federal Foreign Of-
fice for “Dialogue with the Islamic World”, the Goethe-Institut and the Kon-
rad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Cairo headed by Dr. Michael Lange, whom we 
thank very much. In addition, our thanks go to the Verlag für Sozialwissen-
schaften in Wiesbaden for their permission to reprint and translate Bernard 
Sabella’s contribution into Arabic. It was another important aim of this vol-
ume, to make all papers available for the Arabic speaking readership. We are 
also very honoured that the former Egyptian Minister of Youth and well-
known political scientist, Prof. Ali Eddin Hillal Dessouki, agreed to write the 
foreword.  

As a result of our conference in June 2005, we were able to assemble a 
number of sociological studies on youth in the Middle East carried out by 
people who have not heard of each other before. A list of contributors is given 
in the appendix and we hope that this will serve as a nucleus for a network of 
researchers on youth in the future. 
 
Dr. Sonja Hegasy Dr. Elke Kaschl 
Zentrum Moderner Orient   Goethe-Institut Liaison Office 

Berlin       Abu Dhabi 
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Note s  

 

1  The editors would like to thank Firdaous Fatfouta and Gamal Abdelnasser 
very much for proof reading the publication and Tobias Goldschmidt for 
compiling the bibliography. 

2   Hegasy (2004) 
3   Rebenstorf (2004) 
4   Geertz (1971 [1968]: 46) 
5   For organisational reasons his paper is unfortunately not included in this 

volume. 



 



 

After the Fall of the Regime: Orientation and Motivation of 
Young Adults in Baghdad 

Anja Wollenberg 

Introduction 

From April 2004, on behalf of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, the streamminister 
company has been conducting cooperative media projects with local partners 
in Iraq. So far three projects have been run where German-Iraqi teams have 
produced and broadcasted a radio shows covering cultural and political issues. 
The partners and target group of the programmes are young adults in Iraq 
aged between 18 and 35. The long-term goal of the cooperation is to establish 
and maintain participative, impartial media services in Iraq and to foster quali-
fication and networking among Iraqi journalists. All projects were funded by 
the German Foreign Office.  

In order to go beyond the scope of these projects and address the question 
of values, motives, and attitudes of young adults in Iraq, streamminister under-
took an analysis of 28 interviews from the first radio project, TELEPHONE 
FM, trying to identify influences and constraints that shape individual biogra-
phical narratives after the fall of Saddam Hussein. 

Empirical Material and Research Object 

The  Rad io  Show  

TELEPHONE FM was an Arabic language radio show. It was produced partly 
in Berlin and partly in Baghdad by an Arab/German team and was broad-
casted on a Baghdad youth radio station over a period of three-and-a-half-
month in the summer and autumn of 2004.  

The 70 broadcasts in total focused on concerns such as how people con-
ceived their lives in present and future, what aims they had, both personally 
and career-wise, and what projects young people had in Baghdad eighteen 
months after the Saddam Hussein regime fell. One of the project’s goals was to 
elaborate a comprehensive picture of the attitudes, interests, and activities as 
well as the fears and hopes of the listeners; in fact, what emerged was a public 
platform for presentation, inspiration, and critical debate.  
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Streamminister started the project in early 2004, initially intending to produce 
and broadcast a radio show in Baghdad. However, as the security situation de-
teriorated, one was forced to give up plans of moving there. Instead, Iraqi jour-
nalists and radio presenters were invited to Berlin to produce the show here. A 
total of four Iraqis came to Berlin for two production phases where, together 
with German and Arab colleagues, they developed, designed and produced the 
show; a 90-minutes programme was then delivered on a daily basis to a FM-ra-
dio station in Baghdad where it was included in the daily broadcasting schedule. 
Since then a number of follow-up projects have been initiated, such as: 
- a radio show monitoring the political process in Iraq, respectively the 

elections in January and the ongoing constitutional process (running from 
December 2004 to December 2005)  

- a show on cultural issues planned for autumn 2005 including reports 
about the state of contemporary art and culture in Iraq’s neighbouring 
countries (named: Iraq 360°) 

- a website providing a civil society discussion forum on the political pro-
cess in Iraq and the drafting of the new Iraqi constitution (www. 
niqash.org) 

The  In te rv i ews  and  the  In te rv i ewee s  

During the production of the TELEPHONE FM broadcasts, the editorial team 
conducted over 100 interviews on a variety of subjects, primarily with young 
Iraqi adults living in Iraq. These interviews were conducted either by corre-
spondents in Baghdad or via phone by the Iraqi journalists in the Berlin studio 
(hence the name – TELEPHONE FM). The process of finding interviewees 
was taken up by the entire team and by project partners supporting the re-
search. They were specifically looking for interviewees drawn from two groups 
of people: experts on a specific topic – for example, media, education, culture, 
etc. –, and young people working on interesting projects or topics who were 
willing to talk about themselves and their work. 

In order to attain well-founded and meaningful statements in the project 
evaluation about the interviewees’ attitudes and opinions, a series of interviews 
were translated and evaluated and an additional number of in-depth interviews 
were carried out with Iraqi project partners in Berlin. In the following, some of 
the findings from this extended evaluation is presented, based on interviews 
with 28 Iraqi men1 aged 18-35 living in Baghdad. The material comprises: 
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- 13 short ten-minute interviews 
- 12 long interviews (of around 20 minutes each) 
- 3 discussions lasting approximately 2 hours each 
The research focused on the issue of how biographies are constructed and the 
factors that influence this process, looking specifically for answers to the follo-
wing questions: 
- What are our interviewees’ jobs and how do they do them? 
- What motives and interests play a role in their work? 
- How important is the world outside Iraq in their work? 
- How do they evaluate the future of Iraq as playing a part in their own 

plans for their personal future? 

P rocedure  

In terms of methodology, the analysis has been conducted as a backwards-
moving process: in contrast to standard research where one begins with the 
research question to generate the according data, we found ourselves first con-
fronting the data before specific issues could be identified. To clarify the con-
cerns, all interview passages were divided up into the categories of ‘descrip-
tion’, ‘explanation’, and ‘evaluation’, which then allowed the team, in a second 
step, to identify issues – what was being described, explained, or evaluated? 
This, in turn, led to the key questions listed above. 

On the basis of these key questions, a structured collection of answers 
could be generated that were then analysed in regard to similarities, differen-
ces, and patterns among the statements. As a result of these procedures, tenta-
tive theses and interpretations were formulated, which are presented and illus-
trated by excerpts from the interviews shown in section “Presentation of the 
Findings.” 

In adopting this method, we are following Mayring’s content analysis 
(1990), a qualitative approach aimed at identifying subjective patterns of ac-
tion and reasoning to make action understandable. This phase of the research 
was not striving to ensure the findings were generalisable or representative for 
the group as a whole. (On the validity of the findings, see “Conclusion”). 

Social Background 

Just prior to the Gulf War, the U.N. described Iraq as a high middle-income 
country with a modern social infrastructure. In comparison to other Arab 
states, religion played a minor role in public life and was seen as a private mat-
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ter. Gender equality was relatively advanced in the training and job sectors, 
while the level of general education, enjoyed an excellent reputation in the 
Arab world. The Iraqi self-image, even today, is coined by the notion of belon-
ging to the vanguard of modernity in the Arab world. In fact, however, Sad-
dam Hussein’s aggressive and authoritarian domestic and foreign policy and 
the embargo in place since 1990 has reversed the successful start to moderniza-
tion and the formerly high level of cultural development. The 1990s were a 
step backwards into pre-modern times and a return to pre-modern values: 
tribes and shuyukh have gained influence, religion has gained in importance, 
and everyday life has become dominated by the quest for provisions, with the 
society marked by social injustice (Al-Ali 2003). 

Po l i t i c a l  Condi t ions  

Roughly speaking, our interviewees were born in the 1970s, at a time when 
the Socialist Baath Party was already in power. In 1979, Saddam Hussein took 
over from al-Bakr as President. The political environment this generation grew 
up in can be characterized as authoritarian: despite the modernization in the 
1970s mentioned above, civil society neither had chances to engage in political 
participation nor was there a freedom of opinion, press, or information. Vio-
lence was an omnipresent instrument of asserting political power, the regime 
persecuted and killed large numbers of Kurds, Shiites and communists. The 
general population was under surveillance from a number of secret service or-
ganisations and was systematically brainwashed by the regime’s propaganda 
machine (Farouk-Sluglett, Sluglett 1990). In this spirit, Iraqi media produc-
tion was controlled by Saddam Hussein’s son Uday, who also was the head of 
the Iraqi Journalist Union. Satellite television and the Internet were banned. 
Contrary to their intended goals, the sanctions imposed on Iraq under UNSC 
Resolution 661 in 1990 did not lead to changing power relations within Iraq 
but instead further buttressed Saddam Hussein’s regime. As the principal dis-
tributor of foodstuffs and medicine, the government was not only provided 
with further control mechanisms over the population, but also regained le-
gitimacy within Iraq. 

Economic  Deve lopment  

In this period, economic development is marked by extreme contrasts and a 
progressive downward spiral. During the 1970s, the centralized economy 
found itself in the middle of an upswing. Oil production had been nationa-
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lised and benefited from output nearly tripling between 1965-1979, with a 
parallel rise in oil prices. Between 1973 and 1979 alone, the revenues from oil 
rose tenfold (Farouk-Sluglett, Sluglett 2003). The economic decline began in 
the mid-1980s as the spiralling costs for the war with Iran and the war damage 
began to bite. In the medium term, the UN imposed embargo resulted in the 
majority of Iraqis living below the poverty line – causing significant damage to 
the integrity of the society in the health, social, and cultural spheres. Since 
1990, infant mortality rates (4,000-5,000 per month), and cases of malnutri-
tion, leukaemia and cancer have all been steadily rising (Al-Ali 2003). 

Educa t ion  and  Pro f e s s iona l  L i f e  

Since the economic crisis began, salaries paid in state-run institutions and fac-
tories have increasingly taken on a symbolic character. For example, by the 
mid-1990s a teacher’s monthly salary amounted to somewhere between $ 5-10 
– one reason why a person’s education and training and the job they were 
doing frequently bore very little relation to earning a living. The average family 
made ends meet through food stamps and trading on the unofficial markets. 
Although compulsory school attendance was introduced in Iraq in 1976, a Mi-
nistry of Planning survey in the summer of 2004 found that 20% of young 
Iraqis under the age of 24 had not received any schooling at all, 15% had not 
even finished primary school, and only 11% had completed a secondary school 
education.2 After the initial successes scored in the fight against illiteracy when 
compulsory schooling was introduced, by 2003 the illiteracy rate had again 
risen to 30% among men and 55% among women (UNESCO 2003). 

The  Gul f  War s  

Our interviewees witnessed three wars fought under Saddam Hussein’s regime: 
the Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988), the Second Gulf War 1990/91, and now the 
invasion and occupation of Iraq by the allied forces led by the U.S. Everyone 
who has lived through these years can recount their own traumatic experiences 
of war and list friends or family who were among the casualties. From their 
16th birthday on, all young men were constantly accompanied by the fear of 
being drafted into the military at anytime and without any warning. 

The interviews providing the material for this analysis were conducted in 
the summer and autumn of 2004, one-and-a-half year after the invasion of the 
American-led Coalition Forces. In the following section a brief overview is 
provided of the central features of the situation in Baghdad at that time. 
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Iraq in Summer 2004 

Dis so lu t ion  o f  S t ruc ture s  

Under the occupation, state structures were dissolved and replaced by impro-
vised interim institutions with an authority and jurisdiction that initially re-
mained opaque. In a parallel movement, triggered by this power shift, the en-
tire society became gripped by a heated debate on personal and collective iden-
tities, where religious, political, ethnic, and regional affiliations were taken as 
points of departure for new identity constructs. In this situation, radical prea-
chers (like Muqtada al-Sadr), proved able to attract a following, especially 
among young adults, by pitting the clarity of religious dogma against growing 
social chaos. On 28 June an interim government was appointed under Prime 
Minister Iyad Allawi, a leader regarded as having authoritarian leanings. This 
move was connected with a hope for a quick clarification of the situation.  

The sudden loss of any semblance of security in the public sphere may well 
be the feature that most characterised the situation in 2004. Iraqi citizens faced 
a variety of threats from different areas. Firstly, the occupying forces represen-
ted a constant source of potential violence and a possible provocation to vio-
lence; secondly, the number of criminals ready to plunder property, kidnap 
children, or work as hired contract killers steadily grew; thirdly, the summer of 
2004 saw a significant increase in religiously and politically motivated assas-
sins, that became a constant source of worry and concern as such attacks oc-
curred with increasing frequency and began not only targeting the occupation 
forces but also those collaborating with them. At that time, the battles in Fal-
lujah became a symbol of the occupation forces’ inability to curb resistance. 

The freedom generated by the fall of the regime is extensive and radical. 
Innumerable new radio stations and newspapers, freed from state control, have 
begun disseminating their own – usually politically bound – positions. Nu-
merous Internet cafes have sprung up providing uncensored access to informa-
tion on the Internet. Satellite TV is also freely available, providing one can 
afford to buy a satellite dish. Political parties have been founded and political 
views can be freely expressed in public. Since the fall of the regime more than 
700 NGOs have been founded in Iraq, frequently with the support of exile 
Iraqis who have now returned to their home country (in June 2005, there were 
around 6,000 NGOs). 

The supply situation in Iraq was already serious before the invasion and the 
war had only made it more severe. Recurrent power cuts at temperatures of 
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around 55 degrees fuelled the general population’s anger and desperation; the 
hygienic conditions in hospitals, the state of the roads and provision of water 
were all noticeably worsening. The massive army lay-offs and dismals in the 
wake of the peace settlement and in the process of ‘de-Baathification’ resulted 
in an already high unemployment rate rocketing to approximately 50%. Fig-
ures from late 2004 revealed 43% of all families living below the poverty line, 
with a further 44% of families barely above it, and only 2% able to enjoy a 
reasonable or even prosperous standard of living.3 

The roadmap imposed by US politicians not only held out the promise of 
elections in January 2005 but also that of Iraq’s democratisation. The roadmap 
provides for elections and a provisional government, a constitution designed 
by 15 August 2005, a referendum on the constitution and, finally, at the end 
of 2005, parliamentary elections held on the basis of the new constitution. The 
public debate in Iraq on the project’s chances of success showed a certain am-
bivalence, with the question of whether democracy can be created through war 
and outside coercion constituting a main element in the debate. In real terms, 
from the perspective of the civilian population, although the elections in Janu-
ary 2005 remain an abstract plan, the term ‘democracy’ is filled with hope. 

Presentation of the Findings  

As mentioned at the beginning, the interview analysis focused on the question 
of how biographies get shaped. Beyond this core concern, the aim was to gain 
a greater understanding of the values, motives and attitudes of the project 
partners and target groups. The concrete questions detailed in the section on 
the interviews and the interviewees are used here to structure the presentation. 

What  a r e  our  In te rv i ewee s ’  Jobs  and  how do  they  do  them?  

The majority of the interviewees are self-employed, freelancers, or develop 
their own projects; only 6 out of 28 are salaried employees while 12 work in 
the cultural sector, e.g., film makers, writers, sculptors, dancers, or musicians. 
A further six own shops or workshops, in jobs ranging from lute-builder to 
antiques dealer, Internet Café owner or tattoo shop proprietor. Six interview-
ees are mainly working as full-time journalists, with the remainder of the 
group made up of software programmers and sportsmen, and people working 
for NGOs or at universities. 
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Patchwork Biographies and Non-Institutional Learning  
Since many interviewees follow more than one career path, either consecu-
tively or simultaneously, this initial categorization into occupational groups is 
only roughly applicable. For example, the poet and writer was previously 
trained as an electrician but is now working as a journalist; the dpa correspon-
dent also owns an Internet Café; another journalist is not only a businessman 
and farmer, but also busy writing his doctorate; the NGO founder is also an 
author, and so on. Most of the biographies we came to know are marked by 
frequent changes of work areas and multiple jobs in different occupations. 

Undoubtedly, such non-linear biographies are more likely to occur given a 
centralised distribution of university places in line with school grades, as was 
the case in Iraq under the Saddam Hussein regime. Here, a training path was 
not selected on the basis of interest and talent but imposed by a state-defined 
mechanism where specific grades inevitably led to specific educational paths. 
In the case of our interviewees, this had often resulted in a situation where 
they had both completed the prescribed training but also pursued their own 
interests and talents, combining both of these strands into a career patchwork. 

This kind of non-linear career-pathing is also associated with self-taught 
acquisition of the competencies needed in one’s work. The expertise and skills 
required are often learned outside the state’s educational institutions, most 
commonly with the help of friends and books and, since 2000, also with the 
help of the Internet as an information resource. The following two examples 
illustrate this way of learning. 

Not only did the owner of a tattoo parlour teach himself how to tattoo but 
he also built his own tools when he was first starting out: “I started in 1996 
and since I could already draw rather well, the two things were an optimal fit. 
In the beginning, I had to build the tattoo equipment myself but after a while 
things started to develop further […] Of course, it’s mainly a question of tal-
ent. I learnt the basic skills and created a foundation on which I could then 
build. I’ve kept on working on those skills – and kept on learning, for exam-
ple, from western specialist magazines and catalogues.” 

The film maker O. left film school after one year and learnt how to make 
films on his own: “Every student had to submit a short film as a part of their 
final exams. Most of them weren’t capable of making a film. They simply 
hadn’t learnt how to do it. One day a student asked me to make a film he 
could submit for his finals. He offered to pay me for it. I shot the film and 
suddenly I was snowed under by similar requests. From then on, I shot one 
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film after another for these students. It was a great way to learn about the art 
of filmmaking – I could try everything out.” 

Confident Decision-Making, Quick Realization 
What emerges in trying to identify factors, institutions, and persons influenc-
ing the interviewees’ biographies is, first and foremost, their impressive readi-
ness to aplomb. Without giving any great consideration to risks or potential 
disadvantages, or taking steps to establish long-term safeguards, most of our 
interviewees quickly put projects and plans into action. And they take these 
decisions themselves, almost entirely alone without making any noticeable 
allowances for intervention or support from state institutions, family members, 
or others. A few examples will illustrate this approach in more detail: 

Journalist and doctoral student S. is working for a number of agencies and 
newspapers, writing his thesis at the university and, in addition, running a 
smallholding outside Baghdad. When he talks about his attitude to life, he 
says: “My advice to anyone striving to be successful is to set yourself a goal and 
forget about everything else. Don’t think of anything else but your goal and 
how you can achieve it. In my view, you only have to keep that goal right in 
front of your eyes and never let yourself be distracted by the problems and 
difficulties there are in Iraq at present. […] If you want to be successful, then 
you’ll also enjoy the risk contained in any challenge [...] I can risk everything 
and challenge any power in this world.” 

R. runs a successful Internet Café in Baghdad: “I opened my Internet café 
after the war, helped by friends who lent me computers. Before the war, I was 
studying in Baghdad in a college for mass media. I’ve got the only Internet 
café in this part of the town. […] In my life up until now, I’ve only ever done 
the right things. I trust myself and my intuition. Lots of people think they can 
do great things but they never do. That doesn’t happen to me.” 

O. is a filmmaker from Baghdad who shot a feature film there shortly after 
the war ended. For his film, he used old looted film material that he bought on 
the black market: “None of the people putting up the money for the film 
knew whether they’d ever actually get to see anything on the screen. None of 
them knew if it would ever really result in anything at all. But still we sold our 
cars, my brother and I, to make our work possible.” 

In the course of a conversation, J. had taken the decision to make a career 
in journalism: “One or two days after the fall of the regime an American jour-
nalist visited me at home. At that time I was working as a baker and earning 
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about $ 2 a day. After first having described my home as a place where not 
even mice would want to live, the journalist then asked me some questions. I 
spontaneously replied that now after the system had changed, my situation 
would also change and, at that very moment, I decided to become a journal-
ist.” 

Many of these narratives are marked by the readiness to take radical deci-
sions and imbued by a feeling of self-confidence and courage. The interviewees 
present themselves as sovereign actors who react to the shift in the overall situ-
ation not with helplessness but with activism. They do not ask for institutional 
support; however they do rely on the help of friends and relatives.  

Naturally, though, there were also other approaches to life where, for ex-
ample, the interviewee pursuing a sports career with his potential actions lim-
ited by the official sports organisation. Other cases, for instance the lute-buil-
der and antiques trader, revealed a continuation of family traditions, where 
sons had taken over the jobs and businesses of their fathers. However, in our 
series of interviews, this mode of a determined life adapting to external re-
straints was lower-ranking compared to the autonomous, action-directed, and 
self-determined approach related to the tendency to acquire self-taught skills 
and realise patchwork biographies. 

Comment 
If these observations are now placed in relation to the societal structures and 
conditions in summer 2004 it would seem that acting confident, quick and 
self-determined might well be an appropriate response to the dissolution of 
structures, state, and order that characterised the situation so strongly. Appar-
ently our interviewees are handling the sudden disappearance of structures, se-
curity, and order in a rather competent and self-assured way, which raises the 
question of when and how they acquired the according skills. All our inter-
viewees grew up during the Baath regime and, hence, under societal structures 
oriented along and towards regulation, supervision, and control. But how can 
young people in an authoritarian and repressive society develop competencies 
that turn them into experts in dealing with chaos and disorientation? 

One thesis, though needing to be verified, relates to the state’s inability to 
maintain supply in the education and work sectors under the conditions cre-
ated by the embargo. The inability to provide the civilian with institutional 
promotion and institutionalized securities leads at the same time to the loss of 
institutionalized supervision and control over this civilian. As a result, the poli-
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tical culture obviously no longer penetrates and structures the space of indivi-
dual professional activities, which are (or have to be) organised outside institu-
tional structures. Paradoxically this disintegration can be combined with an in-
creased legitimacy of the regime as pointed out in chapter 3. Within society 
autonomous cultural spaces may develop with their own values and maxims of 
action. To put it somewhat pointedly - within the context of this structural as-
pect, the transition from dictatorship to anarchy may not be that much of a 
change. This is a point I will return to in the conclusion. 

Family and Gender 
The assumption that the interviewees in Iraq also act in a sphere outside family 
influence is not suggested here. For every individual, the family plays a large 
role in self-image, future plans, and everyday life and, moreover, is more im-
portant than loyalty to the state. In Iraqi society, the extended family is the 
fundamental social unit. Nonetheless, in assessing family influence, one needs 
to differentiate between plans in the work and private sphere and between men 
and women. Although certain decisions in the private sphere, for example, 
place of residence and choice of spouse – which are not part of this research – 
are definitely regarded as a family concern and under family control, this does 
not apply to such an extent to work-related decisions taken by young men. 
While our interviewees and colleagues reported family support and encourage-
ment in their professional lives, they described the attitude of their families to-
wards private or possible love relationships as restrictive and controlling. The 
question of whether this approach is similarly differentiated in the lives of 
young women, though, goes beyond the scope of this research. It is known, 
however, that women in general are subject to more stringent familial and so-
cietal controls than men and that, since the mid-1990s, the restrictions on, 
and social marginalisation of, women have been steadily increasing. 

What  Mot ive s  and  Inte r e s t s  P l ay  a  Ro l e  in  The i r  Work?  

In the second step of the analysis, motives for work-related decisions and the 
interests underlying them were investigated. The following motives are promi-
nent in the narratives. 

Market and Customers 
In explaining work-related decisions, many of our interviewees refer to the 
needs and interests of customers and the market. Just as everywhere else in the 
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world, when making products available, business people orientate themselves 
towards customer demand. Also artists align their production with their audi-
ence’s anticipated or real interests, whereby one specific feature of such ‘cus-
tomer orientation’ shall be addressed here in more detail: 

Many of the artists interviewed are passionately involved in rehabilitating 
art in society. They deplore the collaboration between art and the previous re-
gime as well as the misuse of art for propaganda purposes which has culmi-
nated in the destruction of art and its function in society. The artists view the 
loss of culture’s credibility among the general population as the loss of their 
means of existence. The people have turned away from art so much so that 
even art that is oppositional in character and non-regime affiliated has lost 
both its audience and its legitimacy. Our interviewees rejected the artists-in-
exile, removed from the people, and similarly rejected regime-affiliated artists 
who worked against the people. Instead, they are striving to recover an audi-
ence by addressing the issues that directly affect the people. 

For example, the poet A. commented: “I grew up at a time when poets en-
joyed hardly any widespread public acceptance and, at that time, it really hurt 
me. This was because poets wrote poems of praise to the people in power, and 
took their money too. Only a very small group of poets avoided that route, 
going down a different road, working out of the public eye. But because this 
went on for decades, people learnt to treat poets with contempt since they 
were writing things about Saddam and events in Iraq that had little or nothing 
to do with ordinary people’s reality. These poets inhabited a different world 
from the world of truth and the world of the Iraqi people. […] Now we need 
poets in Iraq who show that what was disseminated as poetry in those days was 
simply a lie and not poetry at all. We have to offer the broad mass of people 
poems bound to their own joy and suffering, and far removed from the gov-
ernment and the rulers.” 

 
Presentation Abroad  
We find here a second motif, closely related to the notion of revitalising art by 
turning to the audience: the motif of rehabilitating the Iraqi people in the way 
it is perceived through the media by the rest of the world. Many interviewees 
justify their actions with the desire to correct the sensationalist media image of 
the underdeveloped, violence-loving Arab and replace it with the reality of the 
educated, confident and cosmopolitan Iraqi, an image vanished from the me-
dia since the fall of the regime. 
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This desire plays a key role among Iraqi bloggers, as the blogger F. explains: 
“We drew our motivation for writing from the vast discrepancy between inter-
national media reports and commentaries and what we were experiencing our-
selves everyday. In many of their reports, the international media seemed to 
have little idea of what was happening – and I can’t say whether that was de-
liberate or not. But it simply created a false picture of what was happening. 
And that’s why we are following all the everyday events.” 

H., a sculptor, puts it even more directly: “My friends’ help enabled us to 
disseminate a different picture from the one usually seen in the media or 
broadcast via satellite TV as news, no matter whether it was couched in black 
or white terms. Actually, you know yourself the news in those days only ever 
portrayed a dark likeness of the city, the shadowy side, the robberies and mur-
ders. We just wanted to make Iraqi voices a part of this change too, so we 
could say: We are there, we are thinking, we are dreaming, and we are doing 
our work, and this reveals more of our civilized state than just the degeneration 
that’s taking place in front of the cameras, all too keen to capture it on film to 
fill the satellite TV stations’ programmes.” Another variation of this concern is 
found among some journalists who are calling for the reintroduction of truth 
in the Iraqi media as a key journalistic standard and goal. From this stand-
point, journalism is less a professional skill than, first and foremost, a moral 
task: “The thing I really hope for in my job [as a journalist] is that I can por-
tray the truth, precisely and without bias, regardless of whether it is about 
oppressing some ordinary person, describing rights previously withheld or 
exposing the things politicians want to hide from the people.” 

Passion 
We found that together with, and complementary to, the externally directed 
drive of customer/market/image, career decisions are taken on an emotional 
basis. Passion is an essential source of motivation in work activities – despite, 
and perhaps because of, the hostile conditions in which these activities take 
place. This was most clearly expressed by S., the lute-builder, who has been 
making ouds since he was 18: “Making an Oud is not particularly lucrative 
since the details involved in the work are very time-consuming and complex 
[...] No-one can really make an Oud if they don’t love the instrument too. It 
also takes a while before you master the skills you need but then you’re really 
proud of your work. [Question: What kind of skills do you need to become a 
lute maker?] First of all, you have to love the instrument.” 
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The journalist O. too is driven by the enjoyment of his job: “Afterwards I 
started as an announcer at a local radio station. I also enjoyed that more and 
more, my media competency increased and my best times where when I was in 
the studio.” 

Comment  
In comparing the motives and interests outlined here with the living condi-
tions at the time of the interviews, one is confronted by an apparent contradic-
tion: the interviewees do not act defensively or out of despair, as might be 
suggested by the hostile conditions in occupied Baghdad; instead, they are 
pursuing motives one could describe as idealistic. Rather then underscoring 
their powerlessness and despair, the interviewees emphasize the scope and 
impact of their possibilities. In their narratives, the ideal of freedom takes 
precedence over material shortages and existential problems, which rarely ap-
pear as reasons for their actions.  

How Import an t  i s  the  Wor ld  Out s ide  I r aq  in  The i r  Work?  

Since the fall of the regime, contacts abroad have significantly increased al-
though, looked at objectively, trade conditions have actually worsened due to 
the risks on the ground (bringing visits from abroad to a near total standstill), 
the severe damage caused to the infrastructure, with the related difficulty of 
reaching anyone by phone, and the invalidity of travel documents previously 
authorized. Nevertheless, contacts have not only multiplied vastly but have 
also become more interactive, i.e., rather than just a consumption of Western 
culture, commercial and cultural exchanges are taking place. 

Cooperation 
Most of our interviewees are successfully looking for contacts to Western insti-
tutions to utilize their production and distribution capacities to enter interna-
tional markets, communities, and discourses: 
- a guitarist we interviewed told us the band he was in had found a pro-

ducer in London who was going to produce their new album there and 
launch it on the international market 

- one of the film makers had worked together with a German film produc-
tion company to produce and distribute his movie shot on location in 
Baghdad. In the course of realising this project, he had travelled to Ger-
many with some of his Iraqi colleagues to spend several months there. 
The film is currently being shown at international film festivals 
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- many Iraqi journalists have applied for IWPR, CNN, or BBC training 
and, in this way, have become correspondents working for international 
agencies. Streamminister is in touch with at least 30 Iraqis – of course, a-
part from those mentioned here – who have participated in the streammi-
nister-media-projects mentioned earlier. 

- one programmer is a member of the international Linux community, vie-
wing himself as a bridge-head for that community in Iraq. He hopes that 
he can help Iraq become a place with more Linux than Microsoft users. 

- Iraqi track and field athletes held their pre-Olympic training in Cologne, 
since the conditions there were better and also prepared there for the Arab 
Games in Algeria. 

- both (!) antiques dealers buy their goods in Italy, Austria, Russia, and 
from all of the Arab countries.  

At the time of the interviews, the vast majority of interviewees had active 
work-related contacts abroad - a surprising finding when one takes into ac-
count how extremely difficult conditions were then to establish and maintain 
contacts. The main criticism of the West was directed to its media coverage. As 
one can see in some of the quotes above, Iraqis primarily criticise the choice of 
images broadcast by a violence-loving media focusing, as the core of their cov-
erage, on shots of armed Iraqi perpetrators and injured Iraqi victims. They fear 
– and rightly so – that the media will damage the image of Iraq abroad and 
they attempt to use their own activities and work to counter such develop-
ments. In particular, the Iraqi blogger community is active here and has man-
aged to attain worldwide popularity (e.g., www.riverbend.blogspot.com). 

Emigration 
As has been illustrated (section “Cooperation”) contacts abroad are being 
sought generally and, in particular, to the West and the inspiration from 
abroad is being welcomed; the increased exchange with the world abroad is 
viewed positively and the opportunities to make money through cooperation 
are being utilized. In contrast, however, the decision to leave Iraq to live 
abroad is viewed unfavourably. Many of our interviewees disparage and reject 
emigration, or at least deny it as a possibility in their own lives. In this sense, 
the pop group we interviewed is an exception, since they have collectively 
decided to emigrate to England. The others who commented on this issue all 
view emigration – frequently not explicitly but between the lines - as a betrayal 
or an act of weakness. As the following quote from the writer O. illustrates, 
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emigrants are seen as turning their back on the people, just as the regime-
affiliated artists are considered to have turned from the people towards Iraq’s 
despotic ruler:  

“Two types of Iraqi lyrical poetry are no longer readable at all – and mostly 
for psychological reasons. I’m talking about those types, those ideological con-
tradictions, whose shadows still lie across Iraqi culture, and one of them com-
prises the chauvinists – and the other their counterpart, the emigrants. Neither 
of these types is seen as representing Iraqi culture any longer and they are no 
longer read. […] And now lots of people are asking themselves why isn’t Mu-
zaffar al-Nauuab here – in Iraq? […] He is presently living in Syria – and ac-
cepts a system there that in a certain sense is also a dictatorship. So why isn’t 
he here? Or Saadi Youssef, who’s living in London – and at the cost of the 
people there, since he’s receiving financial support from their government. So 
he’s living in a country occupying his own homeland. These are contradictions 
I simply can’t understand!” 

Emigration is rejected as a biographical option, as is illustrated in the follo-
wing quote from the film maker R: 

“My second film was about the end of the hippie culture in Iraq. The film 
was nine minutes long and rather good. It was shown at a film festival in Am-
sterdam. I didn’t go there even though I would have had the chance. It wasn’t 
forbidden to visit Europe and I could have got a visa. For example, my uncle 
lives in California. He was always inviting me to visit him but I didn’t want to 
go. I had the feeling that some major changes would be taking place in Iraq 
and I wanted to witness these events first-hand. It was a decision that wasn’t 
easy to make and meant I had to give up a mass of chances I would have had. 
But I think it was the right thing to do. I’ve experienced the events of the last 
year and I’ve made this film and received a lot of recognition from people who 
are important to me. I only left Iraq for the first time this year to visit the 
Berlin Film Festival.” 

Comment 
Many interviewees have successfully set up cooperations with foreign institu-
tions, ending the painful isolation imposed during the embargo era. In doing 
so, the Iraqis have positioned themselves in these evolving relationships as, on 
the one hand, recipients of benefits and support – for example, in the case of 
the athletes invited to Cologne by the Olympic Committee to provide them 
with better training facilities or the many journalists invited to training courses 
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run by Western media such as the BBC, CNN and Deutsche Welle. A signifi-
cantly larger number of contacts, however, are of a business nature, where the 
actors from ‘the West’ are not perceived primarily as helpers but as business 
partners.  

As it becomes clear from the examples (see “Cooperation”) many relation-
ships evolving here are relationships of partners who pursue transparent inter-
ests. This entry into cross-border cooperative relationships may also help effec-
tively establish a middle class and develop civil society into a self-confident and 
modern partner for the state – especially since, as the quotes on the issue of 
emigration show, the interest of young Iraqis in staying in their country ap-
pears to be greater than any desire to leave it.  

The passionate rejection of emigration by those staunchly determined to 
stay is more easily understood when one bears in mind the intellectual and fi-
nancial resources lost in each wave of emigration – since the occupation of Iraq 
in April 2003 more than 600,000 Iraqis have left the country, including many 
physicians, academics, and experts. In this sense, emigration is not just an act 
of betrayal, of turning one’s back, but also something that increases the desola-
tion in one’s home country. 

How a re  I raq´ s  P re s ent  and  Future  Eva lua t ed  a s  Pa r t  o f  
One´ s  Own L i f e  P l ans ?  

The characteristic features of the situation in Baghdad in summer/autumn 
2004 can be summarized as, on the one hand, the increased freedoms in the 
wake of the fall of the regime and, one the other, the loss of security and the 
worsening supply of material goods (for details see section “Iraq in Summer 
2004”). Unsurprisingly, then, our interviewees all referred to the severe short-
ages and poor security situation in Baghdad as ‘tough’, ‘hard’, ‘difficult’, and 
‘painful’. In the interviews, they did not go into detail about the generally poor 
situation and their comments remained brief and general; similarly, American 
policies were also not discussed in depth. 

But rather than there being no evaluation offered at all, it was transposed 
and transmitted via the issue of Iraq’s future and democratisation. In contrast 
to the anticipated negative assessment of the present situation in normal life, 
Iraq’s future perspectives were largely viewed positively – even if the majority 
of interviewees admitted an indefinite period of learning, effort, and change 
lay between the unappealing present and a future seen in glowing colours. As 
the following quotes show, the basis for such an optimistic assessment proved 
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to be an unfaltering faith in the Iraqi people, its power and intelligence, and its 
capacity to overcome crises and find solutions for the problems it is facing: “I 
expect I will see many beautiful things in future – and even if it’s only because 
I’m one of those working towards creating them. Our city is now in our own 
hands and we have to make most of the effort ourselves. I’m absolutely con-
vinced this generation will experience more work than joy but, on the other 
hand, the effort we have to make is itself a reason for joy – and a very honour-
able one too. I sincerely hope we’ll be successful. And even if we aren’t able to 
enjoy that success ourselves, there will certainly be someone coming after us 
who can. Nowadays, it’s enough to plant a flower – after all, only thorn bushes 
were planted in the past...” 

K. takes a far more critical stance but believes in a similar end result: “I’m 
not optimistic in the short term but I believe, given time, things will get better. 
Young people in Iraq are open and ready for new ideas. The reason why there 
are still problems in educating the youth politically is largely down to a tense 
and troubled situation, poor economic development and lack of security. But 
this will change too in the medium term and the political education of young 
people will then bear more fruit. Then we will find young Iraqi people actively 
involved in building their own country and participating in the process of cre-
ating political will. I can well imagine that, perhaps in 10 years time, young 
people may be demonstrating here, out on the streets, demonstrating about 
issues in other, far distant countries!” 

In this case, rather than being sceptical, the blogger S. is full of enthusiasm: 
“And despite the terrible situation here and the awful picture the world is 
given of Iraq – even if much of it is true - we are totally convinced that the 
Iraq of the future will provide a model, and very likely even an international 
model. After all, all the necessary conditions are there: people want changes, 
they want fundamental reforms in all areas of life; what’s more, the country 
has lots of resources and opportunities, it has intellectuals and talented and 
capable people. And the mistakes we made in the past ought to prevent us 
from repeating them in the future. Above all, that’s why we are predestined to 
change and evolve and offer a successful model for the entire region. For that 
reason, I believe Iraq will be the key to these changes and reforms. And, in 
saying that, I mean those Iraqi people who are motivated and interested in 
change and development.”  

The journalist R. goes even further: “I am very optimistic about Iraq’s fu-
ture. It will prove to the whole world that it is the cradle of civilization and 
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culture. [...] My people will live in democracy and peace, and we will fight 
against terrorism to the death.” 

I would like to follow up on S.’s quote by pointing out the following con-
text: the overall positive assessment of the future is extensively deduced from a 
very positive evaluation of the problem-solving abilities of the ‘Iraqi people’, 
into whose hands the fate of Iraq is now placed, i.e., the country’s fate will not 
be decided by God or any leader, but only by the people themselves. Fortu-
nately, they appear to be the source of hope and self-confidence and yet, at the 
same time, they are, in my view, unrealistic idealised as the country’s saviour. 

For example, when Z. says: “These people [the terrorists] mostly take other 
ethnic groups or faiths as their targets – but, in reality, I think they aren’t 
bothered with that. Instead, they just want to be provocative and cause further 
conflicts. Thank God our people are clever enough not to let themselves be 
draw into something like that…” He is voicing an idealized splitting of ‘evil’ 
from the Iraqi people, which also makes them immune to criticism. This ig-
nores the fact that those involved in conflicts, violence and negative develop-
ments do not only come from external groups but also from the Iraqi people 
themselves.4 A similar misconception underlies the frequently cited Iraqi argu-
ment that the conflicts between Kurds, Shiites and Sunnis are actually Western 
media constructs and projections. 

Conclusion 

The theses presented here on the shaping of biographies of young adults in 
Iraq cannot simply be generalized. If we had set ourselves the goal of generali-
sability, for instance, for ‘the group of Iraqis in Baghdad aged between 18-35 
years’, we would have selected the interviewees differently, had to interview 
substantially larger numbers and, above all, formalise the procedures.5 Given 
the framework of a qualitative procedure, the validity of the findings can be 
measured by the plausibility and reasonableness of the arguments presented, 
whereby the recipient has to decide whether to endorse them or not. Further-
more, validity is also measured by the usefulness of the recommendations that 
the findings generate. 

This research project set out to gain a deeper understanding of the patterns 
of action, evaluation, and motivation among young adults in Baghdad and, in 
this way, grasp the processes by which they subjectively construct meaning and 
plan their lives. Generalisability could only be established in further verifica-
tion of the theses through application of quantitative methods.  
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The conversations were held as public interviews, which undoubtedly led to a 
stronger expression of idealized images of the self, the people, the culture, etc. 
The tendency to give answers that are not unconditionally truthful but instead 
reflect a certain ‘social desirability’ is not a concern specific to this present 
investigation but a general methodological problem in social research where 
one has to rely on interviewing people as a means of gathering data. In inter-
preting the data presented here, one should assume though that, as a result of 
the public broadcast of the interviews, this tendency is present in an extended 
form. In the interviews, we encountered, on the one hand, an energetic, goal-
oriented and emancipated group of young people who, as individual bearers of 
the civil society, clearly give grounds for hope since they do not only have or 
develop interests, but also follow up on them confidently and passionately 
(Section “What motivates and interests play a role in their work?”). Moreover, 
one also perceives a distinct willingness to shoulder social responsibility as an 
individual and, in the same breath, assign the responsibility for the country’s 
future development to ‘the people’. Civil society commitment and participa-
tion would not be realizable without these capabilities and attitudes. 

The approach to arranging one’s life that was characterized as “confident, 
quick and self-determined”, facilitating swift responses and courageous deci-
sion-taking, simultaneously suggests an egotism that seems to exclude any 
binding and long-term interaction with state institutions. The explicit ‘turning 
towards’ the people – as the addressee of professional activities and bearer of 
political hopes – also contains in itself a ‘turning away’ from the state, and 
continuing a way of life removed from state institutions.6 From the perspective 
of political science research, this disintegration of state structures and individ-
ual life designs, represents a development problem since “the level of develop-
ment of a society is to be gauged by the degree to which intermediary units are 
capable of channelling the interaction between individual/company and the 
state” (Fein, Matzke 1997: 41). Obviously, the dynamic in Iraq will depend 
on both: the development of the civil society and the question if the interac-
tion between state and civil society/civilian can be revitalised by implementing 
institutions that operate as a mutual and reciprocal axis of communication. 
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Note s  

 

1  In Iraq, men and women have different conditions, motives, and goals sha-
ping their lives. To ensure the findings were meaningful, the interviews with 
women were analyzed separately from those with men. In this paper I intend 
only to present an analysis of the interviews with men. 

2  Figures given by Abd al-Zahar al-Hindawi, then spokesperson of the Ministry 
of Planning, in a radio-interview, summer 2004. 

3  Ibid. 
4  Uncritically idealising the ‘people’ might also put at risk any efforts to con-

front the past and the necessary processes of reconciliation. 
5  The research presented here was conducted during the standard project evalu-

ation and not as an independent research project with its own funding. 
Hence, the extent of the project had be correspondingly limited 

6  The family here is thought of as an extended self, although it seems likely that 
the family bonds too become eroded under the pressure of economic crises, 
and the individual then acts as an independent unit. 



 



Gender Differences in the Political Interest of German and 
Palestinian Adolescents – Results of a Cross-Cultural  
Longitudinal Study 

Hans Oswald, Bernard Sabella, Hilke Rebenstorf  
and Hans Peter Kuhn 

This paper deals with young people between sixteen and eighteen in East Ger-
many and in the Palestinian Autonomous Region in the West Bank and how 
they develop an interest in politics. It focuses on gender differences with regard 
to a general interest in politics as well as to an interest in specific areas thereof. 

Theoretical Introduction 

A general interest in politics could be considered the basis for a democratic po-
litical belief system, as well as for identity achievement as the outcome of a 
process of identity development.  

In terms of political sociology, political interest is the main component of 
political motivation, a variable indicating an ability for the ideological concep-
tualization essential to participation in the democratic process (Klingemann 
1979). Thus political interest is an indispensable precondition for the desired 
characteristics of a responsible and democratic citizen: critical loyalty, and the 
ability and readiness for political participation. Empirical studies have coher-
ently shown the relevant impact political interest has on the strength of these 
features (e.g., Kaase 1984). The significance of political interest for the exis-
tence of a democratic political identity is therefore evident.  

Political interest, however, is not only crucial to the existence of a democra-
tic political identity but also to its emergence. Identity achievement requires 
exploration as well as commitment (Erikson 1968; Marcia/Archer 1993). Poli-
tical interest serves as the underlying force for exploration, without which 
there is no identity achievement. Interest raises questions about the political 
process, the political system, and the incumbents of political positions. Politi-
cal interest leads people to weigh ideological positions, to assess their pros and 
cons, and finally to make a commitment and achieve political identity. With-
out political interest, political identity remains diffuse: not knowing what to 
think, not knowing what to believe, and not knowing where one’s own com-
mitments are.1  
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Political interest is expected to grow with general development. Thus, a com-
mon interest in politics should increase during the critical stage of adolescence, 
indicating the crises and exploration typical of this life span according to Erik-
son’s developmental theory (Erikson 1968). But socialization theory also de-
picts adolescence as a critical phase during which political opinions crystallize 
from primary, affective to mature, reasoned commitments (Dawson/Prewitt 
1969; Niemi/Hepburn 1995).  

For more than four decades, empirical studies of political socialization and 
political culture in the Western industrial world have continuously shown that 
girls and women are less interested in politics than boys and men (e.g., 
Hayes/Bean 1993; Verba, Schlozman/Brady 1995; Owen/Dennis 1988 and 
1992; Inglehart 1981; van Deth 1990). Although these studies testified to a 
steady increase of political interest by age, gender differences are enduring. In 
an international comparison, Hayes and Bean (1993) concluded that despite 
the disappearance of gender differences in conventional political participation 
for adult women, an enduring gender gap in political interest can still be 
found, regardless of country of origin or social background. Could this be due 
to a socialization deficit in adolescent girls?  

Feminist scholars focus their critique on the male-defined concept of poli-
tics, which forms the basis of mainstream research on political attitudes and 
political participation. According to this position, political participation is in-
strumental behavior aimed at wielding influence within the framework of 
given political institutions. The feminist position holds that females have a 
different understanding of and a different access to politics than males (e.g., 
Jacobi 1995). Female political thinking revolves around terms of compassion 
and cooperation, not contest and competition. Females are interested in sol-
ving concrete problems and are driven by social empathy, egalitarian values, 
and engagement on behalf of other people. Female access to politics seems to 
be closely linked to high social empathy, the need to protect, and concern for 
living conditions, whereas males tend to look for opportunities to satisfy a 
need for self-efficacy, self-assertion, self-affirmation, and self-presentation 
(Fend 1991). Feminist scholars point out that a male-biased definition of poli-
tics neglects the political problem areas that females are particularly interested 
in. Lack of female political interest thus refers to the area of conventional and 
institution-related politics only. Females prefer unconventional forms of po-
litical participation (e.g., Hayes/Bean 1993; Jacobi 1995; Meyer 1994; Westle 
2001). In sum, feminist scholars proclaim that girls and women are not gener-
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ally less interested in politics; on the contrary, they are even more interested 
than males, albeit in different political areas. 

The Study 

The longitudinal study on political socialization was directed by the first au-
thor of this paper at the University of Potsdam. The original plan was to pre-
dict the behavior of first-time voters from Brandenburg, one of the new Ger-
man states, in the general election (Bundestagswahl) of 1998. To this end, the 
study was to begin with 10th grade students  at a Gymnasium (college-prep-
track school), continue with two more waves of data collection in 11th and 
12th grade, and end with a fourth and final wave in 13th grade after election 
day. The research plan stipulated questioning all parallel classes in a represen-
tative selection of schools, so as to include as many friends as possible and thus 
make their mutual influence accessible to analysis. Additionally, both parents 
of each pupil were to be questioned, in order that their influence could be seen 
in proportion to that of their friends.  

Prof. Karin Weiss from the University of Applied Science, Potsdam, car-
ried out a parallel study with students at ‘Real-’ and ‘Gesamtschulen’ (non-
college-prep-track schools and mixed comprehensive schools), the majority of 
whom leave school after 10th grade and join the labor force, partly as appren-
tices. This second study introduced conditions in vocational training and on-
the-job training as additional socialization factors. The combination of the two 
sets of data allowed us to cover the entire group of first-time voters in Bran-
denburg and to compare first-time voting behavior of students at Gymnasien 
with that of young people already integrated in the working world. The 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG – German Research Council) sup-
ported both longitudinal studies, which we conducted in four waves of ques-
tioning, beginning with the 10th grade in the year 1996, to inquire into the 
development of political interest, political attitudes, identification with parties, 
willingness to vote, and – after September 1998 – actual voting behavior. A 
book has meanwhile been published on the Brandenburg first-time voters 
(Kuhn/Weiss/Oswald 2001). In the first wave of data collection we inter-
viewed 2,633 students (41% males and 59% females), in the last wave 682 
first-voters. For comparative reasons we will only use data from wave one to 
three in this paper (t2: N= 1,166; t3: N= 1159; for details of the data collection 
method, the sample, data sets, and instruments used, see Kuhn/Weiss/Oswald 
2001; Rebenstorf 2004). 
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Within the framework of the cross-cultural study, a parallel study was conduc-
ted by the second author of this paper, who is based at the University of Beth-
lehem in the Palestinian Autonomy Region in the West Bank. This study used 
a similar sample design for three waves of data collection. Between 1998 (t1) 
and 2000 (t3), a list of all public and private schools was drawn up and a ran-
dom sample of twenty schools selected in seven different localities, covering 
cities, villages, and refugee camps. Because the Ministry of Education refused 
to grant permission, it was not possible to ask public school students to com-
plete the questionnaire in class – as we did in Brandenburg. Home visits and 
informal student gatherings were availed of to fill out questionnaires. The stu-
dents completed the questionnaires in the presence of the interviewer. Parents 
were also contacted at home and did likewise in the interviewer’s presence. 
Here, in contrast to Brandenburg, either the father or the mother was inter-
viewed. It was not possible to repeat the survey each year with the same stu-
dents, so that we have three different cross-sectional samples for the West 
Bank. This enables us to perform a trend analysis. In the first wave of data 
collection we interviewed 804 students (57% males and 43% females), in wave 
three 573 (40% males and 60% females). Data was collected in both rural and 
urban areas of the West Bank: Jericho (3% in the first wave), Hebron and 
South Hebron (32%), Bethlehem (27%) Nablus and North (21%), Jerusalem-
East (14%) and Ramallah (3%). The sample for the first wave of data collec-
tion contains 89% Moslems and 9% Christians. Christians are over-represen-
ted for two reasons. First of all, the large proportion of Christians results from 
including three private schools in the sample. Christians are more likely to 
attend this type of school than Moslems. Secondly, the over-representation is 
intentional; we want to be able to analyse how religious affiliation and the de-
gree of religiosity affect political attitudes. 

For reasons of access, the random selection of respondents in the West 
Bank had to be restricted to school pupils. This means that there is an over-re-
presentation of youth from families with higher educational levels2 in the Pa-
lestinian selection compared with the samples from Brandenburg. As a privi-
leged group, however, these adolescents are probably more sensitive to the spe-
cific living conditions experienced by youth in the West Bank: a short supply 
of opportunities for employment and career advancement despite good educa-
tion, and limited freedom of expression and movement. The more educated a 
person is, the stronger they feel the lack of opportunities for self-development 
– as confirmed by research on deprivation and on the status of imbalance in 
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general (e.g., Winkler 1996). The education of these students enables them to 
make cognitive evaluations of their environment and to question traditions. 
Our sample can therefore be seen as the future avant-garde, future elite, and 
probable opinion leaders. Consequently, the focus on this privileged minority 
is very much in keeping with our research question.  

Furthermore, questions related to influence among peers had to be aban-
doned completely in the West Bank, since the anonymity of the questioning 
would not have been preserved had we asked for names and addresses of the 
respondents’ friends. 

Results 

The first section of the findings indicates the political interest of boys and girls 
(15-17 years) as developed over a period of three years. Using a single-item in-
dicator, we have attempted to replicate the results of (1) a steady increase of 
political interest and (2) the gender difference, with girls showing less political 
interest than boys both in Brandenburg (Germans) and in the West Bank 
(Palestinians). 

In the second section, we follow the feminist critique and try to show that 
girls are not generally disinterested in politics but are interested in other areas 
of politics than those that interest boys. 

The  Deve lopment  o f  Genera l  Po l i t i c a l  In t e r e s t  (S ing l e  I t em)  
Over  T ime  

As in many other studies in different countries we asked a single question: 

How interested are you in politics? Very much (5), a lot (4), average (3), a 
little (2) or not at all (1)? 

Measured with this single-item indicator, we found a steady and significant in-
crease of political interest in Brandenburg from a mean of 2.85 in t1 (15 years 
of age) to a mean of 2.98 in t3 (17 years of age) on the five-point scale. In all 
three measuring time frames girls were less interested than boys, but there was 
a steady increase and it was significant for both sexes. This corresponds to the 
hypothesized expectations of other studies.  

Contrary to expectation was the development in the West Bank. The mean 
of 3.13 in t1 decreased significantly to a mean of 2.95 in t2 and 2.90 in t3. As in 
Brandenburg and in other countries, girls’ interest in politics was lower than 
that of boys (significant in t1 and t3, but not in t2). This decrease could be ex-
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plained by the historical development of the second intifada and the historical 
failure of the peace process between 1998 and 2000. 

The different results in Germany and in the West Bank show that an in-
crease of political interest is not only a question of identity development, as 
stated by Erikson (1968), but also a result of political circumstances. Thus, the 
increase in Brandenburg from t2 to t3 may partly have been due to the impend-
ing general election in 1998, when the subjects of the study had the right to 
vote for the first time in their lives. This type of situation forces the decision of 
how to behave and fosters political interest. In contrast, the failure to achieve a 
state and democratic rights and duties in the occupied territories of the West 
Bank may have foiled the ‘normal’ development of an increased political inter-
est during adolescence. 

Tab l e  1 :  Po l i t i c a l  in t e re s t  by  s ex  and  r eg ion  

 Brandenburg 

longitudinal sample 

West Bank 

cross-sectional samples 

 Male Female p Male Female p 

Mean t1 3.09 2.72 .000 3.22 3.02 .030 

Mean t
2
 3.12 2.75 .000 3.05 2.86 .n.s. 

Mean t3 3.25 2.85 .000 3.08 2.79 .011 

N 335 591  447,227,194 334,244,297  

The  Domain-Spec i f i c  Po l i t i c a l  In t e r e s t :  Gender  Di f f e r ence s  

To examine political interest in different areas, the adolescents were asked 
about their interest in 20 different areas of politics. Exploratory factor analysis 
with varimax rotation was conducted to identify different factors of political 
interest. The following analyses are based on data from the third wave, when 
the German and Palestinian adolescents were approximately 17 years of age. 

Germans in Brandenburg  
The factor analysis of the German sample revealed four factors: Factor I, ‘front 
page politics’, is associated with core political issues (NATO, UNO, Foreign 
Affairs, Europe, Federal Government, Parties, Defense, Economy), the tradi-
tional, male-defined side of politics, as feminist scholars claim. Factor II, ‘so-
cial policy’, contains socio-political issues (Labor Market, Pensions, Public 
Health and Social Welfare). Factor III, ‘new politics’, contains political issues 
linked to the so-called new social movements (Ecology, Peace, and Third 
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World/Development Aid. Factor IV, ‘foreign immigrant policy’, focuses on 
foreigners and refugees (two items). 

As a result of the factor analysis, four scales – front page politics, social pol-
icy, new politics, and foreign immigrant policy – were constructed by comput-
ing the means of the item scores. The internal reliabilities of the scales are 
satisfyingly high; Cronbach’s alphas range between .74 and .88. 

Tab l e  2 :  Gender  d i f f e r ence s  in  mea sure s  o f  in t e r e s t  in  po l i -
t i c s  –  Brandenburg  ado l e s cen t s  ( t - t e s t s )  

Measures Mean (scale 1-5)  

 Male Female p (t) 

Front Page Politics 2.90 2.51 *** 

Social Policy 3.26 3.31 n.s. 

Foreign Immigrant Policy 3.10 2.99 n.s. 

New Politics 3.09 3.49 *** 

n.s. not significant * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001 
 

Males were more interested than females in the political area we called “Front 
Page Politics”. This factor correlates strongly (r= .56) with the single item. 
Females, however, were more interested than males in the political field of 
“New Politics”, that is Peace, Ecology, and Third World/Development Aid. 
These gender differences turned out to be highly significant. No gender differ-
ences were found either in Social Policy or Immigration Policy. Boys and girls 
were interested in both areas to a parallel degree. 

Palestinians in the West Bank 
The factor analysis revealed 3 factors (see table 3). As a result, three scales were 
constructed by computing the means of the item scores. The internal reliabilities 
are satisfyingly high, with Cronbach’s alphas ranging between .78 and .90. 

As in Germany, boys were more interested in the items of the first factor, 
which we called “Front Page Politics”, with the exception of “Governmental 
Policy” where girls were found to be as interested as boys. With respect to the 
second factor, “Societal Politics”, we found no overall gender difference. In 
three areas girls were more interested than boys: “Gender Politics” (signifi-
cant), “Health Politics” (significant) and “Peace” (not significant). No gender 
difference was found in the average interest in “Environment” (ecology), “La-
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bor Market” and “Social Welfare Politics”. With respect to all items of a third 
(“mixed”) factor, “Foreigners”, “Third World”, “Pensions” and “Energy”, 
boys again were clearly more interested than girls. 

As expected, girls were more interested than boys in areas important to 
them, such as “Gender Politics” and “Health Politics”, but both girls and boys 
showed matching interest in “Social Welfare”, “Ecology”, and “Peace”. This 
result greatly resembles the German result. In contrast to Germany, however, 
Palestinian girls and boys are similarly interested in the politics of “Govern-
ment” and in “Labor Market Politics”. 

Tab l e  3 :  Gender  d i f f e r ence s  in  mea sure s  o f  in t e r e s t  in  po l i -
t i c s  –  Pa l e s t in i an  ado le s cen t s  ( t - t e s t )  

Factor composition Mean Girls Mean Boys Mean Total p 

Factor I: Front Page Politics 2,4 2,9 2,6 .000 

  UNO 2.3 2.8 2.5 .000 

  USA 2.4 2.9 2.6 .000 

  Parties 2.4 2.9 2.6 .000 

  European Policy 2.0 2.6 2.2 .000 

  Foreign Affairs 2.2 2.7 2.4 .000 

  Defense  2.3 3.0 2.6 .000 

  Government 3.1 3.3 3.2 n.s. 

  Economy 2.7 3.1 2.9 .000 

Factor II: Societal Politics 3.4 3.3 3.4 n.s. 

  Environment 3.3 3.2 3.3 n.s. 

  Gender 3.7 3.2 3.5 .000 

  Health 3.5 3.3 3.5 .051 

  Peace 3.3 3.2 3.3 n.s. 

  Labor Market 3.2 3.2 3.2 n.s. 

  Local Politics 3.4 3.6 3.5 .048 

  Social Welfare 3.0 3.1 3.0 n.s. 

Factor III: Foreigners, Third 

   World, Pension, Energy 
2.5 2.9 2.7 .000 

Foreigners 2.1 2.6 2.3 .000 

Asylum 2.6 2.8 2.7 .027 

Third World 2.6 2.9 2.7 .000 

Pension 2.7 3.0 2.9 .000 

Energy 2.6 3.0 2.8 .000 
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Summary and Conclusion 

In Brandenburg, average political interest – measured with the single-item in-
dicator customary in many studies – rose continuously, as expected, over the 
three-year period of the research project. This could be a result of age. But it is 
also possible that the election campaign conducted in the third measuring time 
frame had a mobilizing effect. The Palestinian region clearly shows that parti-
cular conditions and events can lead to a growth or reduction of general politi-
cal interest.  

In the West Bank, in contrast and contrary to expectations, the average po-
litical interest of girls declined continuously over the three-year period of the 
study; boys’ interest dropped in the first year, to remain constant at a sub-
stantially lower level than in Brandenburg. We suspect that the Palestinian 
Autonomy Region’s absence of an independent state and of democratic tradi-
tions, along with the hesitant progress and numerous setbacks of the peace 
process, prevented the growth of young people’s interest in politics with in-
creasing age in this region. As mentioned earlier, the results of the West Bank 
may be somewhat biased (over-representation of higher educated people and 
Christians) because of the sampling procedure. 

On average, young women in numerous countries are less interested in po-
litics than young men (Torney-Purta et al. 2001). Confirming this result and 
measured with the customary single-item indicator, boys in Brandenburg pro-
ved to be more interested in politics than girls in all three measuring time 
frames. Interest rose similarly for both sexes with age, so that the gap between 
them remained the same over the three years. In the West Bank, too, girls 
showed less interest in politics than boys over the entire three-year period. 

Feminist authors have occasionally criticized that studies confirming less 
political interest on the part of women do not encompass women’s specific in-
terest in politics (e.g., Jacobi 1991). They claim that women have a different 
understanding of politics than men and that this is not captured by the custo-
mary measuring methods. To test this assertion in our investigation, we not 
only posed the customary single-item question concerning general political in-
terest, but included specific questions referring to interest in twenty different 
fields of politics. In Brandenburg and the West Bank, we tested whether the 
low interest of girls compared with boys applied in the same way to all fields of 
politics, or whether there were certain areas of politics where the interest of 
girls was greater than or equal to that of boys. 
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The results in both regions confirmed the feminist criticism. The single-item 
question is clearly associated with general party politics and government poli-
cies as presented primarily on the front page of the newspaper. We therefore 
speak of “front page politics”, where despite differential questions girls showed 
less interest than boys. In Brandenburg, however, the study revealed that girls’ 
interest was markedly greater than boys’ interest when it came to policies re-
lated to the Third World, maintaining peace, and the preservation of a healthy 
environment. There were no differences between the sexes in Brandenburg on 
such issues as social and immigration policies, i.e., girls were as interested in 
these topics as boys. In the West Bank, girls were more interested than boys in 
health and gender policies, since women are more affected by these problems 
there than men. Both girls and boys in the West Bank were interested in envi-
ronmental, social, labor market, and peace policies to a similar degree. Girls in 
Brandenburg and in the West Bank are primarily interested in problems im-
mediately related to their daily lives or that speak to an aspect of political-
moral judgment that Carol Gilligan calls “caring” (1982). 

Conclusion to a survey on youth and politics in the Arab world: We 
strongly recommend the single-item question on political interest be included 
for comparative reasons. As in numerous other countries, this indicator will 
produce a marked gender difference, showing males to be more interested in 
politics than females. However, this indicator conceals specific female interests. 
We therefore recommend asking additional questions referring to specific do-
mains that in all probability interest women more than men. The following 
items should be included as a minimum: Gender Politics (equal rights and op-
portunities for men and women), Peace, Ecology, Public Health, and the La-
bor Market. 

Note s
 

1  Needless to say, that political interest can also stimulate a movement away 
from democracy. However, this is not one of the questions asked in this pa-
per. 

2  The Palestinian Bureau of Central Statistics reports for 1997 that 13% of 15-
year olds had no formal school education, 20% finished grade 6, and only 
15% finished grade 13. 



Palestinian Democracy: Attitudes of Parents and Adolescents1 

Bernard Sabella 

Introduction 

The attitudes of Palestinian adolescents to democracy are of special interest 
here, in particular the correlation of parent attitudes to those of the young. In 
the relevant literature it was found that, among other factors, family and com-
munity influenced the development of political identity among Palestinian 
youth. Specifically, Sayigh (1977) discovered in a pilot study on a Palestinian 
refugee camp in Lebanon that there was a predictably close link between the 
activism of the fathers and the sons. Farah (1980) concluded that the family 
seems to be the most important agent of political socialization among children. 
This role is maintained even when the “political indoctrination” variable, i.e., 
membership of parents in a formal PLO faction, is controlled. When the sex 
variable is taken into account, there is no sign of a noticeable difference be-
tween the answers of boys and girls.  

These findings agree with conclusions in recent literature elsewhere, which 
see the intergenerational transmission of attitudes from parents to their chil-
dren as important in the socialization process. But as Weiss and Mibs point 
out “[M]ostly the father is seen as the main agent for the transmission, while 
less research is done so far regarding the influence of the mother.” (Weiss/Mibs 
2002)  

The data on Palestinian youth and their parents allows for a comparison 
with either fathers or mothers but not with both parents in the same family. 
Using structural equation models, it also allows for verification of how parent 
attitudes influence those of their adolescent children. The two moderating va-
riables applied in examining attitudes of parents and adolescents are family co-
hesiveness and the frequency of communication about politics. How close fa-
mily members are to one another and adolescent children to their parents is as-
sumed to be vital in latent political socialization, since identification with pa-
rents and consequently with their political attitudes is deemed to be higher in 
close-knit families (Geissler 1996). The moderating effect of frequency of com- 
munication within the family is related to higher transparency and visibility of 
political attitudes and hence transmission. The expectation is therefore “We 
therefore expect that, in highly cohesive families and in families with much 
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communication about politics, intergenerational transmission should be stron-
ger than in other families.” (Weiss/Mibs 2004: 191) 

The Palestinian family is a defining parameter not simply of identity but 
also of social demeanor and appearance for its individual members. As an orga-
nizing social principle, the family compares itself with other families of its own 
stature and hence becomes restrictive towards its members in terms of personal 
marriage choices, friendship, education, employment, and other pursuits, all of 
which are normally associated with the rights of the individual as such in an 
individually inclined culture. With the changes taking place in society, the Pa-
lestinian family today has lost some of its traditional hold on its members, par-
ticularly in terms of intergenerational signs of respect. The younger family 
members, male and female, enjoy a considerable degree of freedom now that 
transportation is more available, and television and the computer have become 
common commodities in many Palestinian homes. The fact that almost all Pa-
lestinian girls now receive a general education, however, may be a significant 
contributory factor to weakening the strong family hold that used to be the 
norm three or four decades ago, even in very personal matters. But the family 
has not lost its centrality altogether in the lives of its individual members, and 
given the turbulent social, cultural and political environment, the family has 
gained added importance as the protecting institution and as the last refuge for 
its members.2  

The gender combination is a third influencing factor. Of interest here is 
the hypothesis presented by Weiss and Mibs that “Intergenerational transmis-
sion should be greater in same-sex combinations than in opposite-sex combi-
nations.” (Weiss/Mibs 2004: 192) The Palestinian data allows for a testing of 
this hypothesis. 

Specifics of the Palestinian Case  

Palestinian society is one that continues to emphasize the role of the family as 
a socializing institution, particularly in upholding values related to religious 
observance, culture, and interpersonal and intergenerational relations. Precisely 
because of this traditional prominence of the family and its socializing role, fa-
mily cohesiveness in the Palestinian case cannot refer to the same set of value 
relationships as in Western countries, such as Germany. In addition, conside-
ration should be given to the overall situation of conflict in the Palestinian 
case, an overarching factor that influences attitudes of both parents and adoles-
cents, and consequently mute the impact of family cohesiveness on the interge-
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nerational transmission of attitudes and the development of the political iden-
tity of the young.  

That the overall political situation can impact in this way was illustrated by 
Mansour (1990), who administered “Ideal Self” questionnaires to 100 Pales-
tinian children aged between 13 and 17. Among her findings was the rather 
unexpected piece of information that only one boy and one girl chose their 
own father or mother as their immediate environment model for the Ideal Self. 
As to the personalized Ideal Self, 10 out of 22 boys selected a fidai (guerilla), 
while only one girl for a similar number of respondents chose a fidai (guerilla) 
and one a soldier. Boys seem to be more swayed by the political environment 
than girls.  

In conflict situations such as those experienced in the Palestinian Territo-
ries in the first Intifada from 1988 to 1993 or in the current political instabil-
ity, questions of identity and relations between children and parents have dif-
ferent implications than those in societies with ‘normal’ conditions. In the first 
Intifada, the issue of intergenerational relations in the Palestinian family be-
came paramount. This was because politically active youth saw their move-
ment against continued Israeli occupation in sharp contrast to the inactivity 
and failure of their parents and their generation to end occupation. Thus, 
youth activity against occupation was also seen as a challenge to parents and 
their authority. A similar inter-generational issue seems to have arisen in the 
present conflict situation, known as the second Intifada. Based on his interpre-
tations of Palestinian children’s dreams, Massalha argues that “their identity is 
not individual, but collective […] the children feel that their parents are not 
competent to protect them. A paternalist society has lost its anchor […] a ge-
neration of Palestinian children is growing up with no one to trust.” (Silver 
2001) This conclusion sounds dramatic but it highlights the impact of a con-
flict environment and its effect on family relationships, especially those be-
tween children and their parents.  

Despite these findings, however, which point to a serious challenge to the 
traditional role of parents in a society undergoing intense conflict, the role of 
the Palestinian family as a key institution of political socialization is still signi-
ficant. The conclusions of both Sayigh (1977) and Khamis (2000) on the im-
portance of the Palestinian family as a political socializing agent and as a cop-
ing institution in a situation of violence and political instability cannot be dis-
carded. The findings of both authors tend to confirm that the dynamics of Pa-
lestinian family relationships continues to be relevant to the process of political 
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socialization and to the question of intergenerational transmission of attitudes. 
Besides, we cannot minimize the effect of the family support and protection 
extended towards children and other members of the family adversely affected 
by a conflict environment.  

Nevertheless, apart from the specific family dynamics in the Palestinian 
case and its potential effect on the intergenerational transmission of attitudes, 
attention should also be given to the fact that democracy and its practice is not 
an institutionalized experience in Palestinian society. The Palestinians had ne-
ver had a government and the experience since the Oslo accords, including the 
free elections for President and Legislative Council (Parliament) in January 
1996 did not allow for a fully-functioning democratic government for a variety 
of both internal and external reasons.  

Yet, youth and many of the parent generation have been through the ex-
perience of activism and grass-roots organizing, especially in the period leading 
up to the first Intifada (1988-1993). This experience was based on mass par-
ticipation and empowerment, a situation that gave shape to the initially high 
expectations of any incoming governing authority and its performance. These 
expectations may have influenced attitudes of both parents and children to-
wards the idea of democracy and, accordingly, their satisfaction with actual 
democracy in Palestine.  

A public opinion poll carried out in April 2000 showed that only 22% of 
the Palestinians polled judged Palestinian democracy positively in comparison 
with over 50% in 1997.3  

Yet, although expectations of the incoming governing authority and the 
modest “democratic” tradition were high, Palestinians have never experienced 
“a fully-fledged democratic tradition…that implies a long and profound expe-
rience with the rule of law, political participation and public accountability, 
respect for human rights, and most importantly, alternation in power, typically 
through free and fair elections.” (Abu Amr 1996: 84) 

Hypotheses 

Regardless of the above-mentioned arguments on Palestinian democracy, con-
flict environment, and the role of the Palestinian family in unstable condi-
tions, the aim of this presentation is to explore the intergenerational transmis-
sion of political attitudes in Palestinian families. We seek to find out what role 
family cohesiveness, the frequency of communication about politics, and gen-
der have on the transmission of attitudes?  
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Not unlike the Palestinian section of the Brandenburg study, the relevant 
question here also deals with “whether parents and adolescents in a country 
undergoing severe social (and political) change have similar attitudes.” Similar 
attitudes, however, do not necessarily reflect intergenerational influences or 
their directions. Aware of the overarching political instability of the environ-
ment and its possible effects on attitudes and their formation and transmission 
in the Palestinian case, we intend to explore two questions: 
a) Are there comparisons or correspondences between the political attitudes 

of parents, fathers and mothers, and those of adolescents, boys and girls? 
b) Are correspondences in political attitudes of parents and adolescents affec-

ted by family cohesiveness, frequency of communication about politics, 
and gender combination? 

We also seek through the application of correlation and regression analysis to:  
c) Test the contribution of parent attitudes to those of adolescents and 
d) Check the additional effect of internal and external political efficacy. 
A sense of internal political efficacy is the perceived power not just to influ-
ence politicians but to influence politics in general. Its effect on support for 
the idea of democracy is hard to predict. If someone believes in their own po-
wer, they will soundly support the idea of democracy, since this political re-
gime encourages people to make use of their power. It can, however, be inter-
preted the other way round. If people experience a feeling of powerlessness, 
their sense of internal political efficacy will be low. Nevertheless, if they believe 
that their powerlessness will come to an end once democracy has been estab-
lished, they could become strong supporters of the idea of democracy. The 
link between a sense of internal political efficacy and satisfaction with the de-
mocracy experienced can also be twofold. It can be assumed that if someone 
feels powerless they will be dissatisfied with the existing political regime, so 
that a sense of internal political efficacy could be expected to have a positive 
influence on satisfaction with the democracy experienced. In other words, the 
higher the sense of internal political efficacy, the greater the satisfaction with 
the regime. It is also possible for people to feel powerful on the whole but dis-
satisfied with how their influence is handled. In this case the correlation of in-
ternal political efficacy and satisfaction with the political regime experienced 
will be negative. The higher the internal political efficacy – in this case trust in 
oneself – the lower the satisfaction with the regime experienced. For the West 
Bank this is a truly explorative study. Since the political system in the West 
Bank has less knowledge than established democracies of the many democratic 
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participation channels – it is still not certain whether elections originally pro-
mised for January 2003 as part of the Palestinian Authority reforms will take 
place, it is very likely that someone with a high sense of internal efficacy will be 
dissatisfied with the regime experienced. 

A sense of external political efficacy refers to the perceived attitude of poli-
ticians towards the people, and reflects both trust in politicians as well as trust 
in the responsiveness of the political system. In what way can external political 
efficacy affect support for the idea of democracy and satisfaction with the de-
mocracy experienced? There is a clear answer to the latter. The more people 
trust their politicians, the more satisfied they will be with their political re-
gime. A similar connection is very likely to be found for the first case. If people 
trust their political representatives, who have in turn been democratically elec-
ted, they will have every reason to support the idea of democracy. However, 
the connection is not thought to be very strong. 

Method  

Tab le  1 :  Sample  ind i ca to r s  (wave  3 )  

Age of adolescents 15-20 years, mean age 17.6 

Gender  

– male 43% 

– female 57% 

Expected school leaving Tawjihi certificate 72 % 

 fathers mothers 

Less than 9 years 18% 29% 

9 – 12 years 24% 32% 

12 years, Tawjihi 30% 23% 

13 years or more 28% 16% 

N of adolescents = 573 N of fathers = 348 N of mothers = 215 

 
The data generated from the third wave of the Palestinian sample is used to 
shed light on the correspondence of attitudes towards democracy and political 
efficacy in Palestinian society in the West Bank. The data set includes 573 
adolescents and a corresponding number of fathers or mothers. Consequently 
it does not comprise entire families or triads but merely dyads. 348 fathers 
were interviewed but only 215 mothers. We use specifics from the data collec-
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tion (wave 3) in the year 2000. The mean age of adolescents covered by the 
data collection is 15-20 years, with a mean age of 17.6 years. The gender dis-
tribution of the sample is 43% male and 57% female, with 72% expecting to 
receive the Tawjihi school leaving certificate. 
The measures used in the analyses are: Support for the Idea of Democracy; Sa-
tisfaction with Actual Democracy; External Political Efficacy and Internal Po-
litical Efficacy as described in the introductory chapter to this section on de-
mocratic attitudes. The Cronbach’s Alphas show the validity of these scales. 
External political efficacy for adolescents a =.815; for parents a=.847; internal 
political efficacy for adolescents a=.534; for parents a=.635. To measure the 
effect of family cohesiveness and political communication we used two addi-
tional scales: “Communication with Parents about Politics” and “Family Co-
hesiveness”. Talks with Parents about Politics are measured by four questions:  
- How often do you talk to your mother (or your father) about politics? 
- How often do you argue with your mother (or your father) about politics?  
Possible answers range from one ‘never’ to five ‘very often’. All four items are 
added to form the indicator “communication about politics”. (Cronbach’s 
Alpha for this indicator is .842.) Family Cohesiveness is measured by way of 
three items:  
- Our family will stay together no matter what happens. 
- In our family we can rely on each other. 
- We certainly would stick together if things got really tough. 
Possible answers range from one ‘does not apply at all’ to five ‘applies totally’ 
(Cronbach’s Alpha for family cohesiveness is .759.) 

Findings and Discussion 

Table 2:  Means of  the  var iables  used – adolescents  and parents  

 Adolescents Parents 

 Boys Girls Total Fathers Mothers 

Idea of democracy 3.84 3.74 3.79 3.82 3.86 

Satisfaction with actual democracy 2.93 2.41 2.63 2.63 2.64 

External political efficacy 2.60 2.47 2.53 2.55 2.45 

Internal political efficacy 2.68 2.76 2.73 2.90 2.74 

Political communication with parents 2.66 2.47 2.55 - - 

Family cohesiveness 4.05 4.05 4.5 - - 
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Support for the idea of democracy is quite high with a mean close to 4 on a 
five-point scale. Satisfaction with actual democracy is low in comparison, even 
below the scale mean of 3. The sense of both internal and external efficacy is 
lower still; political communication with parents is also below the scale mean 
of 3. Overall family cohesiveness is extremely high. 

Tab l e  3 :  S ign i f i c ance  o f  mean  d i f f e r ence s  a ccord ing  to   
gender  (ANOVA)  

 Boys – Girls Fathers – Mothers 

Idea of democracy n.s. n.s. 

Satisfaction with actual democracy .000 n.s. 

External political efficacy n.s. n.s. 

Internal political efficacy n.s. .037 

 
There are hardly any gender differences in political attitudes. Girls are signifi-
cantly less satisfied with democracy in the West Bank than boys, and mothers 
show a significantly lower degree of internal political efficacy than fathers. 

Tab l e  4 :  S ign i f i c ance  o f  mean  d i f f e r ence s :  pa r en t - ch i ld   
compar i son  (T-Tes t )  

 Father – 

Son 

Father – 

Daughter 

Mother – 

Son 

Mother – 

Daughter 

Idea of democracy n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Satisfaction with actual democracy n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

External political efficacy n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Internal political efficacy .004 n.s. n.s. n.s. 

 
A significant difference between parents and their children was found in one 
case only: the sense of internal efficacy of sons is significantly lower than that 
of their fathers. This is a first hint that there is no difference between same-sex 
and opposite-sex transmission. 
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Table  5 :  Bivar ia te  corre la t ions  (Pearson’ s  r )  between parent  
and adolescent  pol i t i ca l  a t t i tudes 1  –  according  to  fami ly  cohe-
s ivenes s ,  f requency  of  communicat ion about  pol i t i c s  and sex  

 Support for the  

idea of democracy 

Satisfaction with  

democracy in Palestine 

 r n R n 

All adolescents .43 528 .37** 530 

Girls    .38** 296 .26** 307 

Boys    .49** 224 .44** 227 

In families with high cohesiveness2    .37** 266 .34** 273 

In families with low cohesiveness2    .50** 258 .30** 265 

In families with high political com-

munication 2 

   .48** 241 .44** 241 

In families with low political com-

munication 2 

   .37** 272 .29** 285 

1 separate correlation performed for correspondence of fathers and mothers with their adolescent chil-

dren did not show any significant differences between fathers’ and mothers’ correspondences with their 

offspring – according to Fisher-Z-Test.  
2 families with high/low cohesiveness and frequency of communication respectively, divided according 

to the median ** p<0,001 bold letters: difference in correlation coefficients (referring to vertical order) 

is significant at least at the 5% level – tested with Fisher-Z-Transformation. 

 
Family cohesiveness affects the correspondence of parent and adolescent atti-
tudes concerning support for the idea of democracy. Accordingly, the high/low 
cohesion family types differ in correspondence of parents and children on the 
idea of democracy.  

The intensity of political communication within the family also makes for 
a significant difference in the correspondence of parent and adolescent atti-
tudes towards satisfaction with democracy in Palestine. Accordingly, the 
high/low intensity family types differ in correspondence of parents and chil-
dren on satisfaction with actual democracy.  

There is a significant difference in correspondence of parent and adolescent 
attitudes independent of the adolescents’ sex in the case of satisfaction with de-
mocracy in Palestine. Accordingly, tests for differences according to sex with 
respect not only to satisfaction with democracy but also with support for the 
idea of democracy are suggested.  
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Tested but not illustrated in the table: there were no significant differences be-
tween the sexes within the two communication groups or between the two fa-
mily types (high cohesion/low cohesion). Thus, we do not distinguish between 
boys and girls when we differentiate according to intensity of political com-
munication or according to family cohesiveness. 

Tables 6 and 7 show results of the regression analysis of parent attitudes, 
sense of internal and external efficacy on “support for the idea of democracy” 
(Table 6), and on “satisfaction with democracy in the West Bank” (Table 7). 
The regression analysis was performed to assess the contribution of parent atti-
tudes to those of their adolescent children.  

Tab l e  6 :  Regre s s ion  o f  pa ren t  a t t i tude ,  and  s ense  o f  in t e rna l  
and  ex t e rna l  e f f i c acy  on  suppor t  fo r  the  idea  o f  democracy  
(Be ta -Coe f f i c i en t s )  

 All  

Adolescents 

Boys Girls High Family 

Cohesiveness 

Low Family 

Cohesiveness 

Parent attitude    .42**  .48**     .37**    .36**     .50** 

Internal efficacy   -.15** -.25** -.09  -.21** -.05 

External efficacy .03 .18* -.06 .09 -.02 

Sex .00   .02 -.02 

adj. R² .19 .25  .15 .15  .25 

F 30.19** 25.40** 17.88** 10.79** 21.54** 

N 501 218 283 246 251 

 
Although sex does not contribute to explaining “Support for the Idea of De-
mocracy”, we can see that predictors for this variable differ according to sex. 
The parent attitude contribution is much stronger for boys than it is for girls, 
the internal efficacy contribution can only be observed for boys, but not for 
girls. The total explanation of variation in support for the idea of democracy is 
25% for boys and can only be accounted for by parent attitude and internal 
efficacy. For girls the total explanation is still 15%. Since efficacy has no effect 
at all, however, the 15% is accounted for by parent attitude. In families with 
high cohesion, internal efficacy contributes to explaining adolescent attitudes 
towards the idea of democracy. Parent attitude and internal efficacy together 
explain the 15% variance in adolescent support for the idea of democracy. 
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Surprisingly, families with low cohesion show a much higher explanation for 
the adolescent attitude towards the idea of democracy than families with high 
cohesion. This explanation stems entirely from parent attitudes, with efficacy 
showing no impact whatsoever. 

Tab l e  7 :  Regre s s ion  o f  pa ren t  a t t i tude ,  and  s ense  o f  in t e rna l  
and  ex t e rna l  e f f i c acy  on  s a t i s f a c t ion  w i th  democracy  in   
Pa l e s t ine  (Be ta -Coe f f i c i en t s )  

 All Ado-

lescents 

Boys Girls Political Com-

munication High

Political Com-

munication Low 

Parent attitude    .32**     .40**   .26**     .37**     .27** 

Internal efficacy   -.15**    -.18* -.14* -.12  -.16* 

External efficacy    .14** .14  .15*     .21**  .07 

Sex   -.14**   -.15* -.11 

adj. R² .17 .20 .08 .24 .11 

F 27.82** 18.95**  9.51** 18.80**   8.98** 

N 515 221 294 228 271 
 
All independent variables contribute to the prediction of adolescent satisfac-
tion with the democracy they experience. 

The explanation is higher for boys than for girls and is accounted for by 
both parent attitude and internal efficacy. The lower the sense of internal effi-
cacy, the higher the satisfaction, and the higher the parent satisfaction, the 
higher the satisfaction of their adolescent sons. With 8% the explained vari-
ance is much lower for girls than for boys. External efficacy is also a contri-
buting factor in their case; the higher the trust in politicians the more satisfied 
they are – or vice versa, the lower the trust in politicians the less satisfied they 
are. The latter expresses exactly the same as the former. However, the wording of 
the latter is probably closer to the truth, since the satisfaction of girls with de-
mocracy in Palestine is significantly lower than that of boys (see Table 2 and 3). 

The same pattern can be found in families with little communication about 
politics. Where political communication is greater in families, our model ex-
plains a quarter of adolescent satisfaction with the democracy they experience. 

Having reviewed the findings of both tables 6 and 7, the question arises as 
to whether we can do more. 

If adolescent efficacy contributes to explaining their support for the idea of 
democracy, the parental sense of efficacy could also do so – at least indirectly 
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by affecting their children’s sense of efficacy. This was tested with structural 
equation models. In doing so we can even explain the adolescent attitude as 
emanating from the family context more clearly than with a simple regression 
analysis that cannot adequately account for co-variations.  

Since the sense of both internal and external efficacy obviously contributes 
to the attitude toward democracy and we assume that the adolescent sense of 
efficacy is additionally influenced by that of the parents, we undertook path 
analysis – which included the parental sense of efficacy (Figure 1) – to get a 
picture of transmission patterns and the pattern of attitude formation within 
the context of the family. 

F igure  1 :  St ruc tura l  equa t ion  mode l  fo r  ma l e  ado l e s cen t   
suppor t  fo r  the  idea  o f  democracy  
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The interpretation of figure 1 shows that in comparison with the regression 
analysis in table 6 we have only a minor increase in the explanation of support 
for the idea of democracy (from 25% to 26%). The pattern of attitude forma-
tion, however, can be seen more clearly. The main contributor is the parent 
attitude, followed by a sense of internal efficacy and a sense of external effi-
cacy. The adolescent sense of efficacy, however, is also influenced by that of 
the parents, and the two show co-variation. 

F igure  2 :  St ruc tura l  equa t ion  mode l  fo r  f ema l e  ado l e s cen t  
suppor t  fo r  the  idea  o f  democracy  
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The interpretation of figure 2 confirms that in a more complex model we find 
that the female sense of internal efficacy contributes to explaining their sup-
port for the idea of democracy when the sense of external efficacy is not taken 
into account. The explanation rises from 15% in the regression model to 19% 
in the structural equation model. However, the overall pattern of attitude 
formation seems to differ between boys and girls. 

F igure  3 :  St ruc tura l  equa t ion  mode l  fo r  a l l  ado l e s cen t  sup-
por t  fo r  the  idea  o f  democracy  in  f ami l i e s  showing  a  h igh  
cohe s ion  
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Figure 3 gives us no additional information to the regression analysis in table 6 
– except the finding from the two previous figures that the parent sense of 
internal efficacy shows an effect on the adolescent sense of internal efficacy. 

None of the structural equation models were suited to families displaying 
low cohesion. We found nothing other than what had already been revealed in 
the regression analysis.  

When structural equation models were applied to satisfaction with the de-
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nations to those found in the structural equation models on support for the 
idea of democracy. There are interconnections of efficacy of parents and chil-
dren and of political attitudes.  

Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the family context in the West Bank contributes sig-
nificantly to the adolescent attitude towards democracy in general and to the 
evaluation of the democracy adolescents experience. However, the contribu-
tion of the family differs in some cases according to the sex of their children 
and in others to the density of political communication or the extent of family 
cohesiveness. 

This conclusion confirms the argument that the Palestinian family is still a 
major factor in the political socialization of its children, notwithstanding the 
differences shown in certain cases.  

Accordingly, a vital question that emerges here is not simply whether Pales-
tinians, parents and children in our case, exhibit clearly democratic tendencies 
(Hanf/Sabella 1996), but what factors contribute to these tendencies and their 
development. Another relevant question that has not been answered here con-
cerns the impact of an unstable and violent political environment on the 
change in attitude of both parents and children towards support for the idea of 
democracy.  

Undoubtedly the questions and issues raised here are not simply theoretical 
but have practical implications as well. In the Palestinian case and with the 
absence of a ‘fully-fledged democratic tradition’, these findings could be a 
yardstick for the direction in which Palestinian society needs to move and 
what is to be done to eventually increase the feeling of satisfaction among 
Palestinians, both parents and children, with the practice of democracy.  

Note s  
 

1  This presentation is a modified version of a chapter written in collaboration 
with Hilke Rebenstorf under the same title (see Rebenstorf, Hilke (ed.), 
2004: Democratic Development? East German, Israeli and Palestinian Ado-
lescents. Wiesbaden.) 

2  For the status of Palestinian women and the implications of economic, politi-
cal, and social change in the role of women in the Palestinian family and soci-
ety, see: Haj 1992; Wing 1994; Ovensen 1994; Sabbagh 1998. 

3  CPRS Polls April 1999 and April 2000. 



 



Economic Change and Income-Generating Practices  
of Rural Youth in Northern Syria 

Katharina Lange 

Introduction 

As the studies collected in the volumes edited by Meijer (2000), Mahdi 
(2003), and Simonsen (2005) document, the interest in youth in the Arabic-
speaking Middle East has increased noticeably in the last decade. Many of 
these studies give similar reasons for the importance of studying youth in Arab 
countries. Apart from the numerical significance of the younger generation in 
Arab societies, the authors emphasize the rapid transformations these societies 
have undergone over the past fifty years and their profound effect on the youn-
ger generation in particular. Political and socio-economic aspects are often at 
the centre of such analyses, with authors pointing out the social, economic, 
and symbolic tensions and contradictions that define the situation of Arab 
youth today. The majority of them concentrate on urban youth. This is not 
surprising considering that large-scale and extremely rapid urbanisation proces-
ses are among the most noticeable of the transformations mentioned above.1 
Studies focusing on rural youth have – up to now – been less frequent.2 

This article looks at the economic practices of youth in a rural context. It is 
based on data collected in qualitative research in a village in northern Syria, 
which I will call Rasm Hammoud. Fieldwork was carried out in the course of 
altogether thirteen months between September 2002 and January 2004. This 
was followed by a number of subsequent visits to the village, the last of which 
took place in February 2006.  

The original purpose of the fieldwork was to research oral narratives about 
the history of the area and the ancestors of today’s inhabitants.3 As I got to 
know the villagers better, however, I noticed that the past and the present are 
not only brought together in the different historical narratives; they also meet 
in intergenerational relations and interactions. The large-scale economic trans-
formations that took place in the region in recent decades, affecting the lives of 
all the villagers, have led to noticeable differences between the older and youn-
ger generation in the experience of everyday life. These can be observed at vari-
ous levels. In this article, the changing economic practices of youth are at the 
centre of the discussion. The aim is twofold: firstly, to contribute to the des-
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cription of the economic situation of rural youth; secondly, to suggest some 
implications of the economic transformations for the complex field of prac-
tices, values and intergenerational relations in rural northern Syria, which 
could be explored further in future analysis.  

During my visits to the village, I spent most of my free time with girls and 
young women. The five unmarried daughters of my host family and their large 
circle of friends generously allowed me to accompany them during their daily 
occupations and to their social gatherings. Observing them throughout the 
year and listening to their conversations brought home to me the significance 
of economic activities for their daily lives. As I became more interested in this 
topic, I began to conduct interviews with villagers of different generations on 
the subject of changing economic practices, wages, and labor-related attitudes.4 
The information presented in this article is thus based on my own obser-
vations, as well as narrative interviews ranging from informal to semi-struc-
tured ones. Notes were usually taken during and occasionally after the inter-
views. My interlocutors were both male and female, but most of the more in-
formal and spontaneous conversations took place with females. 

Transformations in Rasm Hammoud 

The village of Rasm Hammoud is located in northern Syria, close to Lake 
Asad. In the terminology of agricultural geography in Syria it is a “zone 4 
village”, indicating that annual rainfall in the area averages 150-200 mm. As 
elsewhere in the Arab world, large-scale transformations have been taking place 
in this area since the early 1970s. Up to about thirty years ago, the population 
of this region lived off a multi-resource economy that included income from 
semi-nomadic sheepherding and seasonal agriculture. Since then, seasonally 
mobile livestock raising, which has been decreasing since the beginning of the 
twentieth century, has declined notably, while the area under cultivation ex-
panded as a result of the intensification and mechanisation of agriculture that 
began in the 1950s and has continued up to the present day. The land reforms 
of the late 1950s and early 1960s have changed property relations in the re-
gion, entailing a depropriation of large land-owners and the distribution of 
smaller-sized land holdings to farmers. 

The construction of the Euphrates Dam at Tabqa in 1973 and the ensuing 
flooding of what is now Lake Asad with the resultant economic, geographical 
and social transformations mark the biggest rupture in recent decades.5 When 
the newly-emerging lake flooded the houses of the original village of Rasm 
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Hammoud, as well as the fields that had been cultivated seasonally in the 
fertile river valley (zor), the villagers moved a few kilometres further up to the 
higher river bank, where the new village of Rasm Hammoud was built.6 Water 
from the lake made it possible to expand the cultivated zone several kilometres 
beyond the original river bed, and even allowed the extensive cultivation of 
water-intensive crops, of which cotton was the most profitable. (More recently, 
government measures have been introduced to curb the extensive cultivation 
of cotton in an effort to use water more efficiently for other crops, especially 
olive and other fruit trees). At the same time, livestock raising has gradually 
lost its significance as a principal source of income. Although this process set in 
as early as the first half of the twentieth century and has accelerated notably 
since the 1950s,7 in the narratives of the villagers the decline in large-scale 
livestock raising is primarily associated with the flooding of the lake as a 
temporal marker of fundamental social and economic change. 

Irrigated agriculture has extended beyond the river valley into the steppe, 
with areas formerly used for pasture now being transformed into cultivated 
lands. Electricity was brought to the villages around the lake, enabling access 
to mass media, notably TV; the plant that was erected to purify water from the 
Euphrates and supply the city of Aleppo and large stretches of northern Syria 
with drinking water has caused an influx of urban professionals as water de-
partment employees. Apart from these developments, labor migration to the 
large Syrian cities and abroad, which began sporadically in the late 1960s/early 
1970s, shows a marked increase. Similar to other regions in rural Syria, at least 
one member of every household now works in Damascus, Aleppo or abroad; 
their contributions are vital to household livelihoods. 

Village Youth 

What does “youth” mean in the local context of Rasm Hammoud? In this ar-
ticle youth is understood as a social category associated with, but not defined 
by, biological age. Looking at local terminology in Rasm Hammoud, there 
seems to be no clear-cut equivalent to “youth” as a social category. The ages of 
those at the centre of this article are between fourteen (give or take a year) and 
mid- to late twenties. Locally, this age group is referred to as ash shabab (for 
males) or al b’nayyat /al banawit (for “girls”). While the term referring to 
young men, shabb /shabab, gives no indication of marital status, the term 
b’nayye, girl, signifies a young unmarried female and can be applied to children 
as well as adolescents. In contrast, a married woman – regardless of her age – is 
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referred to as mar’a.8 A man who has reached a specific age and has a certain 
social status (usually including marriage and fatherhood) is referred to as be-
longing to the social category of rijal or zilm (men). 

In this sense, “youth” in Rasm Hammoud is closely related to adolescence; 
it is characterized as a phase in the lifecycle of each individual associated with a 
young age, and as the period between childhood and full, social maturity that 
is reached with marriage and, especially, parenthood. 

Young  Men 

For young men, neither the beginning nor the end of the phase described as 
youth are clearly marked. Their childhood ends roughly when their formal 
education is over. Although the number of secondary school graduates of both 
genders who continue their studies in a vocational college or at university is 
steadily growing, many village boys still leave school as early as in seventh or 
eighth grade, frequently citing a “dislike” or “lack of talent” for formal 
schooling as reasons. Consequently they are obliged to look at income oppor-
tunities that do not require a high level of formal education or even a high 
standard of literacy.  

An important step for young male villagers on the way to social maturity is 
the obligatory military service, which lasted two and a half years in 2002/2003 
(since then, it has been reduced to two years). A celebration in the young 
man’s home marks the end of this liminal phase and the young man’s return 
to his home community; quite often, it is followed by his engagement and 
marriage within a year. Only rarely does a young man get married before he 
has concluded his military service; in addition, he and his family are obliged to 
accumulate a certain capital to be able to meet the relatively high expenses 
associated with marriage. The groom must be prepared to pay bride wealth 
(siyag or mahr) to the bride’s father (between 100,000 LS and 250,000 LS, 
with an average of 150,000 LS in 2002/2003).9 Besides, he must provide 
housing – at least one room in his parents’ household – for his future family. A 
young man with insufficient property of his own must either save up enough 
money to meet the necessary expenses, or – in the still comparatively rare case 
of studying for a degree – complete his studies and wait for employment with 
a regular, albeit inadequate, salary. In the majority of cases, however, these 
sources of income are not sufficient to meet the cost of marriage, and most 
young men are forced to depend on financial support from their family for this 
occasion.  
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Age and generational precedence is generally regarded as one of the key factors 
apart from gender in determining social status and regulating interaction in 
the Middle East. Rasm Hammoud is no exception to this. If asked, most villa-
gers would say that the older commands the “respect” of the younger genera-
tion, and that this is particularly true of relations within a kin group. Children 
not only owe their parents “respect” but must also show obedience, deferring 
to the parents’ experience and superior judgement. However, despite the un-
equivocal articulation of this social norm, there are numerous examples of in-
tergenerational conflict in practice, where sons and fathers disagree over such 
issues as the choice of spouse for a daughter/sister, or for the son himself, as 
well as economic questions such as decisions on household spending or farm 
management.  

Land is usually registered in the name of the male head of the family and is 
inherited in equal parts by his sons when he dies. This means that as long as 
the father is alive, the children hold no legal title to this property.10 But even 
before the legal transfer of property rights from father to son(s), which occurs 
upon the death of the father, marriage is a step in the life cycle that customa-
rily marks the transfer of rights of use over at least some of the family property, 
most commonly by informally assigning part of the family house or another 
property to the young couple to live in. 

Due to persistent economic dependency as well as normative prescriptions 
on intergenerational relations, it is extremely difficult for a young man to mar-
ry a girl against the wishes of his parents. Although social norms and customs, 
underlined by references to religious obligations, can be invoked to underscore 
a young man’s right to the financial support of his family when he wants to 
marry for the first time, they do not include his right to choose a spouse freely 
without considering his family’s preferences. 

During my stay in the village, young men’s families raised money to cover 
marriage expenses by using either the bride wealth they received when one of 
their own daughters got married, by selling some of their land, or – in rare 
cases – their livestock. If the family’s economic situation allows it or if circum-
stances make it unnecessary to accumulate the large sum required as bride 
wealth, young men may get married in their teens, but this is exceptional.11 In 
effect, most young men marry in their early to mid-twenties. 
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Income-Genera t ing  Ac t i v i t i e s  o f  Ma le  V i l l age  Youth  

Herding sheep and goats used to be – and sometimes still is – a job for boys or 
young men.12 Frequently, the livestock a shepherd (ra’i) tends are not his own; 
sometimes, he is employed by several different households to take their live-
stock out to graze in a joint herd. In the increasingly rare case where a house-
hold owns a larger herd of fifty or more heads of livestock, a shepherd could be 
charged exclusively with their care. Until about thirty years ago, shepherds 
used to be remunerated in kind. In early spring of each year they were given 
one lamb for every ten sheep herded throughout the year, as well as a certain 
amount of wheat, and perhaps some clothes. Today, payment is in cash, with a 
shepherd receiving about 30 LS per head and month. Working as a shepherd is 
considered a menial job with low social prestige. It is therefore not surprising 
that young men and even boys now rarely work as shepherds (villagers told me 
that the shortage of shepherds was an additional contributing factor to the dis-
appearance of large herds). The situation is slightly different when the herd be-
longs to the shepherd’s own family. Although his work may still be considered 
“dirty” or “backward”, at least the undesirable position of “working for other 
people” is avoided. 

Village households require fairly large sums of cash each month to cover 
their daily needs. My host family in the village, for example, whose household 
consisted of six adults and two children needed a minimum of 15,000 LS per 
month to cover their day-to-day expenses. As research in neighbouring areas of 
Northern Syria shows, land sizes per farmer have become so small that most 
households cannot subsist on farming alone due to the rapid population 
growth and subdivision of land through inheritance. A young man’s decision 
to work in agriculture is therefore linked to the amount of land his family 
owns. If the family’s land holdings are small, male household members, notab-
ly young men are more likely to turn to labor migration to supplement the 
meagre household income.13 

Only a minority of young male villagers rely on agricultural work for in-
come. The connection between the size of the family’s land holdings and the 
decision to seek work elsewhere became apparent in the statements of my in-
terlocutors in Rasm Hammoud, as well. I was told that most villagers consider 
working “for others” (‘ind an-nas) in agriculture embarrassing. Young men, 
who are conscious of their status in the village, are of the opinion that menial 
agricultural labor, such as weeding, cleaning the fields, and cotton-picking, is 
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beneath their dignity. This is slightly different if the labor involves “heavy” or 
“responsible” work “that females cannot do”, such as driving a tractor or a 
combine, ploughing and digging ditches, attending to irrigation, etc. Generally 
speaking, however, labor in agriculture is not acceptable to young men unless 
they work their own (or their family’s) fields – which is economically sensible 
only when the family’s land holding is of a certain size.  

Since there are only very few other local sources of income open to young, 
unskilled men (a few find work as drivers of local microbuses, for instance), 
seasonal or year-round labor migration has become the most significant in-
come-generating activity for the male youth of the village.14 The difference 
between wages paid to male laborers in agriculture (100-250 LS per day) and 
in construction (500 LS daily for an unskilled laborer, 1,000 LS or more for a 
worker with special skills) cited by Abdelali-Martini et al.15 shows the eco-
nomic logic of seeking work abroad, despite that fact that migration causes 
additional expense for paperwork, transport, housing, etc. As a rule, visible 
signs of relative prosperity (a modern type of house made of concrete with a 
columned portico, a car, a motorbike, household appliances such as a refrigera-
tor, satellite TV, a video disc- or videoplayer, a camera, new furniture and 
accessories etc.) indicate that at least one family member is working abroad 
and provides the household with the necessary cash to supplement the income 
from declining traditional activities such as livestock raising and agriculture. 
Apart from occasionally being a source of “luxury” items, however, income 
from migrant wage labor is indispensable to most household livelihoods.  

In 2002/2003, most male migrants from the village sought work in 
construction, preferably in Lebanon or Jordan.16 Those who were able to find a 
patron and obtain a work permit in Saudi Arabia were among the most pros-
perous of the labor migrants; however, their absence from the village was com-
paratively longer. Other migrants moved to the Syrian cities, especially 
Damascus and Aleppo, where they found work as unskilled laborers on buil-
ding sites, in factories, etc.; some of the male villagers worked seasonally in ar-
chaeological digs, others as carriers in Aleppo’s main vegetable market. Al-
though the majority of migrant workers is male, more and more wives and 
daughters of male labor migrants are joining their relatives abroad, where they 
work as domestic servants or caretakers in Saudi Arabia, as factory workers in 
Damascus, or as agricultural laborers in the fields of the Damascene Ghouta. 
All labor migrants depend on a network of relatives, friends or fellow villagers 
to find work and accommodation at their destinations. 
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Female  V i l l age  Youth  

Where childhood ends and youth begins is more clearly marked for females 
than for males. The interstitial phase between childhood and marriage begins 
with the girl’s first period. Consequently, her style of dress changes from that 
of a child (uncovered head, sweater or blouse with a long skirt or trousers) to 
that of a young girl who wears a long, loose gallabiya, and a headscarf 
whenever she is in public. The next status change occurs with marriage, which 
transforms the “girl” into a “woman”. This step is elaborately marked by the 
wedding and the associated preparations, ceremonies and celebrations. 

In contrast to male villagers, girls in Rasm Hammoud may get married as 
young as fourteen years of age.17 Girls who reach their mid-twenties without 
getting married have less chance of making a “good match.” Since it is un-
thinkable for them to remain unmarried, they may be obliged to accept a pro-
posal from a man who is already married and thus become a second or third 
wife, or marry a divorced or widowed man who may be fifty or more years of 
age. Marriage – and, consequently, motherhood – is considered an inevitable 
step in every young girl’s life. Villagers gave a number of reasons why they 
considered it necessary for a girl to marry: “life without children is empty. And 
who will take care of you when you are old?” or “marriage provides emotional 
and mental stability, despite all the problems you may have with your hus-
band”. I was also told frequently that “unmarried girls are a burden on their 
fathers. It costs money to feed and clothe them, and they do not earn any mo-
ney themselves.” 

This statement, however, cannot be taken literally. Although income op-
portunities are limited for village girls and wages paid to them are extremely 
low, they engage in a number of economic activities in the village. It is also 
true, though, that a great deal of the work done by girls is not remunerated. A 
large part of female working hours are taken up with household management 
and maintenance. Besides daily activities such as cleaning, preparation of meals 
and bread-baking, child care, doing the laundry etc., work in this sector in-
cludes the maintenance of clay roofs and walls (tali) carried out once or twice a 
year, preparation and maintenance of mattresses and blankets (nadhida) which 
are the traditional status symbol of a prosperous household, or the preparation 
of the household staples (vegetable and/or fruit conserves, cheese, etc.). 

In families that still own sheep or goats, it is the girls’ and women’s task to 
milk the livestock and process the milk into yoghurt and cheese. As a result of 
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the transition from semi-sedentary livestock raising, involving seasonal migra-
tion and milk processing, to a completely sedentary lifestyle with hardly any 
livestock raising that has taken place over the last thirty to forty years, the 
change is generational. Almost all women of forty and older have experienced 
seasonal mobility and command the necessary skills (setting up the tent, 
looking after sheep and processing milk). Only very few girls and women un-
der forty years of age still possess these skills.  

Of the few households in the village that still keep sheep, most of them 
merely have a small herd of five to ten sheep (known as mneeha) to produce 
yoghurt and butter for home consumption. The surplus is sold to the village 
shop or, less frequently, in Aleppo. Like young men, female youth do not ap-
preciate working with livestock because they see it as tiring, “smelly”, and 
“dirty”. This perception also translates into marriage preferences. Most girls I 
spoke to said they would not like to marry into a family that kept sheep and 
goats because “they would not be able to do the work.” 

Most of the unskilled labor required in agriculture but disregarded by the 
male youth in the village is carried out by girls, who work seasonally either as 
wage laborers or, if a girl’s family have their own fields, as unpaid workers on 
the family property.18 When a girl gets married, she usually stops working “for 
others” in agriculture, since it is considered incompatible with the dignity of 
her married status, and impractical because of her responsibilities as a house-
wife and mother. Wage labor in agriculture is a crucial and for many village 
girls the only source of income. Girls spoke of two major problems in this 
sector. First of all, they were paid a very low wage of 100 LS per day (a wor-
king day in the fields lasts from approx. 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.), while male laborers 
received an average of 200 to 300 LS per day. However, girls perceived that 
there was nothing they could do to increase this wage. Secondly, wage labor in 
agriculture does not provide a steady, annual source of income but is depen-
dent on seasonal fluctuations. The busiest time for girls is the cotton-picking 
season between August and October, cotton picking being the only task that is 
not paid with a daily wage but according to the quantity picked. (In Rasm 
Hammoud, girls were paid 3,000 LS per ton in the cotton harvest of 2003, 
with each girl harvesting daily between 50-90 kg. In other villages, I was told, 
girls pick even more. Generally speaking, a girl can expect to earn between 
3,000 and 10,000 LS per season.) 

Other activities include cleaning cotton fields of the stubble residue in Ja-
nuary and February as preparation for new crops, and springtime weeding and 
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cleaning of wheat and barley fields as well as olive tree plantations which have 
only recently been introduced into the village. During the rest of the year, 
there are no regular income opportunities for girls in agriculture.  

The girls I spoke to complained that their opportunities to work in agricul-
ture had decreased in the last three to five years. They explained this with the 
steadily growing mechanisation of agriculture that has taken over the work tra-
ditionally done by girls, on the one hand, and legal measures such as the new 
legislation limiting the cultivation of cotton along the Euphrates, and the in-
troduction of government-established environmental protection zones, on the 
other. 

In principle, girls have the right to spend their wages as they please. When 
the harvest is over and wages are distributed, girls typically buy themselves new 
clothes, make-up and other cosmetic products, as well as costume jewellery, 
sandals, headscarves, clothes and underwear for everyday use. When the house-
hold income is in short supply, however, girls give part or all of the money 
they have earned to their family as a contribution to day-to-day household ex-
penses. Labor migration occasionally has consequences for household finances 
that are in stark contrast to the positive effects described above. A few house-
holds where the male household head worked abroad were among those with 
the lowest income in the village (indicated, for example, by lack of heating fuel 
in the winter, an unbalanced diet, refraining from medical treatment except in 
the direst emergency). The livelihood situation of these households depended 
partly on the migrant’s work situation abroad, on the duration of his absence, 
and his financial provisions during this period, as well as on personal relations 
within the family; the financial situation of the family members “left behind” 
can become precarious especially when the household head marries more than 
one wife and there are no sons of a suitable age to contribute to the household 
income. In this case, income contributions from girls are of vital importance. 
However, the temporary participation of women and girls in household deci-
sion-making and income contribution was countered by a – sometimes diffi-
cult – readjustment to former roles once the male head of household had re-
turned home. 

Formal education for girls plays a rather insignificant role in the village, al-
though now the first girls from the village have completed their university edu-
cation and work as teachers in the village school.19 However, most of the girls I 
met during my fieldwork had left school in fifth or sixth grade. The main 
reasons given for leaving school were personal dislike either of school work or 
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the teachers; in other instances, the parents had decided to take their daughters 
out of school for reasons of “propriety”, so that they would not be exposed to 
the gaze of men and boys on the way to and from school. Equally, many 
people argued that it is more essential for a girl to gain knowledge in house-
hold work than to learn English, French, or mathematics. As a result, the gene-
ral level of education in the village is low, with a surprisingly large number of 
girls barely literate. 

As a result of the shortage of income opportunities for girls, new activities 
have entered the village. These are based on skills that girls acquire through in-
formal learning. Up to thirty years ago, handicrafts (mainly weaving of rugs 
and blankets) were engaged in for household consumption only. More recently 
(from the mid- to late 1990s), handicrafts on commission for Aleppian mer-
chants such as the finishing of cloth for sale with embroidery, seams and other 
needlework, are carried out by some girls and young women. They are paid 
per piece completed at an estimated hourly wage of 20 to 60 LS, depending on 
the nature of the work and the skill of the seamstress. Other income opportu-
nities are opened by cosmetic skills, especially bridal make-up and hairdres-
sing, which can bring up to 500 LS or more for an evening's work. Another 
activity practised by girls and women is the sewing of simple dresses (gallabiya) 
for the women of the village. The seamstress earns between 75 to 100 LS per 
finished gallabiya. However, there are some obstacles to entering this trade. 
Firstly, not many households own a sewing machine, which means that an in-
vestment is a prerequisite for earning money by sewing; and secondly, several 
girls told me that they could not work as seamstresses because “they did not 
know how to do it”. While this simple skill could be acquired from other wo-
men who were more accomplished, I was informed that the village seamstresses 
guarded their trade secrets closely for fear of competition, and did not want to 
teach other girls and women how to sew. Sewing courses are also offered by 
the women’s union in the nearest market town, which is about five kilometres 
away and easily accessible with local transport. However, none of the un-
married girls I knew were allowed to attend – again, I was told, for reasons of 
“propriety”.20 

Conclusion: Economic Practice, Changing Values, and Social Norms 

Income-generating strategies of youth in Rasm Hammoud respond to external 
constraints, pressures, and the new opportunities that have emerged as a result 
of the large-scale transformations of everyday life in the Syrian Euphrates val-
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ley in recent decades. The decline in livestock herding, lack of income oppor-
tunities in local agriculture, and the new infrastructure that has enhanced villa-
gers’ mobility have in particular led to increased labor migration, especially 
among male rural youth. In addition to these external conditions, the econo-
mic practices pursued by individual actors are influenced by other factors, such 
as their respective social and economic background, educational situation, or 
social networks.  

However, young villagers’ decisions about income-generating practices do 
not follow a purely economic rationale. Their choices are also motivated by 
other considerations, namely references to both explicit and implicit work-rela-
ted values, which should not be overlooked in the attempt to gain a more 
complete understanding of young villagers’ economic choices.  

A closer look at some of these work-related values and attitudes in the vil-
lage reveals that they have changed at least partly over the last twenty to thirty 
years. Villagers’ views on working with livestock are one example of this. 
Members of the older generation speak with nostalgia of the semi-nomadic 
lifestyle associated with large-scale sheepherding. They describe livestock rai-
sing as a rewarding occupation, frequently portraying it as a “clean life” where 
people relied on “unpolluted”, homemade products such as yoghurt and ghee 
as the mainstay of their diet. Health, longevity, and economic self-sufficiency 
are associated with this “clean” lifestyle.  

Members of the younger generation, on the other hand, emphasize that 
technological progress and growing sedentarisation have made villagers’ lives 
easier over the last twenty to thirty years. Their attitudes toward livestock rai-
sing are a striking contrast to those articulated by their parents or grandpa-
rents. Village youths refer to work associated with livestock as “dirty” and look 
down on the daily chores connected with it as tiring and “backward”. Under-
lying this attitude is a specific understanding of modernity, which can be 
linked to the rhetoric of “development”, progress and modernisation that cha-
racterizes much of official Syrian representations about the country’s past, pre-
sent and future. In official discourse propagated via media as diverse as politi-
cal speeches and TV soap operas, the future of the country is associated with 
technological progress, increased urbanisation, industrialisation, and educa-
tion. Nomadic or semi-nomadic sheepherding is, at best, accorded a folklo-
ristic value as the “authentic Arab way of life” – an image that is located irre-
vocably in the past. 
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Gendered  Pe rcep t ions  and  the  Div i s ion  o f  Labor  

Other value-related considerations with regard to income-generating practices 
emerge when gender-specific divisions of labor are examined. As outlined 
above, the conception of “youth” as a phase of preparation for marriage and 
full social adulthood makes it necessary for young men to accumulate capital 
and prove themselves capable of providing income to support their future fa-
mily. “Earning a living” is thus an integral part of the normative concepts of 
male village youth. For young girls, other normative ideals, such as being mo-
dest, well-behaved, etc., but also proving oneself proficient in the tasks re-
quired of a future wife, such as cleaning, cooking, baking, and childcare, are 
more predominant, although economic realities may in fact oblige girls to con-
tribute to the household income with wage labor, as well. It can be assumed 
that these normative ideals influence local perceptions of work, at least in part. 
The view that “girls do not earn any money” as expressed by the villagers 
would then not only be explained by the observation that girls receive lower 
wages than male workers, but would also be an expression of normative per-
ceptions linked to gender and generational roles. 

It is conspicuous that activities with low prestige, such as menial agricultu-
ral tasks, are practised by the village girls, i.e., by laborers whose youth and 
gender imply that they will not lose face by working “for others” in the fields. 
Male villagers, on the other hand, are under constant pressure to preserve their 
dignity among their peers. This applies all the more to young men, whose so-
cial standing and reputation has yet to be proved and asserted. Carrying out 
menial tasks for somebody else would show up a young man as subordinate to 
another villager, at least in the economic sphere, and could therefore detract 
from his social standing. 

However, the stigma of “working for others” associated with wage labor in 
local agriculture does not apply to migrant wage labor. This indicates that it is 
not working for others as such that is perceived as demeaning. Rather, the 
problem seems to lie in working for members of one’s home community, i.e., 
for peers, relatives, friends, or neighbours, to whom one’s dignity and reputa-
tion is vulnerable. In contrast, working as a wage laborer abroad means wor-
king for an outsider, for someone who is not part of the constant struggle for 
predominance and face-saving that takes place among the villagers. Further-
more, work on construction sites in Beirut or elsewhere is beyond the village 
gaze. Although the nature of migrant labor is well known in the village, wor-
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king for others is not visible there, since it takes place in an environment far 
from home – unlike the wage labor practised by village girls.21  

In t e rgene ra t iona l  Re l a t ions  

Changing economic practices play a part in subtly transforming intergeneratio-
nal relations.22 “Traditional” economic activities of youth have always taken 
place within the framework of the family as a unit of production. Income and 
labor related to family property was and still is shared by family members of 
both genders and all ages. Meat, wool, milk products, and agricultural produce 
are all understood as family property; but decisions about land use and disposi-
tion of the income derived from it rest with the patriarchal head of the house-
hold.  

Income from wage labor, however, is a different matter. Other than the na-
tural produce obtained through working in agriculture or with livestock, the 
cash a young man earns during labor migration is his own property. Although 
he is expected to contribute a considerable amount of this income to covering 
his family’s day-to-day expenses, he has far more influence on and can even 
veto decisions about how the money should ultimately be spent.23 A changed 
balance of income may thus lead to a shift in the balance of authority within 
the household. It can be assumed that this will gradually strengthen the po-
sition of the young generation in Rasm Hammoud by increasing their autho-
rity and, possibly, even autonomy vis-à-vis their parents’ generation.  

At the same time, the economic transformations described above create 
new dependencies that may lead to the preservation and even strengthening of 
family ties. As parents and younger siblings depend on income contributions 
from sons, especially when a family has very few economic assets, such as live-
stock or property in land, a son’s responsibility for the parents’ material well-
being can set in even earlier than before, i.e., even before he gets married and 
has a family of his own. 

Out look  

Of course the field of economic practice, notably the income-generating acti-
vities that were the subject of this article, represents only one aspect of the 
multi-faceted everyday life of youth in Rasm Hammoud. But although the dis-
cussion of these activities is just a starting point on the way to a greater under-
standing of what characterizes the situation of the young generation in rural 
northern Syria, I would argue that looking through the lens of youth-specific 
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economic practices makes the complex interrelationships between external eco-
nomic transformations, changing work-related values, and intergenerational 
relations and social norms more tangible.  

Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that social and cultural change in the 
village goes beyond the work-related aspects discussed within the scope of this 
article. Increased labor migration, electrification and access to mass media and 
communication technologies, as well as contact to urban professionals who 
come to the village in various capacities, are of course not only indicators of 
economic transformations. They also transport new and potentially conflicting 
images, values, and norms to the countryside, which first and foremost affect 
the younger generation.  

Changing practices and representations of marriage, religious norms, 
political attitudes and constructions of rural as opposed to urban identity and 
belonging, in addition to gender and generational roles, are thus among the 
issues that could be included in future studies of the situation of youth in rural 
northern Syria. 

Note s  
 

1   See, for instance, Muñoz (2000: 19). 
2   For a recent example, see Ibrahim/Wasef (2000). 
3   The research was part of a project entitled “Life worlds of a nomadic tribe 

from 1900 to 2000”, directed by Dr. Annegret Nippa, in the framework 
of the comparative research centre “Integration and Difference” at the 
Universities of Leipzig and Halle-Wittenberg, Germany. It was funded by 
the German Research Association. During my stay in Syria I was hosted 
by the International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas 
(ICARDA), Aleppo, as a visiting researcher. 

4   I would like to thank Dr. Aden Aw Hassan, who supported my research 
throughout my stay at ICARDA, for his encouragement to take a closer 
look at the significance of livelihood security and income generation for 
villagers’ everyday lives. 

5   Detailed descriptions of the changes in the Euphrates valley since the ear-
ly 1970s can be found, for example, in the studies of Annika Rabo 
(1986), Sulaiman Khalaf (1981; 1993), Günter Meyer (1984; 1990) and 
Myriam Ababsa (2004). 

6   For more details of villagers’ displacement and the different state-directed 
relocation measures, see Meyer (1984: 25ff). 
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7   See Daker (1973) for a more detailed description of the sedentarisation 
process in this area. 

8   Terms such as sabiyye or fatat, designating a young girl, which are heard 
in urban contexts, are understood, but rarely used in the village. 

9   Unless marked otherwise, information on wages, fees, etc. in this chapter 
relies on oral information from the villagers in 2002/2003. During my 
stay in Syria, 50 LS (Syrian Pounds) was approximately equivalent to 1 
US Dollar. 

10   Of course, the property relations and inheritance laws in this region that 
involve custom, state law and religious prescriptions as multiple reference 
systems are much more complex than can be described here and merit a 
far more detailed discussion. 

11   In one tragic case, for example, the parents of a young girl were killed in a 
car accident, leaving herself and her brother, who supported both of them 
as a laborer on construction sites in Lebanon. Shortly afterwards, her 
brother was also killed in an accident. Consequently, she was married to 
her young patrilateral parallel-cousin (i.e., her father’s brother’s son) who 
was only seventeen years of age when they married. The marriage, which 
gave the girl a place in her patrilineal uncle’s home, was facilitated by the 
fact that no bride wealth was demanded.  

12   In some cases, when a household has very few animals and the grazing 
ground is close to home, older women or young girls can also be seen ac-
companying the small herd. 

13   Abdelali-Martini et al. (2003: 72f). 
14   Although this process has accelerated in recent years, it should be noted 

that labor migration from the Euphrates valley began several decades ago. 
Meyer (1984: 87), for instance, gives a description of this phenomenon in 
the early 1980s. 

15   Abdelali-Martini et al. (2003: 88). 
16   Lebanon was the preferred destination because Syrian citizens only need 

their identity card for entry; however, since the assassination of former 
Lebanese prime minister Rafiq al Hariri in February 2005, and the ensu-
ing tensions between Syria and Lebanon, there has been a noticeable de-
crease in labor migration to Lebanon. 

17   As Annika Rabo notes, this early age of marriage for girls – which contra-
dicts legal prescriptions in Syria – can also be found in the conservative 
merchant milieu of Aleppo (Rabo 2005: 88). 
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18   See also Abdelali-Martini et al. (2003). 
19   The example of a girl from a neighbouring village, who had completed 

her secondary education with such excellent grades that she was accepted 
at the college of medicine in Aleppo university, was sometimes cited with 
admiration and – at the same time – considered as an exceptional and rare 
case by girls in Rasm Hammoud. 

20   This changed for one of my friends when she got married. Her husband 
supported her wish and consented to her attending training classes. 

21   The difference between working “for others” at home and abroad was 
made clear to me by the mother of one young man. Her son, a teacher 
and the grandson of a famous tribal sheikh, used to work in Beirut in 
construction for additional income to alleviate the family financial situa-
tion. His mother told me that this was only possible away from the Eu-
phrates valley, since it would be too embarrassing to work “for others” so 
obviously in an area where everyone knew his family background. 

22   See also the contribution by El-Harras in this volume. 
23   For instance, I was told that a father might marry a second or third wife 

with the money derived from his land, even against the will of the chil-
dren from his first marriage, who had contributed to this very income 
with their own labor. He would, however, not be able to remarry with the 
money received from a grown-up son’s migration labor if his son did not 
agree. 

 



 



Methodological Considerations Related to Studies  
on Youth and Adolescents in Egypt 

Sahar El-Tawila 

This paper summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of two pioneer studies on 
youth and adolescents in Egypt and the overall experience acquired from their 
design and implementation. The first study, Transition to Adulthood: A Na-
tional Survey of Egyptian Adolescents, was conducted in 1997 and focused on 
adolescents aged 10-19 years. The second study, Patterns of Marriage and Fam-
ily Formation among Youth in Egypt, was conducted in 2000 and targeted 
young Egyptians in the 18-30 age group. Although they combined several me-
thodologies for data collection, both studies relied heavily on structured in-
struments administered in the context of a national survey. The sample design 
and related biases are detailed and response rates are presented and discussed. 
The material presented and discussed in this paper is extracted mainly from 
the annexes of the published reports of the two studies. 

Transition to Adulthood:  National Survey on Egyptian Adolescents1 

As societies began to extend the years of education and skill-training necessary 
for participation in adult life, adolescence came to be recognized as a unique 
and important period in the life cycle. The working definition of this pro-
longed period of transition from childhood to adulthood is the second decade 
of life, spanning the ages of 10 to 19. Much of the international literature on 
adolescence focuses on sexual behavior, deviance, or rebellion against adults. 
However, this literature often misses crucial aspects of adolescent life in devel-
oping countries, which either lead to deprivation or to enhanced opportunities 
in the future, such as the transition from school to work roles, and marital 
unions. 

Now that Egypt has expanded basic education to reach nearly all children 
and the requirements of entering into adult roles such as work and parenting 
have become more complex, adolescence emerges as a crucial phase in the life 
cycle of young people. In the Egyptian context, girls and boys experience ado-
lescence differently, which translates into different opportunities as young 
people progress toward adulthood. Also, adolescence in Egypt is a period when 
many gender-specific distinctions become more concrete and revolve around 
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appropriate dress, mobility, leisure activities, and aspirations for the future. In 
addition, health and nutrition are major components during adolescence and 
puberty, as is reproductive health. Hence, the main objective of the study was 
to compile, a comprehensive profile of Egyptian adolescents for the first time. 

Collaborating institutions on this study were the High Institute for Public 
Health (HIPH) of the Alexandria University, the Faculty of Medicine of As-
siut University, and the Social Research Center of the American University in 
Cairo. The whole exercise was led and coordinated by the Population Council 
Regional Office for West Asia and North Africa. 

Sample Design  

The survey sample is a national representative, multi-stage, stratified, probabil-
ity cluster sample of adolescents. In the first stage, 101 primary sampling units 
(PSUs) were selected proportional to population size, using the census frame 
compiled by the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics 
(CAPMAS). The five frontier governorates were excluded from the study, as 
only about 1.5% of the total population of Egypt lives in these five governo-
rates. In urban areas, PSUs are the smallest administrative units for which cen-
sus results are published, and are known as shiakhas. In the rural areas, PSUs 
are made up of villages and the corresponding hamlets and satellites adminis-
tratively linked to them. 

The PSUs were stratified by 21 governorates and by urban/rural type of re-
sidence within each governorate. Based on population estimates from 1996, se-
lected PSUs were partitioned on the maps. In the rural PSUs each partition 
had an approximate population of 5,000, while urban PSUs had an approxi-
mate population of 10,000 to allow for the greater heterogeneity in urban 
areas. One partition was randomly selected from each of the 101 PSUs. A 
quick count process of housing units in the selected partition was carried out. 
The selected partition was then divided into smaller well-defined segments, 
each with an approximately equal number of housing units. In the second 
stage, two segments were randomly selected from each of the 101 primary 
sampling units. The segment size varied among the different PSUs so as to 
yield a self-weighted sample of households at the end. Using a household ros-
ter sheet, all households within the well-defined boundaries of the selected seg-
ments were screened.  

A total of 13,271 households were successfully screened during this phase 
of the survey. Households were defined as eligible when they contained at least 
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one member in the 10-19 age group. The number of eligible households 
amounted to 7,256 (the eligibility rate was 0.547). Using the Kish-grid, one 
adolescent (by gender) was randomly selected from each eligible household. 
This resulted in one boy and one girl being selected from households that con-
tained at least one adolescent of each gender. A total of 9,128 adolescents were 
successfully interviewed (4,354 boys and 4,774 girls). All adolescents selected 
at random were eligible for an individual interview using a core instrument. 
The sample of adolescents is not self-weighted. 

All randomly selected adolescents enrolled at school between 5th grade and 
9th grade and those who dropped out between these two grades were eligible 
for two achievement tests in Arabic and mathematics. A total of 3,713 eligible 
adolescents completed the Arabic test and 3,792 completed the mathematics 
test. A total of 3,682 adolescents completed both tests. 

A quarter of the total sample of adolescents selected at random was syste-
matically sub-sampled: half the sample (by gender) in 50 primary sampling 
units. Subjects in this sub-sample were eligible for a second interview focusing 
mainly on health issues. The total size of the sub-sample successfully inter-
viewed was 2,323 (1,070 boys and 1,253 girls). The adolescents selected in 
this sub-sample were also eligible for a complete health examination including 
urine, stool and blood tests. Similar to the original sample of adolescents, the 
sub-sample is not self-weighted. 

Since the principal investigators had an interest in the phenomenon of ado-
lescent marriage among females, both the individual core instrument and the 
health instrument were administered to all ever-married adolescents identified 
in eligible households. This process was applied regardless of whether or not 
the adolescent was selected at random. The total number of ever-married ado-
lescents successfully interviewed was 317. 

This design resulted in national representative samples of adolescents for 
which all reports remain generalizable and can be disaggregated by region of 
residence (urban governorates/Lower Egypt/Upper Egypt), type of place of re-
sidence (urban/rural) and by gender. 

Study Instruments and Methodology  

The  Ros t e r   

The roster collected basic demographic information from all 13,271 sampled 
households on all regular members of the household, such as age, sex, marital 
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status, educational attainment, literacy among the group who never attended 
school, and work status. 

The Individual Adolescent Core in Five Parts 
Section I. Education: information was collected on exact birth date, school 
ever-attendance, highest stage reached if ever attended, current enrolment 
status, age at drop out of school and reasons for drop out, school entry age, 
reasons for never attendance, and attitudes towards literacy classes among ne-
ver-attendants. For those in pre-university education at the time of the survey 
and for the group who had ever attended preparatory schools, a battery of 
questions on different aspects of the school experience was administered. Atti-
tudes toward school, distance to school, school conditions and facilities, inter-
action with teachers and among students, and some indicators of the quality of 
education were also addressed.  

Section II. Economic roles: this section included questions concerning ever 
as well as current participation in the labor market, type of current employ-
ment, working hours per day and work days per week. Special questions were 
asked of adolescents working for pay in regard to working conditions, work 
hazards, satisfaction with current job, level of earnings, and management of 
earnings. Reasons for and age at starting work were asked of all who ever 
worked. 

Section III. Health status: focused on health-service-seeking behavior, me-
dications taken regularly, exercise, and smoking behaviors. For girls, questions 
about menstruation and its management were addressed. 

Section IV. Social relations and personal traits: focused on the adoles-
cent’s communication and exchange of support with family members and 
peers. Questions addressing important aspects of the psychological profile of 
individuals in this transitional phase of their lives were also included. These 
were not psychological tests but rather an exploratory tool to investigate some 
positive personal traits such as self-worth and leadership, as well as the preva-
lence of negative emotions (loneliness, anxiety, fear, guilt). In addition, venues 
to express anger and the extent of satisfaction with life, future expectations, 
and role models were examined. 

Section V. Time Use: twenty-four hour recall of studying, work, help in 
household chores, exposure to the media, and activities during leisure time. 
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The Health Status and Health-Related Attitudes Questionnaire 
Section I. Health-service-seeking behavior: this section focused on the fre-

quency of laboratory testing of urine, stool and blood in the 12 months prece-
ding the interview. General information on the type of service provided, rea-
son for utilization, and level of satisfaction during a recent illness was also col-
lected. 

Section II. Health-related practices: this included regular intake of vita-
mins and iron tablets as well as personal and peer experience in regard to to-
bacco and drug use. 

Section III. Dietary habits: the number of meals per day, snacks between 
meals, eating outside the home, consumption of tea and coffee, vegetables, 
fruit, bread, salt, etc. 

Section IV. Reproductive health and gender roles: appropriate age at mar-
riage for boys and girls and justification for it, the incidence of circumcision 
and the related social context, knowledge of perception of maturational 
changes, sources of information on these changes, and for girls, management 
of menstruation. Adolescents between 16 and19 years of age were asked a 
battery of knowledge and attitudinal questions on reproductive health issues, 
including sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and family planning, gender 
roles in the house, sharing tasks and decision-making, divorce, and the mar-
riage contract. Some of the questions concerned with circumcision, gender roles, 
decision-making and divorce were extracted from Egypt Demographic and 
Health Survey modules that were administered to ever-married women in re-
productive age. 

Section V. Marriage: all 16-19 year old adolescents were asked about the 
qualities they sought in a future spouse, the ideal age difference between 
spouses, and the difference in educational attainment between spouses. Ever-
married female adolescents were asked about their age and that of their hus-
bands at the time of marriage, marriage arrangements, living arrangements 
after marriage, ideal number of children, communication between spouses, 
and a complete account of pregnancy outcomes.  

Assessment of General Health Status 
Laboratory investigations incorporated ‘Hemoglobin Determination’ and a 
‘Parasitologic Study’ (El-Tawila/Ibrahim et al. 1999). Measurement of weight 
and height was carried out on 1,999 adolescents according to procedures rec-
ommended by Jelliffe (1966). The anthropometric indices height-for-age and 
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body mass index (BMI)-for-age, as recommended by the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) Expert Committee (1995), were used to evaluate the nutri-
tional status of the adolescents. The United States National Center for Health 
Statistics/World Health Organization (NCHS/WHO) reference data (1983) 
was used for the height-for-age index. The latter provides an indication of 
linear growth retardation and is therefore an indicator of stunting. BMI-for-
age [weight (kg)/height2 (cm)] is recommended as the best indicator of thin-
ness and overweight in adolescence. Tanner’s scale was also adopted for the 
assessment of sexual maturation. 

The  Unique  Fea ture s  o f  the  S tudy   

The experience from the pre-test and later the implementation of the survey 
emphasized the feasibility of interviewing very young adolescents, as long as 
the phrasing of the questions was sensitive to age and regional colloquial dif-
ferentials. 

Obtaining parental consent to interview an adolescent in private was occa-
sionally problematic. While the majority of the adolescents interviewed were 
positive about this process, took it seriously, and felt a sense of pride about 
participating, parents were often sceptical. The interviewers were instructed to 
carry out the interviews in total privacy. When parents insisted on attending, 
the interviewers used one or more strategies to maintain the privacy of the in-
terview. They reiterated the objectives of the study gave parents a blank ques-
tionnaire to read or offered to read the questions to them prior to the inter-
view. Alternatively, interviewers suggested that parents sit where the interview 
could be seen but not heard, and began with the achievement tests if the ado-
lescent was eligible. Otherwise more than one interviewer carried out inter-
views with several eligible respondents from the same household simultaneous-
ly. At worst, the interviewers had to accept parents’ listening to the first few 
questions and answers, after which they either recognized the legitimacy of the 
survey or grew bored and left the room.  

One problem unique to surveys on adolescents is the relatively high mobil-
ity of this segment of the population within the area of residence. In-school 
adolescents are either in class or at private lessons after school. When they fi-
nish their scholastic commitments, they visit or go out with friends, or are off 
buying things (particularly food) for the household. In rural areas and in urban 
Lower and Upper Egypt, they are very likely to be employed either in work-
shops for pay or helping their parents in the fields without pay. The interview-
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ers were instructed to make three attempts on different days and hours to meet 
the selected adolescent. After the third unsuccessful attempt, the adolescent in 
question was considered a non-response. 

Administering multiple instruments to the same respondent translated into 
the practical need to make more than one visit to the same respondent. Ado-
lescents in the health sub-sample who were also eligible for the achievement 
tests represent an extreme case. This group was interviewed for the core indivi-
dual adolescent questionnaire, the health questionnaire, and the achievement 
tests in Arabic and in mathematics. Collectively, two and a half hours were 
needed to implement this set of instruments. Allocating such a long period to 
the interview was difficult for some adolescents due to exhaustion or other 
commitments. The successful implementation of the complex health compo-
nent of the survey is the outcome of a high level of coordination between four 
research institutions, on the one hand, and the sincere support of high level 
executives at the Ministry of Health and Population, on the other. Further-
more, the seriousness and commitment of the physicians who were recruited 
to implement this component and their sensitivity to the respondents were 
infinitely vital assets. Nonetheless, implementation of the health component 
faced four main problems. 

Parental skepticism (and occasional indifference) was a major obstacle in-
terviewers had to face. Convincing parents and the adolescents themselves to 
undergo the clinical examination and to give urine and stool specimens was in-
deed a very difficult task. Accompanying the respondents to the health center, 
emphasizing the safety of the procedure, and the presence of a female physi-
cian (for girls) were all positive factors in raising the response rate to this parti-
cular component of the survey. Later on, returning the results of the laboratory 
tests to the respondents reinforced the benefits of participation and a sense of 
the researchers’ commitment to them. 

In some urban and rural PSUs, the health center designated by the Minis-
try of Health as the nearest to the area was still not close enough to the parti-
cular sampled segment. Having to walk a long distance or use a means of 
transportation were real obstacles to implementing the health component. Fur-
thermore, no paramedics were recruited. The presence of paramedics might 
possibly have speeded up the process, facilitated the work of the team, and mi-
nimized waiting time for the respondents.  
In addition, the implementation of the health component coincided in some 
PSUs with school examinations during the month of May. Both parents and 
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adolescents were reluctant to participate in this component during this period 
because of the time consumed in the process, while the survey team could not 
postpone it due to the potential cost incurred by this delay. 

Charac t e r i s t i c s  o f  the  Sample  and Qua l i t y  o f  the  Data  

Due to the innovative nature of the study and the complexity of the sampling 
design, it was important to assess the quality of the data collected and the ex-
tent to which the sample of adolescents was representative of the original po-
pulation. Three main concerns were: accuracy of reporting the age of the ado-
lescent, level and pattern of response rates, and impact of non-response on the 
overall quality and representation of the sample.  

F igure  1 :  Age  d i s t r ibut ion  o f  9 -20  yea r  o ld  ind iv idua l s  in  
s c r eened  househo ld s  

 
Figure 1 displays the age distribution of individuals from 9-20 years in all sam-
pled households screened for the purposes of the survey. The results indicate 
that some of the eligible adolescents, aged either 10 or 18-19, were probably 
shifted to the ages of 9 and 20 respectively, putting them outside the range of 
the eligibility criterion for selection and interview.  

The process of smoothing the age-curve results in an increase by about 700 
in the number of eligible adolescents in screened households. Assuming the 
same response rate, the size of the core sample of adolescents successfully inter-
viewed should have been higher by 400-500 cases, comprising less than 5% of 
those actually interviewed. The sub-sample subjected to the second interview, 
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using the health instrument followed by the clinical examination, and the col-
lection of urine and stool specimens, lost about 100-125 cases due to inaccu-
rate age reporting. The loss is divided almost equally between the ages of 10 
and 18-19. As a result, the number of 16-19 year old adolescents in the health 
sub-sample is reduced by 8%. For all reported ages above 20, age heaping at fi-
gures ending with zero or five is evident.  

Table 1 provides the response rate, the number of adolescents successfully 
interviewed, and the number originally selected by type of instrument, sex of 
respondent, and urban/rural type of residence. 

Table 1 :  Response rate,  the number of  adolescents  successful ly  
interviewed and the number or iginal ly  se lected by type of  in-
strument,  sex  of  respondent and urban/rura l  type of  res idence 

  Males Females Urban Rural Total 

Core adolescent questionnaire 82.1 89.7 82.7 88.2 86.0 

  4,354 4,774 3,659 5,469 9,128 

  5,303 5,323 4,423 6,203 10,626

Health sub-sample questionnaire 80.7 94.2 84.8 89.3 87.5 

  1,070 1,253 938 1,385 2,323 

  1,326 1,330 1,105 1,550 2,656 

Achievement test in Arabic 73.3 80.3 71.4 80.8 76.6 

  1,858 1,855 1,534 2,179 3,713 

  2,536 2,310 2,149 2,697 4,846 

Achievement test in mathematics 75.2 81.6 72.0 83.2 78.3 

  1,908 1,884 1,548 2,244 3,792 

  2,536 2,310 2,149 2,697 4,846 

Responsible adults questionnaire 82.6 93.1 83.5 90.0 87.2 

  3,274 2,939 2,552 3,661 6,213 

  3,965 3,157 3,056 4,066 7,122 

Clinical examination* 88.7 82.7 71.0 95.2 85.4 

  949 1,036 666 1,319 1,985 

  1,070 1,253 938 1,385 2,323 

Test for anemia* 88.2 82.3 71.0 94.5 85.0 

 947 1,033 668 1,312 1,980 

 1,070 1,253 938 1,385 2,323 
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Urine specimen* 86.2 79.6 67.9 92.6 82.7 

  922 998 637 1,283 1,920 

  1,070 1,253 938 1,385 2,323 

Stool specimen* 81.4 74.8 59.2 90.5 77.8 

  871 937 555 1,253 1,808 

  1,070 1,253 938 1,385 2,323 

* The response rates are calculated as a percentage of the sample that successfully completed the health 

interview. 

 
The overall response rate for structured questionnaires administered to adoles-
cents was 87%. Response rates were systematically higher in rural than in ur-
ban areas and higher among girls than boys. Three out of every four eligible 
adolescents completed the achievement tests in Arabic and mathematics. 
Among adolescents who successfully completed the health questionnaire, the 
response rate to the clinical examination was 85%, and was higher among boys 
than girls and higher in rural than in urban areas.  

Table 2 shows the differentials in response rates among adolescents ran-
domly selected for the core individual interview by sex, age, school enrolment, 
and work status. 

Tab l e  2 :  The  d i f f e r en t i a l s  in  r e sponse  r a t e s  among  ado l e s -
cen t s  r andomly  s e l e c t ed  fo r  the  core  ind iv idua l  in t e rv i ew  by  
s e l e c t ed  background  va r i ab l e s  

  Boys Girls Total 

Age    

10 91.8 91.9 91.9 

11 89.2 94.2 91.5 

12 85.0 94.3 89.6 

13 86.3 90.7 88.5 

14 85.2 93.9 89.8 

15 81.8 90.5 86.1 

16 76.9 85.9 81.7 

17 78.8 87.3 83.1 

18 70.5 83.2 76.8 

19 68.1 80.0 74.0 
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School enrolment    

In school 85.9 91.6 88.6 

Out of school 71.5 86.0 80.5 

Work for pay    

Yes 79.3 86.2 80.5 

No 82.9 89.8 86.7 

Unpaid employment    

Yes 90.4 95.3 92.0 

No 79.4 89.0 84.6 

 
Table 3 displays the distribution of individuals in all sampled households by 
sex, age, and type and region of residence, and compares this distribution to 
data results of the 1996 census in Egypt. Only minor differences are observed 
in the distribution of sampled households by urban/rural type of residence. 
The proportion of urban households in the sample is slightly lower than in the 
census, apparently outside of the urban governorates. This is a result of two 
main factors. Firstly, response rates for the preliminary screening process was 
lower in urban than in rural areas. In addition, non-sampling non-response 
was also higher in urban than in rural areas due to the higher incidence of un-
occupied housing units in urban than in rural areas. 

Tab l e  3 :  The  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  the  popu la t ion  f rom the  1996  
census  da t a  and  the  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  ind iv idua l s  in  a l l  s am-
p l ed  househo ld s  by  background  va r i ab l e s  

  Results of the 1996 census Individuals in all sampled 

households 

 

  Males Females Total Males Females Total N 

Sex        

Males - - 51.2 - - 50.3 34,241

Females - - 48.8 - - 49.7 33,894

Age        

% 10-14* - - 10.7 - - 12.8 8,772 

to total  

population 
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Type of residence        

Urban 43.1 42.9 42.9 41.5 41.4 41.4 28,241

Rural 56.9 57.1 57.1 58.5 58.6 58.6 39,894

Region of  

residence 

       

Urban Gov. 18.8 18.7 18.8 21.6 21.2 21.4 14,590

Lower Egypt  44.1 44.2 44.1 43.2 43.0 43.1 29,373

Upper Egypt  37.0 37.0 37.0 35.2 35.8 35.5 24,172

Patterns of Marriage and Family Formation Among Youth in Egypt 

Within the changing demographic and socio-economic context surrounding 
‘youth’ in Egypt, patterns of marriage and family formation require realistic 
assessment. Understanding marriage is important for the appreciation of future 
social change. Marriage behaviors such as the choice of partner, the timing of 
marriage, and the forms of marriage and consequent living arrangements are 
relevant to questions of population, fertility, and child rearing. The research 
aimed at investigating the knowledge, attitudes and practices of official mar-
riages among young adults vis-à-vis secretive urfi marriages. The ultimate goal 
of the study was to provide all stakeholders with the necessary information to 
help them improve the social, cultural and economic environment in the inte-
rests of a healthier pattern of ‘youth’ marriage and family formation by seeking 
answers to the following questions: 
- How do young people choose their prospective marriage partners? 
- What are the financial implications and impediments to the formation of 

new families? 
- What is the attitude of young people toward the pre-nuptial medical 

examination? 
- Is early marriage a persistent problem? 
- Does late marriage affect all young people in Egypt? 
- Is there still a preference for consanguineous marriage? 
- What do young couples appreciate in married life, and what are the dis-

advantages of marriage envisaged by young couples?  
- How do young people evaluate secretive Urfi marriage: its consequences, 

advantages and disadvantages? 
- What factors are correlated with entering into a relationship that may or 

may not lead to an official marriage?  
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- What is the extent of involvement and role of the family in the marriage 
process?  

S tudy  Des ign  and  sampl ing  Scheme  

The study integrated quantitative and qualitative methodologies in an attempt 
to understand the context and content of relationships that may or may not 
lead to marriage, and to describe these relationships and the deliberations and 
considerations that structure them.  

The research had three phases: 
Phase I: was a qualitative assessment of a wide spectrum of issues that 

needed to be considered from the perspective of young people themselves. 
Several techniques were utilized in this phase, such as free-listings (33 respon-
dents), Focus Group Discussions (17 FGDs involving 87 Egyptian youth) and 
one in-depth interview with a key informant who had close daily contact with 
a population of about 900 youth of both sexes. Participants in the FGDs were 
not selected with probability-sampling techniques, but rather on the basis of 
certain individual characteristics related to age, sex, marital status, education 
attainment, place of residence, religion, and socio-economic background.  

Phase II: was a household survey using structured instruments developed 
on the basis of the qualitative assessment results in phase I. These instruments 
were administered to a national probability sample of young males and females 
in the 18-30 age group. Based on our previous experience (collecting data from 
10-19 year old adolescents) and given the sensitive nature of the data collected, 
we realized that if we raised the lower age limit from 15 to 18 years, the gain in 
terms of interview privacy and data quality would outweigh the loss of infor-
mation on adolescents of younger ages (15-17). In addition, extending the up-
per age limit of the target population to 30 years proved essential to providing 
a comprehensive profile of the marriage process and the significant long-term 
influences exerted by contextual factors on the formation of new families. 

Phase III: was a social in-depth qualitative component. In this phase, in-
depth interviews were conducted with young males and females who had expe-
rienced secretive urfi marriages. Interviews were carried out using a semi-struc-
tured questionnaire. The aim of these interviews was to give interviewees the 
latitude to present and evaluate their own experiences, discuss their concerns 
and share their thoughts. Non-probability sampling methods, such as the use 
of informants and snowballing, were used in this phase. A total of 18 in-depth 
interviews were conducted.  
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Sampl ing  Scheme  fo r  the  Househo ld  Survey  

The target population for the study was defined as young men and women in 
the 18-30 age group. Existing listings from the adolescent survey were re-uti-
lized to identify eligible households for the study in two-thirds of the original 
Primary Sampling Units (66 Primary Sampling Units in 21 governorates). The 
eligibility criterion for inclusion was based solely on the ages of individual 
members of the screened households. The time lag between the two surveys 
was taken into consideration. A total of 5,743 eligible households was identi-
fied. We anticipated that this procedure would yield a fairly representative 
sample of young respondents – males/females, married/unmarried, at univer-
sity/otherwise – who would be in the 18-30 age group at the time of the inter-
views for this study. 

Source s  o f  B i a s  in  the  Sample   

The study aimed at profiling marriage-related attitudes and practices among a 
representative sample of young males and females in Egypt. Ideally, a stratified 
probability sample of households, where all eligible respondents identified are 
interviewed, should be sufficient to fulfil the objectives of the study. However, 
four main sources of bias are intrinsic to its design. 

First of all, ensuring literally a representative sample of Egyptian ‘youth’ 
requires all socio-economic groups be represented in this sample. The ‘elite’ in 
any society – Egypt being no exception – is a relatively small group and tends 
to be clustered in geographic terms. Probability cluster sampling could never 
yield the desired level of representation for this group unless a sufficiently large 
number of Primary Sampling Units and socio-economic criteria were incorpo-
rated in the stratification of the original frame before the selection process is 
carried out. Both conditions were beyond the resources available to this study.  

Secondly, the target population for this study was ‘Egyptian youth’ in the 
18-30 age group. It encompasses several sub-groups, including young males in 
the course of fulfilling mandatory military service and unemployed males who 
travel abroad for short periods (less than six months) in search of work. These 
two sub-groups meet the de jure criterion for identifying members of a sam-
pled household, which emphasizes not having another residence during the 
preceding six months. Hence, they are listed along with other household mem-
bers in the roster sheet although they are not actually present. The two sub-
groups remain grossly under-represented in the sample. 
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Thirdly, two further sub-groups of young men and women pose a real chal-
lenge to gaining full coverage of the target population in sampled households, 
as they are hardly ever at home and therefore very difficult to interview, i.e., 
those who leave their main residence and reside temporarily in other gover-
norates for the purposes of work or study, and those who work very long hours 
outside the home and are highly mobile when they are not at work. Our only 
strategy in this respect was to intensify the data collection effort at weekends 
and during the holidays. 

A final source of bias relates to the utilization of existing rather than upda-
ted listings of households residing within well-defined segments. As a result, 
young men and women from originally screened households who had changed 
residence in the preceding two or three years (moved to another non-sampled 
PSU altogether) due to marriage or other reasons were excluded by definition. 
The absence of this group was only partially compensated for by the inclusion 
of newly-formed couples in the households already listed. In western societies 
this would have been a very serious source of bias to the sample, since ‘youth’ 
usually move out of the parents’ residence as they approach the age of 18 and 
become young adults themselves, regardless of their marital status. The situa-
tion in Egypt is somewhat different.  Young adults of both sexes tend to conti-
nue living with their parents until they get married and the majority begin 
their married life residing with one of the families of orientation. In the cur-
rent study, we attempted to at least count the cases of eligible respondents 
within listed households who had changed residence in the interim period be-
tween the two surveys. 

Table 4 provides information on the size of the youth groups not represen-
ted in the survey sample, as well as the total number of those listed and those 
actually interviewed. 

Tab l e  4 :  Tota l  number  o f  l i s t ed  e l i g ib l e  househo ld s  and   
ind iv idua l s  ( youth) ,  the  number  o f  househo ld s  and  youth  
inc luded  in  the  s tudy ,  and  the  number  o f  househo ld s  and  
youth  not  inc luded  by  r ea son   

Households Individuals (youth) 

Total eligible households from 

existing listings in 66 PSUs 

5,743 # of youth who changed residence- 

between the two surveys due to 

marriage 

409 
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# of households that moved out of 

sampled PSUs 

242 # of youth who changed residence-

between the two surveys for other 

reasons 

126 

# of households that could not be 

identified in the field in all 66 

PSUs 

127 Total number of youth in the up-

dated listings of designated eligible 

household 

7,907

# of households included in this 

study 

5,374 Total number not available for 

interview 

1,138

 
  Total number available for inter-

view 

6,769

Response  Ra te s  and Rea sons  fo r  Non-Response  

Response rates reported for national surveys in Egypt are known to be high for 
two main reasons: the high share of the rural population and the nature of the 
target population, basically middle-aged married women who are at home 
most of the time. Generally, it has been documented that adolescent and 
youth response rates are much lower than among the adult or elderly popula-
tion. Adolescents are known to be a mobile group. In Egyptian society, rules 
and boundaries that restrict the movements of this group – in terms of the 
time they are allowed to stay outside the home as well as the places they can go 
to – still exist to some extent for boys and much more so for girls. However, it 
seemed that these rules did not exist at all for young males in the 20-30 age 
group. At this stage of their lives, they can exercise the utmost freedom of 
movement, since the majority has completed education/military service, star-
ted to explore the labor market, and have little or no responsibilities. 

As indicated in Table 5, the overall response rate of sampled youth in this 
study was 68%, 59% among young males and 77% among young females. 
The highest response rates were recorded for young females who were either 
married or resided in Upper Egypt (85-87%). On the other hand, young mar-
ried men and young men in the urban governorates recorded the lowest re-
sponse rates (53%). These two sub-groups of young men were the most likely 
to be working extremely long hours and to be at home only at times inappro-
priate for interviewing. Moreover, it is not surprising that the highest rate of 
non-response was encountered in the urban governorates. 

Among young females, non-response was mainly due to refusal (10%) or 
because the respondent was running errands or visiting someone (9%). 
Straight refusals comprised 11% of total eligible cases among males, while ‘at 
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work’ and ‘not at home’ had a higher magnitude – 12% and 17% respectively 
(Table 6). Weights were computed on the basis of response rates by sex, region 
of residence and marital status.  

Tab l e  5 :  Response  ra t e s  by  s ex ,  r eg ion  o f  r e s idence ,  t ype  o f  
r eg ion  o f  r e s idence  and mar i t a l  s t a tu s  

Background Variables Response Rate 

 Males Females 

Urban Governorates 52.7 62.5 

Urban Lower Egypt 55.6 78.9 

Rural Lower Egypt 56.0 80.7 

Urban Upper Egypt 80.2 87.5 

Rural Upper Egypt 76.3 87.1 

Urban 55.3 68.6 

Rural 62.7 83.3 

Single 63.8 72.3 

Married 55.2 84.9 

Widowed - 81.8 

Divorced - 72.2 

Total 59.3 76.7 

 68.1 

*  Sampled PSUs in Giza governorate are included in the category of urban governorates 

Tab l e  6 :  The  d i s t r ibut ion  o f  s c r eened  youth  in  e l i g ib l e  
househo ld s  by  s ex ,  the  r e su l t  o f  in t e rv i ew  ( comple t ed/not  
comple t ed )  and  r ea sons  fo r  non- re sponse  

Reason for non-response Male Female Total 

Refused 11.2 10. 7 10. 9 
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Not at home 16.6 8. 6 12. 5 

At work 11.8 2. 8 7. 2 

Health reasons 0.8 1.0 0.9 

In jail 0.2 - 0.1 

Ran away 0.1 - - 

Total not completed 40.7 23. 3 31.9 

Interview completed 59.3 76.7 68.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

The  S tudy  In s t rument s  

The study instruments comprised three sets corresponding to the three main 
phases of data collection: 

The first set: had two instruments: the free-listing tool and the guidelines 
for Focus Group Discussions. The guidelines covered issues related to the 
reasons and circumstances underlying youth marriages – how young couples 
get introduced, the role of the two families, the financial implications of form-
ing a new family etc., perceived marriage assets and liabilities, consequences of 
divorce and spinsterhood, and emerging unconventional forms of marriage. 

The second set: comprised four structured questionnaires corresponding to 
possible marital statuses of youth – single, engaged, married, or widowed/ 
divorced. One questionnaire was administered to each sampled youth in the 
survey, according to their current marital status. The ‘youth’ instrument was 
administered to all respondents through face-to-face interviews. No identifying 
information was collected and each instrument was enclosed in a sealed blank 
envelope at the end. These interviews were carried out at home after obtaining 
the informed consent of the young respondent and ensuring privacy during 
the interview. All four questionnaires had the same sections on official mar-
riage and extra-marital relationships, secretive Urfi marriage, health-risk prac-
tices including sexual relationships, and some background information on edu-
cation attainment and current work experience. Different versions of the ques-
tions related to official marriage were developed to reflect either atti-
tudes/perceptions/expectations or otherwise actual behaviors/practices, based 
on the current marital status of the respondent, i.e., single or ever married. 

The third set: consisted of two slightly different, semi-structured question-
naires, which were used in the in-depth interviews conducted with young men 
and women with current or previous experience of secretive Urfi marriage. The 
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instrument aimed at collecting some background information on the respon-
dents and their family of orientation, how the couple got involved in Urfi mar-
riages, motivations for avoiding official marriage, the role of other agents such 
as family or friends in initiating/terminating the marriage, consequences of this 
marriage, and their overall self-assessment of the experience. 
 

 



 



Dialogue with the Future.1 Findings of a Study on  
Adolescents in Three Egyptian Governorates 

Farag Elkamel 

The main objective of this study is to identify problems, opinions, and ambi-
tions of Egyptian adolescents. The study used a qualitative research methodo-
logy known as Focus Group Discussions (FGDs), which is suitable for research 
on sensitive issues such as those under review. The sample consisted of 24 
groups (each with 6-8 persons) divided into an equal number of male and fe-
male groups. The groups had an equal representation of young adolescents 
(12-15 years) and older adolescents (16-18 years). The 24 groups were in turn 
divided into three sub-groups, one of which was researched in Upper Egypt 
(Menya), another in the Delta (Dakahlia), and the third in the metropolitan 
Cairo area, including Cairo and Giza. The methodology of the study required 
female researchers to moderate the female group discussions, and male resear-
chers those of male groups. There was no exception to this rule. All group dis-
cussions took place at the homes of selected participants, with the exception of 
two groups, whose discussions were held in the meeting room of a social club. 

Findings 

Gender  Equa l i t y  

Almost all boys agree that girls are treated differently from boys with respect to 
at least two issues: freedom to go out and the type of parental punishment. 
Boys are generally allowed to stay out late and to go out more frequently. Girls 
are not. Male participants justify this differential treatment as ‘protection’ for 
girls from harassment by boys. One boy from Giza explained: “If something 
happens to a girl, people will say that her father failed to bring her up properly. 
There is no problem if a boy comes home late. If it was a girl, she would have 
a problem with her reputation.” In fact, this is one of the very few situations 
where a girl can be physically punished by her parents. On the whole, however, 
boys are subject to far more physical punishment than girls. Our discussions 
with boys revealed that most of them are physically punished by their parents. 

In addition to the belief that boys are more equipped to withstand physical 
punishment than girls, one of the boys justified this differential treatment in 
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terms of what he called the ‘higher aspirations’ parents have for boys. Boys are 
treated with physical punishment if they neglect their studies, whereas girls are 
scolded verbally. One boy from Cairo (16 years) explained: “A girl will eventu-
ally marry someone, even if she has no education, but a boy won’t.” Another 
boy (14 years) added: “Parents always set higher standards for boys. Even if a 
girl doesn’t study she will eventually get an intermediate diploma and stay at 
home (until she gets married). But a boy has to do better in order to be able to 
have a home and raise a family.” 

On the other hand, several boys indicated that parental attitudes and treat-
ment varied according to their social and cultural levels, and that boys and 
girls were treated equally in families with a higher socio-economic status. 

From the girls’ perspective, however, parents are much more restrictive 
with girls than they are with boys. One girl from Menya stated: “There is a 
saying that if you break one of her ribs, a girl will grow twenty-four more in-
stead. But nobody, for example, would say if you break a boy’s leg, he will 
grow two more.” Girls also claimed that parents give boys what they want but 
do not do the same for girls. “For example, if a boy wants a new pair of trou-
sers and a girl wants a new skirt, the parents will only buy trousers for the 
boy.” Another girl explained: “Parents always say girls will eventually leave 
home when they get married.” Another one added: “When a girl gets married, 
she becomes a member of someone else’s family.” Commenting on the above, 
one girl exclaimed: “Why this backwardness? We want people to be more pro-
gressive in their thinking.” Her friend(s) continued: “What they are doing is 
wrong. Why did they have us? To torture us?” A girl from Cairo (H) said: “A 
girl is scolded and yelled at no matter what she does. Boys aren’t.” However, 
(D), also from Cairo, had a different experience: “On the contrary, I believe 
that boys are treated more roughly so that they will toughen up.” Nevertheless, 
(M) insisted that boys enjoy more rights than girls: “This happened to me, for 
example. My mother told me that my brother was to get double the daily 
allowance I get. She shouldn’t have said that to me. She shouldn’t have hurt 
my feelings, especially considering he’s my younger brother.” In conclusion (S) 
added: “Some boys are very spoiled by their parents. Any extras in food, 
money, or clothes, for instance, are automatically given to them.” 

This differential treatment is more intense when the family has only one 
son, particularly if he is the oldest child. One 13-year old girl from Cairo said: 
“In the case of two girls and a boy, the two sisters will be close to each other. 
As a result, parents will spoil the boy and give him more things as compensa-
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tion. My mother doesn’t understand when I tell her she treats my brother 
better than me.” 

One troubling phenomenon is, however, that a large number of girls have 
come to accept this differential treatment as normal, to the extent that they 
themselves intend to follow the same pattern with their own children. A 12-
year old girl from Menya said: “My brother beats me to teach me what’s right 
and wrong. I never get angry or hit him back.” Her friend (M) added: “Parents 
don’t mind if a younger brother beats his older sister, but they would scold her 
if she did the same to him.” A girl from Mansoura (K) stated: “If I had a son I 
would try to make him feel he’s a man, but a girl is different. A boy should be 
treated more firmly, and a girl more kindly. Boys and girls shouldn’t be treated 
equally.”  

It is undeniable that many girls have developed an inferiority complex as a 
result of years of this differential treatment. They do not even aspire to equal-
ity of girls and boys. In fact, their sole wish is that their families grant them 
‘some’ of the rights boys are given. The girls from Menya had the following 
opinions: “They should be strict with us because we’re girls, but not too 
strict”; “We can go out, but not stay out late, otherwise we wouldn’t be al-
lowed to go out at all”; “We should have some freedom.” Media programmes 
targeting youth evidently need to tackle this complex. 

Many of the girls in the sample accuse their brothers of treating them bad-
ly, and of controlling their behavior or how they dress. Brothers sometimes 
exercise more control than parents. Most girls obey their brothers’ orders, un-
less they are expressed rudely, in which case a girl can refuse to obey. 

This sense of inequality increases as a girl gets older and sees that her 
brother is given more rights, while she herself is deprived of them. One exam-
ple is using the telephone. (A) from Cairo explained: “Parents let a boy talk on 
the phone for as long as he wants. They don’t even ask him who he was talking 
to. But with girls it’s different. They always want to know who is calling or 
who I called, and usually ask before they allow me to use the phone.” Another 
girl (D) added: “A boy is free to talk to girls on the phone, but girls aren’t. It’s 
no big deal if a girl talks to a boy on the phone, but parents don’t understand 
this.” 

The preceding analysis has shown that girls enjoy fewer rights than boys. In 
addition to what has been mentioned above, focus groups also spoke of other 
rights, such as choosing the faculty they join. Parents can interfere and prevent 
their daughters from joining a particular faculty if it is too far from home or in 
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another governorate, although the daughters themselves may prefer it. Further-
more, girls are not permitted to join the police or military faculties. The girls 
in the sample also discussed the right to work, and concluded that society did 
not encourage women to join certain professions, such as law. “Anyone with a 
legal problem goes to a male not a female lawyer.” In Mansoura, focus group 
discussions mentioned that some parents stop sending their daughters to 
school after third grade. Others said that girls are often obliged to marry a man 
chosen by their family, on the basis of his wealth or other material possessions. 
They stated that boys, on the other hand, are not forced to marry a person of 
their parents’ choosing. 

Re l a t ionsh ip s  Be tween  Boys  and  Gi r l s  

Relationships between boys and girls tend to be mostly innocent during the 
early adolescent phase (12-14). Friendships between the two sexes exist in the 
context of collaboration in school activities. It seems, however, that relation-
ships outside school are strongly discouraged. As illustrated by (K) from Giza: 
“It is possible for a boy and a girl to be friends, but it’s not welcomed because 
the girl’s father looks on the relationship differently.” His colleague (A) added: 
“If you were to walk in public with a girl who’s just a friend, people in the 
street would shout ‘don’t you have a sister?’ at you. They see it quite differently.” 

Indeed, both boys and girls agreed that there cannot be mere friendship be-
tween boys and girls. Boys were of the opinion that girls cannot keep a secret 
the way a male friend can, and girls said it is impossible to talk about certain 
subjects to a male friend as they do with their girlfriends. Girls also agreed that 
it is not possible to walk down the street with a male friend or visit him as a 
friend at home. Some girls stated that they tend to be more rational and more 
mature than boys of their age. 

Half-way through adolescence, peer group pressure encourages both boys 
and girls to develop relationships with the opposite sex, ranging from friend-
ships to romantic love. One boy from Mansoura expressed it as follows: 
“Friendship between a boy and a girl is a normal thing nowadays. A girl who 
doesn’t want to have a male friend is called ‘old-fashioned’. However, in my 
opinion a girl shouldn’t have such relations with boys or even talk to them on 
the phone.” 

On the whole, boys believe that girls hold the reins in a relationship. They 
stress that it is basically the girl who decides how far it should go.  Boys also 
agree that a girl who allows a boy to have a ‘physical’ relationship with her is 
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not really ‘respected’ by him. The boy would eventually leave the girl because 
he was convinced she had had similar relationships with other boys. He would 
never think of marrying her. 

Relationships between boys and girls begin in various ways. Sometimes a 
boy sends a letter to a girl through one of her friends, or he might even drop it 
into her briefcase or her drawer. Some boys use the telephone to develop a re-
lationship with a girl. With a few exceptions, however, most girls are closely 
monitored with respect to their use of the phone. One girl from Mansoura 
mentioned that her mother allows her only a ten-minute telephone conversa-
tion once a week with a boy who ‘admires’ her. 

In addition, boys and girls meet each other in the context of family rela-
tives, neighbours, social clubs or private tutoring. When boys and girls reach a 
later stage of adolescence (15-17), it is more likely that they will meet in clubs 
or even on the street or other public places. The girls from Mansoura said that 
there was a particular street in the city where a girl and a boy could meet, and 
that boys and girls respect existing relationships between couples. Boys would 
not bother a girl if it was common knowledge that she was attached to another 
boy.  

Most girls, however, do not tell their parents about these relationships. 
They are afraid that their mothers might ask for more details, or pressure them 
into turning the relationship into an official engagement. Girls prefer to wait 
for the right moment. The definition of the right moment is when the boy 
himself is ready to propose to her and come with his family to meet hers. Some 
girls in the group stated that they were well able to distinguish between boys 
who were serious and those who just wanted to fool around. One of the tests a 
girl puts a boy through is to claim that one of her neighbours had seen them 
walking down the street together. If this does not bother the boy, the girl 
knows he is not seriously interested in her. If he is, he may even suggest avoid-
ing the streets in future in order not to expose her to a similarly embarrassing 
situation. 

The girls in Menya said they knew of other girls who had relationships 
with boys, and that some of them had developed into ‘consensual marriages’. 
Many of the boys waited outside the school to meet their girlfriends and, as 
they said, everyone could see them walking down the street. They also said 
that some of these girls were veiled. However, the Menya girls did indicate that 
it was not easy for a boy and girl to meet in public because of what their fa-
thers or brothers might do if they found out. 
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Adole s cen t  Prob l ems ,  Ambi t ions ,  and  Opin ions  

The status of a boy among his peers is determined by several factors. A boy 
from lower-class background is considered a leader if he is physically strong 
and can beat others up. Other boys come under his protection and treat him as 
their leader. Leaders can also be determined on the basis of how they are 
dressed or their ability to treat other boys to food and drink. A boy who beats 
up another boy for daring to harass his girlfriend could also become a leader. 

Boys who are top of the class or have particularly good manners are usually 
admired, albeit such traits do not qualify them to become leaders among their 
peers. Nonetheless, features of this kind give boys preferential status with girls, 
as the latter tend to admire boys with a sense of humor, a sense of responsibil-
ity, good manners, and a high performance at school. 

Decisive factors for female leadership are the ability to give good advice, a 
strong personality, rational thinking, and high achievements at school. Some 
girls particularly emphasized keeping a secret as an essential trait. 

Relationship to Teachers 
According to the statements of the boys and girls in the focus group discus-
sions, their relationship with teachers is generally negative. Both boys and girls 
believe that teachers are only interested in money and private tutoring. During 
class, teachers talk about everything except the lessons themselves. On the 
other hand, the relationship with a teacher improves when a boy or girl pays 
for private tutoring. Teachers are friendlier in these cases, and might even ex-
change cigarettes with some of the boys. 

The study reveals quite clearly that many of the teachers beat their students 
and insult them with obscenities. This is more likely to be the case with boys 
than girls. 

Some boys believe that their relationship with the teachers deteriorated 
when the system of ‘continuous assessment’ was abolished, and performance 
based solely on final examination marks. This situation has led to a couldn’t-
care-less attitude towards teachers among students, which, in turn, seems to 
make the teachers so aggressive that they insult their students and beat them. 
One boy, however, expressed a different opinion: “But not all of them. We 
have a maths teacher who always talks to us about the importance of having 
good manners, only nobody listens to him.” Sometimes it is the students 
themselves who cause tension in the relationship with teachers. One boy ex-
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plained: “We had a good teacher once, but the students wouldn’t give him a 
chance. They used to bang on their desks every time he tried to speak.” 

The girls’ experience with teachers is similarly harsh. They too are the sub-
ject of physical abuse and verbal insults by teachers, who are also considered by 
these girls to be unfair. “If, for instance, two girls had a fight, the teacher 
would punish both of them, regardless of who is at fault.” Furthermore, girls 
who have relatives in the school or those who take private lessons with teachers 
are not punished to the same extent as others. One girl from Menya got very 
emotional when the subject of teachers was brought up during the focus group 
discussion. She stood up and addressed the other participants in the group: 
“Just wait. Nobody has mentioned the teachers; let me talk on your behalf.” 
She then looked at the moderator saying: “Frankly speaking, I don’t know 
how to put it. They should be buried alive! They look at us and treat us like 
dirt.” Another girl added: “They should be more respectful.” A third one said: 
“It’s the language they use. They say we’re just a pile of garbage.” A fourth one 
claimed: “Some teachers use words a girl shouldn’t have to listen to. I can’t 
even repeat them.” A girl from Cairo (M) stated: “We have a teacher who 
treats us like married women. May God get rid of him.” Her friend (H) added: 
“He stares at us in a horrible way. We even avoid class participation because 
we’re afraid he might use bad words or tell dirty jokes that make us cry.” A girl 
from Mansoura said: “Teachers just sit there drinking tea and coffee all day 
long. They either talk to each other or about each other.” Another girl from 
Mansoura commented: “During private lessons, the teacher explains every-
thing in great detail. But in the classroom he only talks about himself. He 
keeps telling us that he was in Saudi Arabia, where he had an air-conditioned 
car. We all failed the first monthly exam because we had not yet taken private 
lessons with him. Once we started taking private lessons, we all passed.” 

The accumulation of all these problems and negative experiences has led to 
a total absence of trust in teachers. When a female teacher encourages students 
to discuss their problems with her, no one tells her anything. One girl from 
Cairo put it this way: “I don’t trust her enough to discuss my personal prob-
lems with her. How do I know that she won’t discuss what I tell her with her 
husband and her kids?” One of her colleagues in the group added: “Teachers 
shouldn’t be told anything of a private nature. It’s better to talk to a friend or 
an older sister. They wouldn’t go around telling everyone else what I told them.” 

The study found no real presence of counselling in schools. Even if quali-
fied counsellors were available, the atmosphere is not conducive to productive 
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counselling. It is quite obvious that social workers do not play a major role. 
Not a single boy or girl in the sample mentioned a situation where a social 
worker had intervened to solve a problem encountered by boys or girls at 
school. 

Relationship with Parents 
The early adolescent phase (12-14) is characterized by mild tension in the rela-
tionship between boys and their parents. The boys in this age group were divi-
ded into three categories: those who cannot communicate with their fathers, 
those who have a problem communicating with their mothers, and those who 
are unable to communicate with their parents in general. The older group (15-
18) is almost unanimously of the opinion that their parents lack the ability to 
understand their ideas, opinions and behavior. The boys stated that the only 
thing their parents talk about is studying. However, these young people also 
want to have fun, to go out, and to hang around. Some of the boys in the stu-
dy sample describe their parents as still living in the ‘stone age’. These youths 
told us they were forced to develop a dual personality, one that surfaces in the 
presence of their parents, where they act politely and show responsibility, and 
the other when they are not at home. One boy from Giza said: “My parents 
think I am decent and polite. But I know certain words and things, and I’m 
totally different on the street.” Another boy added: “A father wants his son to 
follow his instructions and obey him, that is, to pray, be polite, and be respon-
sible. The minute that boy leaves home, he becomes someone totally different. 
He could carry a knife, smoke, or be a member of an irresponsible group.” 

There is constant tension in the relationship between teenage boys and 
their fathers and mothers. Some of the immediate causes of friction include 
constant insistence by the father to study for school, regardless of any obstacles 
they may be facing. The latter include the absence of a private space to study 
in, the presence of too many other siblings and the annoyance they cause, es-
pecially the younger ones, and the loud sound of television, as their parents 
watch it nearby. Friction also occurs when boys ask permission to go to their 
friends in order to study there. Parents usually refuse to let them go, frequently 
accusing them of making excuses to go and play or smoke. 

Another source of tension is the negative attitude of parents towards their 
children’s involvement in sport. Parents often discourage this commitment be-
cause it leaves less time for studying than they consider necessary. One of the 
boys in the sample received an award in Kung Fu, and wanted to hang his cer-
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tificate up on the wall. His father was against it and even tried to tear up the 
certificate, saying: “What is this. You might as well dissolve it in water and 
drink it.” In another case, the father of a boy who had bought a new pair of 
football boots rebuked his son: “You could have used this money for some-
thing more useful. Football is not going to feed you or pay for your wedding.” 
Finally, boys stated that the opinions of parents and their sons differed when it 
came to what college they should go to, and caused tension every time the sub-
ject was brought up. 

For girls, the greatest source of tension with their parents is divided be-
tween the subject of relationships with boys and the appropriate clothes to 
wear. Some girls see disagreement over these subjects as a reflection of the 
generation gap, where parents want to raise their children in precisely the same 
way they themselves were raised. Similar to boys, girls also complained about 
the parental obsession with studying. One girl commented: “I don’t like being 
told to study. I prefer to do it off my own bat.” Another girl added: “When 
my mother insists and makes me study, I hide a magazine under the book and 
pretend I’m studying.” 

Girls are very upset about how parents make threats and issue ultimatums. 
One of the girls in the study sample stated: “They live in a different world.” 
Another girl claimed: “They don’t understand us. They don’t understand our 
way of thinking. They force us to do things, instead of trying to get close to 
us.” A fourth girl in the group added: “They think we’re still children. They 
never think that we, too, might have an idea of how to solve a problem. They 
need to understand that we’ve grown up and can think of easier solutions.”  

Girls also disagree thoroughly with their parents over the kind of clothes to 
wear or shoes to buy. Parents often prefer shoe styles that girls dislike, and 
force their daughters to buy them. Girls rebel at the way their parents ‘order’ 
them to do things, and often think up ways to avoid doing something that is 
forced on them. A 13-year old Cairene girl admitted: “I can’t stand vegetable 
soup. One time I wanted to visit my aunt, but my mother told me that I 
couldn’t go if I didn’t eat vegetable soup. I finished it, but then went to the 
bathroom and threw up.” 

Many girls complained that their parents had no time for them, and that 
they didn’t seem to care, or want to give them any attention. A 12-year old girl 
from Menya said: “When I ask my father about something, he is usually too 
busy to discuss it. He sometimes agrees with my doing something and doesn’t 
even stop to think about whether it’s good or bad.” Typical answers that girls 
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hate include “later”, “after a while”, or “I’m busy now.” One girl commented: 
“This means they’ll forget about it.” 

Girls also complained that parents are always suspicious of their relation-
ships, even with girlfriends. If a mother finds out, for example, that her daugh-
ter is friends with a girl who talks to boys, she tells her to discontinue the rela-
tionship, although the daughter may be very attached to this particular girl-
friend. 

It is worth noting that youth has developed its own techniques to adapt to 
this constant tension and lack of parental understanding. The two sides have 
an ‘agreement to disagree’. Youth are obliged to accept this situation, primarily 
because they are financially dependent on their parents. However, the significant 
gap in understanding and effective communication is growing wider every day. 

One serious consequence is the fact that this generation is growing up in an 
unhealthy social environment that gives them no space to think freely. They 
commonly use a number of tricks to adapt to this environment, including lies, 
hypocrisy, and deception. The reader is undoubtedly aware of the potentially 
damaging consequences to the value system of society, and to this generation 
in particular. 

Finally, it is important not to generalize the findings discussed above to in-
clude ‘all’ youth in Egypt. There were teenagers who indicated that they had 
no problem in communicating with their parents, and that the latter showed a 
great deal of understanding and emotional support. However, they formed a 
minority in the sample. Hence, there is a genuine need to include different 
segments and social strata in follow-up studies, in order to further investigate 
this sensitive issue of intergenerational communication.  

R i sky  Behav io r  

Smoking is not a straightforward problem among young people. It is merely 
the tip of the iceberg – the tip of a mountain of potentially serious problems 
with regard to the future of youth and the general well-being of society. For 
youth, smoking is not just a cigarette, as some might think. It is, in fact, the 
start of something more damaging. A 16-year old boy from Mansoura stated: 
“A cigarette without ‘bango’ is like drinking pure water when you really want 
tea. Bango is for cigarettes what a tea bag does for tea.” His colleague (H) ad-
ded: “A lot of kids our age smoke. If you want to be considered a man, you 
have to have a packet of cigarettes in your pocket. Smoking cigarettes leads to 
other things, like bango, drugs, and so on.” 
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Adolescent smoking is not limited to the street or places not in view by adults. 
It also takes place in schools, sometimes even in the classrooms. As (M) from 
Giza said: “As soon as the teacher leaves the classroom, two or three kids light 
cigarettes and smoke until the teacher comes back. They also smoke bango in 
the classroom, but there are no pills.” One boy in the same focus group discus-
sion had a different experience at his school: “Our school has very strict super-
vision. If a student gets caught, he is expelled.” (M), however, responded: “I 
swear that yesterday I said to the Arabic teacher, ‘Isn’t it wrong for you to 
smoke in the classroom in front of the kids?’ and he replied, ‘It’s not my prob-
lem’. Then I said, ‘What do you mean it’s not your problem?’ and he said, 
‘Well, all kids are sons of….” A boy from another school commented: “Some 
of our teachers smoke in the classroom and some kids exchange cigarettes with 
them.” He added: “Even the janitor sells cigarettes to students. Boys usually 
say to him, ‘I need a cup of tea and a cigarette’. It’s all because the janitor 
needs money and kids want to look cool.” 

Adolescents start smoking in preparatory school. A 14-year old youth told 
the moderator: “With my own eyes I saw kids from my school going on to the 
roof of the school and smoking. The neighbors saw it too and informed the 
headmaster, but he didn’t do a thing.” Another preparatory school kid com-
mented: “And during exams, there are students who smoke freely because no 
one can say anything about it during exams.” 

It is worth noting here that smoking appears to be confined to a minority 
of adolescents. However, this minority has a negative influence on others, and 
encourages non-smokers to join in. One student stated: “They need money to 
buy cigarettes. They steal or even rob others to buy cigarettes and bango. Then 
they smoke in a group and invite us to join them.” A 13-year old youth from 
Mansoura said: “One of my friends told me his family grows bango. They put 
it in cigarettes and sell each one for two pounds.” His colleague (S) added: 
“My friends in class offered me cigarettes.” A 15-year old boy from a low-in-
come family in Giza said: “At school we load a cigarette with bango and all 
share in smoking it. Each kid gets a kiss. Which means everyone takes a drag 
and passes it on to the next kid.” 

In addition to cigarettes and bango, they also report the wide use of pills 
and other ‘medicine’, which many youths use as drugs. One stated: “They ask 
their fathers for money for private lessons and then they go out and buy pills.” 
They mentioned various names of tablets and said that one kind was sold in 
the school for one pound fifty. One boy commented: “It’s all a lack of consci-
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ence. A packet of these tablets normally costs five pounds but the pharmacist 
sells it to these kids for thirty. The kids then sell each pill for a pound and be-
cause there are 100 tablets in a packet, they make a profit of 70 pounds.” 

The most widespread pills are known as ‘cockroach tablets’. Normally used 
as cough medicine, an overdose of these pills makes adolescents feel high. One 
of them stated: “He used to swallow the entire strip of tablets and then say 
‘Look, the cockroach is moving around in my head’.” Another boy added: 
“Last year a kid in my school took three cockroach tablets and then tried to 
kill the headmaster in his office.” Other youths use liquid cough medicine as a 
drug, especially the kind containing alcohol. 

This precarious behavior is not only harmful to those who engage in it, but 
to others as well. Sooner or later adolescent drug addicts turn to crime in order 
to come up with money to buy drugs. A 15-year old boy explained the pro-
cedure: “At first one of them would come up to you and say, ‘Take this pill, 
it’ll make you feel great’. After a while you have to buy some. Kids steal money 
from home or deceive their fathers and spend the money for private lessons on 
drugs.” He added: “There are kids who steal car tires and sell them for what-
ever they can get, in order to buy bango and tablets.” Another boy com-
mented: “They stand in front of my school and force students to empty their 
pockets or else beat them up quite badly.” A third boy stated: “One of my 
classmates hit one of our group after taking some of these tablets, and caused a 
wound that needed nine stitches.” Another boy in the group claimed: “If 
someone gets high after having taken these tablets, he could rape a girl if one 
happened to pass by.” 

The situation for girls in all three regions of the study sample is fairly simi-
lar. Risky behavior spoken of by girls includes smoking and drugs (tablets, 
bango, and hashish). A 12-year old girl declared: “There are girls around here 
who smoke.” Her 13-year old colleague added: “They once did a body search 
at my school and found drugs on girls.” In Mansoura, some girls were caught 
taking intravenous drugs. 

Several girls in Cairo and Menya said that they knew of girls who watch X-
rated videos and listen to pornographic cassettes. Girls of preparatory school 
age in Cairo stated that they knew of some schoolchildren who had sexual rela-
tions with boys. “This kind of thing is widespread in school, and I know girls 
in the club, too, who do it.” 

A secondary school student from Mansoura added: “Another thing that is 
becoming common in the neighbourhood is consensual marriage. It is particu-
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larly prevalent among university students, who walk boldly down the street as 
couples. If anyone makes a comment, the guy simply says, ‘She’s my wife’.” 

Finally, it should be remarked here that the above is not a complete list of 
risky behavior among youth. More attention should be given in future studies 
to the issue of AIDS, since there are indications of practices that could cause it 
to spread more rapidly, especially in the absence of adequate AIDS awareness 
and information on protection and prevention. 

Conclusions and Recommendations  

This study has yielded significant results with regard to the kinds of problems 
and challenges facing the adolescent segment of the population, who are in-
deed the future of this country. Most important was the finding that youth has 
developed its own sub-culture, complete with communication symbols and vo-
cabulary. Adults are not allowed to enter this “world”. When parents enter 
their children’s room while they are on the phone to a friend, the son or 
daughter does not hang up immediately as young people in previous genera-
tions used to do if they were ‘caught’ in the middle of talking about something 
‘personal’. Nowadays, the adolescent would simply say to the friend on the other 
end of the line: “It’s getting too hot in the room.” The friend understands and 
‘decodes’ the message as meaning that they should change the subject. 

Of course, many adolescent problems are part of growing up. Many of the 
problems found in this study, however, go beyond that, and can only be ex-
plained by the widespread lack of knowledge and skills among adults, both tea-
chers and parents, in the principles of effective communication with teenagers. 
As a result of repeated frustration, youth are in effect ‘withdrawing’ from the 
communication process with adults. Their experience has been extremely ne-
gative. Their opinions are either ridiculed or overheard. Their communication 
with adults is a one-way street; they are merely at the receiving end of orders, 
instructions, blame, insults, and abuse. Consequently, youth are ‘forced’ to de-
velop their own unique sub-culture. Many of the expressions in the ‘vocabu-
lary’ we identified reflect their apathy and unwillingness to continue dialogue 
with adults, who view them as children. They consider themselves just as capa-
ble of problem-solving as adults, if not better! 

The end result of all of this is a considerable lack of essential information 
and life skills, and worse still, the absence of a clear set of values to equip these 
young people for life. This is at least partly due to the fact that they have no 
confidence in the adults who are supposed to convey precisely these basic ‘pro-
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ducts’. The study, for example, shows that youth are amazed at the hypocrisy 
of adults, such as teachers who smoke in the classroom, or parents who tell 
them not to lie but ask them to say they are not at home to an unwelcome cal-
ler. 

The situation is problematic. Youth are in many ways confused and ill-ad-
justed. In short, they need help. However, they are not receiving this help 
from parents, teachers, or even the current media programmes.  

In view of the issues raised by youth in this study, it is strongly recommen-
ded that a number of priority interventions are undertaken and genuine efforts 
made by the relevant institutions. 

Note s
 

1  The study was conducted in 2000 with funding from Unicef, Egypt. The de-
tailed findings were published by Unicef both in English and in Arabic (El-
kamel 2001). 



Influencing Gender Attitudes of Rural Adolescents:  
Findings of an Action-Research Project in Egypt  

Rania Salem 

Introduction and Review of the Literature  

Egypt is often regarded as a society in which the norms and values of patriar-
chy are deeply entrenched (Hoodfar 1997). Nowhere is this truer than in rural 
Upper Egypt, a region where distinctive forms of male domination are in-
grained in the local culture. Shifting the ideological parameters underlying 
gender differences is a challenge which consumes development practitioners, 
policymakers and social scientists alike in Egypt.  

It has been noted elsewhere (El-Tawila/Ibrahim/Wassef 2003) that the 
gender role attitudes of today’s generation of young people in Egypt are no 
more progressive than those of their parents. Intergenerational differences in 
gender attitudes are minimal, although overall, girls are more likely to embrace 
egalitarian gender role attitudes compared to both their parents and their male 
counterparts.  

In another analysis, Mensch et al. (2000) demonstrate that educational at-
tainment is neither strong nor significant as a predictor of egalitarian gender 
role attitudes among Egyptian adolescents. In other words, the gender role 
attitudes of those with only some primary schooling do not differ markedly 
from those with university degrees. Together these findings suggest that the 
dominant gender ideology in Egypt is indeed quite resilient. However, the fact 
that the education system has failed to erode patriarchal notions among its stu-
dents is especially interesting, and poses the question of what sort of interven-
tion, if any, could succeed in doing so. 

This paper investigates gender attitudes among rural adolescent girls in 
Upper Egypt through an analysis of survey data from a sample of approximate-
ly 600 girls. The data derives from the assessment of an NGO program carried 
out by the Population Council in collaboration with a number of Egyptian 
NGOs. Targeting disadvantaged adolescent girls and members of their com-
munities, this program sought to improve the lives of rural girls by providing 
non-formal educational opportunities, raising awareness and addressing harm-
ful traditional practices. Although changing gender attitudes among beneficiar-
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ies was not articulated as an explicit objective of the intervention, its curricu-
lum was nonetheless pervaded by messages on gender equity. 

The present analysis seeks to address a number of research questions related 
to gender role attitudes among adolescent girls.  Firstly, I explore the question: 
what gender norms are prevalent among adolescent girls residing in rural Up-
per Egypt? This population sub-group, which stands at the far end of the so-
cio-economic distribution, consistently records the lowest rates of school atten-
dance, suffers poor health status, and experiences a host of other forms of so-
cial exclusion and disadvantage, will be described in the course of the analysis. 
Although program and policy efforts addressing this group have intensified in 
recent years, rural adolescents seldom feature as the subject of focused research 
in Egypt.  I attempt to redress this knowledge gap by constructing a profile of 
rural adolescent girls’ gender attitudes, as well as a number of behaviors that 
reflect gender norms. Second, I posit the question: can gender norms be al-
tered through program intervention? Despite the recent interest in adolescents 
and youth in developing countries, little is known about the program approa-
ches and intensity of exposure necessary to produce change. Thirdly, if pro-
gram interventions can change gender norms, in what ways and to what extent 
do they change? A final aim of the paper is to highlight some of the methodo-
logical and ethical challenges arising from intervention research. These will be 
explored in the concluding section.  

The Program and the Methodology of its Impact Assessment  

Between 2001 and 2004, the Population Council had the opportunity to ob-
serve the social changes triggered by a development program called Safe Spaces 
for Girls or Ishraq. The Minya governorate in which the Ishraq program was 
implemented performs poorly on a number of human development indicators 
as compared to Egypt as a whole, with nearly half of all households in the go-
vernorate falling into the poorest wealth quintile nationally. Women in Minya 
also tend to marry earlier and bear more children than Egyptian women over-
all.  

There is also evidence to suggest that in Minya, slightly fewer girls than 
boys are fully immunized, and girls are less likely to receive medical attention 
when ill (El-Zanaty/Way 2004). If we take rural Upper Egypt as a whole, we 
find that the gender gap in school attendance is considerable. According to the 
2000 DHS, only 68% of girls aged 11-15 are currently enrolled in school in 
rural Upper Egypt (as compared to 89% of boys) (El-Zanaty/Way 2001).  
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Targeting the population sub-group that lag furthest behind their male coun-
terparts in both education and health status, namely, adolescent girls in rural 
Upper Egypt, the program’s overarching goal is to redress gender disparities 
among adolescents. The specific objectives of the Ishraq program were to cre-
ate safe public spaces for girls and increase their mobility; foster the formation 
of peer relationships; raise awareness of their rights, bodies, and health; deve-
lop functional literacy and numeracy skills; mainstream girls back into formal 
schooling; and finally to advocate for positive community norms concerning 
girls. The program did not explicitly aim to change gender attitudes, as stated 
earlier. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to expect that it might, since the Ishraq 
curriculum contained a plethora of messages on gender equity.   

The program sought to achieve the above-mentioned goals by means of a 
non-formal education program for girls of 13-15 years of age, who were cur-
rently out-of-school at the time Ishraq was launched. The program consisted of 
three components: literacy, life-skills, and sports.1 Beneficiaries were grouped 
into classes of 25 girls each under the guidance of a promoter, an older girl 
from the local community with a secondary education degree. Each class met 
for an average of 12 hours per week over the course of two and a half years. 

As the research partner in this project, the Council was tasked with assess-
ing the social impact of the program on its beneficiaries. Although a number 
of qualitative research methods were employed, this was done primarily 
through pre- and post- intervention surveys. The impact assessment used an 
experimental design whereby data was not only gathered in the four villages 
where the program was offered, but also in two matched villages where no pro-
gram was offered. Making comparisons between this control group and pro-
gram participants enables us to determine whether changes over time can be 
attributed to the intervention.  As noted above, questionnaires were adminis-
tered to the same population of girls at two time points.  At baseline, a satura-
tion sample of all out-of-school girls aged 13-15 was taken in each village. The 
same girls were interviewed approximately 2.5 years later at endline. A total of 
582 girls completed questionnaires at both time points. Of these girls, 100 had 
completed the full Ishraq program. 148 had participated for some time but 
dropped out before graduating from Ishraq. In addition, 200 respondents had 
never participated in the program although it was offered in their village. And 
finally, 134 girls were in the control group, meaning that Ishraq was not of-
fered in their village. These four exposure groups (‘control’, ‘none’, ‘some’, and 
‘full’) will be used in displaying the results of the analyses that follow.   
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The survey instruments contain a number of variables that are of interest. 
Here, respondents’ attitudes pertaining to the roles and relationships of men 
and women are supplemented with girls’ reports on behaviors that can be con-
sidered indicators of gender norms (namely early marriage, female genital cut-
ting, and physical violence) to gauge the extent to which changed attitudes 
have been accompanied by changed behaviors. Such behaviors are indicative of 
adolescent girls’ own attitudes, but perhaps more importantly those of their 
parents, who are often the main agents behind such practices. 

Findings 

Gender  Ro l e  At t i tude s  
The Ishraq survey instrument contained a battery of statements about appro-
priate power relations between the sexes and the sexual division of labor within 
the household. We assumed a set of stereotyped attitudes regarding male-fe-
male and intergenerational roles and relationships to be common in this set-
ting, and to constitute important obstacles to gender equity. Respondents were 
asked to state whether they agreed or disagreed with each of these statements, 
as displayed in Table 1. 

We find that at baseline, several of these patriarchal stereotypes were op-
posed by girls. For example, three-fifths disagreed that boys and not girls 
should be sent to school if a family cannot afford to educate all their children. 
In addition, 72% of girls agreed that if a woman works outside the home, her 
husband should help with house work and child care. However, at the same 
time, 65% stated that ideally women should be wives and mothers, and not 
work outside the home. Also notable is the fact that approximately four-fifths 
of all respondents agreed at baseline that a girl must obey her brother even if 
he is younger than her.  

Tab l e  1 :  Percentage  ag reement  w i th  gender  ro l e  a t t i tude   
s t a t ement s  ove r  t ime  

Gender Role Attitudes Baseline Endline 

If the wife works outside the home, the husband must help her in 

the house work and child care 
72% 88% 

Women must be wives and mothers only and not work 65% 34% 

Boys must help with house work just like girls 40% 63% 
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When the family cannot afford to educate all their children, boys 

and not girls should go to school 
41% 26% 

If the husband wants children, the wife must obey him, even if she 

does not want to have children 
73% 68% 

A girl must obey her brother, even if he is younger 82% 71% 

Men should have prior knowledge about pregnancy, delivery and 

family planning before marriage 
59% 82% 

A woman who has daughters only must keep trying for a boy 44% 18% 

A girl should accept a groom chosen by her parents, even if she 

does not want him 
35% 21% 

The husband is the one who should decide how to spend money 

at home 
72% 54% 

 

How did girls’ gender role attitudes change over time, and what was the im-
pact of the Ishraq program on those who participated? To address this ques-
tion, a simple index comprised of the statements that appear above was con-
structed. Each respondent was assigned a score on this index ranging from 0 to 
10, with 0 as the least equitable gender role attitude and 10 the most equita-
ble. In Table 2, girls’ scores are disaggregated according to exposure to Ishraq, 
with scores at baseline and endline displayed for each group so that we can 
evaluate the program’s impact. 
 

Table 2. Mean Scores on Gender 
Attitude Index
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Table 2 suggests important maturation effects in girls’ gender role attitudes. 
That is, girls belonging to each exposure group expressed more equitable gen-
der attitudes as they grew older. However, the greatest absolute increases in the 
gender equity were witnessed among girls who participated in the full Ishraq 
program. Girls in the full exposure group had an average score of 4.6 before 
the program began, and by the time it ended their scores on the gender atti-
tude index had increased to 8.2 – the highest score attained among all the ex-
posure groups. 

In examining this table it is also important to note differences among girls’ 
gender role attitudes at baseline. It appears that girls residing in the control 
sites were less equitable in their gender attitudes than girls in the treatment 
sites overall. Among respondents from the treatment villages, it appears that 
girls with more favorable attitudes towards the roles of males and females at 
baseline may have been more likely to enroll in the Ishraq program. Multivari-
ate analysis allows us to account for these and other influences on girls’ gender 
role attitudes. 

Linear regression was used to test the association between exposure to the 
program and gender role attitudes, net of other factors that might affect gender 
attitudes such as village of residence, socio-economic status, age, and attitude 
at baseline. The second column of Table 3 demonstrates that completion of 
the Ishraq program is strongly associated with improved scores on the gender 
attitude index, and that this association is highly significant even after control-
ling for other factors. 

Tab l e  3 :  Coe f f i c i en t s  o f  the  mul t ip l e  l inea r  r eg re s s ion  o f  
end l ine  gender  index  s co re  on  l eve l  o f  pa r t i c ipa t ion  in   
I sh raq  p rogram.  

Unstandardized Coefficients (B)  

Model 1 Model 2 

No Participation .383 -.302 

Some Participation .799** .007 

Full Participation 2.390*** 1.827*** 

Baseline Index Score - .339*** 

NOTES: Reference category for the outcome variable Endline Gender Index Score is “Control Group”. 

Model 2 also includes the predictors age, village, and socio-economic status.  None of these are signifi-

cant, and are therefore not displayed in the table.  * p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
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Behav io r s  Re l a t ed  to  Gender  Ideo logy  

Exposure to program opportunities does have the potential to change gender 
attitudes significantly among adolescent girls; however, to what extent is this 
translated into changed behaviors? Behaviors such as early marriage, female ge-
nital cutting (FGC), and violence arise in part from cultural assumptions 
about the role and value of girls and women in society. While we may expect a 
shift towards gender equity in the attitudes of girls to affect such practices, it 
must be accompanied by a decline in the support of parents and other com-
munity members for these practices. Mothers, fathers, and community leaders 
were addressed by the program, primarily through public seminars and targe-
ted awareness-raising sessions for smaller groups. Although the surveys fielded 
did not solicit the views of parents, we can deduce their attitudes indirectly 
through indicators such as their daughters’ experience of early marriage, FGC, 
and violence. Female genital cutting (FGC) is a formidable health risk that 
affects approximately nine out of every ten adult women across Egypt (El-
Gibaly et al. 2002). There was overwhelming support for FGC among each 
group of adolescent girls at baseline. By endline, girls with exposure to the 
program were more likely to state that FGC is not necessary, and less likely to 
express the intention to circumcise their own daughters in the future. Coupled 
with attitudes that favor higher status for females in the family and society, 
such opposition to FGC could lead to a decline in the practice if girls them-
selves had full control over the FGC decision. 

Table 4 reveals that to the contrary, the prevalence of FGC increased in 
each exposure group as girls matured. Early adolescence is, after all, the time 
when the majority of circumcised girls undergo the operation nationally2. As 
with other indicators, we see in Table 4 that the control sites are distinct from 
treatment villages regarding the practice of FGC. Rates of FGC were markedly 
lower in the control sites at both baseline and endline. Although this hinders 
our ability to draw conclusions about Ishraq’s effect on the practice of circum-
cision, we can still make comparisons between exposure groups within the 
treatment villages. Clearly, FGC rates at endline are lowest (51%) among girls 
who attended the full Ishraq program. However, it appears that initially, a 
smaller proportion of girls were circumcised among those who enrolled in the 
program relative to those who did not enrol.  

When we use multivariate analysis to control for FGC status at baseline 
and other background factors, we find that completion of Ishraq is strongly 
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Table 4. Prevalence of Female Genital Cutting
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and significantly associated with being uncircumcised at endline (regression re-
sults not displayed here).  Despite these encouraging results, the multivariate 
analysis also reveals that not getting married has an even greater protective 
effect against FGC than program participation does. Therefore, the program 
may have operated to prevent, or at least delay, FGC in part by retaining those 
participants who remained unmarried. 

As with FGC, the program sought to raise awareness in the community about 
the negative consequences of early marriage for girls – survey’s an effort that 
met with great success among beneficiaries, according to the attitudinal indica-
tors. Turning now to actual behavior, we find that program participation is 
associated with delaying marriage, as noted above. At baseline, only two girls 
in the entire sample were married. By endline, 92 girls were currently married. 
Table 5 demonstrates that, excluding control villages, the lowest proportion of 
those who married before turning 18 is among the graduates of the Ishraq pro-
gram. Multivariate analysis confirms that completion of the program signifi-
cantly reduces the odds of marrying before the age of 18, net of background 
characteristics (not shown here). 

Here again there are notable village effects, with the marriage rate some-
what lower among control village respondents (16%) than among treatment 
village respondents with no program exposure (22%), and even lower than 
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girls with some program exposure (19%). It is also important to note that the 
low proportion of married girls among full-term participants is in part due to 
the fact that enrolled beneficiaries sometimes dropped out of the program 
when the time came to get married. 

 

Table 5.  Percent Girls whose Age at Marriage 
was Less than 18
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The final behavior of interest is domestic violence against girls. Hitting, push-
ing, and other forms of violence are often employed within the family as a 
means of punishment or coercion. Nationally, adolescent girls are far more 
likely to be subjected to physical aggression within the family than boys (El-
Tawila et al. 2000). The Ishraq questionnaire did not attempt to gauge the se-
verity of the violence, but rather asked about the frequency with which girls 
were beaten at the hands of a family member.  

Table 6 displays the results by exposure category.  With the exception of 
the control sites, where a distinct pattern of behaviors clearly prevails, various 
categories of respondents are undifferentiated according to program exposure. 
The incidence of violence does not appear to be related to the Ishraq program, 
since it declined for all groups as they grew older. This finding is confirmed by 
multivariate analysis (not shown here). 
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Table 6. Percent Girls who Report being 
Beaten in the Past Month 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

To return to the initial research questions posed, it is clear from the findings 
presented above that gender norms are by no means fixed. The Ishraq experi-
ence demonstrates that gender role attitudes can be influenced using specific 
program approaches at a rather high intensity of exposure during the adoles-
cent stage of the life cycle. I show that the gender role attitudes of rural adoles-
cent girls are in many respects quite conservative and stereotypical, but at the 
same time, that they favor equality between the sexes on a number of issues. 
These gender role attitudes shift considerably after exposure to the Ishraq pro-
gram, with increasing participation in the program resulting in greater egalita-
rianism in the gender attitudes of adolescent girls. These strong and statisti-
cally significant results are impressive, especially given that the Ishraq program 
has achieved what the formal education system has thus far failed to do. Al-
though the composite index used here showed that gender role attitudes chan-
ged in a positive direction overall, it is important to note that positive change 
was not observed in all items equally. Girls’ support for the separation of do-
mestic tasks according to sex is especially inflexible. 

Another conclusion that arises from this analysis is that practices pertaining 
to adolescent girls that stem from the dominant patriarchal norms appear to be 
more persistent than gender role attitudes. While positive program effects were 
detected with regard to FGC and early marriage, the program had no effect on 
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the incidence of domestic violence, which appears to decrease as girls age. 
Because adolescent girls have limited agency in determining whether or when 
they are circumcised, married, or beaten, these behaviors are treated as indica-
tors of the feasibility of influencing parents as well as girls. Since messages on 
these harmful practices were directed at several target groups by the program, 
it is difficult to discern the actual mechanisms operating to produce the ob-
served change. In other words, did participating girls acquire new skills and 
attitudes that allowed them to avert FGC and early marriage? If so, what were 
these skills and attitudes, and which actors were involved in arriving at positive 
outcomes? Did Ishraq persuade parents directly to abandon FGC and delay 
their daughters’ marriage? Did Ishraq change intermediate factors that are 
themselves determinants of FGC and early marriage? Further research is re-
quired to better understand these processes. However, regardless of the mecha-
nism of change, the program has clearly had some success in this domain. 

The analysis of the program’s impact on gender norms presented here 
highlights some of the challenges inherent in the methodology employed in 
this research. Although the control villages ostensibly shared the same charac-
teristics as treatment villages, upon analysis of the survey data it became evi-
dent that the two control villages were quite unique. This hampers our ability 
to isolate the effects of the Ishraq program. In this paper, I drew comparisons 
between the girls who were exposed to the program and their peers in the same 
villages who had no exposure. This approach gives us an imperfect sense of the 
program’s impact because there may have been contamination effects, whereby 
girls outside of the program learned and absorbed its content through interac-
tion with girls participating in the program in the same village. Another major 
limitation of this study is that it only provides data on short-term impact – 
that is, indicators of change were measured just a few months after the comple-
tion of the program, when program impact is likely to be strongest. 

Finally, the discrepancy between attitudes and behaviors found in this ana-
lysis poses an ethical dilemma with which development practitioners and re-
searchers must grapple. When a program such as Ishraq fosters equitable gen-
der role attitudes among girls, this may not be compatible with their wider so-
cial environment, which continues to harbor contradictory norms. Beneficiar-
ies of such programs may experience frustration if this prevents them from ac-
ting on their newly acquired values, or conflict may arise between beneficiaries 
and other members of their community, and special efforts must be exerted to 
prevent or alleviate the consequences of these problems. 
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Note s
 

1  These components made use of modified versions of the Caritas literacy cur-
riculum “Learn to be Free”, the CEDPA life-skills curriculum “New Hori-
zons”, and a sports and recreation curriculum designed by Save the Children, 
Population Council, and members of the Faculty of Physical Education at 
Minya University.  Save the Children was responsible for overall implementa-
tion of the program. 

2  At the same time, our observation of the research sites revealed that customs 
vary regarding the timing of FGC in Minya. In some villages the procedure is 
performed when a girl is very young, others when she enters puberty, and in 
others the operation is carried out directly before marriage. 



Researching Attitudes Towards Power in Morocco  
A Methodological Account  

Sonja Hegasy  

Introduction 

This contribution presents implementation and method of a quantitative sur-
vey on royal authority in Morocco carried out between May 2003 and January 
2004. The data was collected in eight different areas in the country from south 
of Marrakech to the Rif mountains in the north among 622 young adults 
between 18 and 35 years. Nearly 30% of the Moroccan population fall into 
this age category. This group is the politically most relevant part of society that 
will decide over the stability and continuity of the new monarch. 35% of the 
questionnaires were carried out in Arabic and 65% in French. With 33%, stu-
dents were the largest group we polled.1 The survey was based on a random 
sample and cannot claim representativity for a number of obstacles I 
encountered during the administration. The article will therefore concentrate 
on the possibilities as well as limitations when doing quantitative youth 
research in Morocco.2 

The study started from the hypothesis that under Mohammed VI the rela-
tion between subjects/believers/citizens and the king is changing from the 
patriarchal and authoritarian to more rationally established arguments as a re-
sult of a young society that is partaking in processes of modernization and glo-
balization. The study’s starting point put into question that Mohammed VI 
can retain both traditional as well as modern aspects of legitimacy. I wanted to 
know from young Moroccans from different backgrounds what in their view 
constituted the new king’s authority over them. Was he still the highest reli-
gious authority and ultimate arbiter in the country and at the same time an 
icon of globalized popular youth culture?  

In the course of 59 mainly multiple choice questions, interviewees were 
asked about attitudes towards Hassan II and Mohammed VI. It will be shown 
that the monarchy’s attempts to establish the king as the cultural representative 
of modern, ‘Europe-oriented’, globalized Moroccan youth has been successful 
in terms of securing authority. According to the survey youthfulness (Q 58-4) 
as well as the king’s good relations with Europe (Q 58-6) were regarded as the 
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most important basis of the new king’s authority: 62,7% (Q 58-4) and 62,5% 
(Q 58-6) of the interviewees regarded these two features as very important or 
important and achieved the highest consent of all possible answers. 

Without neglecting the authoritarian character of the Moroccan monarchy, 
the exertion of manipulation mechanisms or the use of open violence even by 
the new makhzen3, this study explored motives for recognizing the ruler, assu-
ming that citizens are not driven by ‘sheer docility’. Reasons for being loyal 
must be examined as part of changing social praxis and cannot be considered 
as a static given. During a pre-test in 2002 one woman in retirement expressed 
her opinion on Mohammed VI to me as follows: “The king is the only person 
who works in this country.” It is not a simple given that the authority of the 
then 38-year old Mohammed VI is accepted. 

Assuming that these societies did not merely submit passively for centuries 
to their sovereign, new aspects of the complex processes of legitimization need 
to be made accessible. Using this approach, I intend to distance myself from 
theories that regard the ‘submissiveness’ or ‘docility’ of Arab societies as the 
reason for the continuity and legitimacy of power in the Middle East, as well 
as from interpretations that use notions of ‘oriental despotism’.  

Secondary literature is divided on the subject of growing or diminishing 
‘religious authority and legitimacy’ among youth in the Maghreb. In his essay 
“Metamorphosis of the Sacred”, Mohammed Arkoun (1994) argues in favour 
of a reduced role of religious authority, contending that youth have “to a large 
extent lost interest in such matters, while at the same time the mosque is being 
used for many other types of activity carried on in the name of religion. The 
young are more concerned with seeking tangible results in respect of jobs, 
housing and social welfare, as well as with pressing for participation in political 
affairs, greater fairness in the distribution of wealth and a reduction in corrup-
tion” (1994: 271).  

An empirical survey by Rahma Bourquia, Mohammed el-Ayadi, Mokhtar 
el-Harras and Hassan Rachik on “Youth and Religious Values” in Morocco 
(published in 2000) suggests the opposite. Although it was not possible at the 
time (mid-1990s) to include concrete questions regarding the monarchy and 
its religious authority, the survey confirms that religious values and practices 
are more important to young people today than they were in the sixties and 
seventies. 
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Finding a Research Team 

Opinion polls are extremely rare in Morocco4 and the rest of the Arab5 world. 
In contrast to the Arab world, many Latin American countries have adminis-
tered national youth surveys within the last ten years. In Israel, annual repre-
sentative youth surveys are also carried out. A study by Bernard Sabella (2004) 
on the political socialization of Palestinian youth was the first of its kind, using 
annual investigations from 1998 to 2001. Empirical surveys in the Arab world 
are generally hampered by the fact that asking questions automatically makes 
people think of the secret service. 

During a visit to Morocco in 2002, I contacted several sociology students 
with the aim of setting up a team of five or six people to help me carry out the 
questionnaire. I also carried out a preliminary test containing 43 questions (in-
cluding eight open questions). Some of the answers of the preliminary test 
were incorporated in the final questionnaire as an element of multiple choice. 
With this, I checked on the comprehensibility and usefulness of the questions.6 
When I returned in 2003 in order to begin with the survey, it became clear 
that the king’s authority was too delicate an issue for students to participate. 
Moreover, 45 people had been killed in Casablanca in five simultaneous sui-
cide attacks carried out by 12 young men two days after I had arrived on May 
14th. It now seemed impossible to find people to go around the country en-
quiring about attitudes to the king. Left on my own, I was faced with two ma-
jor problems. How could I reach my goal of interviewing 600-700 young 
people and what options did I have to go beyond Rabat – the rich administra-
tive capital of Morocco? 

Through word of mouth I got in touch with a lawyer from Fez who agreed 
to interview her colleagues and people from the administration and the courts 
in Fez.7 This would not necessarily counter the urban or elite bias of the ques-
tioning in Rabat but at the time I had no choice, especially since freedom of 
movement in Morocco is non-existent.8 Later on, a courageous student who 
had heard about my study, approached me and suggested that her friend could 
interview young people in Meknès and Fez. She (Female 3) herself took ten 
questionnaires and had most of them filled out in the student dormitory in 
Rabat. I hoped in this way to counter the elite bias and gain access to lower in-
come groups. Indeed the male interviewer (Male 1) went to several working 
quarters in Fez and made a detailed report about his interview situations. 
Through him I met the president of a local branch of the National Association 
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of Unemployed Graduates (ANDCM), a unique lobby organization in Morocco 
(Male 2). He went further south to an area between Casablanca and Settat. 
Grand Casablanca is the large economic capital in the west of the country, 
while Settat is a medium-sized but politically significant town in a mid-wes-
tern province. As the birthplace of the former long-term Minister of the Interi-
or, Driss Basri, the village of Settat developed a reputable infrastructure with 
high investments. The town also served as one of the main recruitment areas 
for members of the security apparatus. Male 2 conducted interviews in the 
Beni Ahmed area (60,000 inhabitants), using taxi stands or kiosks to approach 

people from the younger genera-
tion. In my view he balanced the 
middle- and upper-class bias of 
Female 2 and myself. Finally, 
through the political scientist 
Mohammed Tozy and the deve-
lopment NGO Targa, I met two 
other trained interviewers (Male 
3 and 4). They conducted inter-
views in so-called douar in the 
Rif mountains to the east, as 
well as in Ouneine in the High 
Atlas of southern Morocco. Both 

areas are in the countryside and very difficult for foreigners to access. 
While designing the survey the Rif region was chosen because of its loca-

tion in the neglected north of Morocco and its “traditional opposition” to the 
king. Many people still speak fluent Spanish here, a vestige of the Spanish oc-
cupation. George Joffe (1988) explained the violent public revolts in the Rif 
against Hassan II in the 1970s and 80s as a mass expression of the demand for 
attention of their king. Mohammed VI’s visits to the north of Morocco at the 
very beginning of his reign demonstrated this attention and prevented such in-
stability.  

For the poll we chose the villages of Tanaqob and Tassift, where Targa is 
active. I was eventually able to go to Tanaqob, where I spoke to the local coun-
terpart of Targa. At the end of the day we met with the local male community 
in a tiny village coffee shop, where I presented the project and asked for their 
support and participation. Here it was even more difficult to convince people 
that there was nothing suspicious about the survey. But thanks to the reliable 

Figure 1: Locations of the survey  
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contact with the Targa local counterpart, the men finally agreed to answer 
questions. From Rabat, a twelve-hour car journey to the south leads to the 
village of Ouneine where Targa is working on electrification. 72 douar are 
home to about 10,000 people here. Illiteracy is high and there are a large num-
ber of people of Berber origin. The interviewer himself (Male 4) also came 
from Ouneine and therefore spoke the local Berber dialect.9 

At the end of my field work a colleague from a university in southern Mo-
rocco suggested conducting 50 interviews with her students (Female 4). I 
cautioned her about possible repercussions but she was adamant. Two days la-
ter she informed me that the Dean’s office had requested her to stop her activi-
ty immediately, probing her about the survey. On her next journey to Europe 
she was taken aside at the airport. Her luggage was searched and her papers in-
vestigated. They found the three remaining questionnaires she had completed. 
Once again she was asked about the questionnaire but finally allowed to con-
tinue her journey without further harassment. But as we had seen before at the 
universities of Rabat and Salé, it was impossible to do the poll on campus.10 
Therefore, I had been advised from the beginning not to demand for a re-
search permission.  

A word about Self-Censorship 

Such was the context in which we began working; training interviewers in ad-
vance as had been planned in the beginning, was out of question. Nevertheless, 
I discussed the questionnaire with each interviewer individually, pointing out 
potential difficulties and ambiguous wording. In fact the interviewers avoided 
overlapping at my house as they were afraid it might look like a conspirative 
meeting with a Westerner. These circumstances prevented any kind of repre-
sentativity of the survey. Let me give you an example of the wording I was ad-
vised not to ask: “Are you satisfied with the accomplishments of the King since 
his ascendance? (on a scale from 1 to 5, 1 meaning ‘very satisfied’ and 5 
‘unsatisfied’)”. Instead we decided to ask: “Are you satisfied with the accom-
plishments ‘since 1999’?” Everybody knew what had happened in 1999, i.e., 
the succession of Mohammed VI to the throne, but in this case the monarchy 
was not directly evoked. Or we asked: “During the last three years, do you 
think that less authoritarian relations between the state and the citizens have 
been installed in Morocco?” This type of self-censorship is one of the major 
obstacles to empirical research in the Arab world.11 
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The Questionnaire 

For obvious reasons the questionnaire had a neutral title: “Jeunesse et change-
ments politiques au Maroc.”12 It consisted of seven parts.13 After noting the in-
terview situation (where and when), questions 1 to 9 dealt with the basic per-
sonal data of the interviewee. Questions 10 and 11 concerned the level of edu-
cation and the profession of mother and father. Following are the answers on 
changes in the economic status of the household. 

Tab l e  1 :  Did  the  economic  s t a tu s  o f  your  househo ld  improve  
o r  de t e r io ra t e  dur ing  the  l a s t  t en  yea r s ?  

improved 44.7% 
unchanged 32.2% 
deteriorated 23.1% 

 
Question 13 tried to determine the economic status of the interviewees more 
precisely. It asked whether these young people possessed a bicycle, motorcycle, 
car or something similar. It turned out that three quarter had no own means of 
transport or similar possession which shows that we did not deal with the upper 
class.14 Questions 14 to 17 concerned stays outside Morocco and reasons why. It 
turned out that 86.9% had never been outside of Morocco. Question 18 to 21 
treated issues of equality between husband and wife. Starting with question 22, 
attitudes towards political engagement were polled (participation in elections, 
party membership, expectations of the current government etc.). Questions 29 
to 31 asked about the use of media. Following are the answers on leisure activi-
ties. 

Tab l e  2 :  How much t ime  do  you  spend…? 

 at the 
mosque 

with your 
family 

with 
friends 

doing 
sports 

on the 
Internet 

in an 
NGO 

a lot 4.9 29.7 33.9 8.5 7.4 6.0 
quite 
some 15.5 33.3 38.6 16.3 18.3 6.5 

little 32.6 35.2 23.2 32.3 26.0 11.0 

none 47.0 1.8 4.2 42.8 48.4 76.2 
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Questions 33 to 37 asked about religious practices. Questions 38 and 39 were 
reproduced from a survey by André Adam in 1962, dealing with awareness of 
the generation gap.15 Question 40 asked about the degree of trust in a number 
of national institutions.16 Question 41 inquired whether the process of globali-
zation was considered an advantage or disadvantage to them. Half of the res-
pondents saw both, advantages as well as disadvantages. Question 42 was the 
first to deal directly with youth and state power, and included a choice of per-
ceived characteristics of Mohammed VI.17 20% of the interviews were broken 
off at this point, as people felt they could not continue to answer the questions 
honestly. 

Questions 42 to 58 all dealt with attitudes towards Mohammed VI and 
Hassan II18, the impact of the monarchy’s representation, recent political re-
forms, expectations of the new king, and finally the chief basis of the young 
king’s authority. The final question left room for criticism of the questionnaire 
and additional remarks.  

Interviewees Profile 

The survey took place in Casablanca, Rabat, Settat, Tanaqob, Fez, Meknès, 
Immouzer, Agadir, Tassift, Ouneine, Kénitra and other places. 42.8% of the 
questionnaires were carried out in Casablanca and Rabat. 22.6% in smaller 
towns and 34.6% in rural areas. 36% of the participants were women; 64% 
men. The largest age group was between 25 and 29 years (29%). 80% spoke 
Arabic as a first language; 19% grew up with a Berber dialect. 70% were 
singles; 28% were married.19 In 67% of the cases, we carried out the survey in 
the place where people were born; 33% had meanwhile moved to the area we 
met them in. 33.2% were students, 10.3% were farmers; 9.4% were unem-
ployed, another 9% were civil servants; 6.6% worked in liberal professions; 
6.3% were housewives; 4.5% were workers in either industry or agriculture; 
5.3% worked in services and another 5.3% were small merchants. A majority 
of 52.4% had finished their education with a university degree. 11.8% fi-
nished high school; 9.1% finished O-level; 9.6% went to Koran school; 8.3% 
finished 7th grade, and 6.3% had no education. 

As we dealt with youth it was clear that the vast majority (98.3%) had not 
performed the hadj so far (although 65.6% wished to do so at one point). 
91.6% were not member of a political party. Half of them participated in the 
2002 parliamentary elections. A quarter of those voted for the leftist koutla 
(USFP, PI, PPS), and a quarter did not respond to this question. 8.8% said 
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they voted centriste (RNI, MNP, MDS), 12.7% voted for the wifaq (UC, MP, 
PND), 11.9% voted for the Islamist Parti de la Justice et du Développement 
(PJD). 11.9 voted for independent candidates and 7.3% casted a white ballot. 

Reactions 

Anonymity was vital to the respondents, and doubted on several occasions.20 
Some students asked me if I came from the German embassy or if their res-
ponses would have an effect on eventual visa applications. I was also asked 
whether I was sent by the German government or the secret service. If we had 
given out the forms and collected them the next day, the thrust would not 
have survived, and we would have had neither large participation nor serious 
answers. The students at the Goethe-Institute were very hesitant at first. Later 
on, more and more students asked if we could also come to their class. 
Particularly in Tanaqub in the countryside I was openly confronted with an 
attitude of “We cannot answer these questions honestly because we have to be 
loyal to our king.” But again, my counterpart and Targa’s practical work (they 
were vaccinating the cattle that day) prepared the ground for the trust that led 
to the men agreeing to participate.  

On the other hand, the majority of the interviewees expressed delight at 
being asked to give their opinion on these topics. They were glad that challen-
ging questions of social relevance were asked. This information is not derived 
from the statistical results but from narrative interviews conducted while carry-
ing out part of the survey. Observing the context of the study was at least as 
indicative as the survey itself. The latter served as a vehicle for discussion that 
would otherwise have been arbitrary, and could not have been discussed, for 
example, in groups. It became clear in the course of the survey that only a 
combination of quantitative and qualitative methods would give a verifiable 
picture of youth attitudes and preoccupations.  

Male 2 observed that after the attacks people were keen on reporting odd 
behaviour in their neighbourhood, and that everyone was on the look-out for 
members of the terrorist group Sirat al-Mustaqim, said to be responsible for 
the attacks. This phenomenon was exacerbated in Casablanca. Dealing with 
questions on Mohammed VI, Male 2 estimated that half of the people who 
answered ‘positively’ later added orally what they really thought (e.g., just vs. 
unjust). The fact that he noticed a different attitude in the countryside does 
not mean that the attacks had no effect there. As Male 2 put it: “The simple 
equation was that the perpetrators of 16th May were weird people who travel 
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around and ask strange questions.” He also remarked that comprehension of 
the questions was more difficult in the countryside. 

Results 

Approximately 80% of the interviewees answered the main question, i.e., what 
they regarded as the primary pillar of the new king’s authority. They were 
asked to rate the importance of ten elements on a scale from one to four21 (see 
table 3). 

Tab l e  3 :  What  i s ,  in  your  op in ion ,  the  new k ing ’ s  ma in  ba s i s  
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42.1 45.9 44.5 47.2 40.1 37.7 22.1 18.6 30.7 36.8 

important 13.4 14.9 15.7 15.5 17.9 24.8 20.2 12.2 18.8 21.6 

less 

important 
12.4 14.1 13.3 13.9 14.6 15.4 20.4 16.8 15.1 13.4 

not 

important 
32.1 25.1 26.5 23.4 27.4 22.1 37.3 52.4 35.4 28.2 

 
The question how important it was that the king had a young spirit achieved 
highest approval.22 His capacity to guide the country during the era of globali-
zation was relatively unimportant, whereas his good relations with the Euro-
pean Union were of great importance to 37.7%. Mohammed VI’s efforts for 
democratic reform were given a mixed reception. 40.1% considered them very 
important, 17.9% important, 14.6% less important and 27.4% unimportant. 
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Characteristics with religious connotations, i.e., his descent from the prophet 
and his status as Commander of the Faithful were with 42.1% and 45.9% very 
important. As important was his closeness to the people. 54% regarded Hassan 
II as a father of the nation whereas 46% did not. For Mohammed VI the re-
sult was the opposite: 46% saw him as a father of the nation whereas the rest 
did not. Regarding characteristics that were ascribed to both monarchs diffe-
rences can be identified very clearly: whereas 78% attributed the characteristic 
‘severe’ to Hassan II, only 22.9% did this for Mohammed VI. Hassan II is 
widely esteemed as a “génie politique” (89.1%) whereas Mohammed VI only 
convinces 31.1% in this regard. In comparison to his father, Mohammed VI is 
regarded as more just (39.8% vs. 30.6% for Hassan II). 76.4% attributed 
“authoritarian” to Hassan II, but only 29.9% to his son. 83.1% deemed Has-
san II as eloquent whereas only 32.1% connect this feature with Mohammed 
VI. 47.3% looked upon the father as “arbitrary” whereas only 26.6% associate 
this feature with Mohammed VI. 

The results from questions 42 and 55 show that the “new concept of au-
thority” introduced by Mohammed VI convinces many young adults and is 
obviously positively connected with him. Mohammed VI is regarded as a 
much more open, just, benevolent and a less patriarchal ruler than his father. 
70.4% were e.g. in favour of abolishing the royal hand-kiss. In 2000 Remy 
Leveau wrote that kissing the king’s hand has handicapped Moroccan politics. 
One of Mohammed’s VI first acts was to abolish this particular feature of royal 
etiquette – although it seems to be reappearing ‘on stage’. 74.5% explained 
this continuation with a strong tradition (64.8% mentioned that it was also 
still practiced in their family). 62.8% cited fear as a reason, 63.9% opportu-
nism 58.5% respect for the king and 47.2% respect for the Commander of the 
believers.23  

The survey shows that the initial abolishment goes hand in hand with the 
majority’s popular aspirations. I read from the results that the monarchy is not 
estranged from its populace. That his new style of rule is not merely the result 
of improved public relations or pure propaganda is immediately evident on as-
king any Moroccan citizen what has changed since Mohammed VI came to 
power. People from different backgrounds agree that they can move more free-
ly, that the state of fear (hiba) has ended, and that they have more freedom of 
expression. 51.7% stated that one could criticize the makhzen today. Asked 
whether less authoritarian relations had been installed between state and citi-
zens 41.3% said yes and 32.6% no.24  
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On a scale from 1 to 4, 9.2% stated they were very satisfied with the reforms 
introduced during the last three years. 24.9% were satisfied, 30.2% not satis-
fied and 35.8% were not at all satisfied. Asked about concrete politics, 40.1% 
expected the king to democratise the country. 30.6% awaited that he equals 
the rights between men and women. The same number anticipated that the 
king guarantees more civic liberties. Social issues like unemployment (59.4%), 
housing, education and health (56.9%), poverty (49.1%) gained highest ex-
pectations for the king to act, 41.8% also saw it as his task to control the Isla-
mist movements. Regarding trust into different political institutions like politi-
cal parties, the government, the judiciary, the trade unions and non-govern-
mental organizations, none of them gained high trust, including the Islamist 
NGOs. 

Conclusion 

Regime durability in the Arab world is not only a function of repression and 
cooptation. Negotiating reasons for legitimate order is a major contributing 
factor to stable and legitimate rule which should not be underestimated. Signi-
ficant political and demographic change impacts on the Moroccan monarchy’s 
pattern of domination as well as its search for legitimacy. Mohammed VI does 
not simply rely on the legitimization strategies his father used. A mounting gap 
between rich and poor, popular expectations and global challenges force him 
to adapt his strategies, and especially his concept of authority. The king and 
his advisers are obviously aware of this challenge and have reacted to it at the 
level of royal iconography and discourse, as well as with several major reform 
initiatives (inclusion of Tamazight in the national education plan, reform of 
family status law etc.). “The new [family law, SH] draft will play an important 
role in keeping society together and in confirming the religious authority of 
Mohammed VI” as Léon Buskens concludes (2003: 124). 

Young women in particular favour the opening up of the monarchy and its 
new political iconography. The new makhzen has successfully managed to cre-
ate a different image both for itself and for the king.  

As far as its relationship to the citizens is concerned, the Moroccan king-
dom is in the process of substituting verbal persuasion for coercion.25 This in 
itself is part of the process of modernization. The king’s voicing of problems 
and emphasis on their gravity is not designed to avoid change. A major moral 
split between talking and acting, between words and deeds might not be tole-
rated by the citizens. “Political actors, whether individuals or groups, cannot 
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act by physical force alone – except in the extreme case, where it is questionab-
le that one is still in the realm of what is understood by ‘politics’. This func-
tion is closely linked to coercion, because it establishes the right to be obeyed, 
that is, ‘legitimacy’. Why do people obey regimes that are very different in 
their policies? Reasons for being obeyed have to be communicated linguistical-
ly, whether by overt statement or by implication.” (Chilton/Schäffner 1997: 
213) 

The “new concept of authority” in Morocco influences king-subject rela-
tions: The king is more popular than is widely acknowledged. Young people in 
particular admire Mohammed VI for his newly-defined role, which has the 
semblance of being closer to their reality. 

Notes
 

1  University education is still to a high degree francophone.  
2  In 2006 the Journal of North African Studies (vol. 12, no.1, March 2007) 

discusses the findings of the study. 
3  Makhzen, which originally meant ‚warehouse‘, denotes the formal royal insti-

tutions and informal networks that constitute the center of power in contrast 
to the bled as-siba, i.e., the autonomous tribes. 

4  About 12 empirical studies addressing youth or young adults have been pu-
blished in Morocco since André Adam’s work in 1962 entitled 'Une enquête 
auprès de la jeunesse musulmane du Maroc', for which 1,500 high schools stu-
dents were interviewed. 

5  Even an organization like The Pew Global Attitudes Project chaired by Made-
leine Albright, which carried out a survey on “Views of a Changing World” 
in six Arab countries in 2003, did not get a research permit to poll outside 
the city of Cairo, for example. 

6  The pre-test took place in March and April 2002. I would like to thank Dr. 
Driss Maghraoui for distributing the questionnaire to students at the Univer-
sity of Ifrane in September 2002. 

7  Hereafter she will be referred to as Female 2. Due to the political circumstan-
ces the interviewers are kept anonymous.  

8  When I left some weeks later for the village of Beni Ahmed in the south of 
Casablanca, I was obliged to carry a travel permit with me. This I was only 
able to obtain through a local NGO. 

9  At one point we discussed translating the questionnaire into Berber. How-
ever, the cost alone made it prohibitive. 
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10  We were seven interviewers altogether including myself. Female 1 (SH) car-
ried out 25.9% of the interviews. female 2: 13%. female 3: 1.6%. female 4: 
0.5%. male 1: 14.3%. male 2: 13%. male 3: 12%, male 4: 18.3%. 

11  My thanks therefore go to the interviewers for their courage and commitment 
to carry out this study. 

12  We began the questionnaire with an introduction: „Je m’intéresse à l’étude des 
jeunes au Maroc et notamment à la connaissance de leurs attitudes concernant 
les récents changements politiques et sociaux survenus au Maroc. Il s’agit d’une 
étude scientifique du Centre du Proche Orient Moderne en Allemagne pour la 
réalisation de laquelle votre coopération est vivement souhaitée. Votre réponse 
restera anonyme et ne sera transmise à aucune autre personne ou institution.” 

13  1) personal data, 2) family background, 3) economic status, 4) male-female 
relations, 5) attitudes to politics, 6) leisure activities and 7) attitudes to the 
monarch. 

14  10% owned a car and 7% a bicycle. 
15  In 1962 people replied as follows: 20% felt very close to the proceeding gene-

ration. But nearly three quarter saw a gap. In 2003/04 only 6% felt very close 
and 27.8% replied close. 28.8% felt distanced and 29.8% felt very distant. 

16  Political parties, the government, the constitutional council, the judiciary, 
trade unions, the media, human rights NGOs, Islamist NGOs, the major of-
ficial NGOs.  

17  Just, severe, political genius, bel homme, authoritarian, eloquent, arbitrary, 
charismatic, someone with baraka (someone who is blessed). 

18  In question 55 we listed the same characteristics to enquire about Hassan II 
to see whether the attributes differed. 

19  Eight participants were divorced, and four were widows. 
20  Sabella encountered similar problems while carrying out his poll in the West 

Bank. “[Q]uestions related to influences among peers had to be abandoned 
completely, because the anonymity of the questioning would have been cast 
into doubt if we had asked for the names and addresses of the young people’s 
friends.” (Oswald 2004: 12) 

21  1 = very important, 4 = unimportant. 
22  47.2% said that youthfulness was a very important basis of the new king’s au-

thority.  
23  Multiple nominations were possible. 
24  26.1% said they do not know. 
25  See also Catusse; Vairel 2003.  



 



Students, Family and the Individuation Process:  
The Case of Morocco 

Mokhtar El-Harras 

Introduction 

The accelerated social change experienced by Moroccan society in the post-in-
dependence period impacted strongly on family values and relationships. 
Young people have been greatly influenced by globalized cultural values and 
patterns of behaviour, in most cases against the will of their families and with-
out their approval. More than ever, Moroccan youth now faces economic and 
social uncertainty of a very persistent kind. Youth unemployment is on the in-
crease, while the indeterminate status of the young is beginning to lose its tem-
porary character. 

Youth can no longer simply follow in the footsteps of their parents, or con-
tinue to regard the latter as their identification model. In order to adapt to this 
new life of constraints and challenges, they need to experience new lifestyles 
and ideas. The age when youth simply had to adopt the path their family envi-
ronment had prepared for them in advance has vanished irretrievably. The de-
finition of youth as the uncomplicated, natural passage to adulthood is no lon-
ger valid. Youth is no longer a time of delightful dreams, but has instead be-
come a period of anxiety, instability and fear vis-à-vis the future. 

One of the most tangible results of this new situation is that norms and 
ideas of previous generations have lost their effectiveness and validity for the 
current generation. In both rural and urban areas, the relationship between pa-
rents and their young children has forfeited a fundamental characteristic, na-
mely, the authority of the old over the young. Young people tend more and 
more to take their own decisions, reducing parental intervention to officiali-
sing what has already become a reality. On the other hand, parents have dif-
ferent power strategies towards their children according to gender considera-
tions.  

Methodology 

The study findings we will present in the following were obtained in fieldwork 
I conducted in Rabat five years ago with three other colleagues (R. Bourqia, H. 
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Rashiq and M. El Ayyadi). Our main objective was to study how young stu-
dents deal with religious values and Western culture, and to see if there was 
any conflict or compromise between traditional, popular and modern culture.  

The findings were arrived at with the use of a questionnaire that involved 
865 youth, 60% of whom attended Mohamed V University in Rabat and 40% 
were taking their final year at the four Rbati high schools. Individual inter-
views were carried out to secure more details and obtain further explanations 
of the quantitative data.  

In the sample selection we took several significant variables into considera-
tion, such as the nature of the departments (human and social sciences/‘hard’ 
sciences); university students/high school students; males/females. Each mem-
ber of the team used the collected data according to the problematic they were 
interested in. In the following, I will present my analysis and interpretation of 
the data collected on youth and family relations.  

Students and Family: Evidence from the Field 

Between 1960 and 1998, the percentage of people with single status in the 
Moroccan population increased substantially. The proportion of single males 
in the population rose during this period from 35% to 55.6%; and of females 
from 17% to 44.8%. The number of single males exceeds that of single fe-
males. Another significant statistic relates to age at first marriage. In 1998, it 
had reached 32.5 years for males and 28 years for females in urban areas, and 
29.3 years for males and 25 years for females in rural areas. The difference in 
age at first marriage between urban and rural areas is less than ever before. 

This immense increase in the length of the dependence period on the fami-
ly is due to socio-economic constraints rather than to deliberate choice. There 
is a growing tendency for young people to study longer, and thus to earn their 
first income at a later stage than their parents had done.  

In spite of a discernible modernization, young people face obstacles to 
marrying at the appropriate time. When they marry, they do so at a much ol-
der age than their parents did; the dowry sum is higher and in addition, they 
have to be in a position to pay for expensive wedding ceremonies. All these fac-
tors constrain young people and force them to extend their single status. 
Moreover, the socio-demographic changes taking place in Moroccan society 
prolong the obligations of youth toward their families. As a consequence of in-
creased life expectancy, more young people are looking after their elderly 
parents and siblings. 
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This new intergenerational relationship could be explained in part by the fact 
that parents are less educated than their children. The fieldwork data shows 
that only 13% of fathers and 4.4% of mothers went to university. The know-
ledge gap between the majority of students and their parents has resulted in 
the transformation of parent-children relations: parents have not only ceased 
to act as knowledge transmitters, but have also had to relinquish a significant 
amount of their moral and religious authority.  

However, despite this new youth autonomy in relation to parents and fa-
mily authority, and the difficulties young people face in having a family of 
their own, most of the youth consulted continue to attach importance to the 
family. Of the various institutions, be it the state, the political party, the uni-
versity, the trade union or the humanitarian association, it is the family that 
deserves most to be trusted. Such was the attitude of 78% of the students.  

Fami ly  and the  Ind iv idua t ion  Proce s s   

The sociological research revealed that manifest processes of individuation are 
taking place in Moroccan society. From the analysis of quantitative and quali-
tative data, we could also deduce the existence of multiple signs of individu-
ation in the family. 

We noticed that children’s first names are less and less those of an ancestor. 
First names are currently being chosen from Egyptian TV series, or from a par-
ticular political or religious historical period. Instead of integration into the fa-
mily lineage, there is a singular characterization of the individual. Family soli-
darity is contracting more and more to the immediate family environment, 
namely, the family of orientation, the stepfamily, the grandparents and the 
nephews. The choice of marriage partner has become largely an individual af-
fair. Parents might still be consulted but the decision is no longer theirs. Final-
ly, knowledge of the family genealogy rarely goes beyond the grandparents. 
Only families in possession of written genealogies know more. 

In spite of our customary tendency to perceive the family as a coherent and 
harmonious group, the individual element is an essential component of the fa-
mily structure. Everyone has a unique relationship with their parents, and bro-
thers and sisters. In early childhood we begin to express our attachment to in-
dividual ownership and show interest in the private and the intimate. We in-
creasingly push our children into the competitive scene, asking them to be first 
in the class, an individual distinct from the crowd. Even family power is exer-
ted to impose the will of one individual on that of another. The individual di-
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mensions of romantic love and sexuality, which have largely been liberated 
from former social regulations, are no less significant. 

Signs of Individuation Among Students 
Numerous signs of individuation were observed among the students. The fact 
that 2/3 of their parents live in a big city (73.87%) and 1/3 was born there 
predisposed students to evolve in the direction of an increased process of indi-
viduation. The variety of individual paths and trajectories is more visible in a 
big city than a small one or in a rural area. 

With regard to the ideal marriage partner, we noticed that 18.7% of the 
students wanted their partner to be a believer; 59%, however, had a preference 
for a well-educated partner. This statistic expresses a student inclination for a 
society model with a diversity of ideas and variety of attitudes that allow indi-
viduals to express themselves, even against the group, as distinct from a model 
where individuals with similar beliefs dissolve into the community. 

Equally important in the case of marriage is the preference of almost 50% 
of the students for two children as an ideal number. They want to be respon-
sible toward their children, and to personalize their relationships with them. In 
the same vein, 88% of the interviewees are in favour of contraception, a fact 
that shows how important it is to them to act responsibly and respect indivi-
dual choice. 

The process of individuation is also evident in how students would prefer 
to bring up their children. 80% of them prioritized ‘persuasion’, as against 
4.2% who preferred severity, and 6.5% who were more in favor of allowing 
children to act freely. Contrary to the educational method that obliges every-
one to act according to a unique behavioral norm, regardless of differences and 
individual particularities, the persuasive method recognizes the right to auto-
nomy and difference from the outset and, hence, rejects the unconditional 
submission to the will of the father. 

Preference for Autonomy in the Case of Personal Difficulties  
Young students also incline towards autonomy when they face personal diffi-
culties. Asking a certain family member or someone else for help depends on 
the nature of the problem to be solved. The following table 1 illustrates the 
student response. 
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Tab le  1 :  Per son  ca l l ed  on  f i r s t  in  the  ca s e  o f  d i f f i cu l t i e s  

Person called on in the 

case of difficulties 

Material and professional level Personal level 

 Number % Number % 

No answer 5 0.6 14 1.6 

Anybody 46 5.3 148 17.1 

Father 312 36.1 11 1.3 

Mother 166 19.2 123 14.2 

Brother/sister 97 11.2 88 10.2 

Friend 57 6.6 355 41.0 

Other 19 2.2 16 1.8 

Many 163 18.8 110 12.7 

Total 865 100 865 100 
 
In the case of either material or professional difficulty, 36.1% of the students 
have recourse to their fathers as a priority. Only 19.2% and 11.2% respectively 
have recourse to their mothers or brothers/sisters. When students face personal 
difficulties, however, they prefer to consult their friends (41%) rather than 
members of their families. Another significant element is the 17.1% who have 
recourse to anybody at all under these circumstances. Whereas their families 
are to a large extent involved in everything related to their studies and materiel 
needs, young people allow themselves a substantial margin of autonomy when 
it comes to dealing with feelings and intimate problems. 

Intermittent and Discontinuous Obedience 
Another indicator of this process of individuation among young students re-
lates to their opinions on the degree of obedience youth should show to their 
parents, a wife to her husband, and the younger to the older (brother/sister). A 
tendency to autonomy was confirmed at all these levels. 

Tab l e  2 :  Pup i l  and  s tudent  op in ions  on  the  deg ree  o f  
obed i ence  ( accord ing  to  f ami ly  r e l a t ion  type )  

Family relation children/parents wife/husband younger/older 

Obedience degree Number % Number % Number % 

No answer 2 0.2 5 0.6 18 2.1 

Yes, often 438 50.6 272 31.4 186 21.5 
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Yes, sometimes 409 47.3 538 62.2 580 67.1 

Not at all 16 1.8 50 5.8 81 9.4 

Total 865 100 865 100 865 100 
 
Undoubtedly, obedience in the family is largely accepted by most students. 
Out of 865 students studied, only 9.4% reject obedience to elders, 5.8% are 
against obedience of a wife to her husband, and a very small percentage com-
pletely rejects obedience to parents (1.8%). With regard to internal family rela-
tions, student opinions are clearly still impregnated with the traditional obedi-
ence model. 

However, a distinction should be made between continuous obedience and 
one that is intermittent; between general obedience in relation to both private 
and professional life, and partial obedience activated only in the household or 
when the dignity and reputation of the family is at stake. Although students 
tend to reject parental ‘intrusion’ in their personal lives, they accept obedience 
when it comes to the moral codes and social conventions their parents repre-
sent. 

Our observations show that students feel obliged most to be constantly 
obedient to their parents, but notably less so at the level of wife/husband and 
younger/older relations. What about youth opinions concerning relations be-
tween the sexes? How does the question of obedience rate among youth in the 
case of such relationships? 

Tab l e  3 :  Opin ions  on  the  deg ree  o f  obed i ence  a  woman 
shou ld  show towards  he r  husband  ( accord ing  to  s ex )  (%)  

Obedience degree/sex Yes, often Yes, 

sometimes 

Not at all Total 

Male 49.4 47.5 3.1 100 

Female 18.8 73.3 7.9 100 

Total 31.8 62.3 5.8 100 
 
We see that while 49.4% of male students are in favor of continuous female 
obedience towards the husband, only 18.8% of female students share this atti-
tude. Whereas more than half of the males would like to maintain their privi-
leges of dominating women, female students prioritize intermittent obedience 
towards a husband, and tend to alleviate the obedience charge rather than re-
ject it totally. 
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Opin ions  on  the  cond i t ions  fo r  s exua l  p rac t i ce  

Male and female students express divergent opinions on the required condi-
tions for sexual practice. Let us look at their answers. 

Tab l e  4 :  The  cond i t ions  fo r  s exua l  r e l a t ionsh ip s  ( a ccord ing  
to  s ex )  (%)  

Sex conditions Should be 

married 

Should be  

love 

Enough to know 

each other 

Other Total 

Males 39.6 31 21.4 8 100 

Females 86.2 10.6 1.5 1.7 100 

Total 67 19 9.7 4.3 100 
 
For 86.2 % of these young females and 39.6% of the young males, sexual rela-
tionship is linked to marriage. The personal and familial cost of an eventual 
pregnancy out of marriage is much higher in the case of female students. Such 
a relationship also entails the risk of damaging the woman’s reputation, her 
matrimonial capital, and the honor of the entire family group. Sex is for wo-
men mostly dependent on marriage; women are aware that social sanctions 
would in no way affect their male partners.  

Most of them are in favor of abstinence before marriage because any other 
behaviour would expose them to lack of respect in the community for a long 
time, and therefore, the possibility of a successful and durable encounter with 
men. From their own experience of Moroccan social life, women know that 
beyond their declared intentions or expressed attitudes, men end up respecting 
women who did not consent prematurely to their desire. 

The conditions for sexual practice in the case of young men, on the other 
hand, are less complicated. The reason why 60% of young men state a prefe-
rence for sexual relationships before marriage is because they know they are less 
vulnerable to social sanctions in a society that still values male virility highly. 
For most young men, sexual relationships are determined solely by the quality 
of the intersubjective relationship (it should be love, knowing each other is 
enough). They know very well that they suffer far less from social and ideo-
logical pressures, and are perceived to a much lesser degree as a channel for the 
‘social pollution’ that could affect their family reputation. 

The ambivalence is greatest when these young men aspire, on the one 
hand, to sexual relations before marriage but consider the ideal woman, on the 
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other hand, to be one who has had no premarital sexual relations. While male 
sexuality is seen as ‘natural and necessary’, female sexuality is perceived from 
the angle of shame and prohibition. Young men allow themselves to have pre-
marital sexual relations but refuse to marry a girl who has had similar expe-
rience. In their mode of thinking, honor carries more weight than religious 
principles. 

Ambivalence is also manifest in the aspirations of young women to have 
contact with the opposite sex, knowing in advance that society disapproves and 
men cannot be trusted. Young men are also in two minds about being with a 
woman who has already had sexual experience with someone else, and could 
act similarly in the future.  

A t t i tude s  Toward  Po lygamy  

Polygamy is the second question where male and female attitudes diverge. 

Tab l e  5 :  Young  peop l e ' s  a t t i tude s  toward  po lygamy 
( accord ing  to  s ex )  (%)  

Attitude In favor Against Indifferent Total 

Males 29.4 43.3 27.3 41.7 

Females 16.1 70.9 13 58.3 

Total 21.7 59.4 18.9 100 

 
If we compare 59.4% of students against polygamy with 21.7% in favor, it can 
be deduced that for the most part monogamy represents the family ideal in the 
student milieu. However, while all of the students are generally in favor of the 
monogamous family, female students are more inclined to reject polygamy 
than males. 29.4% of males expressed a favorable attitude toward polygamy, 
whereas only 16.1% of females were of this opinion. Even the female students 
who accepted polygamy would refuse to endorse it in the case of their own 
marriage, and saw great difficulty in applying it in contemporary Islamic socie-
ties. 

A t t i tude s  Toward  Women Work ing  Out s ide  the  Home 

As in the previous questions, the attitudes of both sexes differ substantially 
from one another here, too. 
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Tab le  6 :  Young  peop l e ' s  a t t i tude s  toward  women work ing  
out s ide  the  home  ( accord ing  to  s ex )  (%)  

Attitude In favor Against Total 

Sex    

Males 72.4 27.6 100 

Females 91 9 100 

Total 83.3 16.7 100 
 

On the whole, although 83.3% of students of both sexes are in favor of wo-
men working outside the home, a significant divergence between male and fe-
male attitudes should be underlined. 91% of female students are in favor of 
women working outside the home, but only 72.4% of male students express a 
similar attitude. In other words, working women are still a problem for almost 
a third of the male students under review. Emanating from a young, educated 
section of the population, this attitude is quite surprising. Female students 
claim their right to work outside the home almost unanimously. Neither do 
they seem predisposed to accepting a family where the woman identifies with 
the private sphere, while the husband is totally integrated in the public sphere. 
They refuse to be isolated from the work environment in the name of some re-
ligious or political ideology, and are supported in this by almost 2/3 of male 
students. What kind of work and under what conditions is vital in this case. 
The balance of power between the sexes is not so much determined by the re-
jection or acceptance of women working outside the home, but by the nature 
of the jobs taken by or left to women, and the corresponding rights and sala-
ries. 

Conclusion 

In the next twenty years, the percentage of Moroccans under the age of 15 will 
decline. At the same time, the overall number of young people and those over 
the age of 60 will increase. The young will exert strong pressure on the job 
market. Will Morocco be able to satisfy such a strong job demand? This is one 
of the real challenges for the next two decades. 

The transfer of youth socialization to extra-familial educational institutions 
undoubtedly contributes to the autonomy of youth. At the same time, how-
ever, these institutions extend their dependence on family resources. In spite of 
their aspirations to take charge of themselves, the lack of job opportunities for-
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ces a large number of youth to live in prolonged dependence on the family. 
The family, on the other hand, finds itself in charge of an anxious and frustra-
ted category of youth, torn between the desire for greater autonomy and real 
dependence, but is unable to reintegrate its own members because they have 
been formed in other institutional moulds. 

Despite the process of individuation in the family and the aspirations of 
young students to keep their private lives to themselves, they still have recourse 
to family support in matters crucial to their future, such as their studies and 
professional careers.  Although the autonomy of youth is more obvious within 
a circle of friends or a peer group, it has not been achieved to the detriment of 
good relations with their families. 

On the other hand, the respect of youth for religious principles in family 
life is accompanied by a growing privatization of their own personal relation-
ships. Faced with pressure derived from what is left of parental power, how-
ever, youth opposes individual choice, a spirit of understanding, persuasion, 
and dialogue. 

The abstinence practiced in relations between the sexes, as strongly deman-
ded by the family, indicates a more prominent rejection of modern values and 
reveals the extent to which youth tendencies towards a certain form of moder-
nity remains eclectic and hesitant. 

Although religious values are important in young people’s family lives, 
there is a tendency towards an ideological bricolage, manifested in the many 
forms of compromise with modern culture. Due to the variety of referents, 
choices and alternatives that students have to deal with among other factors in 
their daily lives, ambivalence has become a cultural system, and negotiation a 
fundamental way of coping and adapting. 



Studying Youth in Germany: The 13th Shell Youth Study 

Richard Münchmeier 

Traditions 

The Shell Youth Studies look back on fifty years of tradition in youth research. 
The first report was published in 1953 and in 2002 the 14th edition of the re-
port was issued. I had the pleasure of being a member of the scientific board of 
the 12th and 13th reports, published in 1997 and 2000 respectively. The fol-
lowing remarks therefore obviously refer to these two studies. 

The Shell Company possesses great merits for initiating and financing the 
studies without influencing their scientific independence and autonomy. The 
budgets, made available to the studies, have been relatively substantial until 
now. In the case of the 13th study, the budget reached the total of US $ 
750,000. Thus the scientists had rich possibilities for lavish scientific work and 
costly empirical designs. The Shell Youth Reports are said to be one of the most 
important youth studies in Europe, due to their methodological and theore-
tical expenditures. They combine and integrate qualitative and quantitative ap-
proaches; the main study is usually a representative questionnaire among a 
large sample.  

Anybody who is interested in the data, tables and findings of our study can 
get all information through the Central Archive of Social Sciences, University 
of Cologne. From the start, Shell Studies viewed themselves as a service to the 
public, i.e. for all who were seeking information with respect to youth. That 
means the studies intended to provide a database for practical or political 
orientation for all dealing with youth issues. So it is perhaps understandable 
that Shell Youth Studies have gained impressive public interest.  

The findings are traditionally presented in the Federal Press Conference, and 
the Federal Minister of Youth Affairs of the day usually comments on the 
main results. The print and media industry usually review the presentation. 
And, of course, the studies are published and distributed by the book trade. As 
an example: the book vendors marketed approximately 85,000 copies of the 
13th study. 
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Theoretical and Methodological Framework  

Theore t i c a l  S t a r t ing  Po in t s  and  Deve lopment  o f  Concre t e  
Top ic s  

Our theoretical starting point has been based on the social situation and struc-
tural problems of youth at the beginning oft the 21st century. In almost all 
wealthy, post-industrialized countries, we observe the emergence of new condi-
tions of growing up, which produce a changed model of juvenile life, what we 
can refer to as a ‘pattern of modern youth’. It is a perspective for development 
also for those countries developing in this direction. 
‘Modern youth’ is characterized by 
- prolongation of the period of education, 
- a new biographical phase between youth and adulthood: ‘post adoles-

cence’, 
- a specific youth culture, tending to separate from the mainstream  culture 

towards own rituals, esthetics, and behavioral patterns, 
- ambivalence in terms of the social status between economic dependency 

and socio-cultural autonomy, 
- inclusion even of those groups of youth which in the past had less access to 

education and youth culture (e.g. girls, rural youth, working class youth), 
- marginalisation of those who fail to meet the demands of modern youth 

(above all failing to reach a high level of education), 
- delegitimization of the traditional value-structure of youth (especially the 

value of focussing upon qualification and deferring gratifications) by the 
consequences of worldwide economic changes (growing unemployment 
even among the high-qualified). 

Methodo log i ca l  Des ign  o f  the  13th  S tudy  

As these theoretical theses are necessarily very abstract ones, it is important to 
explore 
- if and how embedded in concrete constellations they are experienced by 

the young people, and 
- what the meaning is of the mentioned topics within the subjective per-

spective of youth, respectively of the different groups of youth. 
 
From the 9th study (1981) on, it has been scientific standard to conduct a se-
ries of non-directive interviews and group discussions with young people in or-
der to understand their subjective perceptions and valuations, and to select the 
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topics of the questionnaire according to their point of view. Very often the 
transcripts of the interviews have been used as an items source for constructing 
scales via factor-analysis by a pre-study. 

This subjective line of vision has been one of the methodological basics of 
the Shell Youth Studies since 1981 and has had a great influence on the basic 
orientations of youth research in Germany. In this sense the task of youth re-
search is not to ask whether the value orientations, the goals of life, and the 
attitudes of the young generation are in harmony with the societal expectations 
or the norms of the adult society. This way of questioning would risk misun-
derstandings. Therefore youth research defines its job to outline the subjective 
viewing points and judgements of youth regarding society, politics, adult ex-
pectations and so on. 

In the case of the 13th Shell Youth Study we conducted 30 explorative and 
32 biographical interviews and ran two group discussions. We used these qua-
litative approaches to construct the measuring scales. 

The representative survey was carried out among 4,546 young people be-
tween 15 and 24 years (and an additional survey among 648 youngsters of fo-
reign Turkish and Italian nationality). The sample is representative with regard 
to five connected characters (age, sex, social status, member states of the Fede-
ral Republic of Germany, size of the respondent’s residence). We only used so-
cio-demographical characters for the quota scheme. We strictly avoided any 
substantial definition of youth. Even the limitation of the age groups was 
caused only by the restrictions of our budget. If there had been sufficient mo-
ney, we would have liked to extend the age groups from 10 to 30 years. In-
stead of introducing our own definitions and theoretical understandings of 
youth, we investigated how youth is thinking of itself and how they express 
their self-awareness. 

We employed more than 450 professional interviewers (the questionnaire 
was filled in during face-to-face interviews) of the ADM (i.e. Association of 
German Opinion Research Institutes). For the analysis of the data quality we 
used multiple data-evaluations by intrapersonal consistency-checks. 

Outline of the Main Findings 

Percep t ion  o f  the  Mos t  Se r ious  Prob l ems  o f  Modern  Youth  

In modern and modernizing societies we observe the emergence of new condi-
tions of growing up, which produce new chances and risks young people have 
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to cope with. Youth no longer means a psycho-social moratorium, but an open 
biographical period of burdens, challenges and strains. One of the most serious 
problems is the delegitimation of the inner sense of the youth period. Viewing 
the structural crisis of labour society, young people can no longer be sure that 
their efforts in learning, preparation and qualification will be rewarded in the 
future by satisfying employment careers.  

We asked our sample an open question: “What are in your opinion the 
most serious problems of young people nowadays?” Almost half of the respon-
dents (48%) answered: “unemployment”. If we look upon the age group be-
tween 22 and 24 we find 64% who point out that unemployment is the most 
serious challenge. This is no surprise, because it is during the third decade 
when youth has to solve the problems of transition from the phase of prepara-
tion and qualification to the biographical phase of employment and work. 

Future  Expec ta t ions  

One of the most important preconditions for making plans for one’s life is the 
competence to conceive the next steps into the future. If we ask for the clarity 
of the perception of the next steps towards the future we find differences be-
tween German and foreign youths. Italian females appear to be more resolute 
and lucid in respect to their future plans. But Turkish girls and even more 
Turkish boys seem to be rather reluctant and uncertain. 

This may be due to a variety of reasons. Unlike Italians, who participate in 
the freedom of movement and labour market of the European Community, 
Turkish youths who don’t hold German citizenship are subject to certain res-
trictions regarding the right of residence and entitlement to search for employ-
ment. In planning their future they have to decide if they want to re-migrate 
or to remain in Germany, if they want to assimilate into the German culture, 
or to which extent they want to keep up their Turkish cultural habits. In not 
few cases their decision signifies conflicts with parents and families or with 
friends, peers and related persons in Germany. Their characteristic position ‘in 
between’ makes it difficult to reach clear anticipations of the future. 

The average level of education among Turkish youths is lower than it is 
among German. So among the Turkish group we find a far weaker self-confi-
dence in relation to being very well prepared for the future. Only 15% of the 
Turkish respondents feel “very well, or rather well” prepared to cope with the 
competitive structure, the achievement principle, the requirements of flexibili-
ty and efficiency and other traits of modern society. 
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For the maintenance of personal autonomy and mental health it is of enor-
mous importance, if one can be convinced that it will be possible to arrange 
the personal future according to one’s own wishes. Of course, this conviction 
is dependent on social resources and personal competences. In this respect Ita-
lian girls are the most confident ones. The very high part of 90% answered our 
question (“Are you convinced, that you will be capable of arranging your per-
sonal future according to your own ideas?”) by “certainly yes” or “probably 
yes” (instead of “probably not” and “certainly not”). And again we find the 
Turkish subgroup, especially the Turkish girls, relatively reluctant and uncer-
tain. To understand this we have to remember what already has been said, 
and, moreover, take into consideration that girls from traditional oriented 
Turkish families are very highly guarded and supervised and confronted with 
cultural norms and patterns which don’t leave margins for an autonomous 
arrangement of life-style.  

Goa l s  in  L i f e  and  B iograph ica l  Pe r spec t i ve s  

Reluctance as such we can not only find on an abstract and general level, but 
also in respect to more concrete biographical decisions. If we ask whether the 
young people are ready to set up one’s own business, to try to be successful in 
the business world as entrepreneurs on a modest level, we encounter again ge-
neral differences between boys and girls. But in particular we find clear diffe-
rences between German, Italian and Turkish girls. The patterns of female bio-
graphy still seem to be dependent on cultural norms which prescribe the norm 
“family-orientation” for girls and “job-orientation” for boys. This gender-spe-
cific pattern is least true for German girls and mostly the case for Turkish 
ones: 41% of the German girls stress their readiness for entrepreneurship, in 
comparison to 28% of Italian and only 23% of Turkish girls. 

By factor-analyses we constructed different scales in order to measure the 
importance of different goals in life and biographical orientations among our 
sample. There are in particular two very important and prominent goals, 
which jump out very clearly: to have a good job and to live a good family-life. 

If we look at the scale “job orientation” (consisting out of 6 items) we find: 
The weightiest importance have “job – good education and interesting work” 
for German boys and girls. They reach the very high scale level of 24.5 and 
24.4 points respectively (scale-maximum 30 points). The differences between 
boys and girls in respect of job-orientation, which we found in the past, have 
completely disappeared. The traditional definitions and gender patterns of the 
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female role (emphasizing motherhood and housewifely duties) seem no longer 
to be orientation lines for the girls of today. They claim equal opportunities as 
males, and therefore rank fairly high self-realization through labour, and auto-
nomy through economical independence. 

But, of course, we recognize some differences. The level of importance 
among Italian and Turkish youths is fairly lower. And especially Turkish girls 
show less emphasis towards this goal in life: only 22.1 points (scale-minimum 6). 
Within this group traditional role patterns seem to be a little bit more prevalent. 

On the other hand we find different results when we analyse the scale “fa-
mily orientation”. Life of today is experienced as remarkably contradictious, 
urging permanent struggles, competition, strengthening self-management, 
coolness, flexibility etc. All that is very boring and burdening. Family seems to 
be desired as a counterbalance to these challenges. Family is associated with ex-
periences of emotional warmth, acceptance, security and faithfulness. 

One aspect differs significantly in comparison with job-orientation. The re-
sults show large differences between boys and girls in all ethnic groups. Family 
seems to be of much higher importance for the female youth. 

The difference between boys and girls is the clearest one among the Tur-
kish group. And the scale level of importance is on the part of the Turkish girls 
almost as high as on the part of the German ones. How can we explain this? 
More detailed analysis illustrates two main reasons. In the perspective of Ger-
man girls, job and family are of equal importance; they want to combine job 
and family and live both components. In contrast to that, Turkish girls give fa-
mily orientation a higher value; therefore they estimate job orientation less. 
And what is more: Turkish girls less clearly perceive that they have margins 
and options to make their own decisions with respect to how they want to live. 
For them both work and family seem to be more or less objective rules which 
are not in the range of subjective disposition. Perhaps this can explain their re-
latively low scale level in respect to family orientation. 

The prominent role of family and children within their biographical antici-
pations can be clearly found in the answers to the question regarding how ma-
ny children they intend to have. 53% of the Turkish girls state that they want 
to have two children, plus 29% who want three or more – altogether 82%. In 
comparison: 56% of the German girls want two and 12% three or more kids; 
this amounts to only 68%. 

The whole range of differences between the various cultural patterns of 
marriage and premarital relationship can be found in the answers to the ques-
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tion: “Does it match your ideas of your own life to […] live in close relation-
ship with a partner without being married?” About three quarters of the Ger-
man respondents state that they agree totally or to a certain amount with this 
form of life, but only 56% of Turkish boys and only 36% of Turkish girls. 

Re l a t ions  to  the  Pa ren t s  

The renaissance of traditional family values we can also discover with regard to 
a surprising new and impressive good harmony between parents and young-
sters. Compared to former studies, the German youth of today perceive their 
parents more often and more clearly as confidants (instead of authorities to 
whom you have to be obedient). They report less often of a severe style of edu-
cation and express their intention to educate their own children like they had 
been educated themselves.  

Commonly it was believed and written in the study books that it was ty-
pical for the juvenile changes that kids run a combative process of separation 
from their parents. It was commonplace within the juventology that becoming 
an independent adult meant detaching oneself from parental authority and 
care. Perhaps, this is still true in a psychological sense. But it is no longer cor-
rect in a sociological sense. The process of becoming independent does not 
come about through conflict with the parents, but through mutual consent. 
Most of the juveniles report that their parents are supportive (even sponsoring) 
of their attempts to become autonomous in both an economical and socio-cul-
tural sense. 

In Germany during the period of the late sixties and early seventies of the 
last century, we experienced the peak of the so-called anti-authoritarian move-
ment among the rebellious 1968-generation. This generation never would 
have accepted educating their own children the same way their parents did, 
and they would have refused to discuss their worries about orientation and de-
cision problems with mother or father. So, as we can see, the situation has al-
most completely changed. Perhaps the most weighty change factor is: the 
members of the 1968-generation are today the parents of the kids, and practise 
changed educational methods. 

Va lue  Or i en ta t ions  

There is an ongoing discussion about a deep-reaching change of values on the 
part of the youth. In combination with prominent theorems of the processes of 
individualization and pluralization, sociologists state even a decay, or erosion 
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of value orientations. This would mean, that the young generation is not only 
the representative of a change of values, but – what’s more – is suffering from a 
whatever clear consciousness of values. 

In our investigations we could not find any of these statements and postu-
lations. Of course, there are some changes. But such kind of changes we find 
throughout history. On the other hand – and that was very astonishing and 
surprising – we found just a ‘renaissance’ of well known and traditional value 
orientations. 

Investigating the juvenile value orientations we followed new ways. We no 
longer used the traditional scales which imply a dichotomy of values (e.g. ego-
ism versus altruism, materialism versus post-materialism etc.). Rather we tried 
to develop out of the qualitative materials and by means of a pre-study (factor-
analysis) new scales that place value dimensions in the context of life concepts 
and biographical goals. We found eight quite different dimensions of value 
orientation: to have a family, to have meaningful work, humanity, modernity, 
autonomy, authenticity, attractivity, and self-management. 

All these dimensions have in common that they differentiate very strongly 
according to the level of education. The well educated ones agree more 
intensely with each of the values. In practical life it is typical to perform a 
combination or a patchwork of a variety of values which seem to be contra-
dictious (e.g. humanitarian orientations and seeking for personal autonomy). 
The traditional dichotomic concepts therefore seem to be inadequate and 
abstract ones beyond the realities of life. This is also shown by relatively high 
correlations between these values. 

Humanity and modernity are important value orientations, especially in 
the western part of Germany. Attractiveness (and within this: economical suc-
cess) as well as authenticity and autonomy are rather prevalent in the eastern 
part. But above all modernity is the most important value among all other di-
mensions. Modernity (in the sense of participation in technology and commit-
ment in politics) is a deciding factor for one’s own chances for the future, like 
employability, flexibility, and self-performance. But, high interest in tech-
nology (computer, handy, internet) does not mean social impoverishment. 
Quite the reverse: just technology, internet, and electronic media can be part 
of a particularly active, varied, and committed social life and fundament of an 
active organization of one’s leisure time. Being enthusiastic for technology (in 
the sense of the value ‘modernity’) is not at all identical with sitting all the 
time in front of the television. 
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Pol i t i c s  

The interest in politics and political matters is declining further. This is the 
case for all subgroups of the sample. The most important reason for this dis-
tant attitude is that most of the respondents connect with the term ‘politics’ 
the panorama of political parties and bodies, ritualized procedures of interest 
bargaining, rituals of power struggles, or bureaucracy of the political adminis-
tration. They perceive and experience politics as being far away from their 
every day life and their concrete problems. And, above all, they experience 
politics as being disinterested in youth. So they tend to say: it is not we, who 
are reluctant against politics, but it is the political actors, who are reluctant 
against the youth. 

Having no interest in ‘politics’ therefore, does not mean not being interes-
ted in questions regarding for example social justice, solidarity, participation 
and equal rights of minorities, globalization and exploitation of the developing 
countries, human rights etc. Political parties and the organisations of the 
political system gain a very low confidence from young people. Upon our list 
of confidence in organisations they take the very last place. 

It is very important to remember: all these changes and attitudes are not at 
all exclusively typical for the young only. They describe not merely a ‘youth 
problem’. On the contrary: as Prof. Butterwegge (University of Cologne) was 
able to show, in respect to attitudes towards politics or confidence in esta-
blished organisations of the political system, there are no differences between 
adults and youth. The reluctancy against the political “business as usual” seems 
to be a commonly shared contemporary attitude through all generations. 

But nevertheless it is typical for the youth: young people prefer to invest 
their interests and activities rather in small-scale initiatives and basic-democra-
tic organisations such as civil movements, self-help groups, temporary and lo-
cal projects. 

Pe rcep t ion  o f  the  Uni fy ing  Europe  

The cooling down of enthusiasm for Europe, which we can perceive generally 
throughout the entire European population, was also refined in our data 
among the youth. Youth in Germany is rather distant or sceptical towards the 
consequences of the European unification. Most of them perceive the rhetoric 
of the European politicians as a façade with nothing behind it. They believe 
that only the rich will profit from the extending possibilities. 
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Advantages or opportunities are only for those ahead who have a high level of 
education and qualifications, as well as strong beliefs in their personal efficacy. 
Those who have less resources, education and self-confidence fear growing dis-
advantages. 

Nevertheless, the young people remain very calm and cool when the Euro-
pean perspectives are being discussed. 

Gender  Di f f e r ence s  

Typical differences between male and female youngsters seem to be not as 
often as stated, and not particularly appear to be as severe as postulated, at least 
not among the German youth (whereas we actually find gender differences 
within the subgroups of foreign youngsters, especially young Turks). In respect 
to values, future expectations, goals and concepts of life, biographical pre-
ferences and so on, we find no sharp diversities, but a process of increasing 
similarity between the sexes. The combination of family- and job-orientation is 
the commonly shared, undisputed basic value orientation. But this is true only 
up to a certain age as well on the part of male as of female youth. At an age of 
22 or 24 years, resp. at an age, when the decision to have children is a more 
tangible one and a more relevant one to the biographical situation, girls are 
still more prepared to change their job orientation and bring it in line with 
their wish for children, whereas young men show less reasons for such adapta-
tions. 

Also a variety of the in former decades gender-specific separated spheres of 
every day life and activities have been opened and made permeable in both di-
rections. Nevertheless the classically male dominated spheres of technology, 
politics, computing, internet, sports, club activities are – even if no longer ex-
clusive – clearly male-specific activities. Typical domains of the girls are shop-
ping, strolling, caring for others and for the environment or animals, and chat-
ting with others. 

Even in respect to gender differences, the world apparently became more 
complex and diverse. Insisting upon categorical differences between the sexes 
seems to be as inadequate to the empirical findings as rashly announcing an 
upcoming state of equality. These would be merely simplifications of a fairly 
complex social reality. 
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Rela t ionsh ip  Be tween  German  and  Fore ign  Young  Peop l e  –  
Leve l  o f  In t eg ra t ion  

Germany is known as a country with a fairly high rate of yearly immigration, 
but also as a country with great difficulties to accepting and adjusting to this 
fact and for all to organise the social, cultural and political integration of the 
immigrants. 

Of course we find a lot of indications for a growing normality and a 
trouble free living together of domestic and foreign young people. For in-
stance: far more young people say that Germans and non-Germans can learn 
from each other (73% Germans, 85% Italians, 80% Turkish). And the most 
important condition for interethnic marriage is for all groups “love and no-
thing else” – and not “conversion to my religion” or “readiness to immigrate 
into my motherland” or things like that. 

But against this, we find a fairly high percentage (in total 62%) of German 
youth who state: “The proportion of foreigners in our country is too high”. 
Those who have no contacts and connections with foreign peers tend to be 
even more aversive; 78% of them estimate the proportion of non-German in-
habitants as being too high. So we find a close relation: the more contacts exist 
the lower is the tendency to judge the number of foreigners in Germany as a 
problem (only 48% of those who have high level of contacts). 

Still, we find an strong tendency for separation and exclusion from each 
other. 68.9% of the German respondents stated that they have never or less of-
ten contacts with non-German peers. While almost all Germans (94.4%) live 
in homogeneous German neighbourhoods, less than half of the Turkish 
(43.8%) live with German neighbours, and 55.3% of them live in quarters 
where predominantly foreign families reside. 

Re l i g ion  

In the context of religious orientations and practises we find three central out-
comes: (1) our data reports a drop in the acceptance of dogmatic creed, and a 
falling performance of religious or church rituals and practises such as partici-
pating in services, having a church wedding, etc.; (2) we find growing dispari-
ties in respect to religious creeds and practises between German and foreign 
youth; while the traditional differences between the Christian denominations 
have disappeared, and even the differences between baptized and non-baptized 
become smaller, the differences between the German (and more or less Chris-
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tian) and the foreign (and in the case of Turkish, mostly Islamic) youth grow 
very fast; (3) in the case of protestant and catholic young people we find no 
differences in respect to characters like lifestyle, values, biographic preferences; 
a particular ‘religious milieu’ cannot be found; whereas on the part of the Tur-
kish, we find a (not too small) group of adolescents who live in a ‘religious mi-
lieu’.  

Occult or spiritual practices among youth are on a very, very marginal 
level. The so-called ‘private beliefs’ (e.g. “there must exist a higher being”, “in 
the end there will be a higher justice”, “everything is predetermined”) play a 
greater role than dogmatic creeds or church teachings. 

Summary 

Altogether, we mainly face a critical young generation with a clear understan-
ding of the coming challenges, but also with a strong readiness to make the 
best out of them. On the other hand we find a smaller group, particularly with 
regard to foreign youth, which apparently is less open-minded, has less access 
to resources and opportunities, and lesser prospects to cope with life. 

Conclusions for Youth Research 

From the very beginning Shell Studies tried to influence and serve practitioners 
as well as politicians in the field of youth work and youth education. The 
practical applicability of the investigation however depends on methodological 
preconditions: first of all, it is necessary to follow a subjective approach, i.e. 
not to look towards the young generation from the perspective of adults (the 
public, politicians, teachers etc.) but to follow their own view and opinion of 
society, and the situation of youth from within. This is called the “subjective 
turn” in methodology, which is significant for the Shell Studies since the 9th 
study of the year 1969. Consequently Shell Studies include a variety of qualita-
tive approaches as well as quantitative scales and instruments to investigate the 
relevant questions and topics within this “subjective” perspective. This metho-
dological standard is responsible for the intensive dissemination of the findings 
and importance in the context of youth policy and practice. Shell Reports can 
thus be used as an example to analyse the preconditions of public and political 
influence and effects of youth research in modern societies. 
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�� ��� ��	 
��� ������� ������� ����� ���� !��"� #�$ %�� &�'")�* " +�,�� -� �$

 .���� -��/�0�� 10,2 3�4 5 6��7�� ��8 �9�+: .� # &�; �9�+��� ��� �<=��) �?���� @AB�

C�9+��� ��9�D��( F�� .�	�4�$� �.G��AH I� .J .G0,2� .�K�+L 3�4 5 �M�� �

� �J� ����AB� N��	 O��� �" P�Q����"�R��" �/ �9�+: R�� �/ ��9�+: N"��/ P�S �J��

 ?��� ��9���1969 . 1�	 ?��U9� -	 �/ ��9�+: 5 @��� V���� 5 P�Q�� �RJ 0=9$ ���

W� ��	�4���� ���XY�� &Q�� F�*� ���AZ ���:$� �����2� ��	�2 ����� �RJ �[ 5 ���

 +�,���")�R��."��� ��"  -	 �X�$� ��=\]� 1+�^� VK���� 072 -	 ���<D�� �J ������� _��

6��7��� ������ P�A	��� ��9��D�� ��D���� VK���� F�" ��`$ . a*�M �/ ��9�+: ��" ��J -�

 ���AB� ��	 6��7�� b�Q�� �9��D��� ?���� _cd�� ��K���� ������� ���Q� N���U9� -]e

�\��f�.
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 ��]7� �]7� ��2��d� g2�8$ :�8� Cd� :�Y	#� �� �h����)48%-� iYj  kR�� 6��7�� 

h���� _l @� �=\]� 1+�^� �m���.(

 k0��� ���D�n� -� 6��7�� -	 P�^=2#� Io h���� 6��7�� ��� �X�$ p'q2 ��2$ _l

 +�/$ &�' �.��	 P�r�2#��68.9% -� .s�0�$ @� C��m��� .s$ Io C���� %���D�� -� 

�� �A���� �%f�� %f� %� C���� _l ���0Y" C���� ����l$ t�)94.4% ( ��D2��� ��2��$ Ou��v

 w�0"�� 
^2 I��' t���)43.8% (� �C���� .s�_8 @�55.3% 09$ ���Jd" Ou��v .��� 

x�9��� ����8$.  

�����  

��� �AZ �J� ��9�9$ VK�2 �cqc yX" ������� ��9+�A��� ���8���� z{ �A�j :1} _7" 

Io ��2����� ��9+�~� x�Yu C�:d� -~� 1:�7�� ���Y��� C���Y� -~ 6��7�� ��D2 ��=�� 

 ��D��]��� ��jr�� �q=' ����o� x�Y��� 5 �Z+�7�� �\� �D��]��2} 1��j w��J C$ �� 

 �0D�� �A���� �������� x�Y���� ���Y���� O��� �A�j h���� _l� h���� 6��7�� %� 1���r�

�#� � -~ 3#�J %� ��jq�#� �X�$� �� ���Q�D�� ������� 
K����� %� �����Y�� ��jq

 ��Y��� -~ h���� 6��7�� %� �q�#� N8�$ :�:r" �.J��A�" .� � -~ 3#�J� .J��A�"

%A�D�� -� .�A,��� w�0"�� 6��7�� %�� ���Q�D�� �2����� .3} 6��7��� O��� �A�j 

���� �q�X=��� �.�Y��� �1��f� 6��9d� �m�� ��jq�� �8�" # �]���c�]��� �2�9�"

 �� # I����� ���^U7��"�����: ��+�uo " &�' w�0"�� 6��7�� ��	 O���� # �� �J� �.��A�

 :�0j�� -� �	�AH �� �� 1:�	)1_�m �	�AH �D�� (%�� ��: +�uo 5 C�7���.  

R��� 0��n� -�� ��^U7�� ���Y���j ���2�'�0�� �$ ������� x�Y��� �9+�~ .� �A�� N2$ 0Z

 �\�"���	 ��* :�8� 1+�04 " N2$ �$"���� P���� .��9 ����� ���s 5 " C$ �$" 3�/ �Z

������� R�� :�� "���� x�Y��� �$ 1:�7�� ���Y��� -� �Z$ �+�: g��" �Mo ��40=" ��� ���

�D��]��.  

����  

 ?�" :���9� ��	� �����YD�� ����Q�� ��8 .�j N��� 6��7�� -� �q�8 ?�	 N8�� N8��2

����Q�� F�" -� 1:�=9q� . -� �A�9 # �6��7�� -� 0�m$ ��<j �� 0��� g2�n� ��	�

 #� ��0=��� :+���� �=2 .W ��� #� �� �k0]=�� ��=2#� �=�� C��A� # -~ �C���� _l

�C���� .s�0�$ �\� 1��f� @� 
�]�� C����D.

���	
� ���� ���� ����  

 6��7�� .���� %������ %9+�A�� 1�	�D� I� ��G ������� R�� �/ ��9�+: �2�Z �����

6��7��� ������ ��9��D��� ��72�� ��	 _cd��� . �9�+��� ��A��� O����� ��2�]�� C$ _l
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w�0"�� 6��7�� �	�AH �\� k0��� ��	�AB�� %D�n� %� ��jq�� w��J C$( # �AZ �

 .�J�=�� ����J��� �����YD�� �������� �.�Y��� O��� �A�j %D�n� %� 1_�Z ����j �8�"

�" w��J �Mo� ���^U7�� �q�X=��� �1��f� *o �g2��n� �RJ 5 %D�n� %� �A�j ���r� Oj�

 �J� �N��	 +��l # �9�9$ �A�� ����Z �=�[���� k09�� N8��� %� 6��7�� @A� �� 1:�	 N2$

 �<=�� �=j �����7��� �2+�Y� 6��7�� ��	 0\Z$ O����� �%�� -9 �' 6��7�� ��	 O���� ��

 -� ��0A���22 Io 24� ��'0�� �J� ���	  �RJ C�]�� �6���� +�0� *��� ���j .� �� 1:�	 ��

 -��l+ @� ?3q" &�; ����� _��� �Z$ :���9� ���=�� k�� N2$ �� �?�J �"��' +�0� +�0Y��

�=�[��� .J+�D� ����� @j���� �=2 C��=�� k�� C�]� # �A��� �6���� 5  .

��8 �Z N��	 6$: �� C$ 0ZR��� 0��n� -�� �#�H 5 ��72$ 10/��� -� %D�n� -� 

 10/��� C�]��� 5 y�m$ &�; �_�" �� �����u :�Y��  ?�: �� �J� ���n� �RJ z� 1:��

0��� ��n� �9�9$ ��9+�e ��72$ ��" O��D�� 5 �2�Z ��72$ %D�n� -� �Z . �' N2$ _l

� ��� C�j �#�B� �RJ -�0�� �j ���=�� �2�Z C�� ��	 z� �#�H P�r" # �#�B

 �]�/� �I�� g9�f� ?��U9�� ��9��D��� ���8����]�� �#�H �\� �x�9��� P�80��

k:������ �����r� .� ��� ��72��� ���4��0�� ��72��� ��202#� . �� 1:�	 ��� ��72�� ��$

9+�~� ���D�� �#�H 5 C�]j x�9��� ���=�� �J0/��" �-�0��� ���	+� ��7�� �4��+ �

-�0��� @� &��f� ��0u$ 6*��� ���2���f��� �<����� ?�AJ#��  .

 ��	��"� ���Y�" 0\Z$ y�m$ ����� C�j %D�n� %� �q�#� N8�d� O��� �A�j �' N2$ ���

&Q��� VK��� ��D���� ���Z _l ���� %D�n� %� �q�#� N8�$ ��	 +�0m#�j �\� ��A��� 

 @���� i�D�" ���\v C�]� ��9 kR�� 0��� �%D�n� %� 1���D�� -� ���' P��; _7���

�� �8+: Io �Y�� �	�A8� .  

 ��	
� ������ �� ������ �� ���
� ������ ����–������� ��!��   

�� -� ��_�Z ��:�	 ��YD" ��� P���� -� �s$ ��2��$ -	 ��0��� -� N8��" �s$� �����9 -�08��

 a���2#� ��	 -�08���� 3#�J 1�	�D�� ����� 
�]��� ��Y�Yf� �RJ P��� 5 ��K�J �����m

�9��D��� 5�Y\��� �	�A8#� .  

 6��7�� t���" C$� ������u 1��' �"�� �� ��2��d� -�08���� 1��' C$ P�f� ������ p'q��

��D�n� -� 6��7�� @� h���� :�	 ���r� P�\�� ���9 ��	 ��Z�7� k$ -� ��{ k0��� �

 ����� .�X�� -� ��A��� C$ -]e h���� _l� h���� 6��7�� C$ C����� -~ 6��7��)73% 

 �h���� -�85% �%�����#� -� 80%w�0"�� -� ( h��$ �0u %� a��r�� �0/ .J$ C$ �� �

 ��q	 :�8� �J h��$ _l 0�L� %j0��� %� g'"#o ���" ���� �"�2����� _��" " �$

"?�� ����� Io 10���� :���9#� "��07�� F�" �\� �$.

 h���� 6��7�� -� ���D2 1_�Z ��D2 _7" 0��� g2�n� ��	)62%I��#� 5  ( Io

# -�R�� h���� 6��7�� �9�9$ �RU� 
��� �J� ���2��d� g2�8�� :�	 !�="+� �$ C�H��� 

 +�/$ &�' �h���� _l -� .s�0�$ @� C��m���78% :�	 5 �0=�� !�="+#� Io .��� 

��2��� %�J�� g2�8�� . _l� h���� 6��7�� %� �m���� :�� �A�Z N2$ �,'q��� 0��n� -��
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"�9��D�� " ���^�� Cd7� ���=�� 5 ����� ��3�08��� ��9��D�� 6�r'��� ��D9��� �'�9�

�+�:�� ��u�0��_�� ����D�� ��	 ��	�0^��1��9��D��  . �9��D�� Io 6��7�� 0,�� �AZ

 ��q]7� -� C��8��� ��� ������� .G��' -	 ����� �Z ���� 3�/ �sdZ� �s�7�����

��� �� P�� Io C���e .�j I����� �6��7��� .G # ��9��D�� �'�D�� C$ C��Y��� : -� ��D�

�� kd�2 -���� C�A�� # -� .J �9�D�� �Mo� �9��D�� -	 ���.  

 ���	�A8#� ������� �\� ���XY�� ���� ?�AJ#� ?�	 ��� # �9��D��� ?�AJ#� ?�	 C$ _l

 �������� �@AB� ��<j 0K�9 �\� .��\� ��Yf� ��	 ������� P�^'� ��Z+�7��� �-��X���

2#� ��Y'� �������� P���� Pq�9�����XY�� -� F�* _l� �C�D.

 -Aj �6��7�� �Y\� �,S # ��9��D�� ��D9���� ��9��D�� 6�r'�� C$ 0ZR��� 0��n� -��

�AK�Y�� ���s 5 ��9��D�� 6�r'��� ��D9��� �"d" .�Y� P��" ��� ��D9��� �AK�� %� .

iYj O���" # ��J��#�� ��_��� F�" C$ w�+:� C�]v ��`�� -� ��" #� 6��7�� ��	 

 �]��� C$ C���Z ����8 -� a���0� *�9�� y4�$ &�' �.J_l C�: .���	 0^Y" ��]7�

 ��J��#�� O��� �A�j 6��7�� 3�+L -	 �_\Z 
�� # +��]�� 3�+L C� F�* �y�Q^�� �J

Mo ��9��D�� 1��f� 5 ��0�#� ?��j ���9��D�� ��D9��� 5 �Y\�� �$ ��9��D�� 10J�[ �J �

P��8�� �j�Z ��	 gQD�".

 5 .G���$ 3�X� 6��7�� �X=� &�' �6��7�� ��	 O���� �� 0\Z$ O���� F�* C$ _l

 Io ��	�D�� ��Z0f� �$ ������� �Y�4 ��+:��� ?�AX2#� -� #�� �.�AG ��� ��72�� �9+�~

��� ��<=��� �h��� @AB� ��Z0' �\� ���u�0Ye��� O�YS ����� @�+�7��� ��G�* ��	 �A�" 

������.  

�"#$#
� %#��� &�'� ( ������ )�$*  

 C�]9 x�  5 ¡�Q��� @8�0�� ��	 6��7�� -� ����	 P�^f� � ��� �������� ��Z$ �Y�

����+��� P���� :�S� ��� ����+��� 1+�Y�� .� -	 3�7�� ��� ������ ��� h���� 6��7��j VK���

 �9�D�� ������ Io C�0,�� .�A,�� C$ &�' ����j F]7� �$ �¢�+��� :�S#� -� 1�80��

 -�R�� .J .J_l C�: 3���l�� C$� �C�AX� k$ ��K�+� -� �8�� # iYj ��8��Z %���+���

:�S#� ��Q�� ��� �0=�� -� C���=D� .  

��� :�S#� ��Q�� ��� �0=�� �$ ���r�� Co C��A� -~ 3#�J ��	 iYj .�" �Mo ¢�+

��^U7�� .�2�]v C����� -~� ��qJ���� .����� -� £P�	 k�Dv . # -� .��Aj 3#�J ��$

�=���� �Y\�� Io C�0Y=� -~ �$ ���n� .������ :+���� .W 0j��" �RJ N=�{ �� �~ C�j�U�j 

����9 VK�2 -� :�S#� .  

� 0��n� -�� g2��n�  �7���� 3��c$ P��=2#� ?���� 3��W�� .D� �� 1:�	 6��7�� C$ 0ZR��

¢�+��� :�S#�� �m�¤�.  

+���� +" ,�!	�� -.#/  

 �A�\� ��K�/ 1+�^� �8�" # ����7��� 6��7�� %� �J�� �� 1:�	 ��� ��jq�#� C$ ����

	 �s�=^� ��� 1�f�� C�]" #� �� ������ �Y�� h���� 6��7�� %� �A�j ���� ��) �� �A���
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������ ��� 012�� -.�!��  

 �m�¤� ���0,��� g2�8 I�� �6��7�� .�� ��	 $0u kR�� k+Rn� _��� P�' 0K�: ¥�Y2 w��J

 h��� 6��7�� k�� �A�Y�� N8��� C$ Io !�A8#� 3�A�	 gJR� ��:���� � ��:0=�� Io P�Q���

��Z¦��� ��¤� -� �.�Y��  ��	 $0u kR�� _��� q�\§ iYj ��� # ���n� ��n� C$ ��� �� �J� 

F�R� y4���� N�	� -� �X�$ h��� �Mo�.  

��8��9#� �$ VK���� F�" -� k$ Io �m��� &Q��� Pq� -� -]A2 � ��2$ _l . �AAj

 �c�' ����� ��_��� F�" -]�� ���_��� ��� �¨ C$ N�j F/ #©�+��� +��� ��	 . ��	�

 0��� g2�n�–����0l� ��7J�� ��<�/ ��� �� �J�} ���8��� ���� 3��'� :�8� yX"� N2$ 

�����Y��� �j�0��� ��A�Y��.  

 -	 ��jr	 &�' �-����8 %���9$ !��"�� ��A� 6��7�� k�� ��A�Y�� ���8��� �9�+: ��	�

�	 k���� kR��� ��8+��� �����2 6��9$ ?��U9� .�� ���Y� ����� .�� +�72� %� �2+�Y�  �

 k0�$) ��:��� ��� �� .�� ���Y� ��:��� .��� ���R�� +�]2o .�� ���Y� ��2�2�� .�� +�72� �\�

«�(.... ����$ �9�+:� ��=m��� :���� ��9���� F�* -� #�� �����'� �)������� ���S ( :��	o

��9 5 ��A�� �:���$ @X" 1���8 �����2 ��2�¨ Io ���m�"� ���"��f� ���J��� 1��f� .�J�=� �

�J� 6��7�� k�� �A�Y�� N8���� �m�� �=�¬ :���$ : �1��8 �=�[�� ��Q�#�� �109$ -��]"

��R�� 1+�:o� ����*�n�� ����qY9#�� ����m��� ��c��f�� �h�D2#� 
u�����.

� �'�� 0^�	 5 w07" :����� F�" �j�Z Co k�D�� ��	 
��� � FDA�� k�� C$ �J

 1��f� 5� �.�Y�� F�� ���d�� :�� �A�Z ��A����� k�D�� @="+� �A�]j �zU7�� �A�����

 ��+�X� �s$� ���" ��� .�Y�� ���� FDA�� .� C$ ������� -� N2$ �� ���A���) 
u���� �\�

��"�R�� ���qY9#� Io ��D��� h�D2#� .( ���j�Z _l ��2+�Y��� �����Y�� .�J�=�� C�j ��J -�

 %� ���D2 �Y�c��� ���"+#� ���q	 5 ���� �� �J� �@����� �+$ -	 ������ ��0���� .D"�

.�Y�� F�".

 -� ���0��� �Y����� 6��7�� ��D���� ���W� .�Y�� -� �c��f�� h�D2#� 
u���� .�� ��"

�� ��" �A��� ���2��$ ���*�n� .)k:�^�#� ������ ��	 k���" ���� ( -� ���qY9#�� ���m���

���07�� �Y���� 6��/ k�� ���W� .�Y�� . F�*� �qu#� ��	 .�Y�� .J$ -� �c��f� �A�� C$ _l

 �c��f�j �k0��� .�Y��� ��2+�Y� ��	)��9��D�� 1��f� 5� ��8����]�� 5 �Z+�7�� ��v ( �Mo

�J �2�0��� �A	 ��	 �+�\	 ��2�]�o k�� �\� ���YD�� 5 :0=�� �'��� �0=�� :��� ������ 

3�:�� k�D�� . ��8����]��� �0=�� ?�AJ#� C$ _l)�202#� �]�/� �I�� g9�f� ( ��� #

�]" C$ -]e N2$ &�' �y�Q^�� �J �]��� �Mo� ���	�A8� 1��' Io +�Yj#� 1+�0X��� C

 .D" ��	�A8� 1��' -� ���J ��2�8 k0��� ��2�0]��� ��9���� �202#�� ��8����]��

 @����j �®�0=�� ��� 3�XY� ���W� ��72�� �'$ ��"� �� �?�r�#�� !����� ��7����

 ��8����]���)�c��f� +�,�� -� (����� P��u ��=��� 1�J�7�� x��n� �c�e # .  

����" 3�1!4���5  

 �j�Z ��	 p'q� �� �J� �6��7�� %� �A�j ��9��D�� ���XY��� �9��D��� ?�AJ#� @8�0�

 y��^� %� C���0� %���D�� .,�� C$ Io �9�9$ @80�� �&Q��� ����� ��	0=�� ��	�AB�
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0" # ��Z0�� 1�=�� C$ ��� �� ������� O��" � �m�� ��+�0� *��# �K���� ��:��' �W C$ k

 # ��� ������ ��A�D�� -� �W ��D���� ��09��� ���A��� 1��f�j ��G��' t��" C$ ��0" 
�]�

��^U7�� P��A�� @X� . I� N8���� �m�¤� ��8+��� 5 ¯D��� ��=�#� F�* 0D=� �v+�

��09�� 1��f�.  

9�� ��`$ ��"� :��� ��¤� P��D�� ��	 -G���8� Pq� -� ���=�� 1��' 5 P�=u��� 10

 �+�/$ �A���j �N���� 5 °l0� kR�� P�=u��53% 6��� 5 °l0� -s$ I� ���=�� -� 

� �%�=u29% 0\Z$ �$ P�=u$ �cqc 6��� 5 °l0� -s$ I� -��� ) I� I��#� �^� &�;

82%( �+�/$ �56%=�� -� � %�=u 6��� 5 -��l+ I� ���2���� ���12% I� -��� 

 P�=u�� -� 0\Z$ �$ %�c� 6��� 5 -��l+) I����68%.(

 ��M�� 
�¬ P�' 0,��� ���8� 5 1_�Z ��jq�� :�8� %�" N2$ 0ZR��� 0��n� -��

 P��D�� ��	 ����8#� Pq� -� F�*� �a��r�� ��� %D�n� ��q	� a��r��� �m�¤� ��j�Y\��

I���" :±a��r�� +�u� a+�� 0��� ��n� @� t��" C$ -]A�� -� �J" 6�8$ &�' �75% 

�7�� -� ���0Y" 60	$ �A��� �1:�� 1�� F�* P��� �$ ?��� P��Y�� ���� h���� 6�56%�  36% 

F�R� .W��� -	 w�0"�� 6��7�� -� .  

)�"6� �� ������ ����  

 ��q��� ��	 �X�$ $0u �� 6��7�� %� 109��� �m�¤� �����Y�� .�Y�� ��	 $0u kR�� +���� C�

q	 �"�� ���� �3������ 3���� %��Al��" 0\Z$ �� . 5 ��08$ ��� �Y��D�� ��9�+���� �2+�Y���j

 .J+�09$� .�Yc @4�� .J+��	�� 3���� I� C�0,�� ��"�� h���� 6��7�� C$ %�" P�B� �RJ

)N	�u .���	 kR�� ���D�� rZ0� -� #��( -]" � ����	 ���0" ��� ���0�� C$ I� ��+�/$ &�' �

 �$ ���0^��� .D"���0�� 5 6��9�� �RJ �=2 ����� ��9 C����� ����	 .s$� �:�7�� .

 $0�" ��� ��_���  k:�" C$ ������� -� N2$ I� ��9�+��� ��J*� :�Y	#� !�/ �����

 ?��	 ² N��	 �+���� -� C�Z� �.�K��L -	 P�^=2#� �8$ -� .�	�0m I� %YJ�0�� ��	

� �/0�� -9 ®��� C$ 6��7�� ������� ���	0��� ���D�� -	 P�^=2#� ��� PqY9#�� @A��

 �!�A8#� .�	 +�,�� -� y�Qm _l -]�� ���D=��� ��'���� -� �Q�Qm C�]� �� kR�� 0���

F�R� %j0��� P��� Pq� -� �M�� �3���� @� !�0^�� Pq� -� �"d� PqY9#� ��� � &�' .

3��L Cd� C�'0^� 6��7�� .,�Aj 5 .W ����7" 0\Z$ �'� �� �.W 1�2�D� 0\Z$ ��Q�m$ .J

�	�A8#�� 5�Y\��� k:�^�#� PqY9#� �� .���9     .

 N��	 O��� �� 1�+* ������D�� ��D� Io ����D�� 0���$ -� 10=�� 5 ��2��$ ���/ �Y�

 ?�	 ��8 � ?�� ���� �:���9#� �Qj�]� �Z0'19688 �J� �0K�\��  �³���$ ¢0� C$ ��Y� # ��

 �A	 6�� �$ ?�� @� &��f� �' �j0� C�Z �� ����l� �� �N��	 ¢0" kR�� 6��9�� �=��

��"��f� ��+�0Y�� �$ ���8��� Cd7� NY�Y� . �� �J� ���§ @4��� �RJ _�" ����� �AZ� � ��J -�

� ?���� 3��L ��"�� �� ��n� �RJ :�0j$ C$ I� �9�9$ @80� �� 5 1���8 g���9$ C�9+�e ��Q�m$

���0�� .
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C��=��� ���=�� . �������#�� ���2���� ���=�� ����8� %� ��jq�� �¨ N2$ �� k0�$ 10��

 �0	 �0=" ���� ��j�Y\�� ��0	´� ���" 
�� ���=�� 1��' ��Mdj �w�0"���" ���=�� N8�"

��K���� ��  "�"�A��� �� C��=�� N8�" ."�� # %D�n� -� �Z N8�� ��¤� iA��� �RJ :�]

 &�' �w�0"�� ���=�� ��	 ���§ O���� �A��� ��qu#� ��	 ���2���� ���=�� ��	 O����

 ��Z$41% ���=��� �2+�Y� !�07� 5 3���� -J:���9� ��	 ���2���� ���=�� -� 

 �������#�)28% ( w�0"���)23% (�9� -	 -�0	$ �Kq��F�R� -J:�� .

 
�¬ ��`$ x��Y� ��8+��� -� �=�¬ �����2 :��	�� ��A� ������� �q��S Pq� -��

 6��7�� 3#�J k�� C$ y4�$ �� �J� �&Q��� ���	 6��7� �"��f� N8���� 1��f� ���J$

�`� #$ -��+��� %�D�K+ %j�J :1���9 ��09$ 1��'� 1��8 �=�[� ��	 P�^f�.

� 0,��� ��	 ���2 I"�=�[��� N8���) "0m��	 �9 -� C�]� (��� �� yX� : ��	$

 0^�	 I� ��`$ �Z$ h���� 6��7��" �=�[���–O�/ �A	 10/���� ��n� .����� " &�' �

 �J� ��8+��� ��	$ ��YY'24.5  � 24.4 I���� ��	 ) ������ �RJ ��8+�� �^��� �f�

30�8+: (�jq�#� �j�Z ����� � P�H 5 ���=��� C��=�� %� O��D�� 5 �AK�� �2�Z ��� �

 1$0�� +�: I� �����Y�� ?���� ���j 10,2 �_�"� ��=�[��� N8���) ?dZ �J+�: ��	 rZ0� kR��

�8�rZ�( ��0=�� ��	 P�^f� 5 %D�n� %� 1���D�� O�YQ� g���" ���=�� �"�� &�' �

� -G�* -YYµ -Q�m$ I�����k:�^�#� PqY9#� � �A��� Pq� -.  

 �\� F�R� .�� # �Z0��� I���#� 6��7�� C$ %�" &�' ���jq�#� ��� �¨ C$ _l

 �RJ -�X� # �Kq��� �w�0"�� ���=��  ��	 O���� �� 0\Z$ O���� �� �J� �6��7�� 0K�9

 w�0"�� ���=�� ��8+: ��m� &�' �-G���AJ� ���Y� 5 ��W� I�22.1 iYj ) �f�

������ h:�� :6 .( 10,��� �J P�r" # 1$0�� +��� �����Y�� 10,��� C$ �� �<=�� �RJ �=j

1�K�D�� .  

 ���2 ���S ��	 VK���� 
�� 0��� g2�n� ��	�"109�� I� N8��� ." ����� 5 1��f�j

0^�� ��	 &S &�' ���X����� -� ������ ��	 k���" -J�0�� ��j����� �10AD�� ��	�

 �+�^�� �<�	 �]7" ��� ��=^�� -� F�* _l� ��2�0��� �1#���q��� ���"�R�� 1+�:#� r�r�"�

0�X�� . 5 109�� i�"0" &�' �����Q�� F�" @� C����� OYµ 0^��Z 109´� 0,���

�q�#�� �C����� +��7��� �P��Y��� ��=u���� 3����� C�J*��.

 C$ _l 0^��� �2+�Y� �g2��n� �'$ 5 �_�Z �"��=" �¨"�A��� I� 6��7�� N8�"" &�' �

 �� &�' ����c#� ��	�AB� �j�Z 5 ���=��� C��=�� %� �A�j ������" w��J C$ VK���� �Q4�$

109�� �A�� I� �Z$ ��`$ %��� ���=�� C$ .

��� ���=�� %� ���=�� C$ I� 1+�/#� +��� �w�0"�� 6��7�� %� �A�j ���0� 0\Z$ C��=

 -��\� 109�� �A�Y� ���0Y" ��`�� �=2 %��� w�0"�� ���=�� C$ ��8+��� Pq� -� %�" �AZ

F�* 3�+� g�D�� P�' P3�D2 ����� �� �J� ����2���� ���=�� �\� . ���Q�� Pq� -��

P��� �%�D�K+ %��9 I� �m��� -]e OA��� ��	 109��� �=�[��� C$ k0" ��2���� 1�=�� C$ 

 1�=�� C$ �� F�* �]	 ��	� �109��� �A��� %� @A� C$ ��0" &�' ���`�� �8+: �=2

 1��f� I� ��`�� �RJ �=2 ���" # ��j I����� ���09�� 1��Q�� �Z$ �A�� ���" ��Z0��
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�7�2!��� ��8��!��  

 5 �J*��� %�� ��� ����¤� ���S ��	 1+�Y�� �J 1��Q�� i��U�� ���XY� .J$ �'$ C�

��YD�� .�¤� F�" ��4� k�� -	 %���D�� P��9 ��	� �=��� .����$ ����YD�� ���

 �Yc� ����S 0\Z$ -Z �������#� ���=��j �.��� g2�8�� ����8� -	 h���� 6��7�� ����8�

 %D�n� -� w�0"�� 6��7�� C�Z �A��� �����YD�� -���¶ ��¤� P��D�� ��	 ���8#� ��	

F�* -� �Yc _l ��	� -�::0�.

�� -� :�	 I� F�* :��� ��� C��A� -~ ������#� ��D�n� 6�Qm$ �]	 ���j �6��9

 ���^µ � -~ w�0"�� 6��7�� N8��� �¢�+��� :�S#� �A	 ��9 5 �Z+�7��� �Z0f� ��0;

 i��U��� .����� ���j �R� ��A���� ����#� 5 Of�� �m�¤� :��Y�� ��� ��2���� ��D�n� ��	

 �� �*� ���S .���	 ��YDA�� ��2�Z �� �*�� ���2��d� 3�Y��� ?$ �k0�$ 10� 10�W� C���0� ��2�Z

 ��j�Y\�� ��:����� ¡�='#� 5 C��l�+ .J k�� k$ I� �$ ���2���� �j�Y\�� 5 a���2#� 5 %�l�+

 .�K��L @� �q� :�8� I� _7� N2�RU� kR�� +�0Y�� C$ �� �#�f� -� ������ 5� ���Z0��

�$ �.J09$� .J+�0Y9� ?��� �0,�j ���2��d� -�0�L ��U/$ k$ �$ �.s�0�$� .�K���m$ @� 

��YD�� 5 �s�RU� ��9 ��� ����¤� ���S .���	 +R�� .

 k�D� -� ��$ w�0"�� 6��7�� N���� kR�� i9��� .����� k�D� ��� F�* I� �j�4�

��� �� �J� �h���� 6��7�� N���� kR�� .����� O��� �A�j �=���� �Yc ��$ w�0"�� 6��7�� 

 C$ �� ��J -� ���YDA�� :���9#��15% :���9� ��	 w�0"�� %���D�� -� iYj "���Z "

 �$":���9� ��	 " �13�=]��� �2�0�� ������� ����#� $���� ��Dj���� �]�W� @� 
�]��

�\��f� ���AB� ������ 0K�9� .

 ��	 �[�=' zU7�� C�]� C$ C�]v ��`�� -� ����Y��� �Q^��� ���^U7�� ���qY9#�

 �	��Y�� �RJ 
��"� �N"��l0� �Y�u �^U7�� N��YD� i��� @��D� N2d� �	��� ��	– ������

P�f�} C$ �� ��J -� ���^U/ 13�=Z� ���	�A8� :+��� -� zU7�� �RJ k�� �� ��	 

<j 0\Z$ -J �������#� ���=���=���� �Yc 6��7�� �� .�J� I��� P��D��� O��� �A�j� : �J

 6�8$  ±�2$ F"��l0� �Yj� F��YD� i��� @��D" ��9 F2$ @�Y� �2$90%  6��7�� -� 

".�2 ��Zd��� " �$".�2 g�l�� 5) " -� #��"# g�l�� 5 " �$"# ��Zd���(" 10� ��� �

 w�0"�� 6��7�� C$ k0�$}=�� �A�9 #.��� ���} .�j �D� �'� �%Y� _l ��	� C�::0� 

 ��Z0" 09$ I� %A�� �Kq�� ���=�� C$ C��Df� 5 R���� �q	$ :+� �� 0ZR" g� F�*

 y�" # ��j�Yc ��M$� �j�0	$ -�8���� �����0��� ���Af� -� ����	 �8+�� -�X{ ����Y��� FDA"

W��YD� 1+�^� -���YD� i��� -.  

09�:� $�;���# <�:� ( ,��4
�  

 �����f� ��"��f� ��+�0Y��� �X�$ �M�� ������ �$ 1:0B� g2��n�� iYj O��� # ::0�� �RJ �\� C�

 ��� O�YS� . ��� !�07� ��9d� :���9� ��	 ��2�Z �*� �� 6��7�� P��9 � �� �*�j

@4��� k�D� ��	 C�Z C�� �' �P�A	$ 6�QmdZ %� �A�j �"��=� ����8#� C$ �� �
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 �1��f� 5 .�j��J$ ?$ �.�Y��� �m�¤� 6��7�� ���8�" �2�Z �� �*� �j0�� ��<9$ �0u b�Q���

+��]�� @A�v ����	 O=�� ��0	�� �$ @AB� �����" @� O=" 6��7�� ��8 ��J��� ?$ . �R�j

NA�j 3�D� �� ��<9�� �0u 5 6��9�� .�7�� b�; �A�� �\A" ��J -� ��	 �0��� 5 6�

 ��	 �����"� ���9��D��� ���	�A8#� g2��n�� O��� �A�j ��^U7�� .G�0��Y"� �6��7�� 3�+L

��	�4��� -� F�* _l� �+��]�� .  

 3�08�� ��A� �6��7��� ������ �/ �Z07� 07	 �\��\�� �9�+��� 3�08� ��	30 ���\; ����Y� 

�32� ���^U7�� 1��f�� �m�� ����Y� %7���� . :��	# ��	���� ������ F�" ����U9� ���

x��Y�� �����2 .

 yD�� ����4546 %� .J+�A	$ ���0" -~ 6��7�� -� 15� 24 ���	 ) 5�4� yD��

 .X�648%�����#�� w�0"�� 6��7�� -�  .( +��	#� 5 ������ 0m����� &Q��� ���	 R�d"�

)��	�A8#� ���f� �!���� �0A��� -]D� .�' �����+��=�� ��2��$ ��+��A· 3�X	�� P���� �

g��D�� .( :�� 
�0�" k$ g�� @� �iYj ��2�]9� ��	�A8� 0m��	 ��\§ yD�� 5 � �Y�

6��7�� .������ :+���� I� +�Yj#� g�D� 1:��� ��0A	 ��<j yD�� ��l ��� . w��J C�Z ��j

l �� ��]� :+���� F�" -� ��r�� -� ��0A��� ��<=�� ����10 I� 30���	  . �0u -� #���

 +�,�� -� F�* ��	 �0��� I� ��D2 ��2+�,�� -� 6��7��� �m�¤� ���0,���� ��=�0���

.G�R� .��	� -	 C���� 
�Z� .�D=2$ 6��7��.

6 �2��9#� � yD�� :��	� ��	�450 -� �q��Y�� 3�08� 5 %^^U�� -�  �A,��

�J�����2���� k$0�� ��	q�9� b�Q��� . 

������
� �����
� ��� ���� ����  

������ -.��9 =�� ��>��� ?4/ 07� ,�8!��  

 �m�� 1���8 !�4�$ 3�72 �c��f� I� P�Q" ��� F�" �$ �\��f� ���AB� 5 p'q�� -�

�� 6��7�� ��	 1���8 0u�¬� �0j -	 0=D" ���� ��/0�� ��'0� ®�������� ���� . ��'0Aj

 ��	 k���" C�D2#� 1��' 5 ��'0� �M�� ��	�A8�� �D=2 P�r�2� ��'0� �\§ ��" � 6��7��

���4� �����S� �3��	$ . 5 �q]7�� .J$ �'$ �\A"� ��	0/ ?�	delegitimization 

6��7�� ��'0v ������� +��7�� . �������� 1�Y�� �]�J 5 ����� I� 0,��� ���j ��� � N2$ ��

 -� ��YD�� 5 �J+�¨ �"�" ��9 �Jd��� .���� 5 �s��R�� ��� :��n� C$ 5 �Y\�� 6��7�� ��	

1��8 
K�[�� ��Q�#� Pq�.

�J� %���D�� ��	 ��=� P��9 �0�� ��A� �Y� : �J ��}F�$+ 5} ��� �q]7�� .J$ 

$ ��� � ±I�f� ����� 5 6��7�� ���� h��� %���D�� .,�� +�/)48% ( C$ I�"������� " �J

 -� ��0A��� �<=�� I� �20,2 �� �*�� ��q]7�� F�" .J$22 I� 24 C$ �� ����	 64% -� 

 �� 1:�	 N2$ &�' ������u ��0�$ ��� �� �J� �N2��8��� �S .J$ �J ������� C$ C��Y�� %���D��

-� ��0A��� �<=�� 5 6��7�� ��	 C�]� 20 I� 30 -� P�Y2#� �Z�7� ��	 g���� ���	 

�A��� ��9 5 P����� ��'0� I� ��R�� ��Jd"� :��	� ��'0�.  
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�!"�#�$ %���
� &�'(�  

�5�17� ����@�� &����# ���;��� ������� A�2�  

 ������� ��Y2 ��D" R�� 6��7�� ���8��� ��� ���]�W� �Z�7��� ��	�A8#� @4��� I� ��0,���

-�07���� k:�f� C0Y�� ����� . !�4�$ d7�" ��	��^��� ������� P����  .,�� 5 N2$ p'q2

 N��	 O��2 C$ -]e �� �J� 6��7�� 1��' iM _�" -	 0=D"� ��A���� �m�� 1���8" iM

&��f� 6��7�� .",�� N2����#� �RJ �=2 5 +��" ��� k0��� P���� ��	 O���� ��A��� +�.  

������ ��=^��� &��f� 6��7�� iM 
^��:  

−.����� 1�� ���u�.

−�/0��� 6��7�� ��'0� %� zU7�� 1��' 5 1���8 ��'0� :�YJ�0A�� �Y'q�� ��'0��.

−.D"�  1�K�D�� �j�Y\�� -	 kd�" 6��7�� %� �j�Yc +�72� ��M$� �����An�� x�Y���� 

� �m�¤� w��D��.

− %�� �g2�8 -� 109�� ��	 k:�^�#� :�A	#� %� ��	�A8#� ���f� 5 ��8��:�#�

0��� g2�n� -� ��j�Y\��� ��	�A8#� ���qY9#�.

−g2��n�� @A�� -�� �.����� -� ���0� O��D�� 5 �2�Z ��� 6��7�� ��<j ��� a��:� 

  ��j�Y\��)6��7�� -� %������� ��=�0�� Ou����� 6��7��� ���=�� �\�.(

− &��f� 6��7�� iM ��0/ 3�=�9� -� -]A" � ��� 6��7�� -� ��<=�� F�" t�AG

).����� -� £P�	 k�D� ��	 P�^f� 5 6��7�� ��� �7j ��`$.(

− 6��7�� k���Y�� �A�Y�� ?�,��� ��	0/ �����) �A�9# ��8d"� ��qJ��� ��	 r�Z0�� �A��

��=��� OYS �A	 3�40�� ( ������� ��:�^�#� ��_��� �X=� F�*�) ������� P��� !�="+�

����	 �qJ�� ��	 %�m�f� %� �A�j �'.(

<��� �B��B�� �5�$��� CD�� ?1E9  

��� �A�j &Q��� %�� ���0��� ����� ��0,��� ��9�+��� �RJ �2�Z ��:  

−6��7�� ���8��� 
�Z� 1_�Z ��	�AH -A4 �2�Z �*�.

− ��<j 
�¬ ��\~� �6��7�� �^U7�� +�,��� -� 1+�ZR�� ��	�4��� ��� �J ��

6��7��.

 ��9��� �9�+��� 3�08� R�� N2$ 0ZR��� 0��n� -�)1981 ( ��A�	 +���� @4� ��	 �A��� �

��7�� @� ��7����� ��q��Y� 3�08� .� &�;�Y�D� 1+�^� �AA^� _l C�]" 6 non-
directive �Yj� C���9#� 1+�A9� ��<9$ .�A^"� �.�A��Y"� ���^U7�� .�K�+L .�j .� �' 

3�+�� F��  . .� �' ��	�4�A�� +�^AZ �q��Y�� F�" 04�� ?��U9� .� C�Z �� 1:�	�

��� ������� ���S Pq� -� ��<9´� �=�¬ ��+���� :��	��Y�D� �9�+: ��9.  

 g���9�� �'$ ��^U7�� .��³+ -	 _���� 6��7�� P�B� yD=� kR�� 6��9�� y�m$ �Y�

 ?�	 R�� F�*� �6��7��� ������ �/ �Z0/ ��9�+: 5 @��� V����� ��9�9��1981 N� C�Z� �

��2��d� 6��7��� ������ b�Q��� ��9�9�� ���8��� ��	 ¸��� 0c$.  -� *� �� �A�� ��" � ��J
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 3�08� C�"6��7��� ������ �/ �Z0/ ��9�+: "���	 %DA¤� ���0Y� N	��"� � ���Y" �J �M� . �Y�

?�	 5 0�0Y" P�$ 072 � 1953 ?�	 5� 2002@��0�� :���� +��m� � 0�0Y�� -� 07	  . �Y�

 0�0Y�� -� 07	 &��\��� 07	 h�\�� :���� ��	$ ��� ��A���� ������ 3�X	$ �'$ h�]� ���9

 ?�	 5 �`072 � C�R����1997� 2000I���� ��	  . ��9 ��� ��,'q�� C�j ��J -�

���Q�� N8� ��	 %9�+��� %"� O��" �M� ��+��� �RJ 5 ����9$.  

��"  ��	 _cd�� C�: ������§� ���9�+��� :��	�� �G+:��� 0��Y�� -� _\]�� �/ �Z0/ P

���:��'� �A���� �WqY9� . ��9�+��� F�" 3�08# ��K�u ¸���� �Z07�� z^� �RJ ���� �'�

 07	 �\��\�� �9�+��� 3�08# �^^U�� ¸����� I��� ¸�� &�' �750 �J� ��]�0�$ +#�: 
�$ 

�� ���8 �J �� �]� �2��9#� -� .��]� ��K�J ��2�]�� �9�+��� ��	 %AK�Y�� 3�A���� ��"$ 

 ��A�A^�� ?��U9�� ���A���� b�Q��� 3�08� ����A	 5empirical .  C$ :�Y	� �¨ ��

 �����+��� 1+�Y��� 6��7��� �m�¤� ��9�+��� .J$ -� �J 6��7��� ������ �/ �Z0/ ��9�+:

0,2 F�*���0,���� ������� g2��n� ��	 ��=2#� k�D� � . %� @A� ��9�+��� F�j

 �\§ C���9� 1+�A9� -	 1+��	 ���m�� �9�+��� C�]" �� 1:�	� ���	����� ���A]�� g���9��

������ ��9�� ����� �j��D�� ��<=�� ��	��� �j�Z.  

� ���2����� ��	 P�^f� -]e N2$ 0ZR��� 0��n� -�� �9�+���� �m�¤� VK����� �P���n�

C���Z ����n @���� ��	�A8#� ?����� krZ0�� 
�/+�� Pq� -� . I� ��G ��9�+��� C�

 C$ ��� �� �J� �6��7��� O��" ������� -	 &Q�� -� �Z ���� k$ �@AB� :�0j$ ����

� ����A��� ���8��� ���" ��2��� 1�	�� ���\v �2�Z ��9�+��� -~ 3#�J �j�]� ��9��D��

6��7�� ���XY� C�A�� . ������ �/ �Z0/ ��9�+: �,S C$ ������� -� C�Z �Yj ��J -�

@AB� :�0j$ -� _�Z ?�AJ�� 6��7��� . �I�+��=�� �=Q^�� 0§���� VK���� �0	 .� �� 1:�	�

6��7�� C�<7� I�+��=�� 0����� ����	 O��� &�' .� !��� ?�Y� �AZ +�X; ?q	#�� �	����

�0��� .g]�� !��� ��9��� ������"� ���9�+��� 072 .� F�* ��� . ?�� �P�\�� ���9 ��	

 I��' @��� g]�� ��K��85 �UD2 
�$ �9�+��� -� 07	 &��\�� :���� -�.
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� �� ����	 
����	 ��������	  ������	 ����� ������	 ! "#$�	 �%�&� '�()�* 

�+,�-).�/�0  ��  	1�	23�45�� �� ! �+6�7� �8�(9 &1�)	 �+�(	&� :� �+�%;�,< �;�=��	 

��>+�	 ��	&�,�� .2@A �6>�*����#;�(	 3	�B)	� C�B7D)	 '�E	� ! "�%��	 .0 F G�H 3� I7J 

 ���B#� �K� �<�%�$�	�8�(9 L� .  

.�:�7M	 ��;�� LN�B O0�� �PQ6R �ST	 U>V�* ���B#� ! "�%��	 W�X� 
A4���  *

 YB1� H�Z	 �	 "�%��	 �� [7� �� Y�\�� ]^�� _�\P9 �� \P [4* `�=�� �6�0 ������

�a	7M	.  


�� ��;�	 ��b9 �� ����	  "�%��	 �+��=� c�	 '��M	 ! ��>�7�	 d�8�(9. �� e�>8  `������

 fg1�1�7�h	 i�R���	�"bricolage " 
�5�� kl�	1��	 _�\P9 �� 7�7=�	 !`�0  �0�;:�	 m*

� ���#(h	 �0�;:�	 ��*�^�	�:�7M	 . �� 7�7=�	 �1g1� 	�n>0o���h	E	7%�	� o	&���S�	�  c�	 

�+=� ��=��	 "�%��	 
�� m=��. ����1��	 ����� ! [�S9 �	1� i-�g �. pA�* 7;0 

��g	��2�	��n- q�0�;a ��.*1�(9 r�����	 s%D9� q�(�(9 q�� ��=��	� Y�\���  dL6�t	.  
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���� ���	
 �� �� �����
 ������	
   

�K�9 ��K;�	 ul8 �� ']%R '&1�* m,>V	 YB1� Y��v �;*�,�	 ��w()�* _�M	 18 �6R.  

 ��� ����	)6( : 
��� ���	 ��� �� �����	 ���� ���	)���	 �!" (

)%(

"�%��	 YB1�U>V	 7�Q� YB1�  7�Q� ]� YB1�  x16t	  

"#$�	  72.427.6100

o�%��$�	  919100

6t	x1  83.316.7100

 39 �� ����	 
��83.3% y�� zg1* �%�$�	 �� 3�7�Q�_{�	 |&�S '9��	 6� . O=* e�>8 

o�%��$�	� "#$�	 m* [9��	 ! o�0#�S�	 .�6>�%07�QA  91% |&�S '9��	 6� o�%��$�	 �� 

_{�	. 72.4%G�H 
�� 31;��� "#$�	 �� };0  . '&�%=*[�S9. 	 6� _	X� ���9 '9��q	 � 

.�>�=��* "#$�	 ~�a z�%;� �B1� 7=� �� 18�q�%��� q� "�%P i-�g �� ��=�� .o�%��$�	 ��9. 7;0 

 ��� �/9 �7%� �� * _{�	 |&�S 6=�	 ! ��\�	 �+;� 
�� 37R9�� ���;� '�(9 %;A 


�� �g�X�	 &�� �+�0 �+��+�S	� p�%�	 .����R '&1�* |�X�	 e&��� �6>�* ���=�	 '��M	 ! . 

 [9 �9 ��7�	 �(�* 6=�	 �w�* �� �8��=%�(	 ��� 39 �K0����g1�1�7�9���(��( .  18� YB1�

 z6�7��:�a"#$�	  . �>8���$� �	_��,� ����	  : W��n�	 
8 ��� 6=�	 x1- 18 ��M	 ! ��1�

���M	 ul8 �  3� 3	X��1%B �9 O0& �$(	1* �7��� � m,>V	 m* [1;�	 6� _ |&�S '9��	 

 �\�� _{�	�� 	��>�(	'9�6�� �����	 _�6�)	 �=�%N .� �1;M	� �-�\�	 3��;A c�	 ��.  

�����  

 �( 3�� �8 �� "�^�	 3�\( �%,- O��>A W1( ��%;�	 �>( ����=�	 &	7� 
��15�>( . 

� �( �10 �8 �� � y�� zg1* "�%��	 �7� 7�X�60����  . W1(�7�	XA :� "�%��	 �	7�9 

 ]%R }^� &7��
��6=�	 �1( .����	 _��,��	 ]:� �� 18�   : W1( 8� "�^�	 L�$�,


�� E��	 i�$�	 	l8 ��%�A ^��	 iD�>� � ���$%�	 ��KB 39 G�H :� o��7� �89 �7;=�	� 

�	m�%;.  

 GP �39 ! i,�0 '�()	 S	� ����6�g	 ����� 7=� � "�%��	.	� ��	�  S

��6��=��	 o�,(Q�	."�%��	 ���#;�(	 X�X=A 
�� 7��( [l�	 ��)	 .  [l�	 pB1�	 ! G�H�

 o�,(Q�	 G�A z�0 y1;A@R9 '&1�* ��6����*'�()	 �&	1� 
��  . �%�& �� ����	 
���

 6� ! "�%��	����Q,�	.0 F 3�0	1A y7� 
�� r��� 6=�	 ��0 ]:\�	 �+>� ! &	�6�(�	 

��6��	 
�� �8  '�()	 . �+,�- 7� �ST	 i-�V	 
�� �()	����Q,�  �� ]%R x�$B ��

"�%��	�� �=�� 3� `�;��* ��%�h	�.�  ��+�2�>���3	&1=P .18 _�)	  L�6��	 ! �%���	 

���#;�(�	 �� 7�X��*. 18 ��:�	�  
�=��	 �8��6��	
���()	 '.'���� L�$�,A � c�	�  |���� 

�8�	�09.[�S9 ��,(Q� i�	1B =�* 	1�\�A 7B �/) G�H� .  
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 d�ST	 i-�V	U>V	 �(&�6< `�=�� �6�0 B9 o	7�;=A "#$�	 zg	1�  .0 � �/4* �+��1� 	�n>

=�	 U�>� 31��=��o�����	 �� r�=�A c�	 o�*1;. K�� 60%>� �+ %B U>V	 �(&�� 

|	�X�	.  G�H�L6�� d �� 
�=� _	X�  34P ��g��	 [7� ��,>V	 '&7;�	 .��%��9 7;�=� _�g��	 

39�(&��  U>V	 m0�$�	 m* �B#=�	 �=�%N 
�� };0 YB1�A ) i� e�>8 31\� 39 
�\� [9

� c� m0�$�	 m* �0�=� �9U>V	 �(&�� ��( .1��=�� �� �/9 	7�g 310�=� �+0	 U�>� 

 ����6�g�	 �1^K�	���g1�1�7�h	o�����	 �� r�=�A c�	 . �n>� ��� * G�l� �=6,� 'C�(FR 

��#E��.  

��g	��2�	 ul8 2@A� "�%��	 7�9 i��� ��7>� _�g��	 i-�g �� ! ���B	 o�B#� 

|	�X�	 %B ��,>g.,�- pB1�	 !�  z[�� �(&�� �� `%,� � c�	 G�A 
8 ����:�	 '9��	 39 

|	�X�	 %B U>V	 .0>�% ��,>V	 '����� �n>� �6g����R f C"[&���� 
=�%N". '����� �n>� 

 ��,>V	'9�6��&1n>� ��  W���	 o��K�;�� y	�M	 . �(&�� d `M	 �+,�-) 31$=* "�%���0

|	�X�	 %B U>V	. o	H d �\�1�	 U>V	 �(&�� �� `%( '��0 �� |	�X�	 31K0�� pB . ���

��>�7�	 ��;�� 31$=� �� @R9 q�-2� W���	 97%� 31$=� �/4R� �7%� �>8.  

 �6R ul8 
�5�A��g	��2�	  G�H� .o�����	 i-�g �� �K�97>� L� D	1��	 ! �+�%�& 

�ST	 U>V	*� G�l� L6�t	 O0�* �+6�� �� ����	 
�� 4g��	 3�;a L�1� 	1,�� _� .� 7�

p(&�� 39� �� `%( '9��	 L� �8�1g� _1� �8��9 �� ']� ! �K�9 _�g��	U>V	  L� 

�S� ��P.%;�,�	 ! G�H &�\A� �1=A 39 �\� �/9�  .  

������
 ���! �� �����
 ����  

 _	Q,�	 C�g 7;�9�* ���	k��:R o�g�X�	 �7=A ! "�%��	  _	Q( p���S	 z�1�&T	 C	 m* 

o�%��$�	� "#$�	.  

 ��� ����	)5( :�� �����	 ����#$%�  &�'�*�	 +�,- )���	 �!" ()%(

"�%��	 YB1�

U>V	  

7�Q� YB1�   ]� YB1�

7�Q�  

'��%�	 y7�  x16t	  

"#$�	  29.443.327.341.7

o�%��$�	  16.170.91358.3

x16t	  21.759.418.9100

	H� ��  p��g9&�;� o�g�X�	 �7=A 31K0�� �� "�%��	 �%,- m* �-)59.4 ( �%,-� Gw��9

3�7�Q� ��l�	G�H .39 7� y�� zg1* �%�$�	 �n- ! ��:�	 |	�X�	 18 '7�	� �g�X* |	�X�	  .

�� �6>�*Q 7�i��9'7�	� �g�X* |	�X�	 y�� zg1* �%�$�	 . �:R9 o�%��$�	 39 7� � �K0& �7=�

o�g�X�	�%�$��* �-&�;�   ~�� o�%��$�	 �� z>�%;� �� �%,- [7=�A �16.1% *�;� 29.4 �� 

 "�%��	z� ��7�Q�	 . 
E#�	 o�%��$�	 39 7� *�Q 39 �K0�� [�S9 '9���* g��	 |	�2 37�

 ����P �� G�H I7J 
�� 37RQ�� �*1=Do�g�X�	 �7=A o�=6�t	 ! ���#(h	'�D�=�	 .  
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 ��� ����	)3( : ./� #�'	��	 #��0�	 1�� ��" �����	 2	�3#'�*�	  4�5

 �6'�7)�!" ���	() %(

�%g	1�	 ���$�	 [7� /

U>V	  

�=-.�%��� �=-.  O=* !

3���)	  

 ]� ���$�	

�%g	�  

x16t	  

&1Rl�	  49.447.53.1100

I�-h	  18.873.37.9100

x16t	  31.862.35.8100

 7;�=� �6>�* z-9 _�7V	 s�1�49.4%�+g�2 ���N �g�X�	 
�� ig1�� z-4* "#$�	 �� .0 F 3

18.8%8 };0 o�%��$�	 �� �G�H 
�� �;��� ��  . "#$�	 Y�- �� �:R9 �1� m� !�

�g�X�	 ! �\���	 'X�< ������	.0 F$;��	 ���$�	 ��K�� o�%��$�	 3|�X�� �=. ���� �� 7M	 

 ���g&����� �+K0& U��� ���$�	 .  

 "��# ��$ �����
 %
�&'()*+
 ',���	
  

 ����* `�=�� �6�0 �>��%�� o�%��$�	� "#$�	 C	&��	�(&�6��,>V	  .����	 _�7V	 s�1� 

o�*�g��%�$�	 :  

��� ����	) 4( : 8��9 #:��;#$!��	) �!" ���	) (%(

 ���P#=�	 �B

�,>V	�  

 !&�N� 

|	�X�	  

 �1g� �$��P

 m* i� �B#�

m0�$�	  

 �0�=� 
�\�

�ST	 W�$�	 

 ���P

[�S9  

x16t	 

"#$�	  39.63121.48100

o�%��$�	  86.210.61.51.7100

x16t	  67199.74.3100

 [��39.6% "#$�	 �� �86.2% o�%��$�	 �� 39 U>V	 &�N	 ! �&�� 39 i�|	�X�	  . 3	

 o�%��$�	
����	 [1�,�	 
�� ����� �>� �=07�.	H� '�()	 [1�,� 
���  |&�S ��� �� 

&�N�|	�X�	 . �B#=�	 G�A 39 �� #K0 � '����	 �=  �7��+D�0 |	�X�	 !.�  �� _�>A W�P

��E�=�	 . i� �>8 �� '9��	 
�� �&�� 39U>V	  !&�N�|	�X�	 . G�H� ��\�	 �+��1� * 34

�B#=�	 G�A ! �+\��P iB�=� �� L6�t	 .� �n=� 3=� o�����	� �0U>V	 �(&�� 39 %B 

|	�X�	3	7;0 z>� iA���(  y	���	���1N '���� �� L6�t	 .�0 �� �;��  � "�%P 
�� W�=��	

|	�X��* |1�A 39 �\� �+=� ��g�- o�B#� ���B	� .3�.	7�g W�=A ��*�^�	 '9��	 B#$-	  � ��

LB	�@S 	 ����A��M	. ��	1>�	 �� ����	 
�� z-9  YB	1�	�_�g��	 �� ���� c�	.0 F �/– ���/ !

��)	¢ 31���J};0   � c�	 '9��	��	1+�� i�5�,A.  
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 �B& _�7V	 �� sK��)1 ( �%�$�	 �+g	1� ���� ! z-9R��� �������>+� �9 45�� . 36.1% 

 �+>����*� E�+ 45�� �6>�* .��9  19.2%� 11.2% };0 �� ���+�9  �9 �/	1S��1S9.��	 

�	1��	 
�� .0 ����P R��� �+�+g	1� 7>� z-9 ]�F/� L� &�����	 31�K�� C�B7D)	 

)41% (U���  L�'�()	 �	�09 .m%�� 39 �K�9 _�7V	 17.1%  �%�$�	 �� �3�45�� ��9 k 

 
�� ��P�#Nh	 . 39 �� ����	 
�=0 �8�,A '�()	! ']%R '&1�* o�%�$�� �0�R 

� �(	&7�	£�A�%�$�� �����	 o�g�����	 . �%�$�	 39 �	  �+,�-9 31$=�����8 =(	�� �� 

 _#;�(�	 `�=�� ��)	 3�R �� 	H	�6�6M	 o�B#=�	� ������* �D��	 R����* .  

������ ��	
� ����  

 
�� 7RQA c�	 o	�PQ�	 ���� �%�$�	 ��	&� ������	 C �D��	 �8_1�  �+��� �%g	1�	 ���$�	

�+E�*� u��� �	 ���$ 
�� �%g	1�	�g�X�	 u��  &�^��	 ���N� �+g�2)h	3	1S/o	1S)	( u�� 

��7P	��	 .8��	 e�>8 39 o��1�,�	 �0�R 
�� 7R4A 7;0q����#;�(�	 �� 7�X�	 1¤ .  

 ��� ����	)2( : �6$/� #�'	��	 #��0�	 1�� ��" #�/0�	� <$�=>�	 2	�3) �,�-

?	 #�=,�	 @���#A�:(

���()	 �B#=�	  C�>*9/C�*�  �g�2/|�2  &�^D/&�%R  

���$�	 [7��%g	1�	   &	�\��	 %&	�\��	 %&	�\��	 %

"	1g 3�7*   20.250.6182.1

 .�=- �%���  43850.627231.418621.5

3���)	 O=* ! .�=-  40947.353862.258067.1

	7*9 I7J �  161.8505.8819.4

x16t	  865100865100865100

39 z�0 GP � ����b9 
�� 31=6� �%�$�	 ��%��9 ���N  C�*T	 . m* �60865 39 7� �%��N 

9.4% �8 };0 �+>� ��l�	 ���N 31K0�� ��7P	��	.� 5.8%g�X� �g�X�	 ���N 31K0�� �+. 

	7g ���w� �%,-� C�*T	 ���N 31K0�� �� �8 �%�$�	 �� � ���*�;�$) 1.8%( .���7>�  `�=��

 O=%�	 �+K=%* '�()	 �	�09 �B#=* �%�$�	 39 7�	1�	2 �� ���a4�� ���$�� k7��;��	 }6>��*  

'�()	 S	�.  

7�* m=�� z-9 X��6��	 ���$�	� '�6�,�	 ���$�	 m* �=$;��	. ���$�	 m*�  ! ���� ���* '��M	

 ���$�	� ��>+�	� ������	 };0 �%g	1�	'�()	 }�¥ S	�. �9  �= � ��	�R 31\A ��7>���E�=�	 

G¦	 ! . �� ����	 
�=0�� �%�$�	 O0& �	�����	 ����� ! C�*T	 S7A �.0 F �/ 31�%;�

 ���$�	 97%� c�	 ����6�g�	 7���;��	� ��B#S)	 ��;��* ��)	 `�=�� ��7>��� G,6�� C�*T	.  

%�$�	 39 �(	&7�	 p���9 7;��*� ���N �6E	� �+��� ig1�� z-4* 3��=�� �E�+.� � p-�R 3

! ]:\* B9 �g&7* �%g	� ���$�	 ul8 �B#� +g�X* �g�X�	�. &�^��	 �B#�� ��7P	���* . �>8

���N &7����	 _��,��	  :
8 ��.3H� .§  W�$��* ���B#=* `�=�� �6�0 "�%��	 C	&� �ST	 d

��g�X�	 �B#=�	  [7� 18 ��� �%g	1�	 ���$�	� ! �B#=�	m,>V	 m*  �  
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��:�	 '��M	 G���* `�=�� �6�0. ¨�1�  3918.7% G��P 31\� 39 ! 31%��� �%�$�	 �� 

 '��M	��Q�. K�� �6>�* 59%���=��	 �� ����� �g&� 
�� '��M	 G��P 31\� 39 �+>� . 18� 

 U\=� �� �%�$�	 L�$A���K� L6�t |H1� )	 �� 7�7=�	 � &�\0�	o�8��. � y��9 _�t	 s,��

H ��]%=��� �	�0)	���	.� c� � '7E�,�	 o�8���	 7� G�H 3�R 3���6V�*.  

 39 �K�9 ����	 o	�PQ�	 ���50% �%�$�	 �� 0 |	�X�	 ���� ! z-9 �	 	�&�P9 7BF �/

 31�K����� m��N "�� 
����	 ! �%�$�	 C�Q8 �%�& �� Y�\� [l�	 ��)	 .�:R)	 


����Q,��* u�� �>*9E�+. ��C�>*)�* �+�B#� 
�� ����P �^%D C��� . ���	l8 7RQ�18 &1$��	  

 3988% �%�$�	 �� 3�7�Q�6M	 L>� E�(� y	7��(	 . _7� �� 18�  �+��6�8	 [7� 
��

 6��*����Q,�	  f��P L*�N C�$��� ����N4* �+�B#=� �P�%��.  

 �6R 2@���	 ��������	  [l�	 "1�()	 ! �K�9 i���"�%��	 !  ����N9 ��*�A ! z��%A	 

 ~��K�� 80% "1�(9 �+>� "x�>Bh	". K�� �6>�* 4.2%��	���	� '7��	 "1�(9 . 

� K��6.5% 3�7��� �� 	1�=��� _��N©� ���M	 ��R C�$�� �+>� .�"1�(9 3h	  7>�,� x�>B

_#;�(�	 ! `M	 y	���	 �	 ���ST	 �� W#�S�	�.3��Hh	 O0&� h �����	 ]�  '�	&

C�*T	.ª+>�	 L� r&�=�� �� 18� 1*���	 k L�6V	 
�� r��� [l�	 	 
R1�( }� x�%A7�1�. 

�	�0)	 m* W#�S�	 zg�9 �� �n>�	 O^*.  

 ������ ��� ���
����� �������
�� �����!"�  

 �%�$�	 �������#;�(�	 �K�9  �+�+g	1� 7>� �	 R���	 O=%������ . ��\��	 �=�%N �7��

�/1+g	1� c�	 �� �	 3�45��( 	1-�R 	H	 ��0 '7��,�'�()	 �	�09 �� �9 �	 �S� ��P  .

�%�$�	 �*�5�(	 ����	 _�7V	 s�1�:  

 ��� ����	)1(: BC9 ���D$�	 EF/A�/0�	 &=G�� #6'	�� ��� #

 [1�,�	���	k«+�	�   [1�,�	����	f   7>� z* _��A�	 ��� [l�	 ����	

��\�� �+g	1�  &	�\��	  %&	�\��	  %

"	1g 3�7*  50.6141.6

��P [9  465.314817.1

")	  31236.1111.3

y)	  16619.212314.2

¬)	/pS)	  9711.28810.2

`�7D  576.635541.0

 3��S�  192.2161.8

��>�	 �� 7�7=�	  16318.811012.7

x16t	  865100865100
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 �� "�%��	 _#;�(	 �� ����	 
��� z-9 ]�C�*T	 �+�$�,� �+�1KS y7��. c�	 o�*1=��	� 

+g	1��/1|	�X�	 7>� . 31�	X� �� �+>� ��&���(	 p� �� �n=� 3F0 ']%R ��b9 31$=� 

'�(©� .o�,(Q< �-&�;60 :����7�	  .	�"XM.����6=�	 �*�;>�	� ."XM	� . ��=6V	� �=��V	� 

��]�	. 
8 '�()	 39 "�%��	 7;�=�  �,(Q�	��7V	'�+�;:* . z��� L9 �� 18� 78% �� 

 ��l�	 �%�$�	�p��&���(	 .  

 �������	�
 ��������   

 7+�� ®�^�	 L6�t	 39 p��g9 c�	 ����6�g�	 I1�%�	 p���9 7;� &1+¯ o	&�](����0 

����>�� . ���1>�	� ��6\�	 o�-��%�	 ��� _#S �� �>��S 7;0�� e�>8 39 �	 �� o	�PQ_7� �� 

'�()	 S	� _1���	 	l8 
��.  

 ��� 7=� � z-9 #:� ¨�#�	 ��� C� 9 C�$�	 _��N©�	 �%,- C� 9 �	7g)	. ��� ~�� 

�+��6,A. �o#,�,��* 	�a4A ����� C� 4* �������	 ��-1�X����	 . �� 'H1S4� C� 4* �9 )	C�  

i;M	 O=%* �=E�P p-�R c�	 �	 �9 ��(��,�	��>�7 .'�()	 }�¥ ! |��7-�	 �� �7%0. �n>� 

�� z��=%A �� _X=< ����	 zA�() . �6R 39 [�()	 ���K��	.&�,¤�	 ! lS� o�*� ���;� 

 '�()	 
��i,�0 �$�¦	 
8� family of orientation.�g�X�	 �9 |�X�	 '�(9� . 

�	7g)	�.��16=�	 ���9�  . '��M	 G��P &���S	 o�* �6R�� 7�=* 7�����P 	&���S	 . C�*T	� 

�� 
E�+>�	 &	�;�	 ! ��&���(	 ��� 3�R 3��/9 &	�;�	 "��D9 	��1=� � � .�0��� �� .G�H 

0F '�5�* "�%��	 �0�=� 3��E�=�	=�A 7=A �  �0�=� [7�8�	7g9 C�>:�(�* 7B p-�R c�	 �()	 

 '�5P p;a���E�=�	�+v&�A� .  

 �n>�	 �-�����	 �� ����	 
������� �,-�5�� '7�1R '�()	 .�\(�6 �� ��>=�	 39 

����	k ���8 �-1\� 7=� ��>%�'�()	 G�A  . �B#� z�7� '�()�* ��0 \0'����� z�1*9 L� 

z-	1S��zA	1S9�  .$�	 ! ������	 ��\���* �>;�=A �� ]%=��	 ! 97%- '�\%�	 ��1��>��6�8	� 18 �< 

 i��B� 
��P���>,�-9  .�>*9 L0� 
�� �6E	� 6=- �>-9 �6RE���ST	 L� U0�>��	 1¤ �>. 

���	 ! E	�)	 	1-1\� 34* �+%��$- ��7>� G�H�.9 k 39  	�X�6�������ST	  . 39 7�� *

�( �&�� '�()	 r��A '&1�* �+�$'�	&� 
�� 7�	� ��0 �S� ��0 . 
�� �K�9 G�H `%$>��

m,>V	 m* �D��	 �B#=�	� ��,-�����	 '��M	. ����6�g�	 �1�;�	 �� ']%R �g&7* o&�� c�	� 

�B#=�	 G�A 
�� r��A p-�R ���$� c�	. ��b9 o	H �B#=�	 G��� ������	 ��=*)	 pA�* ~�� 

�^��*.  

��#$%� &'� ���( ���� )*��(#��� �'��� +, �-�.   

 7;�pn�1� O=*  ��	7�	 o	�PQ�	������	 1¤ 7�	X��	 �%�$�	 _1� 
�� .0 3) 	�n>:�af  C�*�

�%�$�	 [@R �>�7< 31��=� )73.87% (� 39~�:�	 Be�>8 	�7�� 7.X- �%�$�	 [7� o�* x� �	 

o�8���	 «%A������	  .0�,�	� o�+g1���������	 o	&	2��* �:R9 31\A  �-&�;� [@\�	 37��* 

 37��*[�^��	������	 `N�>��* �9 .  
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o��1-�a L*&9 d ��*���* . ° �6RC	�g��D����	 �� 7�X�	 
�� _1���� ����P o#*�;�  

��6\�	 o�-��%��* �D��	 o���K��	�.  

 �>�=�	 &���S	 7>� lS9 ° O=*W#�S�	 zg�9��	 �� �%�$�	 m* m=* .&�%���	 �+>6� �� 

 z* 31(&7� [l�	 �,;�	) y1�=�	 y�,B9��-�,-h	����6�g�	�  /���%�	 y1�=�	( . �� C�6�-�	�

I�-h	�9 &1Rl�	 U>g.��1-�:�� �9 �=��5�� C�6�-�	 	lR�  . `����	 ! 1K� R y�B 7B�

 ��\�6�� �;%N �=6t	 o�-��%�	 y	7��(�*��>�� c�	�� . 
�� �6�0� ],�A� ��� ���6� ªE��-�� ° 

���()	 o�B#=�	� "�%��	 _1� o�-��* �� z=.  

������ �	
��� :����� �� ����  

mg�X��	 ]� �%,- o�	2 7;�m,>V	 ��  y�� m* �6�0 �(16�� '&1�* ®�=�	 "�^��* 1960 

� 1998 ~�� .�%,- o�	2�� mg�X��	 ]�  &1Rl�	 >*�%, A��	����  m* 35% � 55.6%. 

�%,-�o�g�X��	 ]�  m* 17% � 44.8% . ]� &1Rl�	 �� mg�X��	 ]� �7� �1���

o�g�X��	 .�o	C���h	 7=A|	�X�	 �,* �D��	 �K�9 ���8  . y�� 
�01998 �( }(1�� ±�* 

 &1Rl�� �%,>��* |	�X�	32.5���KM	 `N�>��* ���� .� 29.3`N�>��* ���� ������	  .±�* �6>�* 

 |	�X�	 �( }(1�� �%,>��*I�-²� 28���KM	 `N�>��* ���� .� 25������	 `N�>��* ����  .

�h	 &7� z-9 �	 '&�P `N�>��* z��:�� ������	 `N�>��* |	�X�	 �( m* ����	 3�R 39 `%,� �

*&�;�� ���KM	q� ��7M	 	l8 .  

����X�	 ul8 39 �Rl��* ��7V	 �� Lg�A � �8�(9 
�� "�%��	 ��6��	 '��0 ! '�� �%�& 

 "�%��	G�H ! �+,�-9.� � ��������6�g�	 �1�;�	 O=* � ������B�	 . "�%��	 �� pB1�	 !

��M	 ��  '��0 7��(	&7�	.  �����*� ��6� _�9 
�� _1�M	&1g4�  �-&�;� '�S4�� ����� ! 

�8C�*� z�=0 �< . ����	 
�������&�V	 ~�7���	 '&�](   d®�^�	 L6�t	.0 F "�%��	 3

i(�>�	 pB1�	 ! |	�X�	 ! �+�%�& 7>� o�%;� 31+g	1�. 0 31g�X�� ��7>��F 31g�X�� �/

�S4�� �( !'�8C�*� |	�2 �,* �-&�;�  .[l�	 �+�	 �6�B 39 7�� * �+���z�7;A �� ���=�	 

 7Bp=�A&	.  	l8��\��	 �� #K0 �/1�6��� c�	 ��E��	 Y�hW�0X�	 �� ���B .l�	 ��)	k 7�;� 

 "�%��	 �	 �+=07��|	�X�	 �g4A .�0��� ��G�H . p��0 
�� o9�N c�	 o	]^��	 

"�%��	 
�� ®�^�	 L6�t�* ��-�\,�	� ����6�g�	 x���)	 ����Q,� u���8�(9  . 	�n>0

 x��A&�'��1�	 7>� '��M	 �9�	 ! "�^®�=�	 .  �7� 3F0"�%��	��l�	 31�6���  ����Q,� 

�*� ����&E �+'���X�	 ! lS� �/	1S��.  

 7B ! 7�7V	 \��	 	l8 Lg�� _��g)	 m* �B#=�	�� [1�,� U�- 	1��>� � C�*T	 39 

�8C�>*9 z��- [l�	 ���=��	. D1��	 ° c�	 o�-��%�	 p���9 ~�� �+���7��	 6=�	 _#S ��  �	

Z �� o�+�)	� C�*T	 �%,- 39 [7=�A � �=��V	 �� 	1g�13%� 4.4%�	1��	 
��  . ul8�

�*�� �%�$�	 m* �0�=�	 ! '15��	EC�>*)�* C�*T	 �B#� ! _1� �� o��(9 7B �+ ~�� . 7=� �

 �0�=�	 &7�� C�*T	�+E�>*)
����* _�M	 3�R �6�:� . 7B� * C�*T	 7;0 �K�9 Bq	]%R 	&7 �� 

�+�$�( 
�� ��>�7�	� ��B#S)	 C�>*)	.  



 ������ �	
������� �������� � :����� ����� ����  

����� ���	
�  

�����  

 3�Ro	]^��� ����6�g�	 '��$�	 o9�N c�	  
�� "�;�9 ! ®�^�	 L6�t	 �����9 _#;�(�	 �a

±��* 
�� ��;�	 ]^A �D��	 '�()�* o�B#=�	� ��-�,-h	 .� "�%��	 �a4A 7;* ��0�;:�	 ��;��

	���1=�	 �+���0 c�	 ��R1�,�	 ���).  o��M	 �n=� ! C�g �� 18��()	 o�%�& 7� .

�8	��	 pB1�	 ! ®�^�	 "�%��	 zg	1�. �9 �� �:R9k
K� pB� . ����  ���P���	 
�� 

[����B�	 [1�,�	� .
��6�g�	  ���� 
8� l��A&	�;�(�	� y	�7�	 L*�N �:R40 �:R9. 

0 o�7=6 ���$%�	d��(�9  "�%��	 ! 'lS� 	 y7�� &	�;�(�	 y7� '7� �� 7�X� �� .f��>��

z0��¯� z����9 ����� 3	X�� ��l��	 ��0T	 �1��.  

 7=� � ���$�(	 ! "�%��		 x�%A o	&�,��+E�*�. �n>�	 �9 �+���'�7;R  	1-�R �6�:� 


���	 ! 31�=�� . }� L� Y�\��	 �� ³,�� c��	7�7V	 '��M�< o��7�� �1�B �� r��� . 

�	 "�%��	 45��'7�7g &�\09� i���(9  .l�	 &�,�	 31=%�� "�%��	 7=� ��0k �� u�7� 

'�()	 . 39 �6R�	Y��=�� LE���	  "�%��	 ����R ����6h	 �+�0 ;�>�'&1�* 3�,- ��=�%N 

 ��1�$�	 ����� �� '7;=� ]���� �( ����=A 7=� � 7P��	 � 9�N �� �E#� G�A 
�� ]�^A �

�����	. ~��  
8 "�%��	 ����� 7=A � G�A�	'��� �+�0 i�	7A c�	 ���&1�	 y#�)	 _1;� 

"�%��	.� �+��� ��v ����� pA�* ���&	�;�(�	 y7�� `�;�	   W1�	���%;�,�	 .  

7� `%( �� C1� ! 7=A � �;*�,�	 _��g)	 &�\09� W	��9 39 �aQA �9 	 �E#AM	 �V�� .

 7;0o7;0�+�E��S �89 7�9 C�>*)	� C�*T	 m* �B#=�	 . �$�( 
8� C�*T	 "�%��	 
�� 

 G�H�C	1(*  ������	 `N�>��9���KM	� . �:R40 �:R9 31��� "�%���0����	&	�B H�Z	 �+,�-4*  .

 &�� ���B	 �� ��� C�*T	
�� ��� C�$��%D9 7B �� �� & �^%D s=B	� q��=0 q��. � i-�V	 
��

 Y��´ C�*T	 L%�� .�ST	i���()	�+�$�( r��� .  G�H� m* �B#=��* �D��	 o	&�%��#�

m,>V	.

������� ����  

 D1��	 ° 7;��� o	1>( Uµ l>� z* p6B [l�	 �	7��	 6=�	 _#S �� �(	&7�	 ul8 ªE��- 

��	 �>�7<��* �a#a L� 3��=���* �	 �� C#�X)&..��B&1* �.[���=�	 y .`�P& .( �(	&7�	 W7�

��()�* �� �0�=� ��*�^�	 �0�;:�	� ��>�7�	 C[��%�	 �� �%�$�	 YB1�. 7�7��  �9 W#�S�	 zg�9

 m* z*����	'7E�,�	 �0�;:�	.�  �0�;:�	�:�7M	� ��%=��	.

� D1��	 ° 7B�� '&�6�(�* �-�=�(�	 _#S �� �(	&7�	 ªE��- 
�� �+=�21A ° 865 �� 

"�%��	. 60%��*���* U���	 76¥ �=��g �%�N �+>� .� 40% �+>� 31(&7� ��E�+>�	 �>,�	 d 
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9 ��� ����	 
��� �	 ���� �� ������� ��� ���� ���!"��� . ���# $%������ ���&'( )�� *+��,-� ��/0 123 �45

*+��,-� :������6� ��� :25.9%�0���� ������� 8 :13% ������� ������� 81.6% ����&�� ������� 8 :0.5% !����� 8

9�6�%;���� !����� 8: 13%!����� !����� 8:12%<��&�� !����� 8:18.3.%

101 (�>?@ *�0�� 82 ( 8A&�6� �� *�	%2�	3 ( 8�3��>BCD� ���E�4 ( 8&FG� H�I� <	 �C+���5 ( *���JD�

 8���/��6 (8K�&��� LC� M��N( ��B���O	 
B3 )�� �PQ06�7 (�R24-� 9�� SC%-�.

1110 %� 8AT�� $%R2BU ��VB/-� �	7 %�'�T� $%R2BU 
��	.

12W�� X *���'#� *M�'1962 123 �4Y :20 % &Z�� $�Y �4�� 8[��/�� �I� <	 �4\ �C+�� $%�B4B3 �%0�Y

�2I� �� A%V5 �%'%� $�&�Q3 $%�VB/-� . W�� *��+PB�� �	(2003/2004 $( L"]�^5 6 % �	 
� _,5

 � 8[��/�� �I� <	 ��' �4\ �C+�� $%�B4B327.8 % &�Q3 �4�� 8�4\ �C+�� $%�B4B328.8 %%� A%V5 �%'

� 8
�Z��` ��� 
���29.8%�2Z�� A%V5 �%'%� $�&�Q3.

13 a%,� *�4b�	� 8W+�#� c�PC� 8���4��� *���dD�� 8M�e,��� 8fT%B���� H2g�� 8�	%RE�� 8���/�� h�O�6�

�	%RE� ij *�4b�-� fkY� 8�	+�#� �	%RE� ij *�4b�-�� 8$�/0#�.

14� 8��� 89��� 8l�m 1��bel homme�Yk��� <B4B3 89%�,��� 1bn 8S/�B	 8[�� 8f%P2� 8.

15 9��/��� *�4/�� H�0 �4eo p55 ��VB/-� f(T X ;���� �/E� *�q L0�Y �r� �	 12� s&�B2� l�r� 8 

t��/�� �4m *�q �� S2Bu.

16�	 
��	 ���T(� �,2P-� �	 �YT�Q-� �	 �0�v $�Y�	�T6� .

17 �� �	�w M��xB�D� y2� $( �'� !� 8��&x�� ��e��� �N�z c+PB�� f&'( �	��� �{�Q	 *+RQ	 +��� y'��

 �C �z ��VB/-� M�C��( �3����� M�q( �� T�/�B�D� |2PBo )��� 8}���� 
�e�� 12� $�&C6� iN^B� ���-� �2~�6�

��� M�5%�� W�� X 
�Y%R@ i�3
�B3%� �� ��>5#� W��� ���B) . ������(2004(

18 T�@(47.2 %���@ y0%Y �	 A�4B/	 l2-� �P2� $( �� ��VB/-� �	.

19���'� �	 &�Y( T�BF� |VB/	 �R� �R4-� �	 $�Y.

20 T�@(26.1 %$%5&�3 D 
�( �� ��VB/-� �	.

21 W��� 9&3�5� t%o�Y *���BR� c%'&�� M�'&�2003. 
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��� � ���	
� ��� ������
�� ���	
� ����� ��� �	��� ������ ����!� �"����#�� $�%� &�

������ ���	' () �*+, -�. �) �/� 0�1,�� () #-�
21

 () �1"�, 2�3 -4 5 6��. �7/� �

8.-9��� ���	' :"��, . <-=. # >?�@
� A� ��BC D�' E-�?F� >?�@
� (' A�
� G1� HC

G�I��� :�J $K .��LM#� >1�. # -� NOI
� P	�Q�� RC 2� >	�. �) ��� 2� SOT. �) �� ��,

U���V�� W�XOT��� ��" . <OT� HC P�Z�! # W�[�/ �C L�O�C *��� �����!�� <�O�V� HC

 \�� ]���� ��-^��� U�_ ()– O)V� HC � A` a��/ H��. �)-�' R�T��� W#�%� � #K 

������ ��b� 2"C� 2	=� (�c �) 0��� � U�+. # .d���.� A�3� �.6e� ]���� ��-^���� A�3 

 RO_C ]0�1�� �C �'�Z�� � d%�� ��/ �"����#� f�. 2"V"��'O@�� ."Ug�! 0�-. ��/ : P�Z. �3�


 �'�Z�� i�1�C U�4 ��jk� >l����� ���. �7� m�n����� <��_K D�' f�%� �	j"C :�@��

o�	���� �C �XOT�� W�"��1�� U�_ () *���) "� H����` O���`1997 :213 .(  

��'O��� A�
� �� ������ D�' Ors. �Z�!�� -.-e� ��=k
� �7/ HK . -.-e� A�
� Dj4 -��

(��) �/ �t Gu�� 6?C ��1�@� . v�Tw� 2,� D�' i�1@�� i�x'y� -.-e� A�
� DjX�

1lC R7��� -.-e� E0�L :1!� A�3�>1� R3 �	' �������� $K iO�C o.

������

1 W�� X �T�>3 s%� 9�,	 X �>�B�� �	 �3O-�� ���T��� �Z�B0 S��-� 9���B3 s%�2006

2 ��%� &Q0 p �,�12�� h��Q��� ���	 ���T�  W�� X O	��` fT�0` *����	 T��� ��	 l�r� 8h&x-1962 Ld 

 $�%��"'Une enquête auprès de la jeunesse musulmane du Maroc'" �	 p )��� 8

 <	 *+��,	 M�&'� ��+F1500�3%0���� �2�&-�� |��� .

3 ��	 �/��	 )�"�-���� *���JD� c�&Q	"  " The Pew Global Attitudes Project" ��� 12� 

 f(&2� *��+PB�� M�&'� 12� *�P2/�� �,5�%	 12� 9%>E� <PB/o � 8L3�k��( ����	 y�(&o c�&Q	 %�� 89��-�

 W�� X �/	 M�&'�� W%,o L0�Y �	��� l�r� 8A&��,�� ��3�	 �T�F2003 9%� "ixB	 ��� 9�� M�TG�" l�r� 8

��&� 9�� L/�.

4$O?-� :�?B/	 �42Y !"��� ��� a�� X �{ �>,3� 8M�@6� �3Ou y5 
B3 f��� $�R-� ��o� ��&��� �x2�� X �	

�R2-� *�/��-�

5 W�� �	 �3&��� tT�	 �	 �Y X ���6� *�T��BFD� M�&'� p �,�2002� W�C� 8/f��&x	 H3T�� AT�4B�� <3�%B� 

 12� $��B�D�34 ��	�� ����� $�&5�� X l�r� 8 W�� �	 k4B�2002.

6 h !"��� ��� a�� X ���� AT�@#� 
B�"�0���� ������� ." ������� �3%� �� ��>5#� 
B3 D y0( &Y���� &3�I� �	

���� *�T��B�D l�r� 8*+��,-� M�&'�� �%	�C �z.

7e	 ��� l�r� 8M�e��� T���� h%�' ��C�%�� �\( �� �3&C �� L�'%o �	��� $r� �\( $( 12� $�Y 8<���( A�� 1

�2�6� ��4I� A���/	 $�� y2� �>�6 �Y( � f���� 8&��.

8��&B�� �24� ��2Ro c��oT� |�/� y24� T��o �	 %�� 8&�k�� �x� �� $��B�D� AT�4B�� ��&o �0�R	� !� p  .
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41.3%� f��� 32.6%�� .
20

) W�0���_� SO� -�'�  (1 $K 4  U�4 �1�x�!
� D�' 

 iO'C ��z�
� W���� {�u�� 0�-) D�' &�_LC |�� W�4�l��9.2% f/�z0 (' f=�) 

 iO'C �	��� >)����24.9%� f/�z0 (' 30.2%� f/�z0 �-' (' 35.8% f/�z0 �-' (' 

W�4�l#� A� HF@� }���� D�' .0�`C ���	�
� W����!�� (' �1�x�!
� U�s� -�'� 

40.1% D��O�c-�� S�l��� �l�_ W����� Pz�� ���	
� ��� HC H�����. f~C $K f=�) 

�30.6% }��%� � �!�e� �� ]���!
� d��� D�' >	�. HC A�
� () H�����. f~C $K f=�) 

�30.6%��"-
� }��%� () -.+
� >k�. HC 2�) H�����. f~C $K  . :"��x�� H�? �	?

�'�	�,#� P�� 8�4 �1�x�!
� W���� () 6?V� :�T��� �59.4% D�!. HC �1�x�!
� () 

� ���Z1�� () -%� $K A�
�56.9% f������� H���#� W�)-_ G�� D�' >	�. HC f=�) 

� ��9T�� W�)-w��49.1%O�k�� () -%� �� D�!. HC  f=�)  . ��1�� H�? �	?)41.8% (

' OZ�!. HC A�
� () P���.��)���� W�?O%� D� .  

 �)��%�� �����!�� i�+4V� >u) �����!�� W�!�s
� ���� � �����
� ��u� d���. �	���

 ��u� Dj� W�!�s
� A� () �) HC �1 ��)��%� G� W�	j�
�� ����	��� W�������� *�b����

��)��%� G� W�	j�
� D�' �b.C d1Z�. �) �/� �����
� () ]G1? ��r &��" |��� ��)���� 

10.2%�1�x�!
� () :!4�  . &�j4 -� H�!"�� }��4 W�	j�) HC O?7��� O.-e� ()�

 �1�x�!
� () �1!" D�'C ��u�)22.7% ( RO_V� W�	j�
� ���? &�T4 �	���) A�3 � ��

��'�� >���� ( $��4 ��r D�'10%f=�) :!4�  .

�����  

f�%� ��j" 0�O	��� HC� P	��� ����� U�_ () DF�. # NO��� ������ E�O?#�� . ���k����

 �/� f�%� ��'O`� 0�O���� � f/�! |�� �)��� >)����� -4C �/ ��K D'O@�� ��j��� i�1�C �

NO��� ������ 2� �"�=��#� �-' ���. >)�' . �I��� �OrC �)��� ��"��!��� �����!�� W�GI��� HK

 \� D�'��'O@�� $K �=���� �=��	�/ � ���OI
� ���	
� . \�� -	��. # �L�!�� -	� A�
��

 W�GI��� HV A�3� (!%� A�
� �� H����� �
�Z� |�� ��'O@�� �I1T�� *�kzK W��x��O��K D�'

�
���� W�.-9���� :�@�� W����� *�O�k��� *����V� �� ]��� ��!�� ��"��!�� :"��e� � �

�Z�!�� ��=k) �	�� # f�%� W��x��O��K >.-� 2��' �Ok >)��' �=��� . HC oz���� ()�

 ����) M�)0 SO� U�_ () 2��K ����x���� R-9��� �7� �.�0L D�' ��"�? 2.0�@�!)� A�
�

 S�l#� W�0L�1) ��� �1 U�_ () �7?� i�Zw� () R��!)�) � ��I.M�)V� �I��� U�_LK

��� �Z_W�4�l�� () A�3 G�� ]O�V� H�"�� >.-�� ��)���� f��� .( HC $K ]0�`�� 0-J�

 ]L�!)"]O�V� H�"�� " �� f4���� () D�'C R��!) d��� � ��/ 0�-� ��� <�� -.-e�

 A�	�� ���.-�� �Z�!�� D�' -�?F��� �� P	�Q� L�O�C " ��!� H��� :/7. �	? A�3�)2003 :

124.(

� -.s]-.-e� �����!�� �/M�)0� ���	
� S��k"� -.-9��� 2,� D�' W���@�� *�!�� . H+^
��

"-.-e� " �	�? �/-?s ����4 D/� A�	��� 2� �k��� ]0�l d�_ () (�� -�"-.-e� " |���

iOI
�� ��-^��#� ����` �	�? &91lC .
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 �L�!�� -	� HC H�1�x�!
� RO. U-��� �kl � 2��F� �L�!�� 2��C () #-' Ou?C)39.8% 

 >���)30.6%��u�� (!%� A�
� ��T�  .( -���. �	����76.4% (!%� A�
� HC �1�x�!
� () 

 ��u��"-1�!) " -���.29.9%�b.C -1�!) �L�!�� -	� A�
� HC f=�)  .

 -� ���1��� �kT� d���. �	�� �)C83.1%���) ���1���� �T�. ��u�� (!%� A�
� HC  >

32.1%���1���� �L�!�� -	� A�
� ��kl� (t �1�x�!
� ()  . �l� �	?47.3% () 

 >���) �!����� ��u�� (!%� A�
� �1�x�!
�26.6%A�7� �L�!�� -	� A�
� ��kl� (t  .

 () G1? U�1�� P�	�. A�	? L�1�� 2	�4 ]O�� U��� ��u�� (!%� A�	�� Oj�. H�? -��

�3 -.C 8�4 :�@�� $��4 A74% -,� �	��� �1�x�!
� () 42.2% �1�x�!
� () \�� 

�L�!�� -	� A�
� � �	!�� E7/ . �T. �	����57.8% A�
� �1�x�!
� ()  �L�!�� -	�

 �kT�bien faiteur �T. o)�
� �C ���Z�� (!430.3% E7� ��u�� (!4 A�
� f=�) 

�kT�� .`�� f�. |�� RO_V� W�	!�� ()� NO��� iOI
� U�4 �.�"�u�� W������� � �=��K ]0�

 f�%� �=��' ���. |�� +��?O�� () �	!�� A� HC �.�"�u�� W������� G@ 8�4 �?6�� �� D/

iOI
�� . -� ��"�? �1�x�!
� () L-' H�? HC� 891�� �7/ � �	!�� E7/ U��� � ��/ ()

=�4O` �)-�'� �	!�� E7/ ��) (' ���F�A9b�� � ��Oxk"� f� � . L�L0 () obC -��

�-� ��=k) �/ ��K �?6�� ��=k) HC -��� 891��� ��-=�!
� W�[k�� HC f����C . -4C *�, -��

D�. �	? W��������":}��#� D�' A�3 � -��'C # m�?O� ".  

 () ��[�V� D�' W���,�� &9z�C -��42 $K 55 HC "�Z�!�� -.-e� ��=k
�" DC R7�� 

 H�L �L�!�� -	9� HO��C -� ��=k) 2"C� i�1@�� () Gu��� P��C -� �L�!�� -	� A�
� 2�

E��� . >� Gw� >	' �� ��)� #-'� �4��k"� Ou?C A�) �L�!�� -	� HC H�-���. i�1@���

2��C () �.��C >�C� . H�? U�u
� >�1� D���70.4% ]L�' *�I�K H�-.s. �1�x�!
� ()  >�1�

A�
� R-.C . ��' � �k�� Dc0 :�? -��2000 |�� �1���� D/ ��K A�
� R-.C >�1� ]L�' HC 

iOI
�� ����!�� d�� . �7/ *�I�K �/ iOI	�� ���) 2��� -�' A�
� 2� ��� �) U�C H�? ��/ ()

�)���� >���� � A�
� R-. >�1� f�. U�+. # H�? HK� D��
� -������ .C -�� P,074.5% () 

 ���	
�� �^��O�� -������� $K A�
� R-. >�1� ]L�' 0�O	��� �1�x�!
�) 0�`C64.8% 2"C $K 

����
� ]O�V� >_�L ]L���� E7/ ��1K f�. U�+. # ( P,0C �	���62.8% E7/ �1�x�!
� () 

� �A�
� () <�w� $K ]L����63.9 � ����l��� $K f=�) 58.5%�O�4� $K � A�
� �47.2% 

��)s
� G)C 2�kT� A�
� ��O�4� $K.
19

 *�, A�
� R-. >�1� -��� *�I�K HC 891�� oz�C -�� 

:�@�� ��1��C W�4�	Z� �"O��) . A�3 D�' &1O |�� ������� () -.-��� �� 2"C $ R*�O -��

# f�%� � -.-e� i���V� �7/ HC� :�@�� (' ���	
� U�+�"� �-' >u) $K \�� P,O. 

 NOI) (���) RC U�s� -�' ob�. �) �/� ��)�'K �xz RC $K �C �)���� W������ �!�

�Z�!�� �L�!�� -	� A�
� $� HC 7�) WCO� |�� W�GI��� U�4 . ���� D�' ������

 ���L HC� 6?C �.O� aO9��� H�� H���Z�!. f~C D�' H��k�. fn��k�_"�1��� "&=�"� -� f~C� 

�	�.G1���� �.O4 () 6?C �,0-� H��.

 0�`C -��51.7%H+^
� -���. HC ����� 2��c NOI
� (���
� HC $K �1�x�!
� ()  . -�'�

 i�,C �.�Z�� >�C  ���' &�� -� �����
�� ���-�� �� ������ &"�? �3K �) U�4 f��s�
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��
 �

� 
4
5�

9
A

�

�
&�
B
�
� 
C
�
D-

 4
�
��

�

E
�
�
�
��
 #

�
� 
F
�
 4

�6

:1!��

36.8 30.7 18.7 22.1 37.7 40.2 47.2 44.6 45.9 42.1 �.�I�� f=)

21.6 18.8 12.2 20.2 24.8 17.9 15.5 15.7 14.9 13.4 f=)  

13.4 15.1 16.8 20.4 15.4 14.6 13.9 13.3 14.1 12.4 ��BC >�C  

28.2 35.4 52.4 37.3 21.8 27.4 23.4 26.5 25.1 32.1 f=) G�  

 D�'C U�" -� i�1@�� S�O� A�
� P�� ��BC R-� v�w� U�s!�� Hy� U�-e� oz�. �	?

-�.F.
18

 �.���F� �X � �����	�� D@��
� R��!
� �!9�� A�
� L�=, OT�' HC :.OI�� ()� 

 OIlC :�x�!
� H�? �	�? 6?C �)�	�/C D��. :"�e� �7/ H�? HK���� . v�w� OT���� �)C

 O?7 ��BF� �X f�� �-��� ��x�� ���O? A�
� 0�-�)52% : �f=) G�18% :f=) ( �7?�

H�"���� ]L��� *��0y� v�w� OT���� . �
���� >  � f�%� ]0�LK D�' 20-� W*�, �	?

��� OT��? N�0�V� L��#� P) �1�Z�� 2���' W*�, �	��� ��1!" f=) G� OT��? ��BV� ¡

 $K �1!����37.7%�1�x�!
� ()  . S�l�� $K ��)�O�� A�
� L�=¢ v�w� OT���� �)C

 6�'� 8�4 ���k�) W���x��� U�" -�� D��O�c-��40%� �.�I�� �)�/ �OT�' OT���� �7/ 18% 

� �)�/ �OT�' E�6�'�14% E6�'� �G_C� ��BC >�C �OT�' E�6�'� 27% �1�x�!
� ()  �OT�'

}��#� D�' f=) G� . 2)��)� U��O�� >!" () 2"�? >u) ���.L W##L �� |�� Ol����� �)C

 Oj" � �.�I�� �	=) Ol��' &"��� ��)s
� G)F?42.1%� 45.9% $����� D�' �1�x�!
� () 

:�@�� () 2�O� ��BC D�' �b.C d1Z�. �) �/� .  

 HK54%$K H�Oj�. ��"�? �1�x�!
� ()  2��K Oj�. # �	��� �)£� iF? ��u�� (!%� A�
� 

46%]Oj��� E7/  . 2��K Oj�. 8�4 o�9l ������ �L�!�� -	� �1!���� �)C46% iF? 

�)£� .D�. �	? D=� ���
� () >? �� �T�. |�� W�kT�� � W����_#�� d���. �	��� : �	���

 �l�78%��u�� (!%� A�
� HC �1�x�!
� ()  ]�!���� f!�. 22.9% A�
� ��kl� f=�) 

�l��� �7/ �L�!�� -	� . A��� D���!��� ��u�� (!%� A�
� �l�. �	?)89.1% ( �	���

 D�' ��1Z"#� �7/ �L�!�� -	� A�
� aO�.31.1%�1�x�!
� () \��  . -	� �"0��) -�'�
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RO!�� 6%� ��-^���� ��[�V� D�' :�,C ."�� D�' ���,¤� H�-��!) f~C f=�) -.-��� U�

]L�,�) �"V \�� ��[�V� . � >�� f� �1!���� �.��4 �O)C H�? f=�.�/ (' �@��� �-��

f=1"�, () A` Pz�) H�? H��4V� ���.
17

 ]0�k!�� >u)C &�? �3K �1�Z�� ��� ��F� -�� 

�' f��T4 vO� D�' Ors <�� fn���,K &"�? �3K �C ��"�
V� ��"�
C U�_L ]G`F D

�1��!) .�	=
� E7� ��k�? -� ��"�
V� W�O��^
� �C �)��%� &"�? �) �3K ��1�� ��F� �	? .

 �"-�� ���� �0�� �=�	¥ �� �1�x�!
� P) ]-4�� ����� H��1��#� W�0�	��� ��?O -� ��? ��

-, ���,K �C �?0�@
� () R��!) D�' ���T4 ��? �
� �lOk����[�V� D�' �. . �1�� LLO -��

 (�	
� () H�? �3K �1�Z�� () -.+
�� -.+
� ��1��� A�3 -�� (��� �.�-1�� � �Gu? ��, -=�)

�b.C f��T� $K 2,��" HC .

D�. �	? i�?�"��� ��k.O�� d���
�� �	��# U���V� L�L0 ��� W*�," : ���,�� P�Z�!" #

 :1!� }-T� ��[�V� A� D�'A�	�� ���#� . �Z@"C� �-'�� |�� ���	e� >bk� 2"C G�

 ��Z�
��  �,0� ����)��`�
� f��Z D�' >	� ����� �7/ � &"�? 8�4 ( :!�� -�=	��� �

891�� � �?0�@
� D�' �����
� $K f=��L� H��!�� ��r .

[�C SOZ� fnL��� (' ]0�	���� �1�x�!
� fj�) 6' O_¦ :"�, () ����� �7/ () ��

f=��' . � �) �/� P	�Q� RCO� f�n� �.-� >�@ ��[�C SO� :1!�  (.0�O!) ��"�? -��

891�� () *+, L�-'� *��rC &.O,C |�� W����
� () (��� W�T4#� ����" () 2	��" . HC

2!k" 891�� ����" >u) �-�k) H�? 2�� 891�� *�O,K � R7�� }��!�� �1��O) .� � -�� ��-^��

 <�� H�? >� ��k!� W�@���) H�� <�� &"�? W�@���) *�O,# �����? 891�� ����"

�u) W�'�	§ � W�@���
� *�O,K 07��. . U�T%� DF�. (� 2"C 891�� L�-'K *��rC ob� -��

 � ��'����� ��	��� :����V� �� P	e� -�' #K fn�)�	�/�� i�1@�� *�0¦ (' ]-�, ]O�� D�'

,K891�� *�O.

 �)�	�/� Ou?C ����� o1lC ����/0�� W�	x�� ���� -�� 2"C ��u�� 84�1�� �4# -��

 �	j�
 *�b'C (' H�u91. ��"�? P�	e� HC� fn�0��x� :.O� a��� RC (' ¨��#��" ©�OT��

f���!
� "W�	x�� A� (' ���[!) �~C >�� |��� ����/0�� .]O/�j�� E7/ �j4�) � -�� Ou?C 

 v�w� U�s!�� D�' ����,C (t �1�x�!
� �T" HC ��u�� 84�1�� �1 8�4 *�b�1�� 0�-���

 �L�!�� -	9�"f��� " ��4# ����k�� f=��0¦ (' ��9T�C)UL�' G� �C UL�' �u) .( HC ����4�

OrC RC ��ª � ����/0�� W�	x�� HC �� # �k��� H�? ��k.O�� d���
�� >�k�� L0 d���
� A��� 

 W�	x/ «�O) HC �/ ���!� >�� O)V� Hy� ��u�� 84�1�� 0�`C �	? (���16 ��"�? �.�) 

�1.O� ��[�C H�4OZ.� L�1�� *��C � H���x�. (t 0���V� «.O� ���"C . 84�1�� 0�`C �	?

 0�-�� H��!� �"0��) ��[�V� f=� ���!X � ��k.O�� d���
� H��� HC $K ��u��*�b�1�� .

�������  

80% A�
� �Z�!� $�V� ���,O
�� v�w�� D!��O�� U�s!�� D�' ����,C �1.O� �1x�!
� () 

-.-e� . ��BV W�,0L *�Z'� f=�) :�� -�� ) ()1 $� �.�I�� f=) RC 4 D�' f=) G� RC 

}��#� ( Ol��' ]O@')  f�0 U�-e� Oj"C1(
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����� ��� ���� ����  

 f=�����) � (t v�^`V� �'�	§ �lC H�� ��'L)� ��1.O� ���0V�H�T���� �C ]L�.+�� .( -��

 O.L�,C� O.M�c�� ���)� ���� i�?��� ©�Z`� ©��O��� *�b�1�� 0�-�� � 891�� *�O,K �

RO_C d���)� �O����?� �"�C� &k���� . () 6?V� :�T��� ©��O��� *�b�1�� 0�-�� H�? -��

 a��/ �=)�-^��� � |�� W�0�	��#� �1!" &I�� 8�4 W����
�65.5%�  E7/ &"�? �	��

 ��k.O�� d���
�� ]GIT�� H-
�� �1!���17%� 16.8%$����� D�'  . H�? -��36% () 

 >���) *�!��� () �?0�@
�64%U�,O�� ()  . |�� �.O	��� �[k�� � �1�x�!
� fj�) H�?�

 �� S��O�25� 29 �)�' )29% .( {-� -��80% �I��� �/0�1�'�� ���O��� �I���  �	��� �V�

 {-�19%O�6�� �I� �1�x�!
� ()  . �,�+�
� G� �1!" &I�� �A�3 $K ���zK70% 

 �,�+�
��28%.
16

 �� 67% �=�� -�� |�� (?�)#� � W����
� *�O,y� ��	� W#�%� () 

 H�? HK� H���x�!
�33%f/������ �)-�' RO_C d���) $K �����"� -� ��"�? f=�)  . &I���

!" �1�Z�� �133% �'0�+
� �1!"� 10% �������� 9% ��)��%� W�[���� ��)����� 9% 

 ]O%� U�	'V�� ��)�����7% W��1�� W��0� 6% �'�0+�� �C �'��T�� ��Z�� ��)����� 4% 

 D)-w� ��Z���� ��)�����5% ]GIT�� �.0�x��� P.0�@
�� ��)����� 5% . fj�) -�.�

 �1�x�!
�)52% (� ���)�, ]L�=` D�' ��l�%� ()12%� R�"�u�� f������ ���C (t 9% (t 

 f������ () ��=�"�O-level� 10%� H¦O��� ��k� �0�-� ��	�� (t 8% ����!�� ��!�� ���C (t 

�6%�	���) G� () ��"�?  .

�bc f~C obC -�� ¨�Ok�� &�� *��rC �~�O`�1. |�� �Z@"V�� d���. �	��� W���C fj�) H

 0�`C �	��� *��-lV�� ]O�V� P) f=��O�5% P)�e�� f=��O� W���C H�b�. f~C f=�) \�� 

�7.4%&"O�"#� ��1` ��)C W���V� A� H�bc f~C f=�)  . HC W����
� U�_ () �1 -��

 f=�) D	j��� ��1��V�)98.3% ( �%� f� d1!. �) HC () f�O�� D�'65.6%"�? f=�)  ��

¬� &�� $K ��xX HC H�L�. .( �91.6% H�? HK� ������ i�+4C RF� *�b'C ��"��. � f=�) 

 ��' � &.O,C |�� ��"�
6�� W���^�"#� � ��?0�` -� f=kT"2002 . P�0 :^�"C -��

U�s!�� �7/ D�' O_¦ P�0 :�� � �	��� �.0�!��� ������ W���^�"#� � �?0�@
� . 0�`C�

8.8%) � \���� ��1^�"� -� f~C $K f=�12.7% :^�"� �	��� �}����� i+4 ��1^�"� -� f~C 

11.9% Hy� ��	����� ���-��� D)���� i+%� f=�) 11.9%¦  �9`O) ��1^�"� -� (.O_

����!) 7.3%fn��lC ���Z�C �C ����_ &.�T��� ��0� ��?O .

������ ����  

�� U���C L�L0 W�O) ]-' &=,�� -�����" : # 891�� HV ��[�V� D�' ���,#� \�� P�Z��C

�1�x�!
� �.�/ (' �@�. ." -e� () �.+� H�9z�. H�1�x�!
� H�? RO_C W#�4 ��

�����  ���'-���" :U�s!�� �7/ D�' &1,C �) �3K (x!�� � N +. -� " �C" HC #K P�Z��C #
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� �����!�"��
�!#  

 ]0�	��# $���� RL��%� H������ 0���_� $� RLC �) ���O�
� i�1�V� () a��/ H�? -��

H��1��#�" :NO��� iOI
�� �����!�� W�GI���� W�-x�!
� ." ��1� () ]0�	��#� &"���

*�+,C.
10

 W����
� *�O,K ���	�� &��4C |�� <�Oj�� $K ]0�`#� -��� )|)� (.C (&"�? 

 () ��[�V�1 $K 9:�x�!
�� �l�_ �����C ��T^` W�"��1� d���  . ��[�V� �)C10� 11 -�� 

 U�s!�� d���. �	��� iV�� �V� () >? ��=)� :�x�!	�� D	������ R��!
�� ��ª &"�?12 

�*�� L�LM� �C �/ �	? H�? �3K �) RC :�x�!
� ]O�V RL�T��#� Pz��� (!� R-� . �t�

� Gu. HC �@/-�44.7% (!� -� f/O�V RL�T��#� Pz��� HC $K ��0�`C -� �1�x�!
� () 

 0�`C �	���32.2%� GI�. � RL�T��#� Pz��� HC $K 23.1%  L�LM� -� Pz��� �7/ HC $K

�*��.

 U�s!�� �)C13 U�s!�� H�? 8�4 ��L Ou?C ]0�T� :�x�!	�� RL�T��#� Pz��� L-9�� 

�? �3K �) oz��!.>�1��� �7/ () �[�` �C ]0��� �C �.0�® �,�0L �C �,�0L A��c �^@�� H .

 HC U�s!�� �7/ D�' W���,#� U�_ () �1 -��75% ����� H����c # ���x�!
� () 

P	�Q�� ������ ��1Z�� P) >)���" (�" � ��"C oz�C �) �/� f� �l�_ W�l��).
11

 &��� -�� 

 () ��[�V�14 $K 17�� A�3 i�1�C� -�1�� 0�_ *��1� . HC obC�86.9% f� d1!. � 

 iOI
� 0�_ Ok!�� . () ��[�V� �)C18 $K 21 �+�� �� ]���!
�� �l�_ :"��¢ d����� 

�,�+��� . U�s!�� () �*-��22 �����!�� �?0�@
� R-) S�b���� $K D�!�� f�. H�? 

 :�x�!	��) �.�b���� W���^�"#�� �?0�@
� ����%� �)��%�� �l�w� W�������� i�+4V��

¯� .(.... () ��[�V� �)C29 $K 31��'#� >���� ��-^���� d�����  . ��[�V� DF A�3 -��

|�� �Z@"V�� �l�w�¨�Ok�� &�� *��rC �nO`�1) f�. .

 () ��[�V� U�����33 $K 37��[�V�� �^@�� �/O`�1. |�� ���.-�� W��0�	
�  () 38 

 $K39 ��' � ��L¦ R0-"¦ o!) (' ]3�_F
�� 1962U��,V� �� ]�xk��� D'��� (' .
12

 

 U�s!�� ����40������� W�[��� ()  L-' � ��u�� R-� .
13

 U�s!�� �)C 41 U�4 oz��!�� 

N��K �C «�� °` ±/ �
���� &"�? �3K �) . ����,C -� �1�x�!
� �T" HC $K ]0�`�� 0-J

HC�n��1��� �n�����K �
����  . U�s!�� -�.�42 i�1@�� P) ]O`�1) ]0�T� >)���. U�s� U�C �/ 

 -	� A�
� �� �T�. |�� W�kT��� �l�_ W�0���_� :�x�!	�� �-�. 8�4 ���-�� �Z���

�L�!��.
14

 f~C ��O�` �1�x�!
� HV A�3� ��4O
� E7/ -�' W����
� () Gu��� &k�� -�� 

. #�4�OT� ��[�V� D�' ���,#� H���Z�! . a�!)�� H�CO)� &)�� W#�%� R-4� ��

	��#��=�.+�� ��u�� 84�1�� () W�0�.

 ��[�V� U�����42 $K 58��u�� (!%�� �L�!�� -	� A�
� *�MK W�/�J#� 
15

 >�u� OrC� 


� W����� ��/g�O,� � |�� �����!�� W�4�l#� O_¦� ���	
� �-.-e� A�
� () �1�x�!

A�
� �Z�� �=��K -��! |�� ��!��O�� ]-'����� . U�Q� o!k�� H��1��#� ]0�	���� U�s� O_C �)C

� L���"# :�x�!	������zK W�j4�) �-�� ]0�	��#.
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2� �?0�@
�� ��O@
� f'L f=�) &1��� ��O@
� �O�� &	� .Z�
� E7/ � 07� -�� ����K ��

 891�� ��[�C D�' ���,#� D�' ������ �G_C� f=��' OZ_ RC >�@. # 891�� �7/ HC H��!��

$ �,0� ���	e ]Gj��� ���	e� -�.F >bk� .  

 }OI�! ��40 RLs12 �� >	� �.O� D/� ©��O�� i��¢ �"�C �.O� $K ]0��!��� �'�� 

 ����)�,0� (���O=��� ���Z�� >�l� �. �.O��� fb� 720��L  $��4 �=��!. 000.01 
�	!" .�� ��kO) ��)V� W#-�) -�� O�6�� () �.O��� H��� () -.-���� � . 84�1�� HC >�

 2!k")P��O�� 84�1�� (����� O�6�� ���� {-9�.� �b.C �"�C $K D	��.
8

.  

OI
� i��, ��)�, () ���)M &���� ��Z�
�� $ ��1�C O_¦ *��rC D�' &4O��� |��� i

 *�O,K50 ���� P) �����) )����O�� �u4�1�� .( D�' :O� -� |�� W��1��� U�4 �n074 -��

{O�� � �=���� A�3 . (' ������� �=1��� -� ������ -�	' :��) HC ��I��C �)�. -���

891�� (' ��F�� 0�k�� D�' W����
� *�O,K . ���0�V �� ]0�.M ��r �� 0�Z
� � �/M�x�4� �

�=��0�C �9�� �=���)C ²��k� . �/��F� ³ ��	��) H��1��� W�0�	��� {�r �=�) ��-,� -��

�'M� RC H�L �=��40 U�	����� �.�=��� � �� ��9�� W�0�	��#� E7/ (' RO_C ]O) .

�)�e� �O4 � W����
� *�O,� H�? U��� ©��O�� ��)�¢ >1� () {-4 �	? (��� () ��Oz �

>�9�!
� i�Oz.
9

��$�%�� �&�'��� �() ���� ��*�  

 >1� �u4�1�� :.0- ���	' () >�, R7��� 2��_ () >	��� �"C-� R7�� }��!�� �/ �7/ H�?

 W����
� *�O,K´2� \Zµ ��? �) �/�´��9�!) �O)C  . H��1��#� ]0�	��� (' &r-� �"C G�

�) $K ]G@) ]-4 D�' 84�� >? P) �9z���� G� W�LOk
� ���� W����l () H�=,��. -� 

]0�	��#�� . P) H�O)¶�. f~C� �-1. HC () ���ª $�) � ���� ��	�,#� H�u4�1�� :�J -��

iOI�� () �����) .W�[k�� ����� �ut 891�� H��. HC H�L &��4 -� <�Oj�� A�� . �	��

 ���,#� (�c H�?"�� "R-� v�_ U�s� D�' A�c # 2"C RC �L�!�� -	� A�
� U�1� 

 ����' ]0�T� 24O� () :�T. �) ����!%� () ¡�1. ��z�
� �7/ Hy� }��#� D�' �Z��

�0��@��� .$���� U�s!�� SO�C #C f/-4C �9T" U�u
� >�1� D�'" : (' ��0 &"C D�/

mf�9�� E-�� 7�) -.-e� A�
� W�M�¥K ."' |�� W���,�� &"�?� �=��' ���,�� �^@�� D�

 () S��O�"�)�� ��0 " $K"}���� D�' ��0 G� ." E7� U�s!�� SO� () #-� ��"C G�

������� ����T��� 24OZ� ��	� ����T��": ��' 7�) &��� |�� W�M�¥#� (' ��0 &"C >/

1999m ." f�%� -����) -�� -� H�? -.-e� A�
� HF� f�' D�' >��� H�? -�� ����� �7/ �

U�s!�� ����l � ]O`�1) ]0�T� -.-e� A�
� $K ]0�`�� f�. � (��� . ��? H��4V� ��� ��

������� ����T��� U�s!�� SOZ"": >�C ���' &�� -� �����
�� ���-�� �� ������ HC -��� >/

m��z�
� W���!�� {�u�� � �.�Z�� ."D/ ��� ���7�� ����O�� E7/ HK |�� W�1���� f/C -4C 

 {�91�� 2,��NO��� ������ ���	��� . ��O�4#� >?� O�@�� >.+, (' 6'C HC ��/ L�C �"C

 �7/ *�O,� *��rC ��+���� �'�x` () 2� ���� �
 891�� �7/ L�-'� � ��?0�` (.7�� �u4�1��

G� (�. � R7��� 891��E��7� R7�� -=e� H�L 0���� R.  
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 W��� -4F� �1�Z�� D�' �=�'M��

�/s�) �� ©��O��� �1�Z�� . E7��

 +�9��� M��J $� D��C &�? ��.OZ��

��� �1^��� �bk^�) W�[k�� $K U�l�

>_-�� . $K U�V� 84�1�� 2,� -��

 �O.O� -'C� ��k� >	��� 0��) ���

 2��_ ()� W����
� U�4 �Tk)

 D��� :��
� ���0 �����) () &���

 G� �,O^�	�� ������� ���	x��

 ��)����) E7/ }��� � 2��K 0�@��

·�u�� 84�1��� ��0��� ( �	j�) D/�

	�) \Iz R7��� NO��� iOI
�� ]+�

 ��Z�
� � i��e� DT�C $K 2,�

*�b�1�� 0�-�� �� ������� ��©�Z.

 6�� �	��� �L�1�� iO� � P�� RL�T��#� ©�@��� �=�� +?O�. |�� �	l���� *�b�1�� 0�-�� -�

����� �����) � P� fx%� �Z���) ��.-) ©�Z`�����!�� ��4���� () ��BC W�3� ��O� \ . �
�

 d1�V� ���_�-�� O.M� �C0 \�!) D/ ©�Z` �.O� &"�?ROT1�� �.0L� ]-
 >  R7��� �

�.O���� ���9��� ���1�� �!9�� ����/ W�0�	u��� 2�,� � -�� �:T�
� �7/ 5 ��.�� . �	?

) f�. |�� ��!��O�� P���
� -4C ���u� ��.-
� &"�?���)V� ]+=,V� U�,0 ��� �=� . ��� -��

 -¸C �� ��Z�) � W����) *�O,y� ��u�� 84�1��) fb�60�	!" ��C  ( $K 2,� 8�4

i�1@�� $K {-9��� a�@?V�� ]O,V� W�0��� ����) . 84�1�� (�� DT^@�� ¹C0 ��

) >_-�� �bk^�) W�[k�� P) �/�O,C |�� W����
� U�_ () ��u�� W����
� P) HM�� d��� (

PkO
�� \���
� >_-�� i�9lC P) ��"�u�� �u4�1��� �"C �=�.O,C |�� . �����) () &��� �G_C

 (.O_¦ �u4��)P��O�� 84�1��� 8��u�� 84�1�� ( ���' � G1w� RM�� -	� -�!�� U�_ ()

 ��)��4 G� �	j�)� ����!��)�,0� .(�O,y� H�u4�1�� ��� -�� 0��-�� D	! ��Z�� W����) *

NO��� iOI
� i��¢ ������� ���C W��kO) D�' �"�C ��Z�)� ��O` �.O�� U�1¢ . 0-J�

�	=��� U�l��� :"�,V� D�' 07��.� ��k.O�� d���
�� H��� ���Z�
� ��/ HC $K ]0�`�� .

�=���) :1!� A�3� �.O�� ��Z�) 0���_�� &	� 891�� f�	T -�' �
�Z� R7��� U�	@��� 

A�	�� 2"��� �z0��) �7?� 2��BK � . ��"�1�V� �I��� �.O�� ��Z�) H��� {-9�. U�+. #�

NO��� iOI	�� ��1�V� 0�	���#� �1�� �OrF . <�, 0�, P,0C -��)1988 ( W�0�r ����

 W���"�	u��� W����1!��� ��u�� (!%� -z �.O�� ��Z�) H��� >1� () �)0�' *#s/ G1� $K

A�
� ��	�/# f=�,�4 (' H��!�� . � U�	@�� $K �L�!�� -	� A�
� W�0�.M W*�, -��

�/0�O���� D�' -'�� R7�� O)V� ���Z�
� A��� ���	
� ��	�/� (' G1��? f�9�� E-�� �.�-� .

� >	� |��� &k������� i�?����� RO� 0���_�� ��	� W����
� *�O,K ��O�V� ���� �

)�,0� ( ���	e ]Gj" ���� ���� &���� 8�4 i�?�� $K i�/7�� () O)V� �.�~ � &����

)�,0� .( 8�4 ]GIl �.O� D/��) -4C � ��Z�
�� U�,O�� P	�§ P) ������ ����� �.�~ ��

����� ��	
 � ��� ��� �	����
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V� �C W�)���	�� �.�"�u�� 0L�T
� ���ª
� �Z�!�� 0�!�� �C -.�+ ��b� U�4 W���L! $K ]-��

 ���.-�� �Z�!�� 0�!�� -.s. ��u) �H�?0C -	9	� iOI
� 5 i�1@�� �� �	�� ���.-�� ��'O@��

 f�� >	X º7�� 2���) 5 " W��-�
� GI " HC $K 2k�s) 5 :/7. �/� " ��-�� -� i�1@��

�! �	��� *��`�V� A��� ��	�/�� -�� (.-�� f�� &� �Z@"V� () ���"C ]O`�1) 5 P)��e� �-^

 *�_O��� (�!��� >	���� d���. �	�� ���	�) ����" $K >l����� �)�	�/� Ou?C i�1@�� o1lC

 5 6?C ���-' d���� �����!�� �?0�@
� >,C () ©�Ib�� ��0�t $K ���z��� �±'�	�,#�

 L�!k�� �9���)� ]�Ou�� P.M�."  

� () H��) d.O� E�O,C ·�-�) 8� -?s. d��!�� SOZ�� P) �z0���) �-1. O_¦ SO� 5

 d�`0 (!4� ��O�� 0���� ºL����� -	�� ���O� �¸0) ��' EO@" ³2000iOI
��  ( 2"C D�'

 &���� �7/ 5 ».-�� �/-��� ����
�� d��� ]O`�1) ��[�C SO� ����l () f�O���) �T��)

W����!��� ( #K (/�O�� &���� 5 i�1@�� �1!���� ��BCOu?C &�� -� ���.-�� W��0�	
�� f���� HC

 �) D�' ¼�*���� ���1"�, () �2"y� O)V� H�? �.C �W����1!��� W����!�� 5 2��' Pz��� H�? �	'

2,0�_ () RO_C W�`��"� W�-/�@) $K ���zK �891�� �7/ 5 24O` ½F��� HC -���" 

��OI
� ����
����-�� >�� ���	' �L�!�� -	� -=' 5 -=@ ��Z�!��

 de-sacralization of power �n�"��)� ��'O@�� ��=k) 5 �M0�� #¾�� ��� »�. �t.

+,
�� -.�� /.(*$ .

 ��' � iOI	�� D0�.M *��rC �2002 ��	�,#� f�' H��0-. �1�� ]-�� U�T#�� &	� �

� () H���. d.O� (.�� <-� ]0�	��� ��-^��� � D-'�!
 A�3� �u4�1�� () �!¿ �C ��

H��1��#� . () H���. $�C 0�1�_� *�O,y� �b.C &	� �	?43 #�s� ) ��[�C f=�) ��"��

�4��k) .( OT��? ]G_V� H��1��#� ]0�	��� � $�V� 0�1�_#�� W���,�� ��� U�_LK � -��

�=�) -4�� 0���_� f�. Ol��' () .�� R-) ()� ��[�V� U�À R-) () d�9���� &	� A�3 -

�=��� |�� ]-��k��
5

 ��' � W-' �)-�'� 2003 ��z�) HC &?0LC o!
� *�O,K � *-1�� 

�=�' {-9��� �1�Z�� >bk. # |�� ���!%� W�'�z�
� () A�
� �Z�� . H�? �A�3 $K ���zK

45�	x/ �!¿ � *�b�1�� 0�-�� � ����� -� �T^`  �� ���� &���� �k" � &��� �.0�9�"� W

12�.�) () O@' P��O�� � $�l� () �)�. Db) -�� A�3� i�1@�� ()  . �7/ � $ �-� -��

 *�0¦ U�4 ��[�C SOZ� ���-�� *��C ���? � U�x���� H�)��. �u4�� L��K ���9��� R-) &����

A�
� � i�1@�� . 2,��C �"C W-,� R-4� &�? �)-�'��G1? ����@) . <�� ����

 () �����) �/� �-/ d��� $ �!�.600 $K 700 M��x�� D)�)C �4��
� >��-1�� D/ �)� i�` 

 miOI
�� ���I�� �.0�L�� �	l���� D/� ©��O��

 () �=��)M P) W����) *�O,K D�' &���� ��� () ��)�� &���� 8.-%� >��� U�_ ()

�� ]0�L��� ��)������� f?�9
6

) ��"�u�� �u4�1��� ��0��� E7/ }��� � �=��K 0�@�� .( -	�C ��

 &���� �7/ � (��� ©��O��� W����
� *�O,� U�_ () �1^��� �C Ob9�� +�9��� �-' ]0�Ob���

NO��� iOI
�� �?O%� �.O4 ��-�"� >  � �	�� # O_¦ 0���_� D)�)C (�. �
7

 . &r-� �/-��

x` �1��� $K �'�)�u��u�� �u4�1��� ��0��� }��� � �=��K 0�@�� ( |T� (' &�� HC� �� d1�

 W�0�	��� O@' �=!k" W7_C� ���� ���� i�1@�� ������ �=��.-l ��� HC &4O����



!	�"# �$%&� 100 

�!�� W����9���� �"������ ��' () ]O�k�� 5 &.O,C Á�� �.�1998 $K 2001 . ±'�!) HK

 ������ -��!�� ��=k
�� d��� ¼�L���� W�1�' 2,�� �) ]L�' ÂO��� ������ ��"�-�
� {�91�� *�O,K

W�O��^
�� ���O��� i��@�� H�/3C 5 ��[�£� SO� ºC \1O. 8�4 ÂO��� . Hy� :1!�� �7��

/ 5 ]0��^
� ������ &�À Á�� 891�� �7622 ²?�O) () -�� �k��� ���� d���) H�	u� ���` 

ÂOI
� i�1@�� W�'�Z� ����� ��ut -� # #�À �.O�� U�1, $K ����, . H�� HC $K iO�C �~K

���' "21` "¼�)�` ¼�9!) H�� HC (' -��C� �����@' . 891�� ���' &�À622 f/ (t ���` 

 (� ��18 �35�' �� �.O	��� �[k�� E7/ >u� 8�4� �)30% �O�k
� (	� H��!�� L�-� () 

����
� �.0�O	��� A�7?� 0�O���� R-) -.-� 5 Ors) ±���� 0�-� ��� �~C.  

 A�
� () i�1@�� *#s/ ���) f=� �/ -.-9��� 2,� D�' ·-�k. <�� �) HC Ã �-� -�� 

 �� ��L -=' U�� -�� -.-e�37&� �)�' ·�u�� (!%� iV� >/���� ]L���  . ]0�	��� 6'

 fb H��1���59 i�1@�� () <O'C HC WL0C �W�0���_�� ]L-��) ��[�V� () �=1��C #s� 

 >/ m -.-e� A�
� �Z�� f/Oj" 5 >�@ Á�� ��V� ��/�) fn��k�_ <��_� D�' iOI
��

� 5 ]�� D�'C� ���.L �Z�� D�'C >uc A�
� U�+. # ����u� �+)0 >uc 2!k" &���� 5� m ���-�

 ����� ��BC Ou?C &91lC �
���� M�)O� i�@�� A�
� W�l >/ m �
���� D�' �	����� i�1@��

 $� P�Z�
� ÂOI
� i�1@�� 5��r +)O? A�
� 0�= � ���	
� ±'�!) &9¥ >/ m f� �1!����

�
� 2,� �/�) U���� 5� m �
����� ���0�C -	�� ·�u�� (!%� ���
� �� �f=��0� ��1 ��"0�

 ��'O��� (��� A�
� -=' 5 f�%� �� ������ >/ m �L�!�� / ��)s
� / �C WGI -� �����
�

 D�' -.�+�) >�@� �	��� ���' $K L�-1��#�� �.��V�� f!� ���' �~�? () GI��� 5 ]7_¦ ±/

 m ]L�`O�� �C ��"����� 2.-� HC� i�1@�� ��4O) 5 A�
� HC ����4 HC $� 891�� D=�"� -��

 HC 8�4 ��Z�� 2��� -��! Á�� +��?O�� f/C () 6��. ���0�C P) ]-�, W���'62.7 % � 

62.5 % �,0L D�' A�
�� �+�
� ��/ HC H�-���. f=�����) � (t i�1@�� () Ã����� D�' 

, �) �/� ��BV� () ]G1?i�1@�� �=)-� Á�� W���,�� ����� *�.

 ��/�)� -.-e� A�
� $K i�1@�� ]Oj�� �l�w� P���-�� -.-� $K 891�� �7/ D�� -�� 

 W���� �=��0�t� ���OI
� ���		�� ]-1�!
� ���1Z�� U�k�K H�L A�3� �2�Z�!� f=�#�

 >1� () |4 ����� ��-^��� �C U�I����"-.-e� H+^
�"
4

... . d�Z�. ��/ ±!��O�� SOZ�� HK

 # �*#��� i�1�C 8� ���. >� �\�� H�'3�� D�' ���. HC (�c # ����� *#� HC ()

��'�	�,�� :"��e� 5 W�GI��� -4F? >� �����r ����9?.  

1� U�_ ()����� $� D��C >_-
� �7� ±'�' L� HC $K :/7 Á�� W�.Oj��� ("T"���� "

 �C "H�'3K "  �=�� f�%� �	j"C ��'O`� 0�O	��� *�0� :1!�� �/ ���O��� W��	�Q� , �	?

 >u) f�/�k) �-^�! Á�� W�G!k��� (' RF"C HC U��4C " }O@��� f�%� �	j"C L�-1��� " �C

�Z�!�� ��1�� ]0�T� H�'3�� LOx� #K ���.�� H�O��� �f� � Á�� W��	�Q�� i��@�� A� .

) ������ D�' U�9��� >��� ±��)��.L U�x	? O=j. 891�� �7/ 5 ��'O@�� ��=k) Hy� A�3 (

 �^�O) i�1�C L�,� $K ±=��.� :"�, () �Z�!�) ]�� ��-^��� () C-1. -� �	u�4 ) i�1�C

� ��"����� $� -��! / �BG� �C <O��� �C ( a�3� �7/ ��� �O_�� :"�e� () �Z�!�� U�1��

1,�� () U��`C -,� ���.-�� �Z�!�� ��0�t ()� O)��V� 0�-lK ()� �O`�1
� G�� O`�1
� 0�

� / RO_C Ol��' ��0� �]*�k��� ���� +�	���� ±'�	�,#� *�_O�� W����� ()� �����!�� �C

��'O@�� ��=k
 ���9�
�� ����k��� ��)��.-�� �kT�� D�' -?s �=���.
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 i�1@�� W���' (' �k�s
� 2� &)�� ±'�" 8� () :"��, ]-' D�' *�b�� U��
� �7/ D��.

 �.�) () ]O�k�� 5 Eg�O,K � ���OI
� ���	
� 5 �Z�!���2003 O.��. $K 2004 d���) ·�	u� 

 () �k���L�1�� . 891�� ���' &�À -��622 (� �� i�1@�� () 18 � 35 �[k�� ±/� �)�' 

 �� >�@ Á�� �.O	���30%iOI
�� H��!�� L�-� () .  

 -	� -=' 5 f�%� �� ������ HC �/�Ls) ��zO� $K �L����� 891�� *�O,K 5 *-1�� � -�� 

 ��'O��� �L�!�� / ��)s
� /���' ±/ �����
� �.��V�� f!� ���' �~�? () GI��� 5 ]7_¦ 

 W���	' 5 i�1@�� �?0�@) �x��" A�3� �]L�`O�� �C ��"����� D�' �	��� ���' $K L�-1��#��
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Table 6. Percent Girls who Report being 
Beaten in the Past Month 
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Table 5.  Percent Girls whose Age at Marriage 
was Less than 18
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Table 4. Prevalence of Female Genital Cutting
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Table 2. Mean Scores on Gender 
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C�24.  
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@5� p��`�� B �L4 J.  
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 ����
]� �l$8�� �3� �=�7 ��(C �gz �\2� >�� �5;�9�� �V�8�� P��Q��� �P��Q��

5/� ����89� I87���u�r��� ��-�� �)���81�� p�1�9� �� ��5 .b�� &� ,;EF� ;Z{� k 

 �X�;|�� ��+{F� )�� N�81�� �u�1z �c�n7 )v��� P��Q�7 �CD� ��}5/� I87 ~�g

 ���-� ����1[F� ��-� )�� X
7 t��� ����8u�� �5;�9�� �������� �� ��8l�1���

c L� X��5 `�A1����P��Q�� b� i�5 �� P�Q1� d.  

������ ���	
� : X��[� X
%� �J��Zh15� k  �

	9� b�E ����15F� �� 0
%� �� L�\1��

V�8�� P��Q�� �� i�5 �� �� ��M�� 0[�Q19� X��5 0�
]� �� 4�2�� �� �	�819� �$7	9� .

/� ����89� I87 �� &� L�;�15F� L�+ NZ�� O��� ��+�5�� 0��A1�9� �� ��55

 ,;�n7 P��Q�� jZ� &� �J8M� pR�� �� �V�8�� P��Q�� k L� &� 0M�<�� 07 �l$8�� �;�<�

 �	*�<�� mRS P��Q�� )�� �J8�A2� V XlZC/� � ,�5/� �3� p�o/� N��g/� ;��� ���v;

�� �J���	�� �V�8�� P��Q�� a.1�� �P��Q�� X�� �� ��7�A1�� t�1� )nh2.  
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 &� �J1��� �n�� ��7A15F�11% �n�� �^�9� P;o �� ���8�� �	B L� �� �J
�� �

 �J1���12%� �17% &��1�� )�� ) ^�Z]� �U��6 .(Z8� )�� X
7 L�H�/� 4�� k Z	� �F

����1[F� ��-�� ���lF� �	<
� ���� ���
�� 	�g �7A15F�.

 ����)5 :( �� ���� ������� ������ ������ ���� ����!"�� ���#�

�$%�&!'�� ���*�� �������  

��u�D� ��d=19�  �7A15F� �FZ8�  

  ;��R��  #�F�  

�*�K-� �UMT�  52.7  62.5  

�(��� b[��� �K�p  55.6  78.9  

p�(��� b[��� O*;  56.0  78.9  

)��	�� b[��� �K�  80.2  87.5  

)��	�� b[��� O*;  76.3  87.1  

�K-�  55.3  68.6  

O*���  62.7  83.3  

P�Q1� dc/b[�Q1� dc  63.8  72.3  

P�Q1�/�[�Q1�  55.2  84.9  

��;�/���;��  �  81.8  

i�<�/�	�<�  �  72.2  

&�F�  59.3  76.7  

  68.1  

* :������ �	
�	�� 	�� � ����� �
�	�� ������ ���	��� ����� �!�"

 ����)6 :( +,�!�� ������ ���� ��-./� 0"1�� 2-034 5 678�� 9��;�� <7=�>

 �����/�)2!> ? �
 @A(����!"�� B�% 9��"
� �.  

�7A15F� jZ� 4�5�  ;���  #��  &�F�  

IM���  11.2  10.7  10.9  

jZ�^�97 ��[���   16.6  8.6  12.5  

��8�� �  11.8  2.8  7.2  

��(C 4�5�  0.8  1.0  0.9  

�A��7  0.2  �  0.1  

4;+  0.1  �  �  

�1� q >�� �$7	9� ���� ���  40.7  23.3  31.9  

w� >�� �$7	9� ���� ���  59.3  76.7  68.1  

&�F�  100.0  100.0  100.0  
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 ����)4 :( 	�%� � 2,������ D��E/�� D�-./� 	�0F1�� 0"1� 	�% G�H�

> �"�I��� JI�K 9��;��� 0"1� 	�%� ��"�I��� L 9��;��� 0"1� 9��"1 �#�

M�N.  

�5/� ���M/�)4�2��(

 �� ��+?9� �5/� �Z� &��

 � �.��	��66����� �
*8� ,Z�� .

5,743 ��l$� ���	1��� ��[�Q� �� 4�2�� �Z�

0(�9� 07 ,�1u�� V p�o� �	<
B

409

 �� w�	1�� >�� �5F� �Z�

����/� �
*89� ��Z��.  

2421�� �� 4�2�� �Z� �	<
B ��l$� ���	

p�o� 4�5/ p�o�.  

126

 J��� ;�38�� ;R8� >�� �5/� �Z�

 �66����� �
*8� ,Z��   

127 �%ZT� �$A��� V 4�2�� �Z� &��

+Z*Z� i�5 >�� ��+?9� �5��  

7,907

�5�;Z�� �  �5/� �Z�  5,374 X��[� ;R8� �� 4�2�� �Z� &��

�J8� �$7	9�  

1,138

   ��Z[��� �*R�� 4�2�� �Z� &��

�J8� �$7	9� X��[F  

6,769

����!"�� B�% O�I� 9��"1� P#�� ����!"�� ���#�  

�� 0���� �����nB ����	�� ~��97 �7A15F� �FZ8� L�\� � ,�� : L\5 ���� �u�;�

�� �5/7 �K� >��� ��MZJ1�9� �}u�� �8��g� �O*��� ���8�� On1
� V� ��[�Q1� X

wl��� �U8� ^�97 L�3\� ���  . ���� Zl�–j� b[�7� 4�2�� �7A15� �FZ8� L�  

 ��.�� 0	+��9� L/ t��� ����� ;��� �*ZE���� �7A15� �FZ8� �� d3\7 �l� 0	+��9��

�	
1�� .�� )�� ���l ��M �1* ^�Q* F �n� V b�� &� ,;EF� ;Z{ ��5F �0	+��9� ���� �*

 >�� ���/�� �^�9� P;o X	��7 J�M �� ���* >�� ,�1u�� '�� �� t��� ��J
� ��1u��

J��� L����1* . 07 �*��8�� �}u�� V ;��R�� �� 4�2�� )�� ��u� F ���	�� mR+ L� dc18 

�30-� �*�� J�M L�81�1* >�� �*��8�� ����9� )+� ���  V ����\* � ,�� ��/ t��� ����

 �J��� jZ� �� ���8�� _�5 ��M�215�� ��*�\�8�� ��ZD� �� ��J���8� ���� Zl ����9� mR+

,��Z� ����}�9 �� ����}�� p/ .  

 ^�Z]� �s�* ��)5( �
�8�� 4�E �7A15� ^Z8� &��  ���* �68% �7A15� ^Z8�� �

 ;��R�� �� 4�2��59%�7 � #�F� �� 4�2�� �7A15� ^Z8� ���* �
77% . �X[ Zl�

 b[��� �UM� ��+6* ).$�� �� ��J
� �[�Q19� X��5 �#�F� �� �7A15� �FZ8� )���

 )��	��)85 – 87% .( �� �X[ Zl �7A15� �FZ8� ��� L� Z� ��o|� `�]� )���

g
9� L��+6* �*R�� �� �0[�Q19� X��5 ;��R���*�K-� i . 4�2�� XF?+ ��8* � ,�8M

�J8� �$7	� X��[F `5
� dc wl��� L�\* ��8�� �� L���8* �Z
�� ���*�g ���� .

�*�K-� �UMT7 w�� �7A15� �FZ8� �l� L� �2+Z�� )�� '8�* F ��/� L�M �1�7� .

/7 �J17A15� �FZ8� �u�� �[�* �#�F7 i�81* ��M� �JKM; &� �5)10%( �� �

 ��;*Q�� �� ��[-� I87 XK	7 ��=2��)9% .( IM; �� �J
� �
JM 4�2�� ��
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�� �+Z*Z� k �*R��� 0�+?9� 0��A1�9� �M� �� �$7	� X��[�� ��	�g &� ���	�	� .

���1�� 4�5� �87;�� �[�* � �+� �Q�(1�� �� ��� ws�M Zl �5�;Z�� ���n� �8��g L� dc :  

 �}u�� �M� ��3� 081* 0*�n9� 4�2�� �}M �M\� �
�8�� ^�x L�K� �F��

����1[F���*�n1lF� . �}M L�\� � ,���"��h
�� " ���� p� V–�nB ^-� �+ ��3�� �}M  

�J
�87 ��M��=[ ig
� V ,Q���� ,��Z . p�1�9� i	� L� ����1�� �*��	
� �
�8� �\� F�

 �����/� �
�8�� ��Z�� �� d�� �Z� ^o�� �1* q � ��}u�� mR� ���
�7 ��3�1�� �� �[�9�

����1[� d*8��� � �+� �;�1oF� ����� i��<� ��l )�C/� ;gF� ���	� V �*�n1l� L�

�5�;Z�� ��19� t�� H�A1� ��.+ �;��� `�<1�5.  

 �� �*��8�� �}u�� V �n� 4�E �}M �5�;Z�� mR+ NZJ1�� ���%18 &� 30 >��� ��� 

 &� L��M�* �� 0�g8��� ��*�\�8�� ��ZD� L��?* �*R�� 4�2�� �3� ����M ����� �K�

 ,dnl ���1u� P;D�)�JE� �15 �� �	� (���� �� 3 . d*8� �� L1���W� L�+ iM��1��

 �5� ���M� ��s �+;�1�F L��+61* �*R��� ��
�8�� �5� ���M� Z*Z(17 �CD� �189� ��l�� ��

 �	7��� �JE� �1��� ^��g �oY ��l� �� p� �J*Z� �\* q ��� �
�8�� . Xv� �Ms� �1* 
+ ��

;���� �5/� &� ���M/� XF?+ &� p�?* � �+� �0�.c ��/� �l�� V �+ �
�7 ��
�8�� �A�7 ,�

01}u�� 0�+ ��3� V d�� ;�nl .  

 ��5�;Z�� �
�� V ��M� ,;�n7 �J��3� ;R8� 0�
]� �� 4�2�� �� L1���� �
+ �3�%

^�9� �� �.�Z��  b�E 4�=�� `��7 t��� .=* �� 4�2�� &�/� ����W� �K� �� L�;�

 ����W� �K� �
�7 ��5�;Z�� �� ���8�� p�o� �UM� &� �1l?� ,;�n7 L��	1
*� �J1�l�

 Z87 �o| L\� �� �.�� L��	
1*� �^�9� P;o ��*�g ���� L���8* �� 4�2�� ���3��

��8�� ��5 .� �$<� X
%� ��8�� O�3\17 
�l ������ ��] �J1�7	� ��1* >�� �*

��v��� ��H[/�� ���5/� .

 �1* q� i75 ��� �� ��19� �5/� �.��l j�Zh15� &� �
�8�7 Q�(1�� �[�* �do��

 i7��� V ���� �� 0�
]� �� 4�2�� I8�� �
�8�� ^�x jZ� �� �u5� pR�� ��/� �J3*Z�

� ���
5 #$3�� �� 01
��� V ���	1��   ��5/� t�17 ���M� p�o� 4�5F �� P��Q�� ��	7��

)�
�8�� _<� V �oZ� F p�o� ig
� &� ���	1�� .( Zl �5/� t�17 3*Z� 0[�Q19� L� dc

�.Q[ �l/� )�� ig
9� t�� �;�c >�� ����W� �� ���� . w�� ��� b�� ��R�7 �*Z]� ���

 ��8�� �R+ L\� ��7�=�� �8�1W� pZ�7 �
�8�� t�� t�� � �
�8�� V d�� ^$1o� &� p�� Zl

 Z
� �*ZE���� q� &� L��K
*� ,�5/� ^�� L���1* � ,�� �8�1W� t�� V 4�2�� L/

 ��� �Jc��718��[�Q1* q j� ��[�Q� X��5 � . ��� '�� �O�1z �n� V �s��� L� dc

 �7 �L�[�Q1* >� �+�5� �� X	��� &� 0�
]� �� 4�2�� V ��[�Q�� ���� �J1���c� �Z�*�

�[�Q�� �� P�Q�� ,�5� ^�� . Xn�� &� �l/� )�� 
�85 �^�
1�� Z�l �5�;Z�7 i�81* ��M�

 V p�o� ig
� &� �J1�l� �� �� ���	1�� �*R��� ��5/� �$A�7 0�+?9� 0��A1�9� �Z�

0(�9� 07 ,�1u�� .

 ^�Z]� jZ	*4�A� ^�� ����8�  ���9� �
�� V 0�3�9� dc 4�2�� ����� 

$8M �J1�7	� k �� jF?+� ��.��	�7 0�A�9� 4�2�� �Z� &�� &� �MsF7 .  
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�1o� `��5� �<5��7 @	
�� ����� V 0�;29� ;y� ����1�� �
*8� I87 &� ��
15� ¡

 ��nh2�� ����� �3��������
���  �����1[F� ��-��� �[;Z������81�� �����lF� ��� � 

��*Z��������1[F� ��u�D�� ��*�n1lF� .  

������ ������ : ����9� mR+ V k��� R�u
�¢�Z��   k� j�Zh15� t�� ���5 V ����15�

�

	��� a.1� )�� X
7 J���n� k �5�;Z�� ��u�\�� >�[� w*&�/� ����9� V  . t�� i��<� k�

 ����15F��
�� )������1��  �� �*��8�� �}u�� V 0�
]� �� 4�E �K� ����l 18 &� 30 

�� . �	7��� ��£D� )�� X
7�)Z
� � 07 �*��8�� �}u�� V 0	+��9� ^�� ���7 �18� 30 

��(� >�� ������ ��5�- ��U�� 4��<� L� ��/� Z-� ,�*Q7 
�l �� b�� 
�;�� J8� 

 �� ����15 &� 18 t�� LM ��  �� �3�� '(��� Z�u�5 0	+��9� �� �$7	9� X��[�


5 �=C/� '�� �� t��� �9� ��C�no�$7	�J8� �1* >�� ������ ,��[�  . &� �Ms�

 �MZJ1�9� �}u�� ��� )��/� Z-� ,�*H ���� w1�% �t��� ^� �5 &� �n130��  t��� �

� )�� ^�n(� ����� ^�� ,Z�[ ,�\MP��Q���  _���7 �CD� ����8�� I87 )�� N�81���

 )�� �[/� ��*�g �;%Y O�" >�� �5/� �*�\�,Z*Z]� .  

������ ������ : X��[� ����9� mR+ V k��u�� �5�;�	�81� � k�$o ��  �$7	� X��[� 

 �M�� [��H ��[�Q� �� 0�
]� �� 4�2�� �� �	�81� b�E ����5� j�Zh15� ^$o ��

�

	� ��  �$7	9� w��NZ�  ��8� �
�8�� ���M� j�� ^W� ~�M� &���S;{� J���	�� 

�V �J1�;2��+;\M�  . j�Zh15� k ����9� mR+ V� ����1�� dc �
*8� `��5� �3� 

��815F� 4��5� j�Zh15� �� �7�A1�� mR+ �3� ��o ��8M �� i�5 4�E L�M�8* ���M67 

�o� #�(�B '���� O*�817 #�(�� �� j�	* '�� a�3�� ���� . �$7	9� �Z� �C� Zl�

�	�819� &� +¤��[� k >�� 18��7	� .  

�� 2$&3> ��$#Q��$/� RE/�� �S�T� �0"U  

� �� �*��8�� �}u�� V 0�
]� �� 4�2�� ��9� NZJ1518 &� 30��  . ,��� k Zl�

 �.��	�� j�Zh15�V J��Zh15� k Zl L� >��0	+��97 ¥D� ��9� t��� � �5/� Z*Z(1� 

 �5�;Z�� ��+?9� ���Z�� )3�% �
*89�  ����/�)66,Z�� �
�� �UM� �*�2�� pZ�7 �����  .(

 k >�� �5/� ���M� �� ��M �� �5 &� ��+61�� d*8� �Z
15� Zl�+�n� .� ,�1u�� Ro� k

L��-� V 0(�9� 07 ��
�Q�� &� +�Z� �C� >��� ���+?9� �5/� Z*Z� � �5743,�5�  .

� �� L� Zl� �� ��� $�E $�3� 4�2�� 0��A1�9� �3� �
�� X��[F� �R+ ��1* L� �l�19

 05;�Z�� dc� �8�]7 05;�Z��� �0[�Q19� dc� 0[�Q19�� �#�F�� ;��R�� �K� '��

 �� �*��8�� �}u�� V ���� �� �S18 &� 30�$7	9� J�M w*�[� >�� ,�1u�� V ��  .

9��"
��$#��� V$�!��   

 �� 4�2�� �� �3� �
�� �o�� P��Q�� �5;�� �+{� )�� N�81�� &� �5�;Z�� NZ�

 ����1�� �
�� `(5� ���n� �1* L� )u\* L� �NZ�� �R+ i�	� �[� ��� ��nB 0�
]�
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− V 4�2�� m;Z	* pR�� ��P��Q�� Z87 ,�-� P��Q�� 4��� )+ �� p�; V[�Q19� 0 

�J
�¦

−� V 4�2�� p�; �+ �bA.1� '�� �� V�8�� P��Q��m*�Q�� �¦�7���� 

−�o|� G
]� �� �l$� ��l7 §���� >�� ����8�� )+ �Zl ¦F �� P��Q�7 )J1
� 

−�l$8�� ;�<� pZ� �+ �� ����� V ,�5/� ;�� �+  �� P��Q��¦

 ����3 :=�>7 B�% 	��#> ����$�� ���� W�XE�� <1996�=�>� 7 �F�X� 	�0F1� <

�� ���� ��$#��� 0"1� ��YZ!&�$[�T�  

�
�8�� �5� �M\7 ���M/�  j� ��Z8� a.1�1996

N &�F� #�F� ;��R�� &�F� #�F� ;��R��

       ��
��  

34,241 50.3  �  �  51.2  �  �   ;��R��  

33,894 49.7  �  �  48.8  �  �  #�F�  

8,772 12.8  �  �  10.7  �  �  ���� 10�14% �� 

��L\��� �Z� & 

       �� �8��g��lF�   

28,241 41.4  41.4  41.5  42.9  42.9  43.1  �K-7  

39,894 58.6  58.6  58.5  57.1  57.1  56.9  O*��7  

      ��	<
��lF�   

14,590 21.4  21.2  21.6  18.8  18.7  18.8  �*�K� �UM�

29,373 43.1  43.0  43.2  44.1  44.2  44.1  p�(��� b[���  

24,172 35.5  35.8  35.2  37.0  37.0  37.0  )��	�� b[���  

��$#�� 8K
 \ �#�!/� ��T�� �"�I��� 2$&3>

 ��Z�� V b���� k pR�� aJ
9� ��¨ �5�;Z��07����
��� ���\�� `��5/�  t��� � �JM ���T

_�5�l$8�� 0�
]� 07 P��Q�� &� p�?� F �� p�?� Zl >�� �� �+�[� �l$8�� t�� 

J��� j�	� >�� ��;�1�F�� ��F��Z9�� �JuC��.  

]-� ^_` �4�0� ]�% ����� O�0'� 5 ���:  

���� ������ : X��[� J�M k��u�� �5�;����s�9� �� �5�� _<
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 ;���67 j�	�� ���<1� w�� 9��*ZE������8�� �3� �,�7/�� � �3�� w(�C� Zl ����/�� 

�Z�	8��4�2�� ,�� V ��+ ������ �	+��9� ����� H£�  . p�n9� _���� V�� L�1u�� 

 ��1u�����B�	+��9� ���u�1z ,;�n7 � � �+� �[�1* y�M &¥  K*� �u�1z ����� �� ¯��7

ZE��� ��� 4�2�� . ��On1� ,�1M �nB �	+��9�  ��\7 ,�1M;���1� J�M  _��u�� 07

0�
]��� 7 i�81� _��M )+ G7$9� X�Z�;���.$9����-� �*��� � ��E�� �1* >�� �<2�/�� 

 wl� X
%�¯��u�������	1�9� ����<���   .y �Msy �t�� & �� ��.�R=��� ��(n�� °���
�� Z8�

�� `���]��	+��9� ,�1M X
%� ��� � ¯����� �3� p�o� `���[ &� �MsF7 t���  �(n��
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�����  

 ����� � �	
�� ��� ���� ��	��� ����� ���� ��� �	�!� "#$% &' (% ���"��� )*�+

#, ��-�"#. ���/� �0 1#� 2�� ��$	/3��� 4#5 &�/
�	6� #�7�-8� 9�� :;��6� .=>�? �@"0 

 �A
 B�	� �	+' CD#E �0 =F#8!� G�8� #�H� CD#I� J� � 1#��K� �A
 :�-L

�	�!� M�	-�� ��N 0' ��#���� ����-�� �O#PQ ��"R (% ST-+!�.  

 � #���U" TN#� �PV W�X� D ��8�Y����� �	�!� &Z 4�8� 9�� ���/6� �Q[� \#-8-�!� �A
0

]� BN #�U#8' ��#�� ���^�#�8�� CD#E � �8�H6� C#OT-+!� _� 	`8�� S	* =#��#�� B^- .  

 � �F#8'0 �F#a =&��8�Y����� &#Q �?% #N R	7b c��-� D ��N W�[� de� =cH� #N ��� F#80

 ��$�	/3R C#���� f�g� ����� )N#8� �; =#
R�* _h 9�� ��#I�) T�#�0 :8
1996( =

 �N����� ��� k*8� #l%0#
"�Y�0 C#���-�� 4A
 �PN (% ��R[6� . �-� m ��� 0? 	+a W�[�0

 '	Y� 9�� C�n��-�� ��� ���8���0 �	/-�6� n@ ���#���� �o�H�� 	p' qL 1#/6� �A
 � 2��� �#�K�

��$�	/3��� �	�O ���Z� F�d% F#8!�0 "�N!� F#��0' :;��N ���.  

� �U#�6�0 #�#�/�� &' 2�O >rD #.0 #, #l%0 ��	`s t"�N' R	u )��� R�*�� �A
 � �"#P6

���^�"#pa >�AQ . v#�@ BN0 ��8�Y����� ��#w�� �H�8�#0" #y"�� � ��$�	/3��# z#{� ���/-��

��N#���" 2-�#-N0 4��" (% |�Y����� B^-]� \#-} �A�� 2��-�� ~#�' �U#-8�� 4A
 ���� �; =

8-� 2�^� k� #N ��� �0T� 0' "�N' F#��0' ��s#Q' F��� =�8�Y����� ��� f#��"K# "����� ��^

��"#^6� ��; ��$�	/3��� 4#5 =F#8'.

������

1����� ���	 
���� �� ������ �� ��� �������� ����� ����� �� ��!���!" #$���% & '�� ()*�� +

�,�-� .*	 /0

2 12�-� ��$ ��� 3�!,�45�� 3�!����� 6$!)�75� 8�9��� :!�!��	�� ��;�<��*�� 12�-� �=� ��� ������

�>	� ?�,�@�� 1��A� 1!�B C ��;�<��*�� :E!B :1992F��G!H ? :1994F�;I�2 J :1994KL!��  :1998

3 :!�M<���CPRS N!� F� (��"2 �OP C !�Q��4� & R�� 1999 N!� F� (��"2 �OP� 2000.
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 ����� �Q[�2+���� ����#��# �#sK� �E &' �� =���/�� 	PQ!� \?�^8�� �H�8�# 2s'  �P3 ���

 D ���"#{� ����#��# |�6� �I� &' �E � ��$�	/3��� �	�O ���Z� ��� �P�#H�� C�	p[6� �E'

"#H-�!� � A+[� . _N ��X� 1#��K� �A
015% (% B��	-�� ���� \?�^8� #/O0 19% #/O0 

�����,� ��R#�6� \?�^8� .�H� :;��6� ����-� (#�K� \?�^8�� &�O >�? BN0 RD0!� � #��-�0

C#8H��0.  

 ����� ���03 ��� ��$�	/3��� �	��� �/
�	^�� (#�K� ���Z-�� �����,� ��R#�6� \?�l �
 

M�	-�� C�? 	�!� ��-�N.

 ��	
�)3 :( ��� �����
 ����
�� ������� ����
 ��!��"� �
#���� $%�&

'�* +����
� ,�% �-.� ���/ �!0 ��1���2�
�3����� 45.

N = 237, CHI² = 0.765, df = 3, p = 0.858 
GFI = 0.998, AGFI = 0.995, RMSEA = 0.000 

 ����� 	O�� D3 W0��� � B��	-�� ���� q� ��O#g% C#N���N �' 6 – 9�� �U#-8�� ��� #^�O 

/#��� ������ (% �R#8-�% #���% ���-�� � ���+���� ����#��# |�6� �I� &' #
R#�N 9��0 �

F#8!� ��� 2��s �I� ��� 4npZ� 2� F#�� ���.  

 #���� M�	-�� &#Q 9�� 	�!� BN k�#8-� m �����,� ��R#�6� \?#l B�� &Z W�/�� d��0

B��	-�� ���� 28� :�Q #N ��� �� m ��E =��-N ��-�N �8�.  

l c�HY� W#E0 m =�Y��O � ��$�	/3��� F�d% #g	�# "����� ��� �����,� ��R#�6� \?#

 �Y��� #���% ���-�� � 9�� >�-� C#�#-8-�!�0 �U#-8�� �/#YN )Hp ��E =���� �' ��}

��$�	/3��� �	�O ���Z- |�6� c��� &Z� ������,� ��R#�6� \?#l . CT+��� C	�� #^Q

�-� #^�O C#$#H�"�0 :;��6� z�*� #��'0 F#8!�0 "�N!� F#��0' _N �Q ��� ����#��� �� c�

���#����.  

����ا�
	���� ا��ا

ا���	ب/ ا�ود

����� ���ة ا������ا��� 

��% $#�� أو��	ء ا���ر

 ��������	
� ��� 	����

�������
� 	��� ���

r2=.18

ا�
	���� ا��ا����

أو��	ء ا���ر

.31

-.19

.38
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 ����� n��� �H�1 B��	-�� ���w- �s"#/6# 2s'  W0��� � R"����6 q� ����$ �R#�d �� =

 ��$�	/3��� �	�O ���Z- �YH�	6� C�n��-��)25% � 26% .( f�g� S	�-�� _�3 >�? BN0

:;��6� ����� \?�l ��� . 2H/�� ="�N!� F#��0' :;�N �
 R�*�� �A
 � ���U	�� �
#�6�0

���"#{� ����#���0 ���+���� ����#��# |�6� �I�. �A�� >�A #��' �I� �A
 	pZ-� >�? BN0 

�	-�N ST-+� R��0 �g�� #�TQ0 �"�N!� F#��0' qL       .  

 �����2 �I� A+' 1�� BN ��$�	/3��� �	��� C#/
�	6� ���Z-� �����,� ��R#�6� \?�l �H� 

&#H�I� � ���"#{� ����#��# |�6�.

 ��	
�)2 :(�!��"� �
#���� $%�& ����
�� 7�89� ;* ,������� <= ��� �

��1���2�
� ��� �����
.

N = 263, CHI² = 1.06, df = 3, p = 0.782 
GFI = 0.998, AGFI = 0.993, RMSEA = 0.000

ا�
	���� ا��ا����

ا��	)	ت/ ا��'	ت

����� ���ة ا������ا��� 

��% $#�� أو��	ء ا���ر

 ��������	
� ��� 	����

�������
� 	��� ���

r2=.19

ا�
	���� ا��ا����

أو��	ء ا���ر

.32

-.13

.42
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������ �	 
�� ����� ���� �� ����� � .��� ��� !"# �$�%& '%(�)� *����+� ,����(-�

'$�/$0� '�1�23� ,4�5 .�/6 �7�$	# 
�� 8�(�� *��9 �� :�2��; <;)= >9 ?@���3� A")� B�2�9 ��

 CD& <�%(�)� EC�� - F��� GC�3� �H����� I$�J >9 �!��C� K�= )� �L �	)M# �N=O )P

'=��Q3� R�S+��-�.  

 T�U A")3� '��$V W X)M)� ��Y� '$H*�Z�# '$���!�� '$���D��� E23� �[� K�= �49#

��@6!�� \*)��� ��$�#O F!� �[�� ��!$�@& ����� ?@���3� F!� �[� ��� KO ]���S� ��# '$�

 *)��� ��$�#O F!� �[� 
�� !^�2� F��� ���%�� I$�J _�!`�(�� ��^" !@S) b#!c�1 ( W

 I��1 A"�)3� I$/Q& ,4)5 ���O# ?�$c� ?� A"�)3� b)J ,4�5 ef g��%;� 
�� b)h[�

(�� i�%;8�.

 �����)1 :( ��	
�� ������ ������ ������� ��� ������� ����!�� "#�$ %�&'

��*���+��� ,��-.

N = 208, CHI² = 7.2, df = 7, p = 0.408 
GFI = 0.988, AGFI = 0.965, RMSEA = .

ا��
	��� ا��ا����

ا���
ب/ ا�ود

���� ���ة ا������ا��� 	�� �

%$�� أو��
ء ا�!�ر

ا��
	��� ا�'
ر&�� 	�� 

%$�� ا���اه��)

���� ����	
���������

������� ���� ���

r2=.26


������� 
�������

����� ������

ا��
	��� ا��ا����

أو��
ء ا�!�ر

.26

-.22

.58

.14

-.11

.42

.49

��������	
��

�������� ������

.20
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 A"�)� �� ��;�H '$���!�� '$���D�� I/Q& \F)�C3� b�� G������ R�4 �(�� !$2V 
��#

'$���@6!�� 8�/S T�U ?@���3� .$�#O A"�)� ��O K��CD� �^jS �2� '$���!�� '$���D��# *)��� ��

 <��C; kl�� �����&15%'$���@6!�� 8�/D� ?@���3� !$���� ��2�� �^$S .  

 W m=O I/Q� njC& F)�C3� oD`�� F�(�� G������ R�4 �(�� KO 'Q�!�� N3� ��#

�4 �(��� ';*�@� '$���@6!�� T�U ?@���3� I2S 1#1* I$/Q& '$�^� �D&�� F�(�� G������ R

F)�C3� .'$���D�� ��O _�!2;� �� +�S *)��� ��$�#O A"�)� �� '$�= '$�^2�� T�� ���&#.  

 /0�1�7 : ���2���� �����3��� 4!�� 56�0 7��89� ;���0< =>�8 ?@��'

 �&��- A �B��C�� ��> ��*���+��� ��' D�EF ��@��G�0) ���� HI8�!8

Beta-Coefficients.(  

 _)^�

?@���3�

1-#��R����� �D&�� F)�C�

 IV�)��� ��

p(�$C��

 F)�C�

 �� oD`��

 IV�)���

p(�$C��

 ��$�#O A")�

*)���
**0.32**0.40**0.26**0.37**0.27

'$���!�� '$���D��**-0.15*-0.18*-0.14-0.12*-0.16

'$H*�Z� '$���D��**0.140.14*0.15**0.210.07

g)���**-0.14--*-0.15-0.11

Adj. r20.170.200.080.240.11

F**27.82**18.95**9.51**18.80**8.98

N515221294228271

 q)hr ?@���3� F!� X�$&*-� ���Qs '$�23� R�Y������ '"+� �0 '�@�C3� R�l�3� �$t

�u)(*�6 v�� '$���@6!�� .  

��# ���w� A"�)� ex# R����� ?� �j�� 1-#�� ?� 
��O F)�C� !�� 
� '"+2�� T

'$���!�� '$���D��# . *)2Q�� F)�C� �D&*� \'$���!�� '$���D��� E23� �[� F)�C� oDy� �^�=#

 njz���O F!� I��L �D&�� F)�C� <���" \*)��� ��$�#O F!� *)2Q�� ��� 1�B �^�=# \�M����

?@���3� . '�C�� ������� oD`��#8%1-#�� ?� <�� R����� ?�  . ���O '$H*�Z� '$���D�� m�2&#

 *)2Q�� 1�1{� \'(�$C�� b�H* W '@N�� R1�B �^�/S |'��[� T�� W '}�C3� I��)2�� !	O

'H*!�� �D�� �}+=# |~$�V �/2��# X�$&*-�� . ��"O K)/& �s* 8��� T�� '��$V KO -9

� >9 F)�C� !�� )� ?%C�S W '$���@6!�� ��B9 X�$&*-�� R����� *)2� KO �$	 �"�)�

1-#�� ?� <�� �= I/Q� oD`��) . ?�#!c� ��;O2 \3.(  

 ?�#!c� �z��; '2H��s#6# 7 W <�^� �/6 F��� !�{3� ���� K�= �49 �� b�YC�� Bm� \

�K�Q�� ���  

/Q& W njC� '$���D�� �	 K�= �49# B)� \'$���@6!�� 8�/D� !�Y3� ?@���3� A")� I$

����� �D; <� K)/� KO �/6 *)��� ��$�#O F!� �[� ��� IN� K�� b)@��� I/Q� I"�� 
�� 
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��$�#� '�B�)�3� A"�)3� W F��)H �+��� 1)H# ?�& �^= ol� ?@���3� ������# *)��� 

?%C�S W 
���@6!�� �M)�� I�@& '��	 W ��4# ?@���3� �-Y� g); �� ����� . X��@� ���#

 T�U X�$&*-� *)2Q� G@S �$� Ih�� �^$S g)��� �C� R�S+��-� K�Q� R�*����� ���H9

���4 8�/D�� !$��& q)hr ���O �/�# '$���@6!��.  

� ��(O 
��# 
�� b-!�(-� � \b#!c�� ?�� )� �^= 
�$M)��� K�$��� �$�# *����-

 ?C�c� ?� '���)H R�S+��� 1)H#)?�)��� ( �� ?%5 ?� #O IV�)��� ?��)^� I��1

 8�(�� ��5O) �D&�� F)�C� /G������ oD`�� F)�C� .( 1-#�� ?� i�D; - �P \� ��#

N= �S# {$$^��� b�	 R�����#F�(�� G����� � #O 
(�$C�� IV�)��� 'S�.  

 K-#!c� ~M)�#6# 7 E23� �[�# \*)��� ��$�#O A"�)s q�Z� �H����� I$�J �z��; 

 K�Q� ,*�Z�# I��!�� W '$(�$C�� '$���D��� "'$���@6!�� 8�/S 8!;�C�) " b#!c�6 (#" *)2Q��

'$��l�� 'D��� W '$���@6!�� T�U �M����) "c� b#!7 .( n$$@�� �H����� I$�J ���H9 � !"#

 �� ';*�@3�� *)��� ��$�#O A"�)� R���j(9?@���3� njz����� 'V�Z� ��&.  

 /0�1�6 : ��@��G�0 ���2���� �����3��� 4!�� 56� 7��89� ;���0< =>�8 ?@��'

 ��*���+��� ,��- ��	
' J
��) HI8�!8–���� .(  

 _)^�

?@���3�

��1-#R����� �� �D&�� F)�C�

��(�� G������

 oD`�� F)�C�

��(�� G������ ��

 ��$�#O A")�

*)���
**0.42**0.48**0.37**0.36**0.50

 '$���D��

'$���!��
**-0.15**-0.25-0.09**-0.21-0.05

 '$���D��

'$H*�Z�
**0.03*0.18-0.060.09-0.02

g)���0.00 --0.02-0.02

Adj. r20.190.250.150.150.25

F**30.19**25.40**17.88**10.79**21.54

N501218283246251

 '$z{c 'S�M9 I/Q� - g)��� I��� KO n�*"'$���@6!�� 8�/S !$��&" ��� K)7���� ����� KO -9 \

m=O �$h; ���w� A"�)3 <;O k�� �$	 g)��� �@S# K)D��f l�3� |R����� ?� �j�� 1-#�� ?� 

R����� K#1 G@S 1-#�� ex �uO �	)� !@S '$���!�� '$���D�� ��O . ��t�� CD��� '�C����#

 '�C�� 1-#�� e��� \'$���@6!�� 8�/S !$���� q�Z� l�^��25% ��$�#O A"�)� 
�� �h�@�# 

'$���!�� '$���D��# *)��� .CD��� ef �� b�{� -# F)�C� !�� R����� ��t�� 15% . �$	#

 F!2�� - ��4 �� *)��� ��$�#O A"�)� ef �� K�S \i+��� 
�� ��O FO �0 �$� '$���D�� KO

15%.  
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�O# *)��� ��$�#O ?� F��)H i�S 1)H# ?�� KO !� �^�$� |G@S 8!	�# '��	 ef �^$S njz��

njz��w '�C���� <�� N/� I"O ������ F!� �$���1 '$(�$C�� '$���D��� E23� �[� . ��� IN6#

 �D; ?� ?�$c� ?� '$(�$C�� A"�)3� b)J W i�S 1)H# _!� >9 Q� �$�#O ��$^�& ,����(-�

<S+��� #O g)���.  

 /0�1�5:!�� K	��3�� ���L�� ��-0 �������� H�>I)J�BM� ( ��B����� =>��C��

�������0 ��89� ;���09
1

 – J
�� �N�����0 O�B9� P������ �8��!� ��-0 

Q����0 H�B�����  

 8�/S !$��&

'$���@6!��

 '������ ��B9 �M���� *)2Q��

?%C�S W '$���@6!��

  rnrn

?@���3� _)^�0.43 5280.37**530

R�����0.38**2960.26**307

1-#��0.49**2240.44**227

 �D&�� G������ R�4 �(��

F)�C3�
2

0.37**

2660.34**273

 oD`�� G������ R�4 �(��

F)�C3�
2

0.50**

2580.30**265

 p(�$C�� IV�)��� R�4 �(��

�D&��F)�C3�
20.48**2410.44**241

4 �(�� oD`�� IV�)��� R�

F)�C3�
2

0.37**

2720.29**285

1 ���� �� �	
�� �� ��� ������� ���� ������ ���� ��� ������� !������ !��"����� !#$%�� ����&� '

 ������ (#��� )�*��� ���+� (#�� �� !�,-�. /�,0 �� "�.�– ,1�0 ����&2 �30� 4 Z.  

2��� )�6 ,7��8�9, :��, /:7��<�� �30� =>?@ ��� 	A =	B����� C?%� ����D� E�F�

**p<0,001	�3H :& . !��"����� !#$%�� )$�% �� /,���)J7�,�� K�9,��� LM >��NM ( ?�� �<* P�,� ?%�

 ����5% ����&$� 8QR� 	#�� ��� Fisher Z-Transformation)  C�SFisher Z) ( T9���1999 :

209�211(.

 !$���� ��2�� �^$S ?@���3�# *)��� ��$�#� '�B�)�3� A"�)3� I$/Q& W F�(�� G������ ��Y�

'$���@6!�� 8�/S . +/� '�C���� ��)��# �1)2V F�(�� �(�^��� ��5O k����& \��4 
�� ����#

'$���@6!�� 8�/S ��B9 ?���Q��.  

��1 
(�$C�� IV�)��� 'S�N= �� ��; �^= ���w� A"�)� W ~M�# i�S 1)H# 8�(�� I

?%C�S W '$���@6!�� �� �S�)��� b�� W ������#  . F�(�� �(�^��� ��5O k����& \<$��#

�j�(*�L �*�c� '$���@6!�� I�@& ��B9 ?���Q�� +/� '�C���� ��)��# �1)2V.  
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�������	 
�����  

 /0�1�2 : �8�R���� H�MS��� H�&B��8–��89� ;���0<0 �������   

  ?@���3�*)��� ��$�#O

  1-#��  R�����  g)^�� �����  R�j��� 

'$���@6!�� 8�/S  3.843.743.793.823.86

'������ I� '$���@6!�� I�@&  2.932.412.632.632,64

�$H*�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��2.602.472.532.552.45

'$(�$C�� '$���D���$���12.682.762.732.902.74

p(�$C�� IV�)���������# ���w� ?�2.662.472.55��

F�(�� G������  4.054.054.5��

�C� !�� '$���@6!�� 8�/S !$��& ��Y� I�� �� ���@� G()�s �!H �D&�� F)4)  ��$@s5 

��@; .( ��$@� �� I"O v	 FO \'(*�^3� I� '$���@6!�� I�@& ��Y� F)�C� �!�� ';*�@3��#

 G()�3�3 . !�� b�{� +S 
H*�Z�# 
���!�� ��!$2h�� 
�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��� E23� �[� ��O

 ���w� �� 
(�$C�� IV�)���# |oD`�� F)�C� G()�3� ��$@� �� ���O I"O *)��� ��$�#O#

  �����3 .�D&�� F)�C� !�� ��t�� F�(�� G������.  

 /0�1�3: Q���� T�U V0�3�� H�&B��8 ��W<)ANOVA:(  

  
 1-#���R�����  �����–R�j��� 

'$���@6!�� 8�/S81!� �1!� �

$�2D�� '$���@6!�� ��B9 X�$&*-�� *)2Q��'000.01!� �

,*�Z� ¢ '$(�$C�� '$���D��1!� �1!� �

       I��!�� ¢ '$(�$C�� '$���D��1!� �037.0

g)��� W i#�S FO !H)& - 1�/���# . '$���@6!�� +�@& I"O R����� KO !� \'$��l�� 'D��� W#

K�j�� �jS R�j��� ��O \1-#��� ';*�@� 8�= 'H*!� Ih�� �^$S ���w� �� N/� I"O 'H*1 


���!�� !$2h�� 
�� '$(�$C�� '$���D���.  

 /0�1�4:�X���8 Y�B< ��� V0�3�� H�&B��8 ��W< ;���9�0 ;��Z�)���2�T(  

���-���� ��� - '��-�_�� – ��-�_�� - '��-�

'$���@6!�� 8�/S1!� �1!� �1!� �1!� �

 ��B9 X�$&*-�� *)2Q��

'$�2D�� '$���@6!��

1!� �1!� �1!� �1!� �

,*�Z� ¢ '$(�$C�� '$���D��1!� �1!� �1!� �1!� �

   I��!�� ¢ '$(�$C�� '$���D��004.01!� �1!� �1!� �
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 /0�1�1 : ���!�� H��[\8)�]��]�� ���C^�(  

?@���^�� '��^2�� '7D��15 – 20'�( C�� G()�� \ �17.6  

g)���  

�=443%  


N;O57%  

'$j$H)��� '2")�3� '$(*!3� 81�jQ��72%  

  ���w�  R�j���  

 �� I"O9R�)�( 18%29%

 ��9 – 12'�( 24%32%

12'�( \'$j$H)��� 30%23%  

13'�( 28%16%  

������� �	
=573���� �	
=248������ �	
=215

'�!`�C3� ��!���>����= ��1�( �/6 I$������ W  : '$���@6!�� I�@& \'$���@6!�� 8�/S !$��&

 W ���=4 1*# �^= '$���!�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��# '$H*�Z� '$(�$C�� '$���D��# \�"�)�� ]*O 
��

'$���@6!�� A"�)3�� q�Z� nC@�� 'H���1 . ��B�)3� T�� '$	+V ��D�O ���#�H ?�� #

R�(�$@��# .# ¤ ¥� R*!" !@S ?@���3� !$2V 
�� '$H*�Z� '$(�$C�� '$���D�� '�C���� =

0815 ¤ *)��� ��$�#O# | =0847 ¤ k;�= !@S ?@���^�� '$���!�� '$(�$C�� '$���D�� ��O \ =

0534 ¤ *)��� ��$�#�# \ =0635 ��O ��$@�#  ���!`�(� \
(�$C�� IV�)���# F�(�� G������

?��!$�@& ��$" §!	#" :R�(�$C�� K�Q� *)��� ��$�#O# ���w� �� IV�)��� "#" G������

F�(��."  

 �������� 	
� ���� �� �����'$&w� '2�*�� '�7(�� X�� ���� �� ��@�:  

− �&!��# �� ¨!��& v�� R��3� 1!� n=)�!��# #O (C�� b)	 �'(�$  

− �&!��# �� '$(�$C�� *)��� 'Q"��� �0+� � v�� R��3� 1!� n=)�!��# #O(�  

 8!	�# '��H9 ?� '�7(�� X#���&#"8�� -# " R���H9 �©#"8!�!� R��� ." 1)���� ���&#

 ��Y� K)/�� '2�*��"�������� ��� ���
��� .")��Y� \�D�O ���;#�c �@S#0842.(  

 ����� ��������
� 1)�� '�+� '%(�)� <(�$" F:  

−¨!	 �^j� ��)( 8�(�� ����O I�$(  

−o2��� ���2� 
�� 1�^��-� ���/6 ��&�(O I��1  

−¨�!	�� R*)%& v� A&�/��( !$=����� ��;9

 8!	�# '��H9 ?� X#���& '�^�ª� R���H��# "8�3�� '@�%� � " R���H9 �©#" '@�%�

I��/���) ."�D�O ���;#�c �@S# ��Y� !�� F�(�� G������ \0759.(  
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'%�C�� . '$	�; ��#>���� )���� 
�� ��CD& �/6 \F��O : �� \'%�C�� _�!2;�� ����� �2� �49

oD`�� F)�C� !�� �$���1 '$(�$C�� '$���D��� ��C	�� K)/� KO �")�3� . '��	 W ��O

 �*�h;O K)��h� �)( �z!�� \'$���@6!�� ��(*�� K��@� ��C	�� ��� b�#B K�� n�*)2�

'$���@6!�� 8�/D� .?� '�h��S ��B9 �M���� *)2Q��# '$���!�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��� ��C	�� 

'$z��� '�V K)/& KO �/6 '������ I� '$���@6!�� . _�!2;�� *)2Q�� '��	 KO ]���S� �/6#

 «��9 ��& �")& B)� �$� \nz�@�� 
(�$C�� _����� T�U �M��� _!� ��C	�� '%�&�� '%�C��

 '$(�$C�� '$���D��� ��C	¬�'(*�^3� !$" '$���@6!�� b�$	 �M���� *)2Q�� 
�� '$���!�� . 
��#

_����� I�@�� *)2Q�� A���& \�$���1 '$(�$C�� '$���D��� ��C	�� 
���& �^�= \��¤ !$2V .

 *)2Q�� ��� KO !$� \_)^2�� <H# 
�� '%�( nj�!� K�� ����� �2Q� KO ���O �/^3� ��#

= ��B9 �M��� _!� �� '��	 <�	�h�����& <$H)& '$D$ . ?� '�h�� Ah�& \'��[� T�� W#

'$��( �u�� !z�C�� 
(�$C�� _����� I�@&# '$���!�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��  . '$���D�� R1�B �^�=#

 '$���!�� '$(�$C��–�D���� '@N�� W '��[� T�� IN^�&# �_����� I�@& F)�C� �H��&  . '�C����#

*!�� T�� !2& \'$��l�� 'D��� �j$S 
(�$C�� _����� KO �$	# \�$S�Q/�(� �N� ���� '@$@	 W '(�

 R�)�" �� !�!2�� W �j$�� �@�C3� R�$���@6!��� 'V�Z� ��& b1�2& R��)�2� <�!� �S�)�& -

 ����� W ��!�)� !�!J ��( v�� R���`�;-� KO !=Y3� � �� b�{� - \'$���@6!�� '=*�Q3�

2003{H ��*������ *#�C� KO ~H�3� ��# \����HO n�$( \'$�$%C�D�� '%�C�� R�	+V9 �� ��

!z�C�� _����� I�@& _!2� *)2� '$���!�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��� b�� �	 nj�!� �L o2���.  

 b�H�� �)^�3� A")3� E2� )jS 
H*�Z� !$2h�� 
�� '$(�$C�� '$���D��� ��C	�� ��O

���# �2Q�� 1��SO )P '(�$C�� 
(�$C�� _����� '����(-� F!� W# '(�C�� W '@N�� �/2� F

<� b)^23� . 8�/D� !$����� !Q	 
�� ����� '$H*�Z� '$(�$C�� '$���D�� T�0 �/6 A$=

b�C��� ��� 
�� '�M�# '��H9 ����#  �'(*�^3� �M)� '$���@6!�� I�@&# '$���@6!�� . �^�=


���& \nj�(�( W ����� '@� R1�Bnj�!� 
(�$C�� _������ I�@�� n�*)2�  . '�V !H)� <;O �^=

>#�� '����� '�C���� '��Q� . ��(O 
�� n��`�;� !2� '@N�� ?$(�$C�� nj$�NL ����� >#O �4�S

'$���@6!�� 8�/S !$���� 'j$H# ���(O nj�!� ~�h$( \
���@61 . - '�h�� T�� K�S \��4 ��#

'�)" #!�&.  

�������  

_!`�C& !$CU F!� 
�� �)��� ��@�9 W '$�$%C�D�� '�$2�� 'N��N�� '��Q�� �� 81*�)�� R�;�$��� 

'$��l�� 'D���� E$%C�D�� �^��� W '$(�$C�� '$���D��# '$���@6!�� A"�)3� . k�^��� !"#

 
�� R�;�$��� '�)^�573 '���= ��(O n�& ® >�����# \R�j���# ���¯� I��L 1!�# �����  #O

��1�S �� �(O G@S �59# 1��SO '�+� �� ';)/� ��(� . �� R+��@� k��HO !"#348 ���w� �� 

#215R�j��� ��  . �j2t � v�� R�;�$��� �"�# �� ez�h� _!`�C; �P#)'N��N�� '��Q�� (

 _�� W2000 . �� R�;�$��� T�� nj$%l& ����� ?@���3� �^� G()��  �� !"#15�20 \'�( 

�s  ��� �^� G()17.6 . '�$2�� e� !@S \g)��� �@S# ��B)���� ��2�� �^$S ��O43% *)=��� �� 

#57% '�C�� \¨�;�� �� 72% '$j$H)��� 81�j� 
�� n0)h	 �")�3� �� )'�);�N�� 81�jQ��.(  
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)��� <(�(O 
�� k$�� F��� �M)�� I/Q� ��# '�1�@�� '^=�[� '%�C��� 'V�Z� '$�#�� R�2"

���1� <$�� K)/$( . 8�/S b�$	 ������# ���w� A"�)� W R��O !" R�2")��� T�� K)/& !"#

'$�$%C�D�� 
M�*�� 
�� �0 '$�2D�� '(*�^3� ��B9 nj	�$&*� W >�����# '$���@6!�� . �S##

 I���O W F�HO FO��� g+%�(�2000�O \ KO >9 �z����� R*�22% �)�1O ?�$%C�D�� �� 

@� '$�$%C�D�� '������ °�h� n��)V�� 
�� )��� �s ';*�50% W 1997.
3

  

 !$�@���# '�1�@�� '^=�[� '%�C��� 'V�Z� R�2")��� KO n�*# \��4 ��#"
���@6!�� "

)H I��/� '$���@6!�� '��U K)$�$%C�D�� of ® \'$��� k;�= �M�)�3��j�;� ... F)%�& v��

 '��2�� '$�)7C3�# '$(�$C�� '=*�Q3�# \K);�@�� 81�$( ±1��3 IH�� I�)�# 
�^� �$�%& 
��

 8�[� R���`�;-� b+� �� �$H4)5 '%�C�� �#��& ��4 �� n���# K�C;�� i)@	 _���	�#

'�1�2��) ." \#�^�)�O1996.(  

	
���  

j$�9 *�Q3� R�@$�2��� �� ����� ��h� 8�(�� *#1# g��h�� '7$�# '$�$%C�D�� '$���@6!�� b)	 �

 '��C� W ����� W b#����� !$" ]�2�� �!� �h�� \8�@�C� � �#�² I² W '$�$%C�D��

'$�$%C�D�� �(�� W ������ I$H >9 ���w� I$H �� '$(�$C�� A"�)3� b)J . �� 
2C; �P

� 
�� �)��� ��@�9 >9 '(�*!�� T�� b+� K�Q� IV�)���# \F�(�� G������ I��)� ��& F!

'$�^2�� T�� 
�� g)���# \R�(�$C��.  

 �^$S ���O ��� '�h�� #4 b�YC�� �^/� \,m;!;��� '(�*1 W E$%C�D�� nC@�� *��� 
��#

 '$��^�H-� R�$l��� '��U �V�2& �� '�#1 W K)@���3� #O ���w� K�= �49)'$(�$C��# ( 81�[�

�j���A"�)3� �D; K) ". R�jH)��� #O R������ 8*#����� �/2& - ��4 �� 8��� ��&#

?�$c� ?�.  

 A"�)3� 
�� '�^�ª� ��*��¤# '$�$%C�D�� '7$��� W 8!z�C�� *��@�(-� _!� '��[ �=�*19#

�}# -O \'�7(�� �� ?��� >9 8*���� *!U \�0�@�;�# �j�$/Q&# :  

 O(R�;*�@� ���� I� \R�j���# ���w�# *)��� ��$�#� '$(�$C�� A"�)3� ex R+(��� #O 

�R�����# 1-#�� �� ?@���3�� '@�2�3� ��&#  

 �( '�h�3� *)���� ?@���3�# *)��� ��$�#� '$(�$C�� A"�)3� q)hr R��&�/3� ����& I�

�g)���# R�(�$C�� K�Q� IV�)���# F�(�� G�������  

J >9 �1���(�#§w� �$@J �/6 \�H�����# ���&*-� I$�:  

 ,(# \?@���3�� 'V�Z� ��&# *)��� ��$�#O A"�)� _�j(9 F!� *�����  

 1(�$H*��# �$���1 '$(�$C�� '$���D�� ¢�M�� ���� '2H���  

 '(�C�� 
�� ����� 1�� �$� 8*)��3� '%�C�� E2& 
���!�� !$2h�� 
�� '$(�$C�� '$���D�� K9

�/�#�O �� '$���@6!�� 8�/S 8!;�C� T�U� 
�� ����&# |_�� <H)� R�(�$C�� 
�� ����� ��

<� �j/��� �2h�� . 8�/S K#!;�C� �)( �-Y� K�S '%�C�� T�� ��Y� �� ���� K�= �49#

 T�� �� 81�D�(-� 
�� ����� ��Q� 
(�$C�� _����� ��� KO �$	 n$�( I/Q� '$���@6!��
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'$h`� F��O# 
z�!D�� '$h`�F!�c�  . �#��� ��)�� �N=O �);�= 1-#�� K� F1���� ��#

R����� �� '$(�$C�� '7$���.

 
M�*�� �jM)x v�� '������ *��� 
�� g��h�� ��1)C� v�� A"�)^�� ]�2��� !��#

 _�� �� R!��� v�� >#�� 'M�D�;�� b+� �� ��)( '$�$%C�D��1988 _�� >9 1993 W #O 

*��@�(�� _!� I² ���w� ?� '"+2��# '�)0�� '@�2�3� Iz�C3� K�S \�$��	 T!jQ& F��� 
(�$C�� 

'�1�2�� �#���� R�4 R�2^��� W �j�� A��x R�(�/2;�# *��¤ �0 K)/� ������# . !$2V 
�2S

 ����" n�O '$�$%C�D�� 8�(³� ������# ���w� 
�$c '$�$��� '"+2�� R*!h& \>#�� 'M�D�;��

���^� . nj�=�	 W KO K#�� �);�= �$(�$( ?%����� �� ���Q�� >9 ��4 W ��C�� �H��#

 F��� I$c�# njz��¤ IQS# b)© �� ��*�V ��"��& 
�$z��(�� b+�	�� *��^�(� '����3�

b+�	�� ��� ��u9 W <$�9 K)^��� . <;O 
�� ���O F�� *�^�3� ��� W ���Q�� ��Q; K�= ���#

¯� !Jnj�%�(# ��� . F)�C� 
�� ?�$c� ?� '"+2�� '���L '�/Q� *)j² ��4 
�� �&�&#

'$;�N�� 'M�D�;�� n(�� 'S#�23�# >�[� g��h�� A"�)� . ���Q�� _+	O R�CD& >9 �1���(�#

 
��h� 1�SO \E$%C�D��)2001" ( ������ KO ��4 \'$��t �j�/�# '�1�S kC$� nj��)� K��

*)2� nj�!� 'S1 8*�19 T!$� F)��� �^��� !2� ® �$	# nj���´ 
�� ��*1�" � ���w� K�� 

<�@� I� )� �� <�!� �$� E$%C�D�� ���Q�� I$H ~�VO# *)��� ". #!�& T�� '$z�j��� '�hª�#

 ���w� ?� 'V�r# '��(�� R�"+2�� 
�� ����&# R����h�� '7$� ��O Bm& �j�/�# '�#�(��

����#��.  

 �^�� W ���¯� F!$�@��� *#!�� %� !J >9 Q& �z��; �� <$�9 IV)��� � �� n�*#

 *��9 W '$C$z* 'C(Y^= '$�$%C�D�� 8�(�� *#1 K�� b)@�� �/6 \AN/� g��V T1)C�

�^j� b�{� - �^��� �� 
(�$C�� I��D��� . ���( �� I= �jh�`�(� v�� R�H����(�� KO �^=

)1977 (©# �$)2000 ( 
(�$C�� �#����� ��h�� ��*������ '$�$%C�D�� 8�(�� '$}O K�Q�

�0�D�9 ��- \
(�$C�� *��@�(�� _!�# A�2�� g�M#O ��B9 � '$���D& 'C(Y�# . �z����� KO �^=

 k��B- '$�$%C�D�� '��(�� R�"+2�� n/J v�� R�$/$����!�� KO !=Y& �}+= �j$�9 e�� v��

� '%�&��b�$H�� ?� A"�)3� b�@�;� '��Cs ���O# �^��� �� 
(�$C�� I��D��� '$�^2 . 
�� 8#+�

 n��# �jz���� 8�(�� �}�S)& ������ '��^[�# n�!�� ��& '$}O �� I�@; -O ��$�� �� \��4

g��h�� '7$�� ���( ������3� �� �jz���O ��.  

 ez�hZ� �� �!$2�# \��( �L n���� 
�� '$�$%C�D�� '��[� W 8�(³� '$/$����!��

 ��1�D� v�� '@$@[� >9 <$����� ?2�� \b�$H�� ?� A"�)^�� E$��� b)���� 
�� ����& R-�^�	�#

E$%C�D�� �^��� W '$C(Y� '��U ��*����� �/6 - �j�(*�L# '$���@6!�� KO . ® K)$�$%C�D��S

����� KO �^= '�)/	 nj�!� �/� R���`�;-� ��4 W �s )�(#O R�$"�@&� ��� ��)M�� v�� '�

 
2��Q��� ����# '�#!�� �$z* *�$��� k��HO v�� 8�[�)K�3m�� ( ����� W1996 ~^C& ® \

8!�!� '$H*��# '$���1 ���(� 
@$@[� E23�� '$���@61 '�)/	 1)H)� . *!U ��4 ��#

�� !�!2��# ���Q�� KO >9 8*���� ��%Q��� '��U ])� n0 ��C� ® ���w� I$H �� 1��S�� 

 >#�� 'M�D�;�� 
�� '@��C�� 8��D�� 1�!��� 
�� �!�!J# '$�2Q�� 8!��@�� R�^$��&#)1988 � 

1993 .( �� )�# \?/^���# i�%��� '2(�# '=*�Q3� ��(O 
�� k��" !" '������ T�� k;�=#
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 '�)0� *)��� �� G@S �$� k��)N�� F!	9 I/Q& b�{& - '$�$%C�D�� 8�(�� K�S <�)����� ��!H#

 �59#��1��S� 
��^�H�� �j�3�# �)�C�� '�C���� ���O . 8�(�� F�U \n��� p��^�H� O!�^=#

 �^$S �jz���� 8!$@� ~�h& � ��# <CD; �M)�� �0 F��O �(O ?�# �j�$� ';*�@3� �� ��);

 i)@� '�V <� �L ���# A$²)���# n$�2���# '"�!h��# ,�#{�� '$h`Q�� R�*�$��-�� Ih��

4# 1�D��'�1�D�� '�µ�� �j^/J 'S�@� b+� �� �� . 
�� RO�� v�� R�$l��� '�$�; �� K�=#

 ��2�� �^$S 'V�� \��1��SO 
�� �j���" �� ��2� !@D& '$�$%C�D�� 8�(�� RO!� KO �^���

?�$c� ?� _���	-� ����s . R*�V# �(#O i�%; 
�� R+V�)3� Iz�(# R�S�)& !"# Kw�#

�{D���� 8{jHO �� 8�(�� 1��SO ~�VO \bB��3� �� !�!2�� W '2z�� �2�( >w� �(�[�# K)

'��[� �� �S�# *!@� K)2�^�� \���;9# �*)=4 \���Q�� . 
�� R�$�D�� _)^� i����� �)M W#

 v��# '�)@�� 8�(�� '��" ��2M9 W �^j� +��� I/� �L \_�2�� n$�2��� I	��s ���@��� <H#

�� F!� 
�� k�N� Iz�C3� ef �^$S v	 '���N�� ������ !	O '$M�3� '2�*�� #O '�+N�� 1)@2

�!H '$h`Q��.  

�jz���O 8�$	 W �j�;�/� '�*)� !2� !@D& ® 8�(�� KO !$� . <� nC�& �� K��C[� W ���¤#

jDV)� 'S��� '$}O 8�(�� k�C�=� !@S \���%M� �� '$(�$C��# '$S�@N��# '$��^�H-� '7$��� �

��1��S� ��O �4+�# '��^��� 'C(Y�.
2

  

�N��� ���Y� +��� g)���� 'V�Z� '�$=���� IN¶# . v�� '$M�D�� T���;+� 8N3� R�@$�2��� ��#

 ���1Y� v��# �^� q�Z� IhD�� W ��$�# ��# �j	��" ���w� �� R�jH)��� b�@�;� '$�^� KO

'�C���� 
��O F)�C� !�� K)/& ������ >9?�)��� '�C���� �j�� g)��� �D��  . !$2V 
��#

*����-� �M)� '$M�D�� T�� �M# W �j$�9 1���(-� �/6 \'$�$%C�D�� R�;�$���.  

�
�
������ ��	�� 	
����  

 �� �#���& 'C(Y^= 8�(�� *#1 
�� T!$=�& *��^�(� )� E$%C�D�� �^��� {$6 �� n�O

 g�S!�� b�� W 'V�r# \�^��� ?� IV�)���# '$&���� R�"+2��# 'S�@N��# '$��!�� n$@�� ��

b�$H�� . G������ F{2� - \�^��� !$2V 
�� �j���D&# 8�(³� F!$�@��� i)D��� ��� I�D�#

 b#!�� W 8!z�C�� n$@�� 
�� _)@& v�� R�"+2�� '�)^� �D; >9 '$�$%C�D�� '��[� W F�(��

�$;�3O IN� '$��l�� .���# '$�@�� W g��h�� g�M#O I^� >9 ����� ?2�� \��4 >9 'S�M

 I/Q� !� �L ?@���3� ������# ���w� �� I= A"�)� W ��Y3� I��2�� IN¶ �uO �$	 '$�$%C�D��

 '$(�$C�� '�)0� ��)%&# ?�$c� ?� R�jH)��� W b)���� 
�� F�(�� G������ ��& �� �)^��

���Q��.  


@�O !"# *)h�� )1990 ( )���� 
�� <�)^� W p(�$C�� �M)�� ��& F!� 
�� �)���

 b)	 �;�$��(� �M# �$	 <$�9 8*���� ���C��"'$��N3� R���� " *�lV �� 'z�� 
�� <	��

 ?� n�*�^�O X#���& ?$�$%C�D��13 – 17 . �j$�� b)h[� � v�� R���H�� ?� �� K�=#

�� >1O '2")�� � '�)�2� #O !��)�� K)/� KO �^j�� I= *���� R����� F!	O# 1-#�� !	O 

'$��N3� R���� 8����3� '7$��� ,4)5 )� 8!��)�� . *���O R���� T�0 �h$`Q&#10 IVO �� 1-#O 

22 R�$�D�� �� �#�2� � 1!� ?� �� 8!	�# 8��S R*���� �^�$� 
z�!D�� '$h`Q� K)/& KO 
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����  

 {=�&# '$���@6!�� T�U ?$�$%C�D�� ?@���3� A"�)s �V�� ���^��� b#����� !$" '(�*!�� >)&

���w� ������� v�� ��&# A"�)3� T�� ?� '"+2�� 
�� q)hZ� <H# 
�� . <;O '(�*!�� ~M)&#

 ��E$%C�D�� ���Q�� '$(�$C�� '�)0� *)%& 
�� �^���# 8�(�� ��& Bm� \F��O I��)� ?� .

 <��( ����HO v�� 8!z���� '(�*!�� KO �^=)1977 ( K���� W ?7H+� E$%C�S n$· !$2V 
��

������# ���w� �� ?%����� ?� '@$�# '�V 1)H# �� ��@��� kDQ= !" . X�S kh�� !"#

)1980 ( �� b�D�³� 
(�$C�� �#����� �$@J *��9 W '$}O �N=�� �h�2�� IN¶ 8�(�� KO >9

�^��� . q�Z� l�3� 
�� '�^$0� '��	 W v	 �^z�" *#!�� ��� I��#" n$��D3� #O R�!@�23��

'$�{[� "$%C�D�� ������� '^��3 '$¸��� Az�)%�� W *)��� ��$�#O# ���w� '�)�� FO'$� . !��#

 v�� R���H�� W '�M�# i#�S !H)& - <;O >9 8*���� *!U \*����-� W g)��� l�� �M#

R������ 'V�Z� ��&# 1-#�� �� >1O  .  

 'N�!	 R�(�*1 �j��9 kh�� v�� R�H����(-� �� '@C�� '@��C�� �z����� R��H !"#

b)J '$}O 
�� !$=���� ��1�D� ¹��# F��O/ I@; W ������ I$H >9 ���w� I$H �� A"�)3�

 
��^�H�� �#����� '$�^� i�$()�^��� �� I��D���.(  

 \�D;¤ <$�9 *�Q3� IhD�� W ���# ��# <�� ���O �3 �@S# <;O �" \K�$	�� ���O W <;�S

'$�23� ¨���� k2H��& �^�$� b)���� '$�^� ¨�!	9 W 
C$z��� I��2�� )� ��� m�2� '(�*!� 

K�Q�� ��� W _�� ��& F!�) ." ��$�# ��#2002.(  

 ���H�� ~^C& n�*)�O ��$�#O# º$%C�D�� ���Q��� '@�2�3� R�;�$��� K�S \�=���� ��!H#

8!	�)�� 8�(�� W �2� �}+= �$�# R�j��� #O ���w� ��9 ex ';*�@� . ,4�5 �$�%& ��#

$��� T�� KO !� \'$�/$0� R-1�23� v�� A"�)3� ��& '$D$= 
�� !$=����� ���O ~^C& R�;�

?@���3� njz���O 
�� ���w� �j�j��� . K��C[� W �} ��� ?2�� b�!��-�� K�^C�� K�l�� '»#

 IV�)���# F�(�� G������ 'H*1 �}# -O |?@���3� *)�O ��$�#O R�jH)&# A"�)� '(�*1 b�	

C��� '@�2�3� *)��� K�Q�'(�$ . nj�2� 8�(�� 1��SO ?� '@$�)�� '"+2�� '$}O �)H# ]��D�#

 p(�$C�� IV�)��� '$�^� *��9 W ��4# n�*)�O ��$�#O# ?@���3� ���Q�� ?� ���O# o2��

 ?� 
��O F)�C� !�� )� '$(�$C�� n��jH)�� >�����# ���w�� A��2��� KO ?�& �$	 \'���/��

��SO ?� G��& v�� �(�� '@$�# '�V ��1) ��C$H1996 .( 
����3� IV�)��� b!�23� ���� KO �^=

 '$(�$C�� R�jH)���# A"�)^�� �(#O 8*)��� '�*# m=O '$S�DQ� G�&�� 8�(�� i�%; I��1

?�$c� ?� '$(�$C�� A"�)^�� '$��@�;-� '$�^2�� >�����# . !$2V 
�� <;�� b)@�� B)� \<$��#

 ���&*-� R�4 �(�� A"�)3�� ��2�� �^$S b�2D�� IV�)���� Ah�& v�� ��& ���O# �$�)��

�(�� �� ��l� ';*�@� 
��O F)�C� !�� b�$H³� '$��@�;-� '$�^2�� K)/& \'$(�$C��) ". ��#

 ��$�#2002.(  
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 �� ������ ���� ��� ���� . ����� !�� "�#$%� �� &�'(� )�* )��+, ��� ��

����� �� �-/� 0��(� �1 2�3 45$ �� �	��6 !�� 7��8� ��	�9�  ��&+� �
� :�; "<�=>

"?����� �@����� :���� "@�B� "$�?��� :;������ C5) 0��(� �� �E� "������ F�<� G5+H "��I/

������(9�  9K��� ���L
� 9"?#?	�� ���L+�� ���L
������ G5$� 9"����� "MN��.

������

1�������	
� �� ������ 	
�� �� ��� �����
�� ������� �� �� ���!�� �� �"�#� �$ . �%� &�� '�� ( )*� +,

-$�/�
� 	�0 123
� 4 -�5�
�.

2� 6�7�89:
 ;�<�=>
� ?��@� �� ���8
� ������
� A2B$� 	�
 ��� 4 C��DE�@1997 �� C13% �G 

 ���
� �G HI
�3
� J�3K
�15 LM� ��/�� CLG�N* '�=�O L=� ��=8P ( �G�� 20% C����
� �/�
� 'Q/G 

$15%�K� �R
�R
� �/�
� 'Q/G .
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 ����� �+� 7�?�I�� �; ��5� O�?�I��� ",P�+� "$�?���� Q�&�� �� &�&����) RP5�– ��P5� 

 9���ST�2001(9�$��� U�?+�� ��?< V !��� WX,&,��� "$�PY �?�; &/Z� �� 5��  �[Z\ ",��

&H�5�� �N���� . ",P�+� "$�?���� ������� �-/� WX,&,�X� O�?�I�� O� "$�P&�� ]M=�� &+<

7�?�I���9^K-�� U�?+�� �H��( "	����� _�`�  . a&� �; ��5� "$�?���� ������ Y�Yb� &
�

����� &+� c� d��e� �� �/9$ P�&� :�; :� ��/ d��e� d� 05fI�� ]?+� g?h  7�5�

^K-�� gM	�� �� 5�� 9"?��i�� "IL�� "�?; :�; �L�� �	j��9 "$�?���� 7�?�I�� ����� �
 g?H 

 O�?�I�� ������ ",P�+�QKS7�5�$ ^K-��  .

 "/�k� 7�	��/ 7&+�,� �(�j� "�5���� 0��(� ����� &; :�; &/Z� !�� 7�$�P&��

"$�?����9 lm� � ��P�	�;�� n>��(� �����  ���?�� "?$�?$ ���L+� 0) 9o5/��1991 .( _��<

 p�q� 7�	��E��n> "�&?�+��� U�?+�� r?��$� O�� ����� �; "$�?��� s��t 2�< ���&� 0��(� O� 

"$�?��� s��u(� 2�I�� �q� :�; 4���� � . 9gM	�� QKS �� _�` "M@ a&� �� �+M����

��I�/�� 2�� v+��� &H�5�� �N���� Q�Z$ )�j� ���� :$�?��� Q�8�� ������� F�B�� a&?�9 

�>w��x ���m�� ������� ����� 0Y&y "�#$� �L�� ��I=� �z$�?$ w�? . P�	�S�� ���
 _�` &���`> 

 ������ ",P�+� "?��i�� "IL��� WX,&,��� �� �/ { "$�?���� 7�?�I�� ����� &; O�/ ��

��� ���L+�� "<�/ :�; �	j�� O�?�I��"?$�?9&��'�� 7�?�I�� ����� O� � 9 a����� �
%� :�; �� 

 c� "?$�?��� ���L+�� ��� { O�?�I�� ��������?�� .

 �( 0&/Z� |}����� 7��� &+�]	�` �?�>"�5���� "/�k� 7�	��/  . Q�Z$ O� ~=�5�� ��<

"����� "?$�?��� ���L+��� �	��� &H�5�� �N����9?$� "?$�?��� ��'H%� �-� "�5Ek� 7�$�9 

 2�� �� 0Y�; !���OK;��&}��e� 7�MI@ n�� { ���;  . ��?�; ��*� &+< ��� ��" "$�?$

n�%� 7�MIN��"9�5H ��P�� { 4K�S�� �� 26��� :�;�   � �� ������ :�� � ���<

O�?�I�� ������ :�� ���-� 7�?�I�� r,�� .� O� ]M=�� &
 WX,&,��� "$�PY O� l6 7�?�I�

7�$�?��� ��	� O�?�I�� �� �-/� ������9 g��-�� v����� "+���(� _�� �-� �IH� K��� 

"#?	�� "����9 � �,�� 4K�S� &�5� "@�B� 7�$�?���� 7�?�I��� O�?�I�� ����� a5��� d� 

"?;������ ���L+��� 0�f���9 7�?�I�� �� �/ �� ������ �I, ���L+�� _�� ]��, g?H 

�O�?�I�� . ���L+��� "@�B� 7�$�?���� X/� ������� 7�?�I�� 7&�� &+< "?��i�� "IL��� ���

:;������ C5���� "?MN��9�-/� ���L+�� _��� 0��(� ����� ���, _�`�  �1 ����� ���� �� . ��/

O�?�I�� �� �/ a&��7�?�I��� "?#?	�� 7�$�?���� ����� ������� "?��i�� "IL��� 9������ "?;�9 

����� G5�� "@�B� _���9"?����� ���L+���  . "IL��� WX,&,��� �� �/ �� 7�?�I�� 2�3�

"?�5?�� �3�?h 0�[�	� 0P5N� �N�� !�� 7KEm(�� �$�$� "?��i��9 �� r,�� r*�� !�� �� 

:$�?��� 2Ek� r,�5��:
KS%�9 aq��� �?��� O�f?�?� Q�P�/ ""��;���� ������ "

)1982(.  

 ����� ���	
���������  ����� ������ ���� �����:  

",P�+(� ���6% _�`� "$�?���� ������� F�B� &H�5�� �N���� Q�Z$ "<�=> 0&m� :@5,9 

 d� l	/ 4K�S� n> �[Z(� �q� lm� 45$ a�S%� Q�&�� �� &�&���� Q�k� 5� ���-�<

�� �-/� Q����� O� ~=5� g?H d��e�������� ",P�+� "$�?���� ����� . � �[Z(� �q� O� l6
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 ��	
�)3  :( � �������� ������� ������ �� ������������� ��!�"�� 

 #������)t-tests(  

7�
�j���     �$5�(�

7�?�I��  

 �$5�(�

O�?�I��  

> n��

�$5�(�  

p  

Q�8�Q�%�  : 7�MIN�� "$�?$

n�%�  

2.42.92.60.000

0&M�(� 2�%� "����  2.32.82.50.000

"?E���%� 0&M�(� 7���5��  2.42.92.60.000

"?$�?��� ��'H%�  2.42.92.60.000

"?��P�%� 7�$�?���  2.02.62.20.000

"?�P�B� O5#m��  2.22.72.40.000

 ���L
C�<&��  2.33.02.60.000

 O5#m���5Ek�?"  3.13.33.2 �` �?�

"?��  

 O5#m��N�
��Y�"�2.73.12.90.000

Q�8�R�-��  :7�$�?���"?;������   3.43.33.4 �` �?�

"?��  

 ���L+��#?	��?"  3.33.23.3 �` �?�

"?��  

 ���L
:;������  C5���  3.73.23.50.000

 r,�5e�MN��?"  3.53.33.50.051

"?����� ���L+��  3.33.23.3 �` �?�

"?��  

$����� G5  3.23.23.2 �` �?�

"?��  

"?��� "$�?���  3.43.63.50.048

:;������ ��<���  3.03.13.0 �` �?�

"?��  

Q�8�g��-��  : v���� 9r,��%�

"
�j�� 9&;�+��� 9g��-��  

2.52.92.70.000

r,��%�  2.12.62.30.000

:$�?��� �5f��� �H  2.62.82.70.027

g��-�� v����  2.62.92.70.000

&;�+���  2.73.002.90.000

"
�j��  2.63.02.80.000
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a5����� . 7b�� &
�"?��d��e� d� 7�<K�S�� _�� 9�/q� 7�<K�S� ���� �E� v g?H  

 d��e� d� {\ ������"?�P�B� 0�f�� 7�$�?$ �� "?;������ 7�$�?��� n�f9 � ��� 

	������� 7�?�I��� O�?�I�� �� �/ a&� O� �&wK����� w�d��8� ��q1  .

������� ��!�� "#���$�%���  

 "�K� ���5��� �?�� ~=�� &+����5;)  Q�&e� ��,�3(9 V n������ Y�&;> �� 7�
�j, "�K� 

 7��PY 7�j$5�� ���H QKS���5��� . "?��; 7�
�j��� _��� "?�S�&�� "
&�� X������ �;5, .

 d� ��	,��E� "@�B� �I�%� )������.78� .90.

 X/� ������� O�?�I�� ���� WX,&,��� "��h Q�k� 5� ��/7��8�� !�� G�j��< �S&� 

"n�%� 7�MIN�� "$�?$"9 ���-�$�� Q�x" "?�5Ek� 7�$�?��� " �� �/ ������ :�H aq���

��5$ &H :�; O�?�I��� 7�?�I�� .�� ��?<� ���Q�8�� R�-�� Q�x 5��" "?;������ 7�$�?��� " v

d��e� d� 7�<K�S� "�� ���� .:�� �� r,�5� "�K-� ������� �-/� �/ 7�?�I�� O� l6 :

":;������ C5��� ���L
) ""��� ���L
(� 9""?MN�� ���L+��) ""��� ���L
(� 9"�� ���L+"?����� "

)"��� ]�?� .( P&��0P�[�� n> 7�<K�S� ���� �E� v �,� ����� �$5�� { d��e� 

"?#?	�� ���L+���9� � "@�B� r,�5e������ G5�9:;������ ��<��� 7�$�?$�  . ��� ��?< ���

 ]� WP&�� !�� �@����� "<�E�Q�8� :�� g��-�� "r,��%� "�"g��-�� v����"� 9""
�j��" &+< 9

�H?�I�� r,�� �� X/� ������ ]O�? .

 P&�0P�[�� n> ���L+��� 7����� �/ 7�?�I�� O� ���3 !�� �-� " C5��� ���L


:;������"� 9""?MN�� ���L+�� "7��
5��� �+��j� ��� �� 5�� . ��<���� "@�B� ���L+�� �

:;������9"#?	��� 9K���� 9�H &+< ?������ ������ ] �� 9 d��e� "���� "f?�, :�� 

 "f?���H "��WX,&,��� . 4K� �,� l6"��H d?�?j��I�� 7�?�I��� O�?�I�� O� d	� WX,&,�X� 

��� O5���� "?�5Ek� O5#m����� G5$���5$ &H :�;  .

���&�� '(%)�:  

 a��� !�� 7�5�$ ^K-�� P�&� :�; WX,&,�X� "$�?���� ������ �$5�� cI�P� c
5�� 5� ��/

gM	�� ��?<9
 V aq���  �[Z� "j$�5� �$�?������ �� &�&��� { c	�� 5� ��/ &H�5�� 

7�$�P&�� . _�` c��� &
�n�"������ "�H�(� Y��<% gM	�� "�?; 9 �L��� n> "��k� ��� 

I�� l���e� &mH :�; "-��-�� U�?+�� "�H�� ����� ]���� !�� "?��u�,��'? ������ :�; 2�

"$�?���� .?j��I�� "��k�� ��� aYZ� &
 ^�&H%�� 4����� ��� O� d	� &+< "?���> n>:���� 9 

 ��c����"$�?���� ���� ������  ."?��i�� "IL�� :I<97��
5��� �E; :�;� 9 c���� �$5�� 

7�5�$ ^K-�� P�&� :�; "$�?���� 7�?�I�� �����9 ���?� c���� { "$�?���� O�?�I�� ����� 

+� _�q/ ���$�� n�%� "����WX,&,��� "��H 7�&�\ ",P� 9 ��	�� ����� �� 5��n> &; 

OK;>"?�?j��I�� "��&�� 9 P�+�<��� n>"?*��+�&�� 7�$P��(� 9 YY���� "��H &��'� c� &;�b��H> 

{ &+� K��� "?��;97�	+��� �� &�&��� ������5�� 9 :���� O�Y ]��H� 4��� ��?� :�� 

m�� a&� "$�?���� ��������	 .  
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 ������ �����	 
��������� :����� �	 ������ ����  

 Q5H d+���(� Q�Z$ V 0Y&y "?$�?$ ���L+� ������ a&� "$�PY  ��� !H a&� 2�������

w��x ���m��$�?$ 9w�? ���5��� �?�M�� ",���$��� "?-M	�� with varimax rotation &�&M�� 

"$�?���� ������ ���5; s��t . �?��M��� &�������,Y� 0YP�5�� n> Q5Nk� V !�� 7�,�?	�� 

7�,�?	�� c�e "-��-�� "�H�(� �� ��?�;9 �$ O5?�?j��I��� O�(%� d+���(� ¡5�� &�; _�`� 17 

���; .  

)*�+,-.-��� / "  

:�� ���5; "��P� Y5�� "?,�(%� "�?���� ���5��� �?�� ~=�� &+� :1� "$�?$ " 7�MIN��

n�%� " "?�?}��� "?$�?��� ���L+��� ����� !���)h "@�B� O5#m�� �-� 9:j��*%� Q�¢ s�

� 9"?�P�B� O5#m��"?��P�%� O5#m��� 9 O5#[� 9"?��P&?I�� "�5Ek���� ��'H%� 9"?$�?�

 ���L
� 9C�<&��O5#m���Y�N�
� "�( ��/ ����� �Y&£ aq�� "$�?��� a&?�+��� r,�e� 5�� 9

"�5���� "/�k� ��XS ��� r�q�9 2�" "?;������ 7�$�?��� " ���L+�� :�; ���m� !���

"?;������� "�Y�N�
�� )"����� "MN��� 9&;�+���� 9����� G5�� "@�B� ���L+�� �-� 9���� ��<

:;������9  

3�" 0&�&e� "$�?��� " �?�; ��j� �\ "�N�(� "?$�?��� ���L+�� :�; ���m��" 7�/�k�

0&�&e� "?;������")  �-� 9"?#?	�� ���L+�� "?������ 9 O5#[�g��-�� v����/a5����� 2;&��(9 4 � 

""?�P�B� 0�f�� 7�$�?$ " d#�K��� r,��%� :�; '/�� !���)�N�;�O.(  

� 7�
�j, "��P� Y�&;> �; ���5��� �?�� �u¥ &
) 9n�%� 7�MIN�� "$�?$7�$�?���� 

 9"?;������� 90&�&e� "$�?����"?�P�B� 0�f�� "$�?$ ( 7�j$5�� ���H :�; ���� _�`�

7�
�j��� _�� �� �/ 7��PY .�� �;5, "?��; 7�
�j���  _��� "?�S�&�� "
&�� X���� . )������

@�B� �I�%� d� ��	,��E� ".74� .88.

 ��	
�)2 :( � ���
� �� ������������� #������ ��!�"�� )t-tests(  

7�
�j���  ) �� G�j���1 n> 5(    

  O�?�I��  7�?�I��  p (t)  

n�%� 7�MIN�� "$�?$  2.902.51***

"?;������ 7�$�?���  3.263.31"?�� �` �?�  

"?�P�B� 0�f�� 7�$�?$  3.102.99"?�� �` �?�

0&�&e� "$�?���  3.093.49***

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001 

7�?�I��� ",P�+� n�%� 7�MIN�� "$�?�� ������� �-/� O�?�I�� O� ������ Q�&e� ~=5� .

 �+?�� �*�	�P� �N���� �q� �	����)r= .56 (&H�5�� �N����� . ������� O���� 7�?�I�� O� l6

� Q�f\ X/"0&�&e� "$�?���"9g��-�� v���� ���L+�� "?#?	��� "?����� ���L+��� a� �  2;&��
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�!"#� $�%& '& �����#�	 
�(#� 
����� $")* )%,�(#��-�"#� (  

 &H�� Q�Z$ )�j� ���
 "I��t Q�&� ]���� !�� a�S%� 7�$�P&�� �� &�&���� Q�k� 5� ��/

5�� ��:  

"$�?���� _������ a&� 5� ��:  

 (1) 9GK*�� :�; 2��� �)2 (?�
 2��� 9K)3 ( 9"�&��� 0P5N� 2���)4 ( 9�l-/ 2���)5 (

"*�I� 0P5N� 2���.  

 { 0l	/� "���� 0Y��b ���� O� &H�5�� �N���� �[Z� "j$�5� U�?+�� QKS �� ~L�� &+�

"$�?���� ������ 9WX,&,�X�  ��?< _�`�)����� d� 2.85  �$5�(� { n�%� "�H�(��) �$

15���;  ( �2.98"�H�(��  "-��-��  �$5�(� {) �$ 17���; (9 G�j, �&u�$�� _�`� 

"��B� 7�P�?�S�� . { ~L�� ��/U�?+�� ^K-�� "?��'�� 7���I�� ������� �
� 7�?�I�� O� 

O�?�I��� ",P�+� "$�?����9� > O r,�� �� "���� 0P5N� "$�?���� ������ :���� �HK(� �� O�/

 �� �/7�?�I��� O�?�I����5$ &H :�;  7�$�P&��� "������ 7��
5���� �I�� aq�� ��%� 9

a�S%�Q�8� �q� { ]���� !��  .  

 g?H 7��
5��� �E; :�; |}����� 7��� &+< "?��i�� "IL��� ��� r,�5e�� ������ �	�

�� "?$�?��� 3.13{  n�%� "�H�(�� �$5�(�  �@� !Hn> 2.95  {"?,�-�� "�H�(�9 �n� 

2.90 {9"-��-�� "�H�(� a�S%� Q�&��� WX,&,�X� Q�k� 5� ��/� ��� ����� �� �
� 7�?�I�� 

 "$�?���� O�?�I�� �����) ~=�� O�/ �� 5��"-��-��� n�%� d��H�(�� �?�� "?,�-�� .( c��� &
�

 �q�c������ n> =�I�,�� C5
�� 9"?�P���� ^�&H%�""?,�-�� 9"?��; �m<�  �; d� ��?< K��� 

1998� 2000 .

 �� �/ d� |}����� { 4K�S�� ~=�� &+�%� "��k�?,�(" "?�?j��I��� ������ 0Y��b O� 

 �+< c��� � "$�?����n> ��E�P� r�q� ��/ "�5�� ��5E� { P5j��� )1968(9� > c��� �z

��� n>"?$�?��� 4�����  . O�< ��� ���� ������ :����"$�?�� �� WX,&,��� "��H {  "�H�(�

"?,�-�� n> "-��-�� "�H�(� �?}'� c��� &
 n>7���u�,� ����
�  �; 19989"�����  :�� !�� 0��I�� 

 �H :�; gM	�� "�?; ��	[ ������� �NH��Y��7���u�,�� { 0�� Q�% 23�5@�� 9 5�� 

 Y&£ c=�7�<�N���	m�� 9  :���� :�; &;�������2��&� "$�?���� ��� . r,�e� :�;�

 :=�P%�� 7�	��5��� �'����� G5+k� :�; Q5Nk�� "��&�� �?$�� { �mI�� O� &§ �S��

"?��i�� "IL��� "���� ���/ �z�  ��	$� &
 ��	m�� a&� :�?	j�� P5j��� ]
�;�:����� 2������� 

"+���(� 0��< ����� "?$�?��� 0�?k��.  

 ��	
�)1 (�$��%�� &���� �'*+ #������ ��!�"�  

  WX,&,���  

7�<�+-�� 0Y&��� 7��?���  

"?��i�� "IL��  

7�<�+-�� 0Y&��� 7��?���  

  O�?�I�� 7�?�I�� pO�?�I��  7�?�I��  p  

n�%� "�H�(� �$5�� 3.092.720.0003.223.020.030

"?,�-�� "�H�(� �$5��  3.122.750.0003.052.86n.s.

"-��-�� "�H�(� �$5��  3.252.850.0003.082.790.011

N  335591447,227,194334,244,297
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)57%�?�I�� �� � O43%7�?�I�� �� (9 "���+� V ���?� 573 g��� { ��	m�� �� "�H�� c�e 

 7�,�?	��)40%� O�?�I�� �� 60%7�?�I�� ��  .( "?I���� �*��(� �� �/ �� 7�,�?	�� c� V &
�

"?��i�� "IL��� "��Lk��:�� ��/ :��  : �£P�)3%(  �?�B� �5��� �?�B� 9)32%( ]?� 9

 2k)27% (�� ����, Q��m�)21%( "?
�m�� U&+�� 9)14%( �K����P� 9)3% .( P&��

 Q��� "@�B� "�?��� O� n> 0P�[��"�H�� :�; ]���[� &
 7�,�?	�� c�e 89% d���(� �� 

�9%d?M?�(� ��  .¥ &
�]d		�� d?M?�(� �?-¥ { "i��	(�  Q�%� 9 "	�, C�I�P� 5�

^K-� "�?��� Q5�m� ���, d?M?�(�"@�S UP�&� 9 �� �-/� d?M?�� "	�* 2L� �� 0Y�; !��� 

d���� "	�* 2L�� 9�?,�� 5� "�?���� d�-�(� d?M?�(� Y&; 0Y��b0&���� 0P5N�   4&1 &�&�

��&��� a5���� "?��&�� 7�����,�� O� s?/��Z� !�� ���5��� ��  "/P�m(� a5��� :�;

"?$�?���.

��� ��� Q5@5�� ���6(� n� "�?���� d	?f�� aP��L�� �� O�/ �N�+� O� P�?�S�� 

UP�&(� q?�K� :�; "?��i�� "IL��� d	?f����� :}�5m���9�+<   �� �� 5��  "$�P&�� "�?; O�

 cI��� :�?��� a5��� 7�` �$� n� O5���� �� ��	m�� �� :�;� "	�, 2L� ],�/ "?�?j��I��

� ",P�+� "�?�"$�PY&,��� ,WX.
2

,� l6  �O�P�	�;�� ��Z� O5E� �� �	��6 ���'\ c���� "#I�� �q� 

 �-/� O5+���(�� �� �P�L� C�=�%(� "?m?�0&}��������� F�< �<�5� &; �-� "?��i�� "IL���  

 :�; "=��I(� Y5?+��� 9:�?����� a5��(� C�I�P� �� 26��� :�;  �(� P5j���� l	���� "��H

"?��i�� "IL��� ��M���� .E< ���cI�P��um�� :�?����� a5��(� 9 P�+�<��� ��[ n> F�< 

7�q�� ��5j�9F�I�� �� O���k�� "@�B� ^5M	�� �?�; 7&/� �� 5�� 9 Ob�5��� &; "��H� 

 �; ��5�) ��,�n> 7�I�Z� ��E��� 1996 .(O> "	�j�� ��Z� ����� aq�� 2?����� �z> �� 2��E� 

 2??+��� :;�5���� !�� "#?	���1 O5m?9�1 0&}���� &?��+��� { _Em����  .� ��� ��E ����� �n> 

 gM	�� �q� "�?; ��	[ 2�P�	�;����	[� 92��N�� d+��$�	+��(� "	¨� 9Y��P� �� �a����  �� 

 ��� �P�?�S� 0&���� 0P5N� 0'?��(� "?�
%� �� "�?; \ "?$�$%� "?L+�� c� �K�� �Q������ &?
.

 n> "<�=> ���¥ O��
%� d� ��?< l������ "@�S "�#$� )�* �; 4�'��� d��� O�/ 9_�`

"?��i�� "IL���9 Q5Nk� ��	��* �� �`> "����� P�?�� :�; ©�Ik� Pq��� 45$ O�/ �,% _�`� 

d	?f��(� ��
&@� �����;� ��ª� :�;.  

�������  

�� �'� Q�� Q&�|}���� :�; �I�� r,�� �� :$�?��� ������ 7�?�I��� O�?) �$ d�15� 17 

���; (7�5�$ ^K� P�&� :�; P5j� aq��� . �[Z\ ",���$�� QKS ��� &H�� �N�; «`

:�� �\ "@�B� |}����� P��E� n> ��?�$: 1� 9"$�?���� ������ { "���-�� 0Y��'�� 2� 7�<K�S�� 

d��e� d�9 g?H 7���������� 7�?�I�� ��?��� r,�5e�� �
� O�?�I��� ",P�+� "?$9 �E� _�`� 

 WX,&,��� "�?; ��)"?,�(%� "��k� ( "?��i�� "IL�� "�?;�)"?�?j��I�� "��k�.( 

R�-�� �'e� {|}����� ��  ���
"�5���� "/�k� &+,  	��   Y�+�;�� 4K� �,� ~=5, !H

&}����9"$�?���� ������ 7�?�I�� O�< 9$�?$ r,�5¬ ������ �/ O>� I��t "? !�� _�� �; "

O�?�I�� �1 2���.  
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 5� ��L+,> &���7���u�,� . &
�]L�
� "?$�P&�� Q5NI�� "<�/ :�; "�#$� )�* gM	�� "jS 

UP�&(� �� 0P��t "�?�� "�b�5�(� 9 2�� !H _�`�"?ji�Y&; X/� �E�  n������ ��
&@%� �� 

"H��>�?�M��� Q����� O� "?,�E��  ��
&@%� l��� . �ju(� �� O�/ 9_�` n> "<�=> "�#$� )�*

:�;�l��� &�&� 2�� !H r��* �/ a&��� ��
&@%� l���� ",P�+� �.

��$%� ]��
 &+� "$�PY ������ �&��5� "���¬ "?+?	j��� 5���� "?�/ �� ��� ��P�/ 0`

"�b�5��  "	�* c�Gesamtschule/�Real 9 �¥> &�� "$P&(�� "$�P&�� �� O5���� 2������

0�[���� "?$�P&�� "�H�(�9d�P&��/ 2�L�� ���� g?H ����� G5$ n> O5�L���  . &
�

]�SY� "?,�-�� "$�P&�� �q� ,�5e�r "?<�=> ���5�/ :����� r�P&����  �(� r�P&���� "@�B� 

 W��&,K�:;������ . ";5�x "?ji�� Q�8� 7�,�?	�� �� d�;5�8� d� c�e� ~�<� &
�

���E��� WX,&,�X� 0�� Q�% d	S����9 &�; d?$���?� "$P&\ "	�j�� �5�$ ",P�+��  2���Y�

23�5@���	m�� �5�$ c� 0�� Q�% ��I��� d������ � . 2;&� R�(%� ^5M	�� ��x �
 &
�

5j�� d�$�P&�� �� �/d���9���> V O������ "�#$� )�j� �H��� "��P� QKS �� ��9 2�� 

0�[���� "?$�P&�� "�H�(� �� "��&� ��H�*9 �; { _�`� 1996 ������ P5j� �; P��I�$K� 

"$�?����9"?$�?��� 7������� 9&��  &�����,��d�� �'k 9��u�,K� Y�&��$��� 9 �5����� 

 �; �� X��	$ &�� ��?$ � d	S���� :��I��1988  . �m, :�; ����� V ]
5�� �q� q���

 WX,&,�X� 0�� Q�% d	S���� Q5H ���/) ��� &���b��� ���� ��5/2001 .(n�� { 

�H��� 7�,�?	�� c� � "���+� 2633 r��*) 41%� � 2�� "	�j�� ��59% �� 2��� 7�	��j��(9 

 "���+� V ���?�682 0�� Q�% d	S���� ��"�H�� �S� {  .���6%� 2�� 45$ ",P�+(� 

 "-��-�� "�H�(� !H n�%� "�H�(� �� "��&� ���� V !�� 7�,�?	�� �&u�$�)t2: N= 1166; t3:
N= 1159  .(�5H 7��5��(� �� &�'(� :�; Q5NM��7�,�?	�� c� �5�$� Q9�  2?�N�"�?���9 

7�,�?	�� 7�;5�x�9"�&u��(� 7��Y%�� 9 n> C5���� ����� 7�I�Z� &���b��� ���� ��5/ 

��� 2001 ��� 4P5���?�P� 2004.

PY ����� V &+< "<�+� �� �-/� :ji� "$�P&�� �q� P�*� O�/ �( s�Z(� "j$�5� "�b�5�� "$�

"
P5�� �q� R�-��9  aq���2k ]?� "���¬ ����9 a&H> � "�+��(� "?	?j��I�� �*��(� "IL��

"?��i�� . "�?�� ���m�� 2?�N�� �L�� "$�P&�� �q� ],���$� &
� 7�,�?	�� c� V� n�%� "$�P&��

^K� :�;�H���  . �; d� �� 0��I�� {1998)T1 ( �;�2000V )T2 ( "<�E� "�}�
 Y�&;>

�� "@�B� UP�&(�"����9 "I��t �*��� c	�� "$P&� ���m; 2L� "?}�5m; "�?; P�?�S�� 2L� 

d#�K� 7��E���� a�
� O&� .� ��\ "����� UP�&(�� "	�j�� "	��j� O�E��� { �E� v

O�?	�$� 0P���$� Q�k� O�/ ���-� UP&�� ����� WX,&,�X�_�q� 2?����� 0P�b� �<P r	��  .

��  ��� !H�� 0P���$��9Qb��(� n> 7�P��b ����> V 9"?ªP l6 0P5N� "	�j�� c?���  . &
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f�k��� ��C4��� f=��� q��k��� ���+ ��&�� %�3��� \,�W�� . r�3�� hS@ °C�� H' #O�

�9 0�+��B� �K¦� r3�� ��8$3�� �C��&p�� Q
�i R�3C �9 ����-C �,^�� HCS�� r
�+B� 

�@�C�k2 H�2 ����O. H& cPl�� =3yn r�8<�� �9 m� =�K�� �S@ " f
��U� 
�i� 

 �'��� %�k��,� �����-C �9 H' ���� 
��� 
�3��&� cP8W�KC ��O f3<� �&=�-��


�S�� 5�& ���� ~+� R9 " �C3I-���.  

�� " ~« #��k��� �S� f=��� �3?� z�� �,����� T�� qC3�� q2004 T�� �� R9 :

f�k��� ��C4��� f=��� q��k��� ���+ �*l H' qK�� . ª�*A�' ª�23� m���� c-��� H�J�C�

�8��� e�$ " =��� " q+���� ��-�V3�� 7',�� H�.  

 '(L 4 ������2004  

1���2� 1'  

.' ��i3' ��-&.' �� ~��8�&�� ������ #O��@ #W ¡ \,�W4� #² " ����& ~��� ��+

���W,����V�J+ ��?�1� R9 H� f��� ��P8' �C��8�� " ~�²  . ���	� ��? :e�S� f�x��'�

�&� �+� Q��Op31> ����I'� 
=�K' \�W H��& ¾��� h=�& �k>�� �S@ ��� ���-�� \����� h

:�����j�� ��K�<�� �C���~�^' Z�W +U�� ��+3���� ��&��-��� ��>C��� ��0����4� ����� ]��� 

%,����C�P�� �C�A 0�> #A9 H' .��=�<��� f������ M����� ~8�9 :q+��� �S@ #² "� )  #^'


�K�� �J��'( Z�� ��&�� e��� :r�8<�� ���� ��� ���� 
�J�� rSA ��� f
�+ 

f�C�*��� ������A4� �2�1�� �2 �K���� ��>C��� f������ 7�-��� ��� . "�28 ~�I� ����C 
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 Q�8-�O� RS�� s8I�� ��1>�� " #^« �' �@� :��'*�� e�� c�+ m� f=��� ZC�k��� #8+ �' H'x

JC9 È��<��� #V�8��� H' Zk8�� �@=�-C �� ��'���� f���� �9 ��O :HC��� ��'�>��� ��¼B�� :ª�

 �����A4� c�a�� ��8� Q��� ~�! ���	�� ��>C����� ��=��'U� ) ���2003.(  

�����
� 3,!4
�  

 ��O ��>� ���>��8-�� " ����� �,���� cP��� HCS�� ¯���B� �p \���� HId µC3�$ #I<

�8�� r*W#�1�� cI�� m��C �O�3��4� Z . "�1979 ª�1�� %�3��� �&�V
 Y-W T��� m�$ 

3I8�� H-W ��B . ~1K$� �P�² " #�j� �S@ p<� z�� ��&��-�� �g�8��� �C
�$��O���

�����<��� : R9 ���� ���	� T�'9 7�$ � :ª�1�F Q��� 
�<�� ���>��8-�� " ZC�k��� cl
 ¯3?

]�3�,�" T,�� �9 �?�k� �9 R9
 �C3W ��>@ HI$ � ��O :��&��-�� �O
�<��  . q>����

 #�+� # =�P�2� ��� T�a>�� r9=� :��&��-�� ���-�� �31� �>��P��� f�V�-�� f�=B� �@ ��O

Y����<��� ���<��� =�3OB� H' fs8O =���9 . ���J� �'�� �1K ��I-�� �9 e�� m� q29

' =�� #8+ H' ��+3� ��&�� ´' #�-l ������� 
�3��&� ��23�$� ��>'B�� �C3-�� f*PAB� H

 T�a>�� ��V����� ���|� )%�
�?� ~��A,&¤ :~��A,&1990 .( ¨���� �J� :5��>�� �S@ H'�

�� �>��� ��+�3��� T,�U� #V�&�:� � Y�1kK�� =�6� �&�V
 ª�JC9 m�$ RS�� Y-W T��� H

Y�+�3��� .�3a�� �3?��� ~�3��4� �I8�� ����C*1����� ��V�J1�� ���>���  . bI� ����

 c+
 
�3��� `A�n %�3��� ��� ~23? z�� ������� ��? :f=�<>�� ���@B�661 H� 
=�K�� 

 T�� m���� H'B� b�}1990 �9 # :%�3��� #��= R���� ��+,� " s��$ �P��� `$3�C � 

 T��� T�a� ~��= e�� H' ª4�ª���&
 Q$=�x� Y-W . =����� �-�V3�� ;x��� �P�1K�

 D�? �S@ b�� :`�<�� ��� ���+3�� ����|� H' �C*�� ~k�-$ �'�I�� ��? :�C�=B�� ��V�S���

%�3��� #��= �P���3� �=���&� �¬��.  

�5�6	�7� ���	
�  

� ��J+�>��� H' 
�+ �K+p �C=�K�+4� ���>��� ~�-$� :�8��� e�$ "�!�8@ �'��$ ��
��. 

 ¨����? ��C���K$ �O3W qK�>' " Q-1� R*O3�� =�K�+4� �A� :���>��8-�� \,� "�

 \�^'9 ��,� m��W ~�� f=�Cx 5�W ���>��8-�� ��� H' 3I8' ~+� " Q��'p$ ¡ RS�� \�3�8��

 f3�1�� "1965¤1979 m� :;�1$
� `��A���1>�� 
��&B� " Rx���'  . \,� "� Y �' f3�1��

1973� 1979 \�^'9 f3<� 
���n \�3�8�� ���V�� ~�1$
� :�@�W� )%�
�?� ~��A,& ¤

~��A,& .( f���K��� �1�I��� fp!� ~6 ���>����^�� qK�>' " R=�K�+4� �A�3��� 9� �+�

� ��3C� �' r3k�� H' Q���W9 �' 3V�-�. Q�23? RS�� 3a�� H� L�� :D&���� #AB� "� 

'B� ~6 ��<��C Y�+�3��� `�l9 
�� �9 f�k��� cD�" `8-$ �� :3�1��  ���� 
�329 ;�+� 

 H' ~����',&L�->��  ·����A4� �4�} ���� ��� ������A4� f����� �?��^��� �kK�� .

 S>'�1990 �4��' " f=�C*�� �3��&� \�1!B� ���?�) 4000¤5000ª�C3P�  ( �4�W�

����� �CS���� 0�& ��!3-�� �3n ���U�� ����O)�� :���2003.(  
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.$ z�� #'������ ��$���� fs-�� 0�> ��1�O ��p-' ��� Zk8�� *O
 �+� �' :������� hS@ ��� 3�

������� ��g&B� ��� ���AU� ¯�� QA� T���@4�:  

− ��=.C z�� ��1�I�� �@ �'� cP����' ~« HCS�� ¯���B� �� T��C z�� \���B� �@ �'

 X\���B� hS@ ��  

−XcP��� " ª�
�= `��$ z�� ��'���@4�� �?����� �@ �'  

−�� " �A
��� ����� ��¼9 R�' �'XcP�  

− cP�8��-' D�� " `�K� Q� ª��P' ª�3K>� h
�8��� %�3��� #8��-� cP����$ �@ �'

X�K�<��  

?����6M�  

����A3�&� ����� #I� " #��k��� R3A9 :�yP>�� ���K�� ���� : �^k8�� 
����� bI� ���?

A� :��K�� ��� �����8�� Q>� ����$ RS�� �^k8�� \�.-�� ZW�8�� 9�8C Q8A�n RS�� �>-1�9 ���

�P>�� #V�-' �C�6 #8+ �����8�� ª4�9 Q�¥ . 7�2����#l�<�� #W�3' c�-�$ ¡ :Y�>���� 

 =�> m� �,���� " q���� "� " _3<�� "�"§�����" f���O :e�� �� 5C31�� 7u �n : 

' �@� X�Pd��$� �PW3�� �P1�� ¡ z�� #V�-�� �@ �' � ����2��� �C�k� :����� =�+ �

��-�V3�� ��g&B� m� m�����1�& �P��� 
�<�� .  

 �� c�C ���AU� H' ��I�P' ����} HC�I$ HI��� H' 78KC ��g&B� hS@ ��&9 ����

 �P���6 e��Z�W H' ¨���>��� ��?,��4�� Q�<��� QA�9 H�2��AB�  . hS� �y��>O�

 hS@ �l��� c�$ ��0�3AU� #V�&3��� ��[B�1������s-�g!�$ ��V�8' f
�K  �P23�� 

� �Pk�2�$ H'H' ��3�? \,� c-��� " �,���� 4.  

 ���J�� #��6 " L>�C
�' LP>' �>�8$� �+ ��I� ��C3��� hS@ ¨�P����)1990( LP>' :

 ¨���>�� �C�6 m� ��PC ������$�S��#����  " 5�>�� \�����  ����NjcP1�� ª,�+ #���� #� .

� hS@� ��^� �9 ��'����� �1� �� LV��>�� ��I$ �9 ���2 ��P�-$ 4 Zk8�� H' ��W3�

#IO ����y���) . 3a�� :LV��>�� �k� ¯�K½5/1(  

�����	��� ������  

#�= ��� ����O %�3��� f�k��� c'B� ~1>� :f3��8' L���� r3W #�8+D&��'  h*�« �1$3' 

�^C�W ������A� ��> .�� \���� ��
��'� ª�
�= HC��� `��C :R3�B� ��3�" ª��<'�@ �'���� f���� 

 
�'B� H' Q�9 ��� Q��� 3a>C� %�3��������. �� ��? Y->j� Y f���-�� 5���C ���?� 

 ~!�W9 ��>� :#����� `C
���� �����+ " ª��8-� �'���'c������ R��-n " fx��� ��u T���� 

±3��� ����� . f
�K��� �V,! m� 0����4� T�P1n T���� zW ���8�' #a$ �+�3��� ��$�S��

±3��� ����� " 
������ ZC�k��� . ��������� ��A
���� �������� �&��-�� ��? e�� �'�

������<�� S>' %�3��� ��� �3? RS�� 3a�� H� ª,J? Y-W T��� �P�8$� z�� 1990 ��O :

� �2�+ �9 �+���� " ��p� H' RS�� ��?��^�� ���>��� �1$3�� R��-��� ZC�k��� �kA�>�� �C��8�

�2��� " =,8�� Q ~��� . m� 0�
��� f��� ��^n ��O ���>��-��� ��� ��? 3'B� ����W "�
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Y���-�� ��'9� ���£ ª�JC9� . �+�����9 z�� �y��>�� ��3P² ~�^« ;�3<�� �S@ \,� H' 

� ��P��-�� 
�I?B�� �3��� H' T�� L'��3 "��P�� ��<+�>��.  

�&� �+� 3�->��d3�& �O3� ~�P)streamminister ( T�� H' 3I8' ~+� " ;�3<��

2004����� L'��3 Z� ¨���� \�B� ���� ��O� : . 
�@�$ 0�x� HI���2��� �'B� 

H� �A�3��� m� �O3<�� �3�2�D�� " 
�3��&B� ��>@ L'����� Z  . ~« e�� H' ª4��

��� �'��'� Y�+�3��� Y�1kK�� f��=L'����� ����U Y�3 m� 
�Jk�� L'� . m� 3JW �+�

 ����9 :r3�� ���9 0,'x �' ��3��4� Z�W Z z�W3' #A9 H' Y�+�3� ��
9 Y�3

L'����� ��y��9� ������ . f�� e�� �� L'����� Z �+�90 ����� ��N �� ª��'�C ���+= FM 

����¿� �'���� \��j� " ¨
=9�.  

;�3<���$� �����B� ��A
��� f
�x� Q��« #'�I�� Q����s8C� °C
�C3? �-&.'  . S>'�

#^' :����3<�� H' =�� m��$ ´C
���� e��:  

−� ����� L'��3��3������4� #^' :%�3��� " ��&��-�� ������� H' ��O z��  �'*�� 

 �C
�j� �C
��&��� �������� 3C�>C 3P� " �@��3A� ) ��-C= H'2004 ��-C= zW 

2005.(  

− ��?��^�� #V�-�� H� L'��3Q^8� D�� qC3� " 2005 H1�� ���W H� 3C
��$ H�J�C� 

 %�3��� f
��	� \���� " HC3����� �?��^��� )Qu� " : %�3���360 �A
= .("  

− " ��&��-�� ������� \�W ���� ���y��� ����>�� R��>�� �3�C ~�3��4� ��� �+�'

%�3���:¯�� QA�� :�l���  �C�j� �+�3��� 
��&��� f=�-' )www.niqash.org(  

%2�+G��� NO )&I�� P�QRS�� ?FG����  

L'�3 Z 0�>�9 " Telephone FM" ��� �C*C �' 3C3k��� 5C3? R3A9 :100 \�W ����' 

%�3��� " ������ �+�3��� r�8<�� H' 3��>� �' ©�B� ���� :���>�' ����2�' .@� hS

 ~« �,����� " Y�+�3��� Y�1kK�� ��&�� q$��� �� �'�� =��� " Y�&�3' ��&�� �'

 Y�3 �C=��&) �|� Qu� _Telephone FM .(" ���� ¯���B� H� Zk8�� ����� �'9

 HC���-�� ;�3<�� 0�O3� cP�'� #'�I�� 5C31�� 0�J�9 �P����g-' m�$ ��? :cP�' �,��'

Zk8�� .� ��>@ ��O �+ ¯�� T���@�`�<�� H' Y�g? H� Y�^8>�� ¯���B� : " 0����

 #^' � Y�' ;�2�'T,�U��?��^��� :c������� :… �9 ����3<n Y�>��� r�8<��� :É9

 ����2�'��¼B� ���cP���� cP-1�9 H� ��k��� " ��8l3C� .  

�� #A9 H'������ ��� \�K��$ �p< ��@ ���� �k�k�  q+��' \,� H' ;�3<�� §

 H' "�2� =�� R3A9� �,���� H' ��-�& §��$� �®3$ ¡ :�,���� cP��� HCS�� 0�
F�

Y�3 " �+�3��� ;�3<�� 0�O3� �' ������� �,���� . §����� �S@ LV���  � ��C ���? =
���

 �>�-$ z��� �&���m� �' ~C3A9 �,��' 28ª��+�3� 
1
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���9 _�18� 35 �>& 

=��� " ��<��C� .f=��� ~>�J$�:  

−13 �P>' #O f�' fsK+ ����' 105V�+= .  

−12 ��C�! ����' ) m��W �P>' #O f�'20���+= .(  
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��?��^��� ��&��-�� #V�-�� . c@ L'���� H' ��P�-�� 5C31��� 0�O3<�� �9 m� f
��U� 
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� " ������� �S� `��A m� :%�3��� " �C=��W� �O
�<' ��',�� ��'�� 
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Y�+�3��� Y�1kK�� ���� ��� ��I8<�� #����� f0�1I�� R��-n 0��$
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�� (� �,-4 Z�S�� [�Zentrum Moderner Orient\ !K�B &��/9 6�%2 �]D 5/ ^ 

 @���� _O�"��� `a= ����2 &�� 9�b/ ( G�B2 Ga�� UN��� _O�"+ c�0 H�0 ���%�

d0��"BC�\d����� 5/ 9!3��4� I�;�� e���� G�"�4�� 9����%&�� f� P��B2 Ga�� 

�2 g�b/ ( !A�"4� 9h$��� F$�� UA ����%&�� [��=?� W��/ 5/ L��<% i�j [&� 9kC

 ( Rl����� ���	�� !��V� !������ !0��"BC� m��n�� k�j�0 !3K��"�C�� !�����

!����� F��� ( oj���� ��N"��� �b/.
5

 i�bAp� Iq�"�2 !���8�� �N� Pj��"�� ��� 

!����� [������ #�b"�C� !�$�I�=�*�� !�/�r �� R"��%# aJ�K� F�bK 5/ I#�J"�4� s�%& 

�"��B2 
�$�� _��4� eT L�&�"�K R"/�� hb"�/ ( ���� ���	�� ��A �����"�� &*0 �D

 �b/ ( R*=��4�����"� ��� ��WK C� 9I��?� 5��$K� !B�W�� tq������ 9!Nb�� HO��4�� 

��u� �a= ( I#����� !Jb� ����%&�� `a= vJ"w .� x��� k�J'� !���8�� �N� P/&� &�

4 !y?�!��%&�� #�&0T HA��"�B�� �/� f�����' 5/ !�' ��q  .����"$�� P+�� �qT� 

��z��4�� R*=��4� {�j�/ P����K |�� !��&��  " !��/ ~+��B L�A?� Fn�/ ( P�J�2 "

 !�A�' �n+ !�B� 5/ ��2 CT 9!/���� L�&����� R*=��4� I�A ( !���� P+�"�� !��%&��

!'�D.  

 !��%# _O�"+ I�=�*�� !�/�r []0p� !�� &�0 H/�$�� t�� �� G�D2 !�B 5/�

 [�0 �� [�� !0�+2001 g!�'���� I�=�*��� �"�&��� �b/ &�' P�� 9h�+��� ���V 

� R*=��4� R� Z��+p� H0�J"�� ~+��B h�"� 
�0 !��%&�� `a= �W�% &�� "�DE� 5�

 R��4�" HS/ 9L���?�R�%&4�� H=?�� 9i��&'?�� 9i�*<?�� 9 . H/�$�� t�� [&;"���

!0��u� ��	���/ 
�0 W��"�� _��/ HD�# R��z� R� I����4� L�	� h���4� !��%&� 

� RD&"�� ��A h���4� k���2� ��"J��� L�"J�� R� ���]���� 9I��?����*��� [�&;"�� .

 H�����*� 
��� L2 {�8"�� ���	�� L�� �#��2 |�� 
= ���T H'�K !3"+ F=2 !!'�Df�  

 !��0 50 k���b�/ ����6/ H'��"��%��$�� .  

 _O�"+ �,-4� ( �� P���2 |�� H���� !�%� �]D 5/ ��� �+�% Pj�0 9k��D2�

 ( R��z� 5/ R*=��4� h���� ���"4� H���� 
�0 FO�� U� {��	/ 
J���� >����

L�$��� ��u I�=�*�� ~"$/ `aJ�K 
�0 [�� 9��4� !n��N��=�  9!/�$A �� !��# !�n�/ 

��	���4� ( s%��4� %�n�/ t�%#T 
�0 
SN��� {��	4� �a= 
�0 G�8+� &�� . P�S,�

 H	� 
���"�� [�n��� L�� !�O�*�� !**V� ( !��&��� !8*+%���8��� h��4� !0W0� ( 
�

)G��?� (��A h��K 5�a�� R� h���4� ( G�=�B m]"D� &B�� C U� R��z� %�# 


�/�B H=-/ 
�0 ���bA 5�a�� ����2� 
���?� F��"�� !�A�/ &�0 F����K.  

 !B%��� I%��� !8���� f���, ^ ����"�� &� �,-4� L�� f���"�� ��� %&� [�"�� ( �

� 6/ %��N�� !�#�wC�%����#2 #��+�� !��-/� !K�B &��/� 9
/]�p� ���� .#�+ ���  L2

� !��-/ 5/ _+C H��$/ %�"�&�� �$	�� H�Wr [&*"+F��2 �/ 
�0 %����#2 #��+� 
�0 f� 

�,-4� ��0�j�/ &�' .!��-/ eT k���2 �$	��� fB�"+ ���Verlag
Sozialwissenschaften"  "� I#�0�� ��A���� L#���� ( ]��� #%�+�� !y��/ !7�K� 6�

!����� eT . @�%�2 67 H�B �=� C2 �D� F�/ m&� L�"*� %�&'p� �a= L�� f���"�� #�2�

!����� !l���� R�&N"4� H�� 5/ ���0 {]�]� !A�"/ H���� . !������ Fn0 m�< L�� ���
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6���&��� H���� !K�a�� tq����� &�&N"� L���4� . 5/ _�W/ H$< ( �i�B |�� ��3O�"+�

 ���� F�% ��q� 9[��"=]� I�S/ �� 
= @����� ( 
��-4� �� F��"��� !K�V� ����

I#�&� !�/� !A��� !8*��� `a= ( L�"*K . :�b� !�O�	�� ��j��"�C� �$0 
�0�

 �W, ��"j�0 |�� !K�V� ���� L�� 9!8��"/ F$A !�n+2 �� &B�� |�� ��&�� ( F��"��

� �b4� ���*K s���#�&�"�C� C!�%aB ��%��� q��.  


�/�z� q�"�?��%�"� ��  i���0 &A2 �= ������ !�/�r ��%&"�� !�= ��0 s��

� ( ���	�� {�j�/ ����K ( 5�%��	4� {��"BC���l4 . Pz�0 �� F��2 |�� !��%&���

!�#�J�� !l�b�� i�JjT !��0 eT P��8K ��� F=��2� !��8�� 5/ !�0 �]D 5/ {�j�4� .

 eT !��%&�� Pb�D� " !������ ��"A]'� ��"���� �&*� !*����� ��B?� %�$�2� &0��� L2

 e�V� H3�� ."�� q�"�?� #&< &�� ( ���	�� L2 
�0 s�� �= ��V�� h���� 5/ H�

!'��� ��%��*�� q��� 9&��W"/ H$	� 9e�"� Ga��f�  HD&K 5/ &� �� i��E� . �=� �/?�

Ga�� i���?� R� !���4� ( I�3J�� eT f�/ iWB ( f�B�� i��E���� � iC-= L2 %��"0�� 9� ��#

�O��� !������ L��S�!������ ! .0 R�"� ��� ��q 
�0 I�]0 
�i��E� 5/ iWB 50 
�;"�� 

!��&��� !����4� F�"8�� .�� �	�� L2 eT s�� " H0�J"�� ��*"+�d0��"BC� �� ���	�� 

	�� 
K�a�� �]*"�C� ( &��"��� F��� I��?� @�8+ t%�D !���K ����-/ ��� ."

 !l�b�� i�JjT !��0 ����p !��4� !�S/?� 5/ k�#&0 !��%&�� ~A�' @���� |�� !�#�J��

4� 6�"u� ( P�%2��"A�+ ���	�� ��w |�� !���4� !���� >�� ��l . _O�"+ &�-K�

 @�	�� ( !j%2 &*JK !���?� !8���� L2 R8���� @������ ��l4� ��A ����%&��

>��?� . C %�8"�� �a= L�� 95��� %�l' �=#�*� !j�J"+� #��K UA 9R8��� !��A (�

�J/ HS� ���l"�]� k��S/ k��/2 �2 I�BFO�� �= ���S/ F$A !�n+2 �� ��# HD�# H�J��� 

��l4�� @����� HS/ !8��"/.  

 ���/ 5/ I�"J�� (�2003 ����� |A 2004+�� I%�"�&�� ��B2 9 �AG��3 !��%# 

!�%�&*/ `a= 6j� 6/ 9s#���� &�� ��l4� H=���� !�C� HY ( !0�	�� F=�J/ ��A 

�J4�6�"u�� !��&�� R� !�]��� ( �l"�� @�� HD�# F= .+�� PA�� &�� �A G��3

o�4� !��0 ��Q ( I�D eT �&�"�� ��nA]/) !��%&�� i��B�� !'���(/&8'� |�� P 

#�*�� 5/ &�&���� ��]D . L2 R�!��%&�� ���J+ �W$K%� 5/ �aD2 !O��	0 !�0 
�0 

��l4� ( ��V�� h���� !�%�	/ 6/ 622 R� F=%��02 ����"K Rl����� ���	�� 5/ k�#�� 

18� 35!��  .q�{�8*�� !������ !��	�� `a= HS, !�' ���?�  k���� ( P���� ( 6�"u� 

 %��*"�� L�	� %��*�� ~A�' L�$� Ga�� �= ���	�� 5/ Hz� �a= L�� 9e�V�

!��l4� !$�4� !�%���"��� .A ��&*K (� ��/ `�  F�J���/ F�� F"� L2 !�$V� 5/ f+2 G��3

 ( 5��� �l'��*� 6�"Q &�"�� f+2 eT �2 !�O���� �% L�� i��� ¡ W/��� �?� !8�� 

H=�0!/?�  .. WK�B #%�J�� `�¢2 �£ k�/���"��� "�%�¤� ��&*��
4

 "  �2 ¡ " HB���

 !��"�� " H� &��J�2 ��� ~�A)1938 (h� PJ	$"�� ¡ f�$A R/�"� ��4� _��� 

 !�p�� !����8���� !��&��� !+�A���� #���?� ¥��$+� F�% 5��	���� G#�V� L�*�� (

f"8��� !�&*4�� eT �n����� 9 !/��"4� !y?�� ��Jb� !b;	�� !N�b4�� !��+&��

I%��a4� !8���� 
�0 !0�	�� !l�' i�JjT c�l� !�#�J�� �������.  
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/ U� [&*� ������	� ��/���T L�� 9Z�4?� @���� ( ���	�� ¦�N�� k�Bq�� ���

� L�&�� [�&�K�� !�/�B 5/ &�����2 W+�=� FV P� !�/�B 5/ ]��� #%�+�� 5/ H�I�3J� 

����� ������ �+�42 R� !���lz� �lK ��A I%#�+ !+%�*/ !��%# 
�0 �����%�2 W��K� g

 �%&' 9HO���T� R8���� !��	�� ���%�2 ( Rl����� ���	�� R� !���*�&�� `�  h���4�

 [�0 m%�"����% ��= �	+ %�# 502004.
3

 ]��� #%�+�� h	$"�� 9!�%��� `a= (� 

HD�# !���*�&�� `�  ��B?� R� h���4� §�w >���"�� eT k�#��"�� 9!�8��J�� ��?� 

!+���z� HO��/� ������� L�	� ��bKC� �K��K� G��?� . f� �%�' Ga�� P���� (�

 !��� " !���*�# " k�/���T ]��� !��%# HS, 9[�&;"�C� !�O�	�� ����$�� 5/ I%�&b�� (

� !�%�	��� M8��J�� ���	�� %�bK F�� 
�0 ����� ���/ hb"� @�� HY ( !���*�&�

 i��%T !��0 H�z M8��J�� ~+�z� 
�0 I%�$"4� �C��¤�� !����� 
j�J��� �]"AC��

£ k��/2 !���*�&��I��*�� !l����� m��n�� F�% k��$.  

 !�/�B 5/ &�����2 W+�= HB?� !���8�� !���� !��*S�� !��%&�� `a= ( §%�< &��

����K� 9[�&�K����"$�� �a= ( ����p� 5/ &�W�  UA 5/ R��z� R� ���]"DC� 

 �a= ( k�&�"�/ 9!��l�� !J���� t�+&+��� 5/ H� ( R*=��4� G&� !����� ��/��"=C�

 ����%&�� 5/ #&0 eT #&b��!��3"�� 
�0 [�*K |�� � 
����� [��"=C� GWl/ ����2 |��

�&�� !����� !����� !������!���* . 5/ e�?� I���� R�D���� §��� &�����2 �N� &��

 [��� !+�4��� ����;"+C� i���2 9k�*��� !��	�� �+�42 ���C� G&AT 9t�+&+���1998 . k�#%�

 �]8'� 
�0 [��J4� !l�' i�JjT !���� I2�4� @�*A 50 R���&4� #�*"+� 
�0 " [��"=C�

 
�����"�� &������ L�� 9 ��B%#2 ��T� #�"�4� &A���� &���� �<-/ t�%#�� ��J"$� � `i]/

C�Q R�]� ( 
����� [��"=C� ��A kC�-� k���2J�"� !����� �C�Q 5/ ����Y2 &�� g 

!��%&��I2�4� ��2 
�0  
��� �/ ��A H�2 k�/��"=� G&�K  " ����� !/�/?�  !NJb�� "

�� k�/��"=� �S�2 
= ����!��"u� ������ )[]��� 9!+���z� HO��/ 9!Nb�� .( 5/ kC&��

 
�0 h<�$�� i���� i�*�T " f"���T %a�"4� m]"DC�“� 9f�0 U�&V� �K��"4� G�"�/ 
�0 

[���� ��8�� 5/ H� !��%# ���T Pb�D |�� _O�"��� L�� 9>��?� @�	��� ���%�2 R� 9 


�0 i���� 
*�K &�����2� ]�����&/ ( ���	�� L2 R�K I&0 @�� ! FV P�� t�+&+��� 

!���*�&�� :�b� !��	"/ ��%�bK� H��	/ H�J��� L�¢�*"�.  

 ����%# _O�"+ c��K !��jT H�0 @�%�2 ¦]� §��=����B h�"� 5/ �#%� ����� 

 h' a��� g�����2004+E PNK2 9� ¦&N"�� I%#�+ !'�� �J��� F�0 !O�bD2 t����� 

 f¢� §�"	/ 
0�qT _/�+�� ( ����0 �]D 5/ 
������ ���	�� eT " L�J�KFM." &��  


���0 ���� I#�� H$����B s]� 6/ t������ P��K\ 9L��	�� !0�qp� 
����/ 5/ Z�42

8lK @����� ( !0�qT _/��� U�� t�"+�� ��/�� 5�a��!���� !��*� HO��/ 
 . P�S,�

 R� F=%��02 ����"K 5£ @����� ( Rl����� ���	�� ( _/���� `a� !�&�"�4� !0��u�

18�35!��  . P/�� 9@����� ( Rl����� ���	�� h���/� 6���#� F� �lK !���4 �����K (�

 H�N"� t������286/ P, !���*/  �'��0 ���<!���� ( ! � |�� #�*��� �����"�� &�&N"

R�A [�&' [�n+ ��*� a�/ #���©� !K�V� ���� P�$< . %��"0C� ( aD?� 6/�

 H/�$��� &�"0� !��%&�� `a= ( ��/���T ( #%���� H�N"�� L�� 9@����� ( !��b�� m��n��

!�S, !J' �� L�� F0W�� [&0 6/ !0���� ~���?� 
�0 .���� [&;"�K� H�w _��/ t��
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I�=�*�� !K�B &��4 
���p� ��&4� ���T �+�=�B L2 ���/ H�W"�� ��W+� f�/� !�%&�$�p�

����� ���	�� 6j� 50 &�W4� !���/ ��A k�/��"=� �y%�&� ��&�2 9!��*S�� _/���� �O% .

 9!j�4� !��*�� ������� �]D (� 
�0 �b"*K � 9!*8�4� ( !�%��A _/��� #�&0T ( ��%�<

���	�� !�� 
�0 �W�% H� RJ*S4� 5/ I�Jb�� . !K�B &��/ L2 eT :�D fB�� �	+�

 ��Q ( !�/���� !���	�� ���n�4� 6/ L���"� 2&� I�=�*��� " !��"�� HB2 5/ !��*S��� 5J��" 9

� !�alK H��"� 9
����K {��	/ ���2 &��i�	+T� ��$�	�6��/  4Z�4?� ���	�� G&"�\

�����P+�"+?� �0  . !�«��� i��T H�W"��� ���T H=q 9HO��4� `a� ������K @�� (�

��/���4� !J�� !*O�J����"N' ( @����� 5$� |��  ���K m�� &�W4� !���/ L2 ��%#2� 

!��/ IW�%� F�bK %��T (  ��0��	4R$�"�� c�l�  ��0��u� eT ���J�� ��'��� 5/

 HO����� G&b"��� !�&�"�4�[��"=C� H�.  

 ¡� §�"	4� �,-4� 
�%2 9!J��� `a= i��T�Zentrum Moderner Orient &��/� 

 ¦�N��� &�' 
�0 U�&A� [&*"/ �= �/ H� !�B��/ eT m&�� k�Q�+�� I�=�*��� !K�B

����� ����� ( ���	�� 50 I&�4� .� s�%&��� ����� �#��"� ��u� �,-4� o��2 ��

�b/ ( ���	�� 50 !��� !��%# #�&0T !+�$/p I��4� !j%?� %��"D� 6/ I#�J"�4� . 5/�

 >*� h�"�� � �,-4� L�� 9!"N��� !��n��� !	���4� @�8+ 5/ &��2 !���/ eT §�N"�� HB2

 Rbb;"/ RSA����Q (� fB� ��T� ���	��  I%��� 5/ H� 50 R�S�4 k���2 I�0&�

 [�&;"�� eT H'�"�� !J� ��A !	���4� eT [���+]� ���	�� ���n�/� !��b4� ���	��

G���� `a� 
��0 . [��0 
�%�# 5/ #&0 [&� �,-4� ������ %��T (�¡� !���� FU R��� 

�"+O�b/ ( Z�&4� F���0 _.  

 !8*+ L2 f���"��� ��&B�+C�@]8 ���*K ( P�S, #&b�� �a= ( Z�4?� H< 50 

 50 I%��0 �=� 9���	��!��%#�B2 P� !�� R���� P�� !�n"�/ HA��/ 
�0 �+�42 ( 

!j�4� . �	+ ^ LE� |A�14 ����%# 5/ !��%# H< !��< k���# k����"0� P��� &�� 

 ��A HB?� !���� ¦�N��� k�&��� kC�S/ &�  �=%��"0�����	�� F� . #�&0T ( {�< &��

 ¦��H< [�0 1952!+�S�� !4���� ��V� &�� �+�42 %��0T I#�0T 5/ iW3�  . �¬���&� a�/�

a= P/&;"�� e�?�� #�b"�C�� !����� �C�Q ( s���� 5/ ��0 {�8� H�� 5/ ��%�*"�� 

� ���	�� f3"� 5�2 eT F�J� ���#2� HO���� !��*S��� 6�"u�� fK�/��"=� 
= �/� Z�4?

f���	/� . �]D 5/ �2 Z�4?� [���� ¥�*��� G�"�/ 
�0 i��� #��K ���*"�� `a= _O�"+�

 |�� IW�4� ����4� �2 !'��� ��A]8'C� t�"+T &�K� ����"K 
=� 9[]0p� HO���

�+��S�� &*0 5�� gRl����� ���	��� R*=��4� 5/ HB H� W�"� [&;"�K P, 9]S/ ��

!	���/ ��	�� ���"�� 6��� @�8+ 
�0 "R���"�� 6���� !�B ��J�2 /Null-Bock-Kids" 9

f��"��� ����� �&0 ��� i
< G�� e��4� �� Z�4?� ���	�� HB eT I%�<T . H= 5$��


0�8"�� H���� ( ���®C�� ¦�"$/ �� H�J��� �= Z�4?� ���	���2 9 ��WA?� ( 

� ����$+�/ #%�	"�% %�b� 9!0��84� `a= ( f/���T �]D 5/ ¯!��$�� ( �2 !����

¡� 
�/�z� q�"�?�FU¡� �	0 !S��S�� !��%&�� 
�0 m�	4�� R��� H	 5/ e�V� Hz� 9 

 f+2 
�0 Z�4?� ���	�� " 
��0� 
���� "���&N"�� oj�� §�%#T f�&��f�B��K |��  . ���

&�"�� f�&� L2#&b�� �a= ( `&�B G%�b� �a�� ���&N"�� `a� G&b"�� k���� k�#�.  



  مقدمة

  1 كاشلةجازى وإيلكحا يسون

ما الذى نعرفه حقا عن شباب العامل العرىب؟ الواقع أنه ىف أغلب األحيان، ينظر إىل هؤالء 
لدى وصف ما يدور . الشباب على أم أفراد يتصفون بالسلبية واخلضوع وااللتزام بالقانون

ملالئم الرجوع إىل  النصوص ىف جمتمعات الشباب ىف كافة أحناء العامل العرىب، قد يكون من ا
، وقانون األسرة »...«، والقرآن يقضى »...« الشريعة تقول:  القانونية منها أو الدينية–

، وشبكة اإلنترنت أيضا خاضعة »...« ، وأطباق األقمار الصناعية حمظورة»...« ينص
 ولكن ما .، وظاهرة ممارسة اجلنس قبل الزواج غري مسموح ا، وما إىل ذلك»...«للرقابة

هى حقيقة ما يفكر فيه وما يفعله الشباب بالفعل؟ وما هى الكيفية الىت جيب علينا أن ندرس 
 بواسطتها هذه القضية الىت شكلت نقطة البداية للمؤمتر الذى نظمه مركز الشرق احلديث

/Zentrum Moderner Orient اإلسكندرية بالتعاون مع / بربلني ومعهد جوته بالقاهرة
، والذى استهدف تنمية التبادل بني الباحثني األملان 2005نراد اديناور ىف يونيو مؤسسة كو

والثابت أن . واملصريني و غريهم من العرب حول مسألة دراسة قيم ومواقف الشباب
الدراسات اخلاصة بالشباب البالغني متثل جماال حبثيا غري متقدم، ورغم تنامى الوعى باألمهية 

 سبتمرب، فإنه غري متوفر حىت اآلن أى دراسة شاملة عن 11راسات منذ احليوية ملثل هذه الد
أما البحوث املتاحة فإا غالبا متناثرة ويتعذر الوصول إىل . الشباب ىف أى دولة عربية

وذلك رغم أن ما يقرب . بعضها، كما أا تركز إىل حد كبري على موضوعات متخصصة
األغلبية "  سنة ومعرفة املزيد عن هذه 35 من السكان العرب تقل أعمارهم عن %70من 

فيما يتعلق بالقضايا االجتماعية والسياسية تعد مسألة حيوية، ليس فقط بالنسبة " الصامتة 
وبذلك يتمثل اهلدف من املؤمتر والوثائق الالحقة له ىف بيان إمكانيات . للمجتمعات العربية

رىب، مع استخدام أمثلة من دول مثل وحدود النشاط البحثى املتصل بالشباب ىف العامل الع
وقد انصب التركيز على عملية املسح واملنهجية . املغرب ومصر وفلسطني والعراق وأملانيا 

  .أكثر منه على حتليل البيانات
 ة أولريكستاذةسه األرأ ت الذىZentrum Moderner Orientوننوه ىف هذا املقام بأن 

  نظامية بينيةأملانيا الذى يكرس نشاطه لدراسات مقارنةيتاج، هو املعهد البحثى الوحيد ىف افر
حول الشرق األوسط وأفريقيا وجنوب شرق آسيا، واملشاهد أن الدراسات اخلاصة بالشباب 

 خالل السنوات األخرية؛ ففى  باملركزحظيت باهتمام حمورى على صعيد النشاط البحثى
" يرة بربلني حول  مائدة مستدZentrum Moderner Orient عقد 2003أكتوبر 

ة  مقارن دراسة للتدبر بشأن إجراء2" الدراسات التجريبية اخلاصة بالشباب ىف العامل العرىب 
وباإلضافة إىل ذلك متت ألول مرة . ملواقف السياسية للشباب البالغني ىف مشال أفريقياا تتناول

 شركة شلاسة ىف هذا امللتقى مناقشة جدوى استخدام منهج مشابه لذلك الذى اتبعته در
  .األملانية حول الشباب ىف العامل العرىب
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ان العامل اليوم يتسم بعدم االستقرار والاليقني، وهو ما يدفع املزيد من الشباب اىل اللجوء اىل 
 كرموز للسلطة، وامنا كموضع فالشباب األملان مل يعد ينظر اىل اآلباء. الدين واألسرة كمالذ هلم

أما احلالة الفلسطينية فهى حالة خاصة، حيث يستمد الشباب قيمهم من األسرة، ومن مث . ثقة
  .يعد متاسك األسر الفلسطينية أحد أهم سبل احلفاظ على اهلوية الفلسطينية

رية، لقد أوضحت البحوث الواردة ذا الكتاب أن الشباب بالعديد من الدول يعانون من احل
واالرتباك، وعدم القدرة على التكيف، وهو وضع ال يالمون عليه ألم مل يسامهوا فيه، وغري 

من مث يتعني عند التخطيط لغد أفضل السعى اىل متكني الشباب، وتزويدهم . مستعدين ملواجهته
العراق اىل وولنربج من خالل مقاله املعىن حبالة . لقد برهن السيد أ. باملهارات احلياتية األساسية

أنه ال يزال هناك شباب نشطون، ويتمتعون بالثقة النفس، وأمام أعينهم هدف يسعون اىل 
بيد أن التحدى . حتقيقه، ولديهم استعداد لتحمل مسئوليام االجتماعية ىف أصعب الظروف

احلقيقى يكمن ىف التوصل اىل كيفية مؤازرة هؤالء الشباب، ومساعدم على التحكم ىف 
 . وتكوين مستقبلهممصائرهم

 
  على هالل دسوقى. د

  أستاذ العلوم السياسية
  جامعة القاهرة

 2006ديسمرب، 

 



  افتتاحية

  هالل دسوقىعلى 

يتم تشكيله " كمفعول به"هناك مدخالن للتعامل مع قضايا الشباب، األول ينظر للشباب 
والتأثري عليه، ومن هذا املنظور تكون عملية التواصل االجتماعى أداة تستخدمها اتمعات 

أما املدخل الثاىن . ري للتغيألوضاع الراهنة، ومقاومة أى مساعالعادة انتاج ذاا، واحلفاظ على ا
فينظر للشباب كأطراف فاعلة هلم طموحام، ومشاكلهم، وآماهلم، وخماوفهم، ورؤاهم 

  .املستقبلية
 العديد من التبعات ،ىف التعامل مع قضايا الشباب. وجتدر االشارة اىل أن لكل من املدخلني

قوم على منطق االستبداد، املدخل األول يعد حوارا ىف اجتاه واحد، وي. االجتماعية والسياسية
ويستند اىل مبدأ مؤداه أن على الراشدين أن يأمروا وعلى الشباب أن يطيعوا، ومن مث فانه عادة 

أما املدخل الثاىن فيتسم بالدينامية والدميقراطية، وينظر اىل التواصل . ما يؤدى اىل صراع األجيال
ألساسية اىل الشباب، مث افساح اال أمام االجتماعى كعملية يقوم اتمع من خالهلا بنقل قيمه ا

 .الشباب ليعيد تعريف تلك القيم
حيث يضم بني صفحاته خالصة , من هنا يعد هذا الكتاب اضافة قيمة لبحوث الشباب

أفكار وآراء الشباب الثاقبة ىف اتمع والسياسة بأربع دول عربية هى العراق، ومصر، واملغرب، 
وفيما خيص املنهج املتبع ىف اعداده، فانه جيمع ما بني خمتلف . ى أملانياوفلسطني، ودولة أوروبية ه
ان أكثر ما يفيد هو التعرف على أوجه التشابه، وأوجه االختالف، . املداخل الكمية والنوعية

 .واخلصوصيات، واملقارنة بينها من خالل آراء الشباب ممن ينتمون اىل خمتلف احلضارات
عظم الشباب على أن قضية البطالة تشكل أهم التحديات على على سبيل املثال، جيمع م

االطالق، وجندهم أيضا يتفقون ىف الرأى حول بعض اجلوانب اخلاصة باحلياة األسرية والوظائف 
وقد لوحظ على الشباب ىف العديد من املواقف ميلهم اىل املعارضة، والثورة، واالنعزال، . اجليدة

ىف احلالة األملانية ترجع تلك . اخ خييم عليه التردد واحلريةوشعورهم بالغضب، وذلك ىف ظل من
املشاعر اىل تفشى البطالة، أو عدم القدرة على االلتحاق بوظائف مرضية، بينما ترتبط تلك 
املشاعر ىف مصر واملغرب حبالة القلق والاليقني املصاحبة للتغريات االجتماعية املطردة، وبالعراق 

 .اىل عدم االستقرار السياسىوفلسطني 
لقد لوحظ ىف بعض األحيان وجود تباين ىف اجتاهات الشباب وسلوكيام، وهو ما قد 
. يتعذر تفسريه من املنظور األخالقى، وامنا ىف ضوء تضارب املواقف الىت يواجهها الشباب

من . لوسطفتعامل الشباب مع التحديات اليومية يفرض عليهم اللجوء للمقايضات، واحللول ا
هنا جند ىف املغرب أن االزدواجية قد باتت هى النظام الثقاىف السائد، وأن التفاوض قد أصبح هو 

كما تربز تلك الظاهرة ىف ). خمتار اهلراس/طبقا ملقال أ(األسلوب املتبع ىف التعامل والتكيف 
م، وهى ثقافة كاملة هلا رموزها ومفردا ا، األمر الذى مصر، حيث كون الشباب ثقافة خاصة

فرج . طبقا لورقة د(يكشف عن عدم ثقة الشباب ىف الراشدين، وافتقارهم لرؤى مستقبلية 
  ).الكامل
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